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Orthography

Katu pronunciation is quite different from that of the Vietnamese language; therefore, trying to transcribe Katu names and sounds into Vietnamese does not seem very fruitful. The “r” sound, for example, very
pronounced and “rolling” in Katu language, differs strongly from the
Vietnamese “r” (which is pronounced like an English “z”). I have indicated this strong Katu “r” sound (similar to the Swedish “r” sound) by
writing it as “rr”. Katu language also has an “o” sound that is similar to
the Swedish vowel “å” (akin to the English sound in the word “oar”). I
have transcribed this Katu sound as “å”.
The consonant sound that I write as “dj” (like in “gigolo” or “jar”) is
also non-existent in Vietnamese.
Most of the vowels and consonants used for my Katu orthography are
letters in the Standard English alphabet, with a few exceptions:
Ö = A vowel sound which I have described as “ö”. The sound I want
to convey is similar to the German “ö” (as in “zwölf”) and close to the
Vietnamese “ơ”.
Ư = Katu language also has a sound similar to the Vietnamese “ư”
which I shall therefore indicate with this letter (ư).
I have tried to write Vietnamese words using the Vietnamese alphabet so
that these words might be readily understood by a reader who knows
Vietnamese. There are a few exceptions, however: words that are already
widely used in their anglisiced form have not been written with Vietnamese characters. Such words include Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam, Doi Moi and
Danang (City).
I have also distinguished between Vietnamese/Lao words, on the one
hand, and Katu/indigenous words, on the other, by italicizing the former
in quotation marks (“hello”), and the latter without quotation marks
(hello). That is, words in the ethnic majority language (the languages most
commonly used during the interviews) are indicated with both italics and
quotation marks.
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This is to underscore that I often worked through interpreters and also
that the Katu in Vietnam often narrated their stories in Vietnamese (and
the Sekong groups in Lao).
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1. Introduction

In very general terms, this is a study of the cosmology of a set of closely
related ethnolinguistic – Katuic speaking – indigenous groups inhabiting
the Central Annamitic Cordillera in the borderland between Laos and
Vietnam. More precisely, the thesis deals with how the cosmology of the
upland Katuic peoples – in particular the Katu and Nge-Kriang groups –
relate to the specific mountainous landscape they inhabit; how they conceptualise and relate to hills, streams, trees and patches of forest which
they perceive as intentional agents in a living landscape populated not
only by humans, animals and plants but also a multiplicity of landscape
spirits – hill spirits, forest spirits, water spirits and so on.
In the thesis, I also attempt to document and analyse how this animistic cosmology has changed over the past five decades or so as a result of
the turbulent historical events and massive development and conservation
interventions that have unfolded in the region – during and after the Second Indochina War (the Vietnam War, as we call it, 1955-75), and
against the background of the First Indochina War (1946-54) when Annam was part of French Indochina. Not only have these historical and
political-economic events dramatically affected the indigenous societies in
focus here, but also the entire landscape in the region and, thus, directly
and indirectly contributed to transform the animistic cosmology and the
human-environment relationship with which I am primarily concerned. In
this sense, apart from the cosmological leitmotif, a political ecological
theme runs through the thesis.
In recent decades, the Central Annamites has regained world publicity,
not as a battle zone in the Vietnam War (which I henceforth will refer to
as the America-Vietnam War), but as one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots with a unique fauna and flora. Indeed, the name Central Annamites
is today mainly used by international conservation organisations, particularly WWF, to demarcate the central part of the Greater Annamite Ecoregion. This central part is, furthermore, assessed by WWF as being of critical biological importance for the whole Lower Mekong Ecoregion Complex and, therefore, of highest conservation priority (classified as Priority
Landscape CA1; see Baltzer el al. 2001).
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Map 1.1: The Annamitic Cordillera (Trường Sơn Mountain Range). The map
shows elevation above 500 m.
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Map 1.2: The Central Annamites. The map shows the Central Annamitic Conservation Landscape – classified as a global biodiversity hotspot by WWF (adapted
from Baltzer et al.). The map also shows the Central Highland region in Vietnam.

Of particular relevance to my own study here is that this ecologically and
biologically defined landscape largely coincides with the distribution and
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extension of the upland Katuic groups – the Katu, Ta-Oi, Bru and other,
smaller, Katuic-speaking upland groups. This coincidence is, in itself,
relevant for the topic of the thesis: is there any discernible relationship
between Katuic culture and cosmology, their way of relating to the landscape, and the fact that this particular landscape has retained its unique
character and rich – partly endemic – flora and fauna until today? One of
my central arguments in the thesis is that there is, among the Katuic
groups, a particular “conservation ethic”, embedded in their cosmology
and livelihood practices, which has contributed to shape the Central Annamitic landscape and helped preserve, to a considerable extent, its rich
and unique biodiversity.
That is not to say that the landscape and the indigenous communities
depending on it have not undergone momentous changes. They certainly
have, as will be described in ensuing chapters. Nevertheless, most of the
upland Katuic communities, particularly the Katu – the largest of the
Katuic-speaking groups –, living in the forested hills and mountain slopes
on both sides of the Vietnam-Laos border, still subsist mainly on shifting
cultivation of upland rice, hunting and fishing. Their economy, though
under heavy pressure for change towards cash-crop production and market integration, is still best characterised as subsistence oriented. And yet,
owing particularly to post-war land- and forest legislation and state-driven
resettlement policies, the basis of their subsistence – the system of rotational shifting cultivation – is becoming increasingly unsustainable as
former forest land is taken away from them to be turned into nature reserves and protection forests or assigned for industrial forestry production.
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Map 1.3: The distribution of the Katuic ethno-linguistic groups. The map also
shows the distribution of some other related language groups of the Mon-Khmer
family (belonging to the Austro-Asiatic linguistic superstock).
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A lifeway and landscape in transition
When I first arrived, in 2004, to the interior, mountainous districts of
Quảng Nam province in Vietnam, almost exclusively populated by indigenous Katu people, I witnessed settlements with seemingly traditional
houses and spatial layout – relatively large, wooden dwellings on stilts,
with characteristically thatched and sloping roofs reaching almost to the
raised floor, accessible through a short staircase leading to the main entry
of the house. The houses were arranged in a wide circle around an open
square, in the centre of which stood a large and sumptuously decorated
communal house, the guöl – the ritual and political centre of the village.
Around the villages, on the slopes of the adjacent hills, swidden fields
and fallows formed a patchwork of rectangular spaces ranging in colour
from black (recently cleared and burned swiddens) and bright green
(sprouting rice plants or young fallows) to deep yellow (signalling fields
ready for harvest), depending on the season and the age of the fallows.
Beyond the village and the nearby fields, the forest progressively turned
from dark green to dark blue towards the rugged horizon of far-away hills
and mountain ranges, rising in succession, one after another. These remoter parts of the village territory, visited only by hunters, were said to be
populated by wild animals and spirits. Women and children did not venture into these uncultivated and dangerous spaces at the outer margins of
the village territory.
Villagers would gladly and openly speak to me and my Vietnamese research assistant-cum-interpreter about the spirits (abhuy) dwelling in the
forest and hills surrounding their communities, just as they would talk
about the Grandmother of the Rice (Ayikk Avi; literally “grandmother of
rice”) who ensured plentiful harvests, and about the Guardian of Game
Animals (Kamorrbarr), the spirit maiden who provided the village hunters with game.
On several occasions I witnessed hunters returning from the forest
with game (mostly wild boar), and each time the slain animal was
brought into the village’s communal house. There, ritual thanks were
given to Kamorrbarr, and the animal’s meat was shared equally between
all households in the village. The custom of sharing game meat within the
village had, according to the elders, existed as long as they could recall.
However, as time passed, and I had the opportunity to visit other Katu
villages in different districts and provinces, I gradually realised the fact
that these scenes were no longer typical of the Katu territory as a whole.
In many villages closer to urban centres and small market towns, or along
the recently built roads connecting villages and towns in the region, the
communal hunting feasts and game-sharing rituals were no longer per-
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formed. People had begun selling game animals to outsiders rather than
sharing them within the village. The animals were transported by motorcycles to restaurants in the district towns, or even all the way to the cities
along the coast.
There was a simple explanation for this: the villagers wanted and
needed money. The transformation of the subsistence economy into a
market economy is a priority goal of the state. Swidden cultivation is
discouraged and increasingly restricted; cash-crop production – usually
cassava, sugar cane, vegetables and, wherever possible, wet rice and industrial tree plantations are encouraged and subsidized by the government
and international development agencies. In my study villages, this change
began to be observable during the first fieldwork period (2004-2006),
but, in other areas, the transformation had already begun decades earlier.
The policy-driven commercialisation of the local economy and the ensuing need for cash have both positive and negative consequences for
villagers. One decidedly negative consequence of current developments is
the dramatic increase in commercial (illegal) hunting and trapping of
game, supplying the urban food market and wildlife trade. It is also a fact
that the growing dependence on cash has negatively affected subsistence
production and consumption (particularly in villages near market centres); people spend more labour on cash-crop production and less on the
cultivation of high-value food crops for consumption. In addition, cash
returns from the sale of crops and game is spent on inferior foods (canned
food, instant noodles etc.), cigarettes and alcohol and, principally, prestige
goods (TV sets, video players, wrist watches and, today, mobile phones;
see Pham Van Loi 2014).
Villagers are not necessarily aware that their diets are becoming impoverished in nutritional terms as they change from subsistence- to market production and from locally procured game meat and stream fish to
instant noodles, canned foods and dried sea fish and other commercially
available food products. They seem to have a certain reverence for these
new and finely packaged products. A few outside observers, however,
have noted and documented the decline in the nutritional value of Katu
diets (notably Krahn 2005).
While the wildlife trade is booming in the region, the government of
Vietnam – aided by international conservation organisations – is trying to
stem the tide. Nature reserves and protected forest areas are created (see
Chapter 6). Paradoxically, however, as local Katu communities are being
enclosed and the areas where villagers can hunt and carry out shifting
cultivation for their subsistence are shrinking, their propensity – indeed,
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their need – to engage in commercial hunting, trapping and (illegal) logging increase by the day.
In Nam Đông district (Thừa Thiên–Huế province), in 2008, partly as
a consequence of the sighting of the rare saola (Pseudoryx nghetinhensis) in
the forest surrounding some Katu villages in Thượng Nhật commune, the
entire forest area to the south of the villages – which had been used by the
villages for centuries – was declared part of the Bach Ma Biodiversity
Protection Corridor (an extension of the Bach Ma National Park). Subsequent to that decision, villagers were not allowed to carry out any hunting
or gathering in those forests anymore. In one blow the villages adjacent to
the new reserve lost most of their traditional territories. The decision was
taken by the forestry department with little room for discussion: after all,
all “natural” forest is owned by the government (and managed by the
forestry department; pers. comm. Nicholas Wilkinson 2008).
These glimpses from the current reality in Katu communities in Vietnam illustrate some facets of the powerful transformation process taking
place in the Central Annamites today. Many of the changes are taking
place due to the implementation of a wide range of government programmes whose purpose is to modernise the entire region, to efficiently
integrate it with the national economy, and to raise the living standards of
the indigenous inhabitants of the region. But, evidently, there is a downside to this modernisation push, as briefly exemplified above.
Other examples abound. In Nam Đông, an expanding grid of timber
roads today cuts through the forested landscape surrounding Katu villages. These roads were constructed so that company trucks could access
the pulpwood and rubber plantations that had been established on forest
land – about a decade ago – previously used by the villages for shifting
cultivation. In the wake of the pulpwood and rubber schemes, and the
concomitant ban on shifting cultivation in the areas designated for industrial rubber and pulpwood production, many villagers ended up with
insufficient land to feed their families with rice. While a few managed to
claim ownership over extensive tracts of suitable land for rubber and
pulpwood plantations, the many who were less lucky or astute, ended up
virtually landless and destitute.
In Tây Giang, another Katu district, I witnessed (in 2009) how entire
villages were torn down and the sloping village grounds flattened by bulldozers to be converted into wet rice fields, while villagers were resettled
on land carved out from surrounding hillsides, thus creating the level
village ground the authorities desires as a hallmark of “modern”, permanent village settlements. New houses with corrugated iron roofs were
built, subsidised by the government, and arranged in neat rows along a
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straight village road. And, following in the wake of the re-engineered
village space of one of my principal study villages (Arek), the last vestiges
of the fish population in the nearby river vanished, and stream fish disappeared from the local menu.

The leitmotif
In broad strokes, the preceding paragraphs outline the process of change
taking place in the Central Annamites today. In a sense, the transforming
landscape of the Central Annamites is both the setting and the topic of the
present thesis. The analytical focus, however, lies on the close and continuous relationship between Katu villagers and the hills and forests surrounding their communities. Although this relationship is rapidly changing as a consequence of the shifting social and political reality, it is nonetheless a remarkably resilient relationship, and many customary beliefs and
practices appear to resist the onslaught of modernisation.
In the ensuing chapters I will contrast the customary indigenous livelihood system, notably their system of rotational shifting cultivation and
the cultural premises and practical rationality underpinning it, with the
high-modernist visions motivating the frenzy of infrastructural development projects and industrial forestry programs introduced in the region
over the past decades. I borrow the term “high-modernism” from Scott
(1998) who uses it to refer to various large-scale, “science-based” endeavours meant to rationalise and “improve the human condition”. The term,
it seems to me, is highly apposite to characterise the nature of the development fervour that exist in the region at present and the faith in rational
science, technology and social engineering guiding the principal actors
and agencies pushing this development advance – state agencies, international development organisations and transnational corporations (as will
be further discussed in Chapter 3).
In the encounter between indigenous communities and state-sponsored
development actors, the powerful “development machinery” (paraphrasing a well-known metaphor in Ferguson 1994) would seem to move according to its own logic, encoded in development plans and goals, with
little regard for – and use of – local opinion and knowledge. Scott (ibid)
contrasts the knowledge championed by the advocates of high-modernist
schemes with local knowledge or metis – the practical knowledge and
spontaneous creativity with which ordinary people solve their everyday
problems with resort to the limited means available to them.
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In the same vein, I will use the more conventional (but also controversial) term “indigenous” (or local) knowledge to refer to the knowledge
intrinsic to customary (in this case Katuic) practices with regard to the use
and management of the forest – i.e., the practical activities and cosmological precepts associated with shifting cultivation and hunting.1 As will
be shown in the following chapters, these practical activities are very
much informed by indigenous notions of spirits – protective and harmful
landscape spirits, “spirit forests” or “poisonous places”, and a complex
array of taboos associated with the spirits – all of which, I shall argue,
form part of the indigenous system of knowledge. It goes without saying
that my use of the notion of indigenous knowledge also includes the
spontaneous practical creativity moulded by the local cosmology and the
Katuic way of life in the forest.
In sum, to understand the present dramatic transformation of the society and landscape of the Katuic uplanders, we must explore the larger
political and economic forces impinging on the local communities, but
also the working of their current and past livelihood system (as far as we
can reconstruct the latter) – their system of shifting cultivation and its
relationship to an elaborate system of animistic beliefs and practices.
Cosmology, livelihood and the local forest environment are here closely
and fundamentally integrated. This is the leitmotif of my thesis.

Aims and argument
A central theme in the thesis is what I take to be the transformative confrontation between two very distinct types of cosmologies (or ontologies)
– the modern, naturalistic ontology underpinning the high-modernist
development schemes promoted by the Laotian and Vietnamese states
and the international aid- and development organisations supporting
them, on the one hand, and the animist ontology at the basis of Katuic
society and culture, on the other – an encounter in which the traditionally
“spirit-ruled” society and animated landscape is transformed into a social
and natural landscape increasingly ruled by policies and plans issued and
implemented by a largely anonymous state administration, emanating
from offices and board rooms in urban spaces far away from the communities ultimately affected by the plans and programs in question.
When using the notion of “ontology” (or cosmology) in this context, I
refer particularly to the concepts of animism and naturalism as distinct
1

In a widely circulated paper, Agrawal (1995) has discussed the notion of indigenous
knowledge and its relation to scientific knowledge.
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and contrasted ontologies, where naturalism is the hegemonic, postenlightenment cosmology of modernity (or the Moderns as the term is
now used in French anthropological circles) whereas animism in its new
incarnation stands for the radically opposite – an alternative, non-modern
and non-naturalistic ontological type associated with indigenous peoples
such as the Katu (the Non-Moderns). This “ontological turn” in recent
anthropology has been championed by proponents of the “new animism”
concept – notably by influential scholars like Descola (1996, 2011),
Viveiros de Castro (1998) and Ingold (2000). This theoretical perspective
and my use of the notion of animism will be further clarified in Chapter 2.
In particular, I am interested in the widespread belief among Katuic
groups in the existence and potent agency of hill spirits – spirits which
might better be labelled “ecosystem” spirits since they are assumed to
govern different kinds of localized ecosystems (usually associated with
particular hills) – and the fact that these hill spirits are also regarded as
tutelary spirits, governing and “managing” villages and entire village territories. It needs to be emphasised that these beliefs – this animist cosmology – are still vigorous in many of the study communities, despite the
scale and magnitude of the changes now taking place in the region.
I shall try to demonstrate that this “hill-spirit lore” and the precepts
and practices associated with it, by and in themselves, constitute a form of
complex system of environmental knowledge, and that this ecocosmological lore should be understood as a sort of local management
plan for the use of the forest and its resources. This ecologically grounded
and metaphysically sanctioned resource-use system was, I shall argue, vital
for the functioning of the pre-war livelihood system and is still a powerful
force informing local forest use, despite the pressures for change and
modernisation from external actors.
I shall also argue, in the course of the thesis, that the Central Annamite
landscape, relatively recently “rediscovered” (essentially from the 1990s
onward) by biologists-ecologists and conservationists, is a landscape
largely shaped by these cultural notions and practices of its indigenous
groups. A centrepiece of these cultural practices shaping and managing
the forest landscape was – and still is – precisely the belief in a panoply of
landscape spirits (including, principally, hill spirits) whom people regard
as the ultimate owners and managers of the landscape and its inhabitants.
To better grasp the hill spirit lore of the Katuic groups I examine the
similarities and differences between what I call the animist ecology – the
local understanding of the environment – and universal scientific ecology.
As is to be expected, these two reality posits stand far apart from one
another. The exploration of the animist ontology is the main theme of the
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thesis, while the exploration of its implicit and explicit correspondences
with scientific ecology occupies a lesser, but nonetheless significant place
in the analysis. The theoretical strands I draw on in this endeavour are
fleshed out in Chapter 2.2
At the same time I also explore the ongoing development process in
the study region – a process that in important regards can be seen as a “repatterning” and re-engineering the landscape – and how this process directly and indirectly transforms the animist ontology and ecology of the
people under scrutiny. How does the expansion of the road network, the
construction of hydroelectric plants and dams, the new land-use regulations, the resettlement programs, industrial tree plantations and the conservationist schemes impinge on the local cosmologies?
Outlining the deep connection between Katuic land-use practices and
cosmology, the thesis ultimately attempts to explore the question about
the recursive relationship and mutual implications between cosmology
and ecology. What happens to a society whose “gods” are “tied to the
land and the landscape” when the landscape is completely reshaped and
re-patterned, or – as may be the case – destroyed by bombs and defoliants? What happens with the local, place-based cosmology when it is confronted with the powerful, universal and science-based, ontology incarnated in the current high-modernist development frenzy in the region
under study?
In sum, the thesis explores the livelihood adaptation of the Katuic
groups, as well as their environmental consciousness in a wide sense, yet
from what I would call an “inside-out” perspective, taking Katuic cultural
core tenets as the standpoint, rather than simply evaluating their understanding on the basis of our Western, universalistic scientific understanding. This perspective is developed in Chapters 2 and 3. It is with this task
at hand that the thesis places emphasis on how spirit beliefs have influenced – and continue to influence – the practicalities of the now greatly
restricted and regulated indigenous agricultural system as well as their
hunting and fishing activities.
More specifically, the principal objectives of the thesis are the following: first, to explore fundamental aspects of the Katuic animist cosmology
(ontology) – i.e., Katuic notions and perceptions of the local environ2

I make no pretence to pass for an ecologist but I make an honest attempt to review what
seems to me as relevant ecological concepts for my present purposes, and I have tried to
familiarize myself with ecological literature in general and works on the Southeast Asian
environment in particular. I am convinced that sound ecological knowledge is necessary to
fully grasp Katuic cosmology.
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ment, in particular, the body of knowledge I refer to as their “hill-spirit
lore”. Although I attempt to explore this ethnographic corpus with a
modicum of references to scientific ecology (set out in Chapter 2), the
central part of the thesis (Chapters 5, 6 and 7) is mainly concerned with
the recursive links between Katu notions of death, morality and landscape
spirits. The ethnography in these chapters is mainly drawn from fieldwork
in Vietnam.
Secondly, in the last two chapters of the thesis (Chapters 8 and 9), I
provide data from fieldwork among Katu and the closely related NgeKriang groups in Sekong province (Laos). Here I focus on processes of
change in the context of a particular sustainable-forestry project – a particularly instructive case of the encounter between the local animist ontology and the modernist mind frame underpinning the forestry project and
its technical implementation. To explore this encounter, I make use of a
mapping exercise, contrasting the science-based cartography produced by
the project and the “participatory maps” made by villagers in collaboration with me and my local assistant. The results suggest that the way villagers understand what I call the village-forest landscape is premised on
profound ecological knowledge
A third major objective of the thesis is to provide a political ecological
and historical ecological overview of the study region (the Central Annamites as a whole). This overview, which serves as a background and contextualisation of the main theme of the thesis, highlights the historical and
contemporary transformation of the social and natural landscape in the
region – the consequences of the two devastating Indochina Wars and the
massive development and modernisation efforts in the post-war period:
resettlement and sedentarisation programs, the transition to market economy, poverty-reduction projects and land- and forest use reforms, occurring more or less in tandem in the two countries. Much of this background is given in Chapters 3 and 4.
The next section dips into the central theme of the thesis, the spirit
world of the Katuic upland communities. It is followed by an overview of
Katu culture and society, and a review of the recent history of the region,
intended to serve as a background to the analysis of ontological and political-ecological change at the interface of animism and high-modernism
– the multi-dimensional interface which is the leitmotif of the ensuing
chapters. In the final part of this Introduction, I briefly discuss the main
ethnographic sources of the thesis.
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Living with spirits
[T]he upland peoples of Southeast Asia have developed a sociocultural system that is optimally suited to their ecological situation. They see this ecological niche as a place in which a total style of life – including religious,
political, and economic dimensions – has been worked out and can be
maintained. (Thomas Kirsch, quoted in Condominas 1994 [1957]: xxi)

Georges Condominas’ (1994 [1957]) classical monograph “We have
eaten the forest” about the Bahnaric-speaking Mnong Gar – the people he
worked with in the 1930s in the southern highlands of Vietnam (Sar Luk,
Dak Lac province) – named every year after the name of the spirit whose
forest they “ate” that particular year. Just like the Katuic groups described
in this thesis, the Mnong Gar were rotational shifting cultivators who
each year cleared a patch of forest, then, in the following year, another,
and so on. Typically, they would return to previously cleared fields after
10-20 years. Following this logic, the year they revisited the old area
would be named the same as had the year the previous time they farmed
in that particular forest (ibid. xxxi).
Whenever the distance between the village and its fields became too
great, the village would move to a location closer to the clearings. They
would also move their village if they suffered epidemics or what they referred to as “violent death” (the corresponding Katu expression being
“bad death”: chet mop). Like the Katu, the Mnong Gar also performed
endless series of sacrifices including large buffalo sacrifices at weddings
and funerals.
Most importantly in the present context, Condominas describes how
life among the Mnong Gar was regulated by an array of strict taboos, and
how the breaking of these taboos lead to great consternation in the communities. The misconduct of one villager could lead to the punishment of
all others by the offended spirits. Condominas recounts how one informant, upon discovering a case of (culturally perceived) incest, claimed
that lightning would strike the village, but not the guilty person but the
people “who are responsible in the forest and the village” (Condominas
1994:83). In another passage, Condominas clarifies that, as a rule, it is
the most powerful people in the village – the kuang (“holy men of the
village”) – who are held responsible for villagers’ infractions (and, thus,
the most likely to be punished by the spirits). In all these regards, the
Mnong Gar of the 1930s appear almost identical to the Katuic groups in
the 2000s.
In this thesis I will explore the connection between village morality
(according to local standards) and the goodwill or anger of the tutelary
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spirits of the village – as expressed, for example, by the conviction that an
illicit sexual relationship can lead not only to death and disease in the
village but also to crop failure or other “ecological” misfortunes – all because it is believed that such a moral transgression has angered the spirits.
Curiously, the angered spirits are very often locally described as “outside
spirits” – making their interest in village morality all the more peculiar
from the point of view of a modern, western observer.
These “outside spirits” (Katu: abhuy), commonly said to dwell on hills
and in areas of old-growth forest, are among the most powerful spirit
agents in the local cosmology.3 To the Katu the forests surrounding their
villages are spiritual domains – populated by a multiplicity of spirits. Each
hill and patch of forest has its particular owner spirit, the master of the
place or landform in question and its fauna and flora – in other words, its
particular ecosystem spirit. Certain particularly significant places, usually
hills, are owned and guarded by particularly powerful spirit owners who
may, according to my interlocutors, be of either aggressive or benevolent
disposition towards humans.
These spirits are generally individualized and named, and their preferred abodes – a particular hill and surrounding forest – are referred to as
“spirit-poison areas” (karchall mabhuy or bol ve mabhuy) and subject to
specific restrictions or taboos; invariably clearing and burning forest for
cultivation in such areas is unthinkable, and hunting is often restricted in
one way or another (certain species may be taboo during certain periods
of the year, and so on). As the above reference to Condominas study of
the Mnong Gar shows, the notions of strict taboos and of forest spirits
guarding village morality are common also among indigenous groups
outside the Central Annamitic region and beyond the Katuic ethnolinguistic area.
My own data suggests that Katu villagers recognize a specific hierarchy
of hill- and forest spirits within each village territory – a hierarchy that
sometimes extends beyond the limits of one village to include several village territories (see Chapter 7). At the lower end of this hierarchy are
anonymous and rather innocuous forest or place spirits whose presence is
discovered only after something unexpected or exceptional happens in the
particular place in question and who will be appeased by minor rituals.
But, as noted, there are other places where more powerful and dangerous
owner spirits are known to exist and whose domains (karchall mabhuy) are
strictly respected and avoided lest misfortune will befall the trespasser or,
equally likely, someone else in the trespasser’s village.
3

Only the generic and rather abstract Sky (Pleng) and Earth (Katiec) spirits are regarded as
more powerful; for a fuller account of the Katu spirit world, see Chapter 5.
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Finally, some of these important master spirits, usually one in every village territory or constellation of adjacent village territories, invariably a
hill spirit, rule over all the other hill- and forest spirits in its domain. This
major hill spirit, which is associated and indeed, identified, with a particular, named hill tends to be recognised as the tutelary spirit of the village
territory, including its human inhabitants. The hill spirit/spirit hill is the
tutelary “village spirit” (abhuy guöl). The hill and the adjacent forest surrounding the hill of the tutelary master spirit is (or at least was until recent times) subject to most severe forest-use restrictions (on clearing,
burning and/or hunting), the transgression of which would bring down
the “anger of the spirits” and cause death or disease, or any other form of
misfortune, in the village.
In effect, then, these major and minor spirit areas – spirit hills or spirit
forests – amount to a sort of indigenous conservation areas. Although
defined and motivated on metaphysical grounds, they are de facto biodiversity reserves, usually visibly discernible from surrounding fallow forests
by their older, less disturbed and more complex biological structure
(documented and discussed particularly in Chapter 9).
Why have these upland societies (among them the Katu, the Nge-Kriang
and the Chetonng – all of which belong to the Katuic linguistic group – as
well as the Bahnaric Mnong Gar and others) developed such a worldview? How has this cosmological type contributed to shape the landscape
which they inhabit, a landscape which – when “re-discovered” by conservation biologists in the 1990s – rapidly became classified as a global biodiversity hotspot and a High-Priority Conservation Landscape in the
Lower Mekong Ecoregion Complex? Clearly, we need to acknowledge
this very ecocosmology and its associated taboo system as deep-rooted
form of environmental knowledge, what in certain conservationist and
sustainable-development circles is known as Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK; cf., Berkes 2008).

The Katu: land, people, culture
Given that the Katu are located at the centre of the area of distribution of
the Katuic languages and that it is the largest of the upland Katuic groups,
as well as the fact that linguists now consider the Katu homeland as a
possible cradle for the Austro-Asiatic linguistic superstock (which includes
the Mon-Khmer language family), the general outline which I provide of
the Katu people below is meant to be read as description of cultural gen-
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eralities characteristic not only of the Katu per se, but also of other upland
Katuic groups as well as neighbouring upland Mon-Khmer groups (such
as the North-Bahnaric groups). For this reason I use the Katu, in the
thesis, as an exemplar for the Katuic groups in general.4
To the north and west, the Katu are surrounded by the Katuicspeaking Ta-Oi, Pacoh, Bru and Nge-Kriang; to the south, the Katu territory borders on diverse North Bahnaric-speaking groups such as the Alak,
Kasseng (Kassang), Jeng and Ve (Jeh). The Austro-Asiatic languages also
include two ethnic majority languages: Vietnamese and Khmer.5
The Katu, referred to as Cơ Tu in Vietnam and sometimes as Kantu
(or Kantou) in Laos, number altogether some 80,000 people (an estimated 50,000 in Vietnam and 30,000 in Laos (Århem, K. 2010: 1).6 The
Nge-Kriang group of Laos (sometimes written as the Ngeq and/or Kriang, or as Ngkriang) are fewer in number (12,900 in the 2005 Laotian
census).7 Finally, two more ethnic groups will be mentioned in the thesis:
the North Bahnaric Alak and the Katuic Chetonng (Chatonng), the Alak
being the larger of the two groups.

4

The general picture of “Central Annamites upland culture” I paint here is not meant to be
extrapolated for the wet-rice cultivating Katuic groups found in the lowlands of Cambodia
and Thailand.
5
Paul Sidwell (2009) divides the Katuic languages into four separate branches of which one
is labelled the “Katu” branch (containing the Katu on both sides of the Lao-Vietnamese
border). The other branches are labelled “Kui-Bru”, “Pacoh” and “Ta-Oi-Kriang” (to which
the Ngeq-Kriang are considered to belong). All in all, Sidwell’s classification comprises seven
distinct indigenous groups. The Katuic languages are spoken by more than a million people
in Thailand, Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam (though a large portion of this figure represents
Katuic lowland peoples, such as Kuy). There is some debate, however, about the Katuic
branch’s exact linguistic positioning, with some scholars, notably Diffloth, arguing that the
Katuic languages are a sub-group to the Vieto-Katuic group – which would entail a curiously close “genetic” relation between the Katuic upland groups and Vietnam’s majority
group, the Kinh (ethnic Vietnamese). Sidwell (2005), however, casts doubt on the VietoKatuic hypothesis. Additionally, he claims that the Katu branch is the most conservative of
the various Katuic languages (Sidwell 2009).
6
The origin and meaning of the term “Katu” is disputed. As far back as in the 1930s, Le
Pichon claimed that he could not find a single village of Katu (in Vietnam) who considered
themselves to be “Katu” – all the “Katu” he spoke to instead claiming that the “Katu” lived
“further up the mountains” (Le Pichon 1938). The meaning of the name Katu or
Kantu/Kantou appears to be derived from the suffix “tu” – meaning “stream source” or “tree
crown”, thus implying “high” (Ta Duc 2002; Luu Hung 2007; Århem, K. 2010: 15). The
prefix Ka is more disputed, variously considered to be a directional term (i.e. “from”), or
signifying “people”, or a term derived from the Lao term “Kha” (“savage/s”) (Goudineau
2008). Goudineau also convincingly argues that the term was assigned to all the remote
upland groups of Sekong by their neighbours further down, and by the agents of Lao-Thai
precolonial kingdoms (implying that the term is an exonym) (ibid.).
7
http://www.ethnologue.com/language/ngt
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Map 1.4: Location of the Katu and Nge-Kriang groups in Laos and Vietnam. The
unmarked space between the two groups is inhabited by the related but little
known Chetonng people.
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Map 1.5: Overview of the study area. The provinces in Laos and Vietnam where
fieldwork was carried out (2004-2010).

The Katu proper inhabit both flanks of the Central Annamite Cordillera,
known in Vietnam as the Trường Sơn (“Long Mountains”). For a long
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section of its extension, the ridge of this mountain range forms the
boundary between the two countries. In Vietnam, the Katu are mainly
concentrated to the central Vietnamese provinces of Quảng Nam and
Thừa Thiên–Huế; in Laos, to the southern provinces of Sekong (Xekong)
and Saravan (Map 1.5). The bulk of my fieldwork was carried out in
Quảng Nam, with a shorter fieldwork spell in Nam Đông district of Thừa
Thiên–Huế province. The Nge-Kriang group, with which I also spent
some weeks in 2009, lives only in Sekong province (and almost exclusively in the Kaleum district).
Katu people today identify themselves as Katu (or Kantu) – a distinct
group of people with their own language and generally similar cultural
traditions across the national border between the two countries. They do
so notwithstanding the probably exogenous origin of the name, and perhaps partly because of the constant propagation of the term by the governments in the two countries since colonial times until the present.
The Katu language is sub-divided into numerous local dialects, and, in
terms of culture, there are significant differences in the details of local
traditions between Katu sub-groups in Laos and Vietnam. Nevertheless,
they do recognise an overriding ethnic identity articulated in clan names
and mythical origin stories, and, in particular, in their distinctive kinship
nomenclatures and marriage practices. In fact, all Katuic groups share
fundamentally the same asymmetric marriage system which distinguish
them from most other ethno-linguistic groups in Laos and Vietnam, and
which forms the centre-piece of their autochthonous social organization
(Århem, K. 2010).
Katu culture and identity is inevitably related to the type of landscape
they inhabit. While the higher ridges in their territory are – and probably
always were – uninhabited, the greater part of the inhabited landscape is
made up a grid-like pattern of innumerable forested hills, separated from
each other by a vast number of streams flowing from the hills. Due to this
fractured character of the landscape, walking through it is arduous for
outsiders – entailing a continuous climbing and descending of hill-sides.
Even to attempt to traverse the landscape along streams is difficult due to
the many stony cascades, large boulders and overhanging cliffs.
As shall be detailed in the coming chapters, when they were free to
choose where to locate their settlements, the Katu consistently avoided
the few flat areas which do exist in the larger landscape; they thus consciously chose to inhabit the characteristic “hill-grid” landscape described
above. The unique physical structure of this landscape, combined with its
tropical monsoon climate and the high levels of precipitation, has meant
that this landscape is very rich in biodiversity and notable for high levels
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of species endemism (Sterling et al. 2006). The different altitudes represent different climatic zones alternating with each other – the top of ridges
and high hills representing a different biome or ecological zone from the
lower slopes and valley bottoms only a few hundred meters away.
Traditionally, by which I mean the period before the America-Vietnam
War (i.e., in pre-war times), village settlements in the study area were
generally small and dispersed, often with less than a hundred inhabitants
per village. Sometimes, a larger village community (buöl or kernaan)
would be divided into a number of smaller local settlements, relatively
close to the “mother-village”. Villages located close to each other were
often related through marriage exchange, thus forming lose political alliances uniting in times of need or trouble. In general, it would seem that
such political alliances linked the villages and settlements in a single, small
or medium-sized river system (formed by tributaries to the larger rivers in
the study region).
Typically, the smaller pre-war villages were semi-mobile in the sense
that they periodically shifted location within the village territory according
to the exigencies of their rotational system of swidden cultivation. Larger
villages, however, were apparently fixed to a single locality for much
longer periods. Settlement movements were, in the past, not only economically but also metaphysically motivated by, for example, consistent
misfortune in the form of crop failure, epidemics and multiple deaths,
notably “bad death” – i.e., accidental deaths caused by spirits or violent
deaths caused by enemy attacks (including “blood raids” or “blood
hunts”; Le Pichon 1938).
The infamous blood raids (vöi pei aham) in Quảng Nam were perpetrated by powerful villages in times of prevailing misfortune when the
village spirit was believed to crave “human blood”. A party of “blood
hunters” was sent out to search for and eventually kill one or several
strangers – often Vietnamese settlers in the uplands – and bring back the
blood-stained spears with which the victims were killed to the raiders’
home village. There, the blood was ritually offered to the village spirits in
the hope of abundant harvests and good hunting luck Costello 1972;
Hickey 1993; Århem, N. 2009). The last vestiges of this practise were
eradicated by the communist cadres in the 1950s, but still vividly remembered by old men. There are no accounts, however, associating the Katu
in Laos with blood hunting raids.
Traditional village settlements were circular or semi-circular, centred
on the large and richly decorated communal house (guöl) in the midst of
the village plaza. This concentric village layout was still prevalent in Katu
villages in A Vương commune at the outset of my fieldwork (and still is
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in the remoter parts of Sekong in Laos). In pre-war times, residential
dwellings were normally multifamily “long houses” but most have now
been replaced by single-family houses. The traditional village was surrounded by high bamboo stockades, protecting both humans and livestock from predators (mainly tigers which were then common in the region) and enemy raiders.
Subsistence was – and is still – based on the cultivation of upland rice
and cassava, today often supplemented with intensive wet-rice cultivation.
In remoter areas, households get most of their protein from hunting and
fishing. The women were – and still are – in charge of the upland rice
cultivation; they plant, tend, weed and harvest the rice plants. They also
play the principal role in the many rituals accompanying the different
phases of the cultivation cycle of the rice. The men, on their part, clear
and burn the forest to prepare the swidden fields for planting, and they
assist the women in planting and during harvest time, when they carry
home the heaviest baskets of the harvested rice. But their most important
activity was, in the past, hunting. The men were – and many still are –
proficient and passionate hunters and trappers.8
An argument developed in the course of the thesis is that the long-term
sustainability of the Katu livelihood system rested, to a significant extent,
on the belief in local landscape spirits (forest-, hill- and river spirits) and
the associated taboo system ensuring that certain parts of the village landscape were maintained “off-limit” for agriculture and/or intensive (over-)
hunting. The belief in these nature spirits – and the need to conform to
the strict taboos their presence required – is still strong in the more remote parts of the Katu territory. Katu villagers – even today – perform
regular sacrifices and food offerings to these landscape spirits. They also
regularly invoke their ancestors and house spirits (generically referred to
as “inside spirits” or benevolent spirits, yang) and show deep respect for
the dead. The Katu spirit pantheon and their beliefs and practices associated with the animated hills and other landscape spirits will be thoroughly
documented and discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

8

Katu hunters traditionally used finely crafted blowguns and crossbows and are known for
their impressive range of ingenious game and fish traps. Traditional hunting was also surrounded by elaborate rituals, and in Vietnam, the skulls of killed game were carefully painted
and placed in the roof of the communal house (Århem, K. 2010). This custom is still extant
in remote villages in Vietnam.
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Recent history: an overview
All the Katuic-speaking groups in the Central Annamites came very early
under communist influence. The influence of the colonial French administration melted away during the period of the Second World War (during
which French Indochina was briefly controlled by the Japanese). During
and after the First Indochina War (1946-1954), communist cadres began
to appear in the region inhabited by the Katu. This infiltration coincided
with the period when French control over the interior of Vietnam ceased.
Eventually, the French were defeated by the forces of Ho Chi Minh at
Điện Biên Phủ in 1954. However, following the peace treaty in Geneva
(the Geneva Accord) between the warring parties, the entire Vietnamese
part of the Central Annamites became part of RVN (South Vietnamese)
administration.

Colonial legacy and the Second Indochina War
Gradually, however, the numbers of communist cadres multiplied and
communist control of the region expanded at the cost of the RVN administration. In fact, mixed teams of Vietnamese-Laotian communist
cadres appear to have gained control over the Katu population in Laos
prior to establishing themselves among the Katu of Vietnam (Pholsena
2008). These cadres had a great impact on Katuic societies, introducing
Kinh (Vietnamese) and Lao Lum (Laotian) language and customs, and
familiarising the local groups with the communist cause and with the
values and ideals of the communist movement.
In Vietnam, by the late 1950s, communist cadres had almost completely eradicated the “blood hunting” activities and many other customary practices of the Katu (including various traditional taboos and largescale, public animal sacrifices which the communists found “wasteful”).
This period of Katu history will be further fleshed out in Chapter 4. Suffice here to say that, during the Second Indochina War (1955-1975), the
communist cadres had a very flexible stance on the Katu ritual practices
and only sought to eradicate those practices which were seen as a direct
threat to the cadres themselves and the cause and authority of the Party.
The Second-Indochina War started out as a small-scale “insurgencyproblem” in the RVN, in which the Southern Regime struggled to
counter the communist infiltration of its territory. Eventually, however,
particularly after the Gulf of Tonkin incident 1964, the conflict turned
into a full-scale, conventional war between massive armies. The AmericaVietnam War constituted a watershed in the history of the indigenous
groups of the Central Annamites. Living along the network of trails and
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roads which became known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail, these communities
were severely hit by the War. According to Hickey, it is estimated that
some 200,000 native people died in the Central Highland region in Vietnam as a direct consequence of the war (Hickey 1993:267). It should be
noted here that Hickey’s usage of the term “Central Highlands” includes
the Vietnamese part of the Central Annamites. Hickey (1982, 1993) further estimated that 85% of all villages in this large region of Vietnam
were destroyed or dislocated by the War.
The Katuic groups on both sides of the border, particularly the Bru
and Ta-Oi in Quảng Tri and Thừa Thiên–Huế provinces, suffered heavily
from the spraying of defoliants (agent orange), although bombing appears to have been most intense in Laos – where bomb craters can still be
seen in upland Katuic territories.
Little is known about the plight of the minorities involved in the war
and far less is known about the minorities that assisted the communists
than about those who assisted the South-Vietnamese Army and its U.S
allies. Indeed, almost nothing is known about the wartime experiences of
the Katuic groups in Laos.9 We do know that, as in Vietnam, the majority
of the Katuic groups in Laos rallied with the communists, but the CIA
apparently endeavoured to create “citizen militias” in the region to
counter communist infiltration. According to my interlocutors in Sekong,
these CIA-militias indeed managed to maintain control over certain areas
of the Sekong basin for some time, before eventually being defeated by
pro-communist indigenous groups.

The post-war period: early socialist modernity
Compared to the many indigenous groups in the Central Highland region
of Vietnam, modernisation came late to the indigenous communities in
the Central Annamites. Thus, the Katu in Vietnam did not suffer the
same radical reengineering of their society and the invasion of Kinh settlers on their lands as the indigenous groups in the Central Highlands –
partly because their territory was much more inaccessible than the plateau
land of the Central Highlands. Thus the Austronesian groups on the Central Plateau (the Ede and Jarai) had to cede much of their traditional land,
first to French coffee and tea planters during colonial times and, later, to
Kinh settlers, encouraged by state subventions and favourable land leases.
In the late 1970s and 1980s, the Central Highlands thus received more
9

It should be noted that the U.S. involvement in Laos was almost entirely managed by the
CIA, and was kept a secret (albeit a widely known one) until recently.
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than a million Kinh settlers from the coastal lowland as part of a gargantuan transmigration program to relieve the high population pressure in
the lowlands (Guérin et al 2003, Hardy 2003).
Both the northern and the southern governments, during the War,
initiated large-scale resettlement schemes during the War. The US-RVN
version of these schemes was the Strategic Hamlet Programme. Although
this US-backed resettlement programme had a huge impact on many of
the indigenous groups in the Central Highlands (Map 1.2), the Katuic
groups in the Central Annamites were less affected since they were already
thoroughly under communist control. During the War, communist relocation activities were far more modest in scale and in their consequences
than the Strategic Hamlet Programme (which resulted in a major political
fiasco for the US strategists [Salemink 2003b: 177]).
In the post-war period, however, the communist resettlement campaigns were rapidly scaled-up, and many high villages along the LaoVietnam border were relocated down to the lower (Katu) areas closer to
Danang City on the coast. Yet, although practically all Katu villages in
Vietnam were affected by the post-war resettlement and sedentarisation
programme, both the resettlement program and the policies directed
against shifting cultivation had limited effect on the indigenous livelihood
system in the study area. In the rugged hills of the Central Annamites, the
state officials in the early post-war period simply were not able to implement these policies fully; they lacked both the manpower and the funds to
do so. Although they managed to “stabilise” the Katu villages, they were
not able to abolish the practice of shifting cultivation.
Most Katu communities in the study area were also relocated relatively
short distances, many times within or next to their traditional village territories, and shifting cultivation continued according to the traditional
long-cycle rotational system well into the 1990s. In the upper part of the
Kaleum district (Sekong, Laos), there is a considerable number of Katu
villages still unaffected by the country’s sweeping resettlement campaign
in the late 1990s and whose traditional livelihood system continue seemingly unchanged for generations (Krahn 2005, K. Århem 2010, pers.
comm.). As a result, many rituals associated with shifting cultivation and
hunting retain their vigour and social importance in the study communities until the present day – often alongside elements of modernisation and,
in Vietnam, an increasingly Kinh-like lifestyle.
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The Doi Moi reform: market liberalisation
The really massive and pervasive transformation of Katuic culture and
livelihood in Vietnam came with the Doi Moi (“renovation”) reform in
the late 1980s and early 1990s. It marked a sea-change in Vietnamese
economic and development policies as the country embarked on a new
course of “market-oriented socialism” – opening up its economy to the
world and committing itself to a an all-out strategy of market liberalisation and modernisation through economic growth and industrialisation.
A similar economic and political turnabout occurred in Laos at about the
same time with the so-called New Mechanism policy.
Following the Doi Moi reforms, Vietnam has established close ties
with many Western nations, and the country joined the WTO in 2006.
The nation’s “Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy”
(CPRGS) – launched in 2004 and integral to the current development
rhetoric – has played a significant role with regards to the Vietnamese
state’s domestic and international image. Thus, Vietnam’s poverty reduction efforts are today considered a global success story to be emulated by
other countries.10
The poverty-reduction strategy (CPRGS), embodies the new developmentalist state project in Vietnam (just as the New Mechanism does in
Laos). For the ethnic minorities, this project prescribes intensification and
commercialisation of agriculture, increased emphasis on cash-crop production and agro-forestry projects as the recipe for development. The plan
also comprises infra-structural developments and improved social services:
roads, markets hospitals and health stations, schools and so on – in short,
the universal modernisation package. The strategy aims at reducing and
ultimately abolishing the disconcerting social and economic differences
between the country’s upland and lowland populations and, thus, bringing the ethnic minorities in line with the rest of the population – the ethnic Vietnamese majority society (Århem, K. 2010: 21).

10

Vietnam has reduced its overall poverty rate from 58 % (living below the “poverty line”)
in 1993 to 19.5 % in 2004 (VPU 2007). This success story has not, however, played out
quite so well among the country’s ethnic minority groups. Instead, despite concerted efforts
by the state and assisting international donors, the level of indigenous “poverty” remained
61 % in 2004 and the gap between majority and minority populations appears to be widening (VPU 2007). It is noteworthy that, during the same period, some provinces with a large
indigenous populations displayed strong economic growth despite stagnant or even increasing levels of poverty (cf. Århem, N. and Binh, T.T. 2006). Simply put, even in those provinces where economic growth has been strong, it has not translated into poverty reduction
for indigenous communities. Laos has implemented similar policies and achieved similar,
albeit slightly less “impressive”, results.
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According to Vietnam’s poverty-reduction discourse, as well as that of
other state policies, notably the “Policy of Selective Cultural Preservation”
(Salemink 2000a), the indigenous upland groups – usually referred to in
policy documents as “extremely disadvantaged” – are not only the poorest
of the poor and, hence, in need of development, but also culturally disadvantaged and in need of assistance to improve their cultural level. In this
developmentalist discourse, economic growth in terms of increased income – or, indeed, the mere increased circulation of money – in indigenous communities seems to equal development and poverty-reduction –
despite ample documentation showing that food security and nutritional
standards tend to decrease in the wake of the transition from subsistenceto market economy (Krahn 2005, Ducourtieux 2006).
Ironically, although the livelihood crisis which many indigenous communities in the study region experience today is in important respects the
result precisely of the current high-modernist development policies, it is
often interpreted and construed as being the “archetypical condition”11 of
the subsistence economies of ethnic minority groups – thus justifying the
very development policies that are actually causing the crisis in the first
place (Krahn 2005, Chamberlain 2008b, Århem, N and Binh, T. T.
2006). The following quote from a report assessing socio-economic conditions in the Central Annamites in Vietnam is illustrative of the official
view:
The rate of poor households has been reduced in many areas in the [Central Trường Sơn] provinces. However, these positive developments only
affect people who have the opportunity to access such support and live in
areas that are convenient, such as close to roads or on the edge of towns
[sic]. Many other inhabitants, especially the ethnic minorities, remain in
poverty and on the brink of starvation, regardless of the government’s
support and investment. (Nguyen Lam Thanh 2003:25)

The modernisation rhetoric manifest in the CPRGS and the New Mechanism policy in Laos can be seen as an expression of the high-modernist
ideology/ontology informing the contemporary state projects and development policies in Vietnam and Laos and, more generally, the global
development industry at large. We may further illustrate this prevailing
developmentalist worldview, today shaping the social and natural landscape of the Central Annamites, with a selection of quotes from the Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy:

11

I.e. the “pre-development baseline”.
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[The] poverty rate is extremely high among ethnic minority groups. […]
ethnic minority people are geographically and culturally isolated, and lack
favourable conditions for developing infrastructure and basic social services. (CPRGS 2002: 22)
Mountainous, remote, isolated areas […] are negatively affected by backward customs and practices […] (ibid: 33)
[The CPRGS aims to] provide guidance on how to […] gradually move
towards eliminating autarchic economy in ethnic minority and mountainous areas. (ibid: 112).

The Ho Chi Minh Highway: a high-modernist paragon
Ho Chi Minh Highway: Power Source Operated
The stretch of land along Ho Chi Minh highway is rich in natural and human resources. After Phase One of the construction, the highway will play
an important role in the planning, distribution and use of cultivated land
including 10 million hectares of forests and plantations of industrial materials, in the resettlement of some 28 million people and economic restructuring in the vast western part of Vietnam, especially Central Vietnam and
the Highlands.
It is estimated that with Ho Chi Minh highway and economic development and exchanges, the rate of urbanisation could be as high as in the
coastal areas of Central Vietnam (Vietnam Business Forum [based on information provided by the Ministry of Transport] 2003)

The Ho Chi Minh Highway (HCMH), perhaps the single largest infrastructural construction undertaken in post-war Vietnam, stretches over
3,167 km (Århem, N. and Binh, T. T. 2006). The highway takes its name
from the famous network of supply trails which made it possible for the
People’s Army (of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam) to ultimately defeat
the forces of “South Vietnam” and their American allies in the AmericaVietnam War.12 The construction of the Highway was portrayed in Vietnamese media as part of a grandiose socio-economic master-plan to develop Vietnam’s least developed highland area – the Central Trường Sơn
(Annamites). The Prime Minister at the time, Vo Van Kiet, expressed
these ideas as follows:
12

The plan for constructing the Highway, which largely follows the historical trail, was
presented in Vietnamese state media in the late 1990s and early years of the 21st century as a
historical commemoration of the soldiers who died along the trail during the war.
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[In the past, we] cut through the Truong Son jungles for national salvation. Now we cut through the Truong Son jungles for national industrialization and modernization. (San Diego Union-Tribune 2006)

The ostensive rationale behind the construction of the Highway was to
develop and modernise central Vietnam’s mountainous districts and to
“lift” the region’s ethnic minority population “out of” poverty and “backward” living conditions. Another aim, also publicly espoused, was to put
the rich natural resources in the mountainous region, hitherto largely
untapped, to ”efficient use” by constructing hydroelectric plants, introducing ambitious schemes of industrial tree-planting, cash-crop production,
and otherwise creating new employment opportunities.13
Still another explicit motive for the Highway was to strengthen and
“increase national security” (as the region contains international borders
with Laos and Cambodia). This goal was, furthermore, to be achieved by
the establishment of new urban centres along the road and through a
controlled immigration of lowlanders from other areas of the country.
The creation of so called “youth villages” (a type of government-financed
villages populated by a blend of young lowlander immigrants and local,
ethnic minority families) illustrates the thinking behind the master plan of
modernisation; these “youth villages” were believed to simultaneously
increase national security and to improve the economy of the region. One
such youth village was, for example, established in Maccoih commune
during the same time period when the residents of Maccoih were relocated to accommodate the dam of the A Vương hydropower project.14
In short, the Highway can be seen as a perfect illustration of the overarching Doi Moi policy and its explicit goal to reduce poverty and increase living standards through market reforms, infrastructural developments, industrialisation and economic growth. No doubt, the Highway
project did bring benefits to remote mountain communities, but it also
brought many negative consequences, both social and environmental. In
addition, administrative control over remote forest and mountain communities has tightened, and policy rules and guidelines are now increasingly and more successfully enforced than before the construction of the
Highway. Thus my Katu interlocutors often complained that it was now
13

The policy goals summarized here are derived from articles published in Vietnamese
media and from interviews with government officials. The MOT (Ministry of Transport),
which is in charge of the HCMH construction, explicitly informed us that all relevant policy
information about the highway was available in the public media (and that all other information about the highway was classified). There is no comprehensive official document in
English about the HCMH (cf. Århem, N. and Binh, T. T. 2006:25).
14
I visited two of these resettled villages in Maccoih commune in 2009.
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more difficult to maintain a viable shifting-cultivation system than before
the highway construction.

River-death: hydropower modernism
Perhaps the most controversial issue in the wake of the Highway expansion is the array of hydro-electric plants being constructed and planned in
the interior of Quảng Nam – the heartland of the Katu in Vietnam.15 The
dams already built have visibly affected many rivers in the Vu Gia-Thu
Bon river system (of which the A Vương and Bung rivers form a part),
causing fish to die, rivers to dry up and even localised earthquakes. Two
villages in Maccoih commune – which I visited – have been adversely
affected by the A Vương hydropower plant, and villagers told me as
much in no uncertain terms. Curiously, none of the international evaluation reports on the project has conveyed this quite obvious critique (cf.
ADB 2007).
While even a small hydropower plant in the region could generate an
annual profit of 30 million USD to investors, households affected by the
gigantic A Vương dam construction in Maccoih had been offered only a
one-off payment for their flooded houses and land areas.16 Their compensation consisted primarily of shoddy concrete houses of inferior quality
(many of which were already falling apart after 3-4 years). No compensation was offered, however, for the bulk of the land that they had lost,
since it was primarily fallow forest (legally classified as natural forestland
and, as such, the property of the state).
From the perspective of the state, however, the A Vương hydropower
plant was complete success. Its inauguration was attended by then Prime
Minister Le Tan Dung in 2008. During the inauguration speech, the
chairman of the project owners (EVN), lauds the work of the main contractor (LICOGI) and details some of its extraordinary achievements:
[…] through persistent and continuous efforts, the contractor completed
over 4 million m3 of earthworks, we dug 5,86 km of tunnels [through the
mountains] and poured more than 500,000 m3 of concrete and installed
7,044 tons of equipment. […] (LICOGI 2010, my translation)

Prime Minister Dung then concluded the inaugural event by concurring
with the previous speakers in applauding the project and stating that [due
15

According to the Thanh Nien News Agency “Quang Nam has plans for a total of 44
hydropower plants, the largest number of any city and province in Vietnam” (Thanh Nhien
News 2012). In total, the same article claims that Central Vietnam has 200 plants.
16
Cf. Vietnam - Verhalen & Informatie 2009.
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to all the aforementioned technical achievements] the completion of the
hydropower project “[had] confirmed the wisdom of Vietnam” (ibid.).17
In an ADB review of the A Vương hydropower plant, however, we find a
description of another side of the same project:
The inundation will result in a loss of river habitat […]. All life in the littoral zone will die because of the periodical dry up of the reservoir banks.
The regulation zone will be heavily eroded, rendering a denuded, inorganic, desert-like zone of sand, gravel, and stones where nothing can grow.
Inorganic erosion material will settle in the reservoir bottom and reduce
the nutritional value of bottom sediments for animals dwelling at the bottom. […] Consequently, a stretch river of 13 km […] will change to a
dead river. […] This will induce a loss of aquatic habitat because river ecosystem will be replaced by a bone-dry ecosystem. […] (ADB 2007, Appendix L: 21-22)

While the A Vương dam was an entirely Vietnamese-owned project,
global actors soon also entered the hydro-power spree in the province.
One such transnational venture was that of the Song Bung 4 Hydropower
Plant 4 in the same province – also located in traditional Katu territory. I
find the following analysis of the social costs and benefits of the project
indicative of the type of perspective which characterised so many of the
development endeavours in the Central Annamites:
The Song Bung 4 Hydropower Project is built […] to sustain economic
growth in the region. The Project will produce electricity to cover increasing demand in central Viet Nam. It will significantly affect the economy in
the form of accelerated economic growth, and creating new jobs and a
transport system. Jobs are expected to be created as a result of industrialization, developed transportation and road networks, support services, and
other multiplier effects. The main project impacts are anticipated in Nam
Giang district of Quang Nam province and relate to land acquisition and
reservoir inundation (ADB 2008a:65).

It should be noted, though, that project area is a sparsely populated forest
area. All the affected families and households in the area are subsistence
farming ethnic Katu. Only from a thoroughly developmentalist and highmodernist perspective can their prospects be seen as something other than
bleak:
[...] Some 206 households with a population of 971 will be physically relocated, and 52 Co Tu households in Ta Bhing commune will lose more
that 10% of upland cropland and grazing land. A further 21 Co Tu households will be affected, as they will be one of the host villages for resettlers.
17

“Việc xây dựng Thủy điện A Vương đã khẳng định được trí tuệ của người Việt Nam.”
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[…] The majority of Co Tu household heads have only elementary education or no education. Poverty is widespread in Zuoih commune, which is
one of the poorest communes in Nam Giang district. In Zuoih commune,
72.2% of the population lives below the poverty line (ibid).

The cases of hydropower developments in the central province of Quang
Nam illustrate the fact that the modernisation process in the Central Annamites has a number of unsettling consequences for the local population,
despite the almost unanimous praise of state authorities and the statecontrolled press and despite the fact that official poverty statistics (widely
quoted by international development agencies) suggest as much. The
official master narrative is that the revenues from natural resource extraction – in the Central Annamites and elsewhere in the region – anyway
serve the interests of the nation at large (and the corporate interests of the
capitalists who today own Vietnam’s major industrial assets). As such, in
Vietnamese state media, this extraction of resources from the interior was
rationalised as efficient integration of the highland provinces into the
national economy. “Development”, whatever its consequences for the
local indigenous communities, serves the nation as a whole.
After all, as the quote from the Ministry of Transport at the beginning
of the section on the Ho Chi Minh Highway above explicitly affirms, the
purpose of this enormous high-modernist highway project was to make
available the natural resources of the Central Annamites for commercial
exploitation and transform the entire region into an immense source of
power, energizing the whole Vietnamese nation.

Ethnographic sources: fieldwork and literature
Fieldwork was carried out during two continuous periods between 2004
and 2010:
(1) In 2004-2006 I worked as project assistant of the Katuic Ethnography Project (see below) and carried out a short consultancy on the social impact of the HCMH construction on the ethnic groups in the uplands of Central Vietnam.
(2) Between 2008 and 2010 I carried out research for this thesis and
another short term consultancy – this time as TEK (traditional ecological
knowledge) advisor for a forestry project in Laos (end of 2009 and early
2010).
The fieldwork not only spans over a relatively long period of time, but
is also “multi-sited” (Marcus 1995) in the sense of covering a number of
different localities and involving engagements with people at different
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scales and levels of administration (from villages to commune and district
officials as well as foreign development- and conservation experts in both
Vietnam and Laos. Nonetheless, the fieldwork may be seen as having a
“core site” consisting of a group of Katu villages in the uplands of Quảng
Nam province, Central Vietnam. These core villages were (re)visited repeatedly, and stays in these villages were longer than in other parts of the
study area.
The multi-sited character of the fieldwork was partly a result of contingent circumstances – opportunities offered and the administrative and
political exigencies for carrying out research in the two countries in question – but also of my interest in pursuing a consistent theme, namely the
interplay between ecology, cultural traditions (cosmology) and change
which is also the focus of the present thesis. This particular form of my
fieldwork also allowed me to familiarize myself with several ethnically and
linguistically related groups on both sides of the border between Laos and
Vietnam and, thus, to gain a synoptic view of the Katuic speaking upland
groups inhabiting this vast trans-border region. At the same time, it permitted me to study the impact of similar development processes in different phases and political-economic environments (in Laos and Vietnam),
thus constituting a sort of multi-temporal approach to cultural and environmental change among the upland Katuic groups in the study region.
The fact that a small number of core villages were visited several times
during several years enabled me to gradually build up a significant level of
familiarity with these communities and a diachronic understanding of
changes in the cultural and physical landscape under study.

First fieldwork period (2004-2006)
During the first fieldwork period I spent most of my time in various Katu
villages in the districts of Đông Giang and Tây Giang of Quảng Nam
province (Vietnam). My work formed part of the Katuic Ethnography
Project – a collaborative project, directed by my father (anthropologist
Kaj Århem), between the Anthropology Department of Gothenburg
University and Vietnam Museum of Ethnology. I participated in the project as a research assistant.18 The overall purpose of the project was to
ethnographically document the little known Katuic-speaking groups in
central Vietnam. My own role in the project, apart from visually documenting as many aspects of the project work as possible, was to expand
18

At the time I had recently finished an MA in Visual Anthropology at Goldsmith’s College
(London).
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the village coverage of the project and, progressively, to focus on the topics that eventually were to form the subject of a published project report
(Århem, N. 2009) and (part of) the present thesis – i.e., the interrelations between spirit beliefs, livelihood and the local environment.
I spent most time in two villages in A Vương commune (Tây Giang
district) but I also repeatedly visited two other “reference” villages in Prao
prefecture (Đông Giang district). These were the core villages of my research which I visited and revisited during both the first and the second
fieldwork period (the latter will be described further below). During this
first fieldwork period, I carried out five separate fieldwork trips to this
area, each field trip lasting about five weeks (of village time).19
During these first periods of fieldwork, I relied heavily on a Vietnamese interpreter-cum assistant, accompanying me in the field and officially
appointed by the Vietnam Museum of Ethnology – the institutional basis
of the project in Vietnam. The assistance of an officially appointed interpreter-cum-assistant was mandatory for foreign researchers working in
ethnic minority areas. These interpreters were not only languageinterpreters, but also cultural intermediaries and guarantors that all relevant regulations and political protocols were followed during the work.
Throughout the first period of fieldwork, we (I and my interpreterassistants) stayed with a family in the villages we worked in – often but
not always with the same family during revisits in the core villages. We
joined as many village events as we possibly could – accompanying our
host on evening visits to neighbouring houses, or visiting other houses
when invited to share a jar of cassava wine and the customary snack of fish
and meat, or grilled mice. We participated in the frequent village – and
family rituals – and the ensuing feasts and we made friends with village
elders who enjoyed to talk about life in the past, before the War, but also
fraternised with younger people (but then typically in informal conversations). I mostly interacted with men, while my female interpreters sometimes talked to women, old and young.

19

My interest in spirit lore and rituals directed me naturally, as it were, towards elderly and
knowledgeable men. Structuring the fieldwork around interviews with elderly men – particularly men of influence (takah tahal) – was thus partly dictated by my research focus but also
predicated on the fact that younger men and women were usually busy with work in the
fields and the forest throughout the morning hours and often until late afternoon. Young
people also invariably referred us to one or other knowledgeable elder since “only the elders
know about those things”. Furthermore, elders were also more willing to spend daytime
hours answering questions and telling stories.
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Map 1.6: Study areas. The map indicates districts, communes and localities where
fieldwork was carried out: (1) Thượng Nhật commune, (2) A Vương commune,
(3-4) the approximate location of the Kaleum study villages.

A consultancy: the socio-cultural impact of the Ho Chi
Minh Highway
Soon after finishing my fieldwork for the Katuic Ethnography project in
2006, I was offered a short-term consultancy by WWF Indochina to make
a study of the “socio-cultural impact” of the newly constructed Ho Chi
Minh Highway in Central Vietnam. I gladly accepted the offer hoping
that I could gain further insights about the evolving situation in the central Annamitic landscape through that cooperation.20
The fieldwork component of the consultancy spanned three weeks. The
study – having the character of a survey – covered a large number of
communities along the Highway (including villages inhabited by the
Katuic-speaking Bru van Kieu, Ta-Oi, Pacoh, and Katu proper) from the
province of Quảng Tri in the North-Central region to Kontum province
in the South. As part of the official set-up, we were accompanied at all
times by a team from the provincial forestry department.
20

The consultancy was carried out together with anthropologist Nguyen Thi Thanh Binh
(Institute of Anthropology, Hanoi) in 2006. Our results were published in a WWF report
later the same year (an abbreviated official version was published in 2007 by WWF).
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The consultancy, although brief, allowed me to better appreciate the
larger picture of the Central Annamitic development process and to observe Katuic communities in various different phases of that larger process. I thus became aware that the A Vương Katu were rather exceptional
in their strong attachment to traditional ways; clearly, they were less
“modernised” than most of the other Katuic (and Bahnaric) villages we
visited along the Highway. It was also evident that they had not yet faced
many of the problems that were affecting the other communities along
the Highway. As part of the study I also had an opportunity to interview
province and district officials about their perspective on the development
process, and to what extent the development process was linked to the Ho
Chi Minh Highway. Many of my assertions about how “the state” perceives the landscape and the local indigenous groups are based on those
interviews.

Second fieldwork period (2008-2010)
My next fieldwork period followed after entering the PhD programme in
Uppsala in January 2007. Thus, in June 2008, I carried out a month-long
fieldwork trip together with biologist Nicholas Wilkinson among Katu
communities in Thượng Nhật commune (Nam Đông district) in Thừa
Thiên–Huế province. Wilkinson was searching for the recently discovered, rare and elusive saola (Pseudoryx nghetinhensis). My work was split
between collecting basic information about the social organisation of the
communities we visited and villagers’ perception of the environment, on
the one hand, and participating with Wilkinson in doing “communitybased mapping” with the local Katu, on the other. Observing and using
Wilkinson’s mapping methodology was highly useful for me in my later
work, particularly in Laos (Chapter 9), as the maps helped visualise the
Katu landscape in a new way. Although Wilkinson was primarily interested in establishing the presence and whereabouts of wildlife, we also
spent time identifying the location of “spirit areas”, old-growth forests
and the past movement and location of the Katu villages in Thượng
Nhật.
During the next two field trips, in 2008 and 2009, I returned to the
same districts and villages in A Vương commune where I had worked
between 2004 and 2006. My work continued along the same lines, with
the added benefits that local villagers were now familiar with me and my
work, and that my Vietnamese had improved significantly. The study
villages, however, had now changed quite dramatically. My two core villages, in which I had spent the most time during my earlier trips, were
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now in the process of being completely reconstructed and “modernised”;
in line with current state policies, new houses with tin roofs had been
built with state subventions, all neatly arranged in rows along a new village road. Restrictions on shifting cultivation were now actively enforced,
and the swidden agriculture was progressively being replaced by pulpwood plantations (akin to those which had been long established in Nam
Đông district). During my last field trip among the Katu in Vietnam
(2009) I also visited several villages in Maccoih commune (Đông Giang
district), a commune which had been strongly impacted by the construction of a large hydroelectric dam (the A Vương hydro-power plant).

TEK advisor for SUFORD – a multilateral forestry project
At the end of my second working period in Vietnam, at the end of 2009,
I was again offered a short-term consultancy – this time as TEK (traditional ecological knowledge) advisor for a multilateral “sustainable forestry” project named SUFORD in Laos. I spent three months on the
project, most of the time in the field among a broad spectrum of ethnolinguistic groups in different parts of Laos – including three weeks among
the Katu and the Nge-Kriang (see Chapters 8 and 9). My task was,
briefly, to document villagers’ perception of the forest and explore local
forest-use practices.
The experience was illuminating; apart from giving me an opportunity
to familiarize myself, even if briefly and panoptically, with a range of
Katuic groups on the Laotian side of the border, it also deepened my
insights into the “other side”, as it were, of the development encounter –
that of project planners, international experts and their local counterparts.
In addition, as will be described in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, the Katuic
communities in Sekong province (Laos) experienced quite different forms
of development pressures than those I knew from the Vietnamese side –
in particular, large-scale timber extraction from indigenous forests was
rampant.
Finally, I should also add that while writing the thesis I have also benefitted from brief spells of collaboration with another project directed by
my father – a follow-up to the earlier Katuic Ethnography Project, now
focused on social change in the same region of Quảng Nam were we
worked a decade ago. I have assisted the project, which ran between 2010
and 2013, with the transcription, translation and organisation of an extensive material of recorded interviews carried out during the same time in
several Katu villages by the project researchers. I have been able to draw
on some of this material, thus updating and contextualising my own field
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data at various points in the thesis, mainly in Chapters 6 and 7. This complementary information is duly acknowledged in the main text or in accompanying footnotes.

Published sources
Not very much has been written in European languages on Katuic ethnography. A few distinguished Vietnamese anthropologists and ethnologists have published articles and a few books in Vietnamese on different
aspects of particularly Katu ethnography, notably Luu Hung, Nguyen
Huu Thong and Ta Duc (see list of references). Luu Hung’s monograph
on the Katu, published in Vietnamese and English, was originally produced as a final rapport for the Katuic Ethnography Project (Luu Hung
2007). In the book, he briefly reviews previously published work by Vietnamese scholars on the Katu, including his own several articles. Ta Duc’s
booklet (2002), published in English and French as well as in Vietnamese, contains interesting comparative comments on Katu material culture,
but is mainly aimed at a non-academic readership.
Within the framework of the Katuic Ethnography Project, two unpublished reports in Vietnamese, later translated into English, were produced
on the Ta-Oi and the Bru Van Kieu by anthropologists Nguyen Truong
Giang and Pham Van Loi respectively. In these reports, ample references
are given to published works in Vietnamese on the two groups. Finally,
the Vietnamese journal Vietnamese Studies (published in French and English) issued a special issue on the Katuic Ethnography Project (2008, edited by Kaj Århem) with contributions on the Katu, Ta-Oi and Bru by
members of the project, including Luu Hung, Pham Van Loi, Nguyen
Truong Giang, Vu Phuong Nga and myself.
Of the work by foreign scholars on the Katu in English or French, I
have particularly benefitted from the work by Le Pichon, Yves Goudineau, Jutta Krahn and Kaj Århem (see list of references). Le Pichon, a
French military officer and later civil officer in the French colonial administration, carried out a military mission in Katu territory in Quảng
Nam in the late 1930s, on the basis of which he wrote a now classic ethnographic essay, “Le chasseurs de sang”, published in a colonial journal
(see reference list). The essay is written in a surprisingly sympathetic tone
towards the people the author was sent to pacify, and it is full of detailed
and, as far as I can ascertain, accurate information on Katu culture at the
time. In a later, posthumously published memoir, Le Pichon complements and contextualises his earlier essay, written in his youth. In the
later, more reflective work, based on diary notes and private letters, Le
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Pichon adds significant ethnographic material on the Katu. Both works
are discussed in Chapter 4.
Yves Goudineau, a French anthropologist, carried out fieldwork
among the Katu in Kaleum, Sekong (Laos) during several years in the
1990s. The relatively few papers he has published based on his long-term
fieldwork and archival studies provide a necessary reference material for
anyone studying the Katu (see reference list). Jutta Krahn, a German
nutritionist working for a long time in Laos, wrote her PhD thesis also on
the Katu in Kaleum (Krahn 2005). It is an excellent study of the dietary
practices and nutritional value of Katu diets in varying socio-economic
settings. Her findings, backed by solid nutritional data, reveal with great
clarity how households resettled in the lowland areas of Sekong have experienced a deterioration of food security, and how the nutritional situation have decreased in comparison with the more traditional villages in
the remote and inaccessible uplands of the province. I refer to Krahn’s
study at several points in the thesis to support my argument relating to
the downsides of modernisation and high-modernist development.
The monographic reports by Luu Hung (2007) and Kaj Århem
(2010) published in the context of the Katuic Ethnography project in
which I participated (2004-6), are particularly relevant to my study since
they are based on material from the same region in Vietnam that I am
concerned with in the present thesis. I draw extensively on both reports
for background material and ethnographic details. I also draw on my own
report for the same project, published in the report series of the project
(Århem, N. 2009).
With regard specifically to Katu ethnography, the linguistic and cultural material published by Nancy Costello needs to be mentioned.
Costello, a former member of the Summer Institute of Linguistics,
worked on Katu language in Quảng Nam in the late 1950s. During the
War, she moved to Laos to continue her studies on Katu language and
culture. Her voluminous published works on Katu comprise books and
papers on Katu language, legends and customs (see references).21 As regards the ethnography of other Katuic groups, it is necessary to highlight
the work of the Hungarian anthropologist Gabor Vargyas who spent
several years with the Bru in Vietnam. His relatively recently published
historical account of the Bru (Vargyas 2000 – the first part in a planned
two-volume study) is densely packed with detailed historical source mate21

Often, however, her published data is presented in a rather crude and uncontextualised
form with little interpretive elaboration, making it difficult to use her data on culture and
society for comparative or analytical purposes. By contrast, her several wordlists of Katu
language are invaluable.
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rial on the Bru in Vietnam and Laos – but unfortunately with relatively
little of his own rich field data. Vargyas has also produced a number of
detailed ethnographic papers on various aspects of Bru culture.22
Finally, I have drawn on several older classical ethnographies from the
wider Indochina region – including works on peoples of the Central
Highlands in Vietnam (Condominas on the Mnong Gar, Mouhot on the
Stieng and Boulbet on the Maa), particularly in the context of my discussion of traditional shifting-cultivation practices in the region.23 Among the
classics one must also include the many books by Gerald Hickey on the
history and ethnography of the Central Highlands in Vietnam (see list of
references). His body of work seems a necessary reference material to any
anthropological work in the region, and I have dawn on it repeatedly –
particularly in the historical sections which refer to the Second Indochina
War and its immediate aftermath.

22

However, since the Bru do not figure prominently in the thesis, I have made little use of
Vargyas’ published material.
23
I also draw on the work of Izikowitz on the Lamet in the northern highlands of Laos –
when it has seemed relevant to do so.
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2. Ecology and Spirits

Half of our medications come from the plant kingdom.
The human body seems to recognize and be healed by remedies derived
from plants.
Our cells speak the same language. We are of the same family.
Plants can detect the presence of parasites and predators, their underground biomass; their roots may be equal to what we see above ground.
They create networks, exchange electrical and chemical signals and enter
into cooperative arrangements. There is so much left to discover about
plant intelligence.
(From the movie Of Forests and Men [2011])24

One important aim of this dissertation is to look at possible confluences between indigenous “spirit beliefs” and scientific ecology. I write “spirit beliefs”
hesitatingly since the very point of the thesis is that such beliefs are not
merely “beliefs” in the conventional modern sense of convictions without any
empirical basis but rather notions which – though pertaining to a distinct, nonmodern ontology – may nevertheless be anchored in, or consonant with, the
type of truths which we in the West call scientific – in this case ecology.
Though it is not a dissertation in ecology, I hope that my thesis may contribute
to an ecological understanding of Katuic lifeways by interrelating and thus
illuminating facts and phenomena conventionally sorted into separate domains
of knowledge – cosmology and religion on the one hand and natural science
on the other.
In particular, the thesis explores the ideas Katuic people have about “spirits” which they perceive as powerful agents, invisible to the ordinary eye,
inhabiting the part of the landscape which we would call “nature”. It attempts
to relate these notions (“beliefs in spirits”) to contemporary ecological knowledge, thus, establishing a dialogue, if you will, between anthropology and
ecology on the subject of “nature spirits” or landscape spirits. The thesis asks
24
The film was screened in 2011 as part of the celebration that marked that year as the
United Nations "Year of the forest".
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and seeks answers on questions such as: can spirits – particularly those spirits
which the Katu refer to as abhuy – be understood as objectifications referring
to significant aspects of the empirical reality and thus embody “rational”,
empirical knowledge of the natural environment? In other words, can Katuic
notions about such spirits be rationalised not as “superstitions” but as relevant
and objectively grounded (“scientific”) ecological knowledge?
Questions such as these are today associated with discussions on animism.
In common parlance and non-academic writings animism generally refer to
indigenous or popular religion as opposed to scriptural World Religions. In
anthropology and the study of religion, animism originally referred to an elementary (“primitive”) form of religion – the belief in animate nature or “nature spirits” (Tylor, 1871). However, this original and long since abandoned
notion of animism has recently been radically revised by influential authors
like Descola (1996, 2006), Ingold (2000), Bird-David (1999) and Viveiros de
Castro (1998) and others. Very briefly, this “new” or revised notion posits
animism as a distinctive – relational and participatory – ontology rather than a
primitive and “undeveloped” form of religion. As such, animism
Presents itself as the conceptual opposite to naturalism, the reigning ontology of modernity. Its defining features […] are a resistance to objectivification and a radical propensity towards the subjectivification of reality – of
perceiving beings and things first and foremost as subjects and only residually as objects. In animism, subjectivity not physicality, is the common
ground of existence. Instead of nature there is society transcending the
human/non-human divide, a sentient ecology positing a universe of communicating and interacting “persons”. (Århem, K., forthcoming)

It is this revised concept of animism, discussed in the next section of this
chapter, which forms the backdrop to my exploration of Katuic spirit beliefs
in the ensuing chapters.
There is one particular aspect of the relationship between animism – understood as a propensity to attribute agency and subjectivity to non-human
beings and things – and ecology which will concern me in this thesis, namely
the fact that spirit agency in the case of the Katuic groups is not primarily
attributed to biological individuals or species but to ecosystems. This observation is absolutely crucial in understanding Katuic notions of spirits. Thus,
although e.g. individual trees might be considered as spirit trees, it is often
first and foremost communities of trees (i.e. forest patches, groves etc.) which
are spiritualised. Katuic master spirits (spirit owners) are not spirits of individual trees, but of particular hills and forests (i.e. associated with ecosystems). Likewise, bodies of water are more appropriately viewed as ecosystems
than as “inanimate objects”. This close association between spirits as a conceptual category and ecosystems has received curiously little attention in
recent discussions about animism.
Thus, this thesis will explore what kind of places and ecological communities tend to be conceived as “spirit places” (mabhuy) in the study area and ask
the question “why?” Considering that the abhuy category of the Katu (and
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equivalent categories among other Katuic groups) primarily refers to “agents”
such as Water (streams, ponds etc.), Forest, Hills, the Sun (and other celestial
bodies) rather than to specific animal or plant species (or individuals – although such may also be, or have, abhuy), the thesis will accordingly focus on
forest/hill spirits (“ecosystem spirits”) rather than on particular animal and
tree spirits (“species spirits”). Such “landscape spirits” will naturally stand in
the foreground since the focus in the thesis is, precisely, on the lore of the
forest and the landscape. Although exceptional species such as the tiger and
the strangler fig may be referred to as abhuy, it is more common that plants
and animals will only be considered to “have abhuy” if they are associated
with a particular hill – that is, with a particular place. And a place is inevitably
an ecosystem. Thus, this thesis explores the attribution of spirithood to ecosystems.
There is also, in Katuic culture, a strong emphasis on the notion of what I
call ecological taboos (i.e. metaphysically motivated proscriptions or avoidance rules) regarding “spirit areas” or mabhuy. All manner of taboos regarding personal conduct, food consumption and marriage and sexual relations
were a prominent feature of Katuic culture in the Pre-Revolution era, and are
still prevalent. Many deaths and cases of illness in Katuic villages are still
today attributed to the breaking of taboos. Most interestingly, they are very
often associated with the breaking of ecological or environmental taboos (acts
against the will of the forest spirits – clearing or burning certain areas in the
forest, hunting particular animal species in specific forest areas, fishing in
particular streams or along certain river stretches etc.). As such, the taboo
system of Katuic peoples appears to be a key element in the larger cultural or
conceptual pattern which informs their forestry and landscape management
practices.
Finally, the thesis also aims to trace the transformation of these animistic
notions in the ongoing encounter with modernity – mainly in the form of
development and forest conservation projects and policies. Thus, we explore
how ecological alterations of the landscape are believed to affect the spirits
inhabiting it – thus causing corresponding changes in the belief system of
local communities. This last point has considerable practical relevance in the
context of policy-driven interventions in the Central Annamite social and
natural landscape; by not taking local spirit beliefs (i.e., of the de facto existent “spirit landscape”) into account, the powerful agencies of change are
effectively removing or reducing the intrinsic cultural incentives of local
communities to manage their landscapes sustainably.
The ecological framing of Katuic spirit beliefs serves two purposes:
Firstly, I see it as a way to introduce the reader to the conceptual world of the
Katuic peoples. Since the focus is on the local understanding of the forest
landscape and its spirits, the best way to enter this world would have been to
spend time walking up and down the hills with a knowledgeable local guide.
Since this not possible for the reader (and I, too, could only do this to a limited extent), I believe that highlighting certain relevant ecological concepts
and theories can serve a similar purpose. Furthermore, ecological relations (as
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opposed, for example, to microbiological facts) are actually observable phenomena – and, as such, I believe, often reflexively contemplated, understood
and culturally articulated (as cosmological notions and “spirit beliefs”).25
A different way of formulating my interest in ecology here – and this is the
second purpose – is to claim that it serves as a “translation device” akin to the
interpretatio romana rule used by ancient Roman historians, notably Tacitus.
Thus Tacitus writes about a sacred grove of the Nahanarvali (a Germanic
tribe):
A priest adorned as a woman presides, but they commemorate gods who in
Roman terms are Castor and Pollux.26 (Tacitus, Germania; my italics)

This practice then, as represented here by Tacitus, intentionally interprets the
foreign gods in terms of Roman gods.27 The problem, in this instance, is that
the Tacitus translation does not tell us the indigenous names of these gods. On
the other hand, by translating the gods’ names into Roman names, Tacitus’
interpretation “familiarises” and, thus, humanises the “barbarians”. Considering that the brutal Roman wars and post-war policies reduced Gaul’s population by a third during Cesar’s time28, Tacitus’ humanising stance towards the
barbarian religion served a good purpose: regarded as incarnations – in one
sense or another – of the Romans’ own religion, no religion (whether Celtic or
Germanic) was completely “alien” or incommensurate in terms of the Roman
interpretative framework.
By contrast, the modern(ist) development discourse, which today frames
alien (non-modern) societies not only as incomplete and underdeveloped
cultures but also as obstacles to development (of modern societies, that is),
opens the door to endless “cultural wars” in which one civilisation attempts to
“save” another even if it means annihilating it.29 Vietnamese policy towards
its ethnic minorities can perhaps be seen as a mixture of modernism and interpretatio romana: while there are “humanising” tendencies in the PanVietnamese ideology (which ascribes a common origin to all Vietnamese
peoples), this ideology does not go so far as to validate the “forest spirits” of
the ethnic minorities in terms of the popular beliefs of the majority population
(since the forest spirits are more akin to dangerous “demons” in Kinh folk
beliefs). Accordingly, Katuic spirit beliefs tend to be labelled “superstitions”
with no place in the modern, rational society which the state is attempting to

25
Of course, modern ecology is also characterised by a multiplicity of mathematical equations; these, however, have not been deemed relevant in the context of this thesis.
26
Praesidet sacerdos muliebri ornatu, sed deos interpretatione romana Castorem Pollucemque
memorant.
27
Cf. Ando, C. 2008.
28
Allen 2007.
29
The present war in Afghanistan, justified by reference to human rights, comes to mind
here.
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build. Policies are virtually identical in the equally communist and modernist
Laos.30
In light of the preceding discussion, I venture the proposition that the
“spiritualisation” of ecology – as in Deep Ecology and Ecosophy – is the
closest we can come to Katuic animist ecology and an understanding of their
spirit beliefs. Although focussed on western ecological concepts and perspectives, this chapter is primarily intended as a prologue to the exploration of the
Katuic cultural universe. In the following chapters, I will gradually introduce
the external – political, economic and social – forces that are impinging upon
and progressively transforming the indigenous societies in the central Annamite Mountains and the forest environment they inhabit.

Natura, anima and knowledge: animism
reconsidered
The recent revision of the old and largely obsolete concept of animism by
writers such as Descola, Ingold, Bird-David and Viveiros de Castro (see
above) is centrally relevant to our topic. It should be noted, however, that
beyond anthropological circles in academia, the concept retains much of its
original Tylorian connotations as an elementary form of religion “[…] involving the attribution of life or divinity to such natural phenomena as trees, thunder, or celestial bodies’’ (Hunter and Whitten 1976: 12). One reason for the
apparent resilience of the concept would seem to be that the phenomenon to
which it refers is extremely widespread and that its main phenomenological
features were, in fact, rather accurately described by Tylor (1871), namely
that beings and objects in nature, just like humans, have soul – a spiritual
aspect which confers upon them humanlike – and therefore “supernatural” –
capacities and powers. In other words, stripped of its evolutionist assumptions, Tylor’s phenomenological account of animism is surprisingly “up to
date” and to the point.
To give the readers an idea of the contemporary understanding of animism
as it emerges from the writings of the aforementioned scholars (and others,
including Hornborg 1996; 1998 and Århem, K. 1996; 1998) I would say that it
typically emphasises the sense of intimate connection between humans and
the surrounding environment: in contrast to naturalism as embodied in the
natural sciences, animism assumes a continuity between nature and culture.
What animist societies appear to have in common (even when their economic
and social systems differ)
[...] [is] a common mode of relating to land and landscape. There appears
to be a fundamental and transcultural modality of grounding identity in
30

Labelling ethnic groups according to a “poverty scale” has the opposite effect. Whereas it
accords humanity to ethnic minorities, such labelling tends to diminish recognition of any
intrinsic right for local customs and habits to exist (insofar as they do not reduce “poverty”).
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place that unites these different societies and ways of life (...) The immediate and sensory exposure to the landscape, and the radical intimacy between humans and their environment, characteristic of an intensely localised mode of life, would seem to generate a participatory ontological
stance that manifests itself in a limited set of cultural representations of
human-land relatedness. (Århem, K. 1998: 98)

This broad characterisation of the animist ontological stance as one of participation and relatedness could be extended to apply to human-environment
relations in general (cf. Ingold 2000 – i.e. his notion of dwelling and his phenomenological understanding of animism as a “poetics of dwelling”).
And yet, the notion of animism – as is clear from the above attempts to
characterise it – is intrinsically coupled to “our”, Western concept of “nature”.
From its conception by Tylor in the late nineteenth century to the present,
discussions about animism have tended to centre on the idea that the animist
worldview radically diverges from our own in terms of its perception of nature. It is thus inevitable to discuss – at least briefly – the western concept of
nature. As a point of departure for this discussion I quote passage from
Descola (2010), one of the front figures in the current rethinking of animism:
Animism is an ontology wherein humans and nonhumans reputedly have
the same kind of interiority but are differentiated by the bodies they inhabit. It is most common among native populations of Amazonia, northern North America, northern Siberia, and some parts of Southeast Asia
and Melanesia, who maintain that animals, plants, and even inanimate objects have a human-like intentionality, lodged within a mobile bodily clothing which nevertheless determines, because of its anatomical features, the
type of world they have access to and how they see it. (Descola 2010: 216)

This notion of animism Descola (in the same work) contrasts with that of
naturalism:
[Naturalism] insists on the differences between humans and nonhumans
on the interiority axis: humans alone are supposed to have a meaningful
selfhood whether individual (mind, capacity for symbolism) or collective
(volksgeist, cultures). By contrast, clearly since Descartes, and more neatly
ever since Darwin, humans and non-humans are linked by their shared
physicality [bodily form and affects; my comment]: they belong to a continuum where the same laws of physics, biology, and chemistry apply.

Descola thus implies that “naturalists” (ourselves) conceive of “nature”
(physicality) as something we share with all organisms and inanimate objects
whereas “culture” (mind, subjectivity, consciousness – what Descola calls
“interiority”) sets humans apart from the rest of nature. Animists, on the other
hand, posit the reverse – that all beings and things (humans, animals, trees,
stones etc.) share the same interiority (subjectivity) but differ in “physicality”
(bodily form, habitus and affects). Viveiros de Castro, who appears to have
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inspired Descola’s formulation of the animist/naturalist contrast, spells out
several important implications of the animist worldview as embodied in the
perspectivist ontology of Amazonian Indians (a type of ontology he refers to
as Amerindian “perspectivism”):
The ethnography of indigenous America […] describes a universe inhabited by diverse types of actants or of subjective agents, human and nonhuman – gods, animals, the dead, plants, meteorological phenomena, very
often objects and artifacts too – all equipped with the same general ensemble of perceptive, appetitive and cognitive dispositions, in other words, of
a similar “soul”. This resemblance includes a shared performative mode, so
to speak, of apperception: animals and other non-humans with souls “see
themselves as persons” and therefore, they “are persons” […], (Viveiros de
Castro 2009: 21, quoted in Descola 2010: 2)

Brightman et al. (2012) summarise the views of Descola and Viveiros de
Castro by indicating that the current understanding of animism centres on the
attribution of personhood (subjectivity) to non-human beings and things:
“certain non-human beings […] are regarded […] as having characteristics
which conventional Western or Euro-American rationality associates exclusively with human persons.” (Brightman et al. 2012). We should add that this
significant insight largely derives from Hallowell’s seminal essay on Ojibwa
ontology (1962). These “other-than-human persons have a language of their
own, can understand what human beings say and do, have forms of social or
tribal organisation, and live a life which is parallel in other respects to that of
human societies” (Hallowell 1962:7, quoted in Brightman et al. 2012: 3).
Another key idea of the new understanding of animism is that of communication: the relational and subjectified cosmos envisaged by animism implies
communication between subjects posited as ontological equals – human and
other-than-human persons. When we speak of spirits (as a kind of non-human
person) we assume a transcendent, immortal subject with whom immanent,
mortal human subjects can communicate. Much of my own discussion of
human-environment (and human-spirit) relations in the ensuing chapters revolves around the idea of reciprocal communication between humans and
landscape spirits. When Katuic interlocutors speak of plant and animal souls
or the spirits of hills and forest, they in fact imply, I suggest, a communicative
relationship between humans and the surrounding landscape.
Animism, then, assumes inter-species communication. But how should we
really interpret this alleged communication? Tylor’s attribution of ”soul” to
the beings and objects of nature, as noted above, has in the recent discussions
on animism shifted to an emphasis on the notion of ”personhood” – the expansion of personhood to include non-human beings and inanimate objects,
thus positing the animist cosmos as a “sentient ecology” (Ingold 2000). Our
search for general but precise terms for describing the phenomenological
reality of animism may mislead us to conceive of animists as more exotic and
seemingly irrational than they really are. We probably cannot accurately translate animistic notions of soul, spirit or non-human personhood to our language
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simply because we do not have those concepts ourselves; we do not have the
type of relationships with trees, rivers or animals that they (the animists) have
– except, perhaps, with our pets who we consider, at least in certain situations,
to be “persons”. In sum, since we do not relate to trees in the manner which
animists do, it is difficult for us to envisage what a ”tree person” or “animal
person” really is or means.
Ours is a society that has cultivated detachment from nature for centuries.
Other Non-Western societies are now evolving in the same direction (Vietnam, China etc.), perhaps as a consequence of urbanisation, industrialisation
and the diffusion of Western ideas. As Bird-David puts it (talking about the
Nayaka of Southern India):
If “cutting trees into parts” epitomizes the modernist epistemology, “talking with trees,” I argue, epitomizes Nayaka animistic epistemology. “Talking” is short hand for a two way responsive relatedness with a tree -- rather
than speaking one way to it, as if it could listen and understand. “Talking
with” stands for attentiveness to variances and invariances in behaviour and
response of things in states […]
[To] “talk with a tree” -- rather than “cut it down” -- is to perceive what it
does as one acts towards it, being aware concurrently of changes in oneself
and the tree. It is expecting response and responding. (Bird-David 1999:
77)

Bird-David’s characterisation of modern societies’ epistemology in terms of
”cutting trees into parts” is a justified image in that it does reflect one of our
society’s most powerful narratives: In many of the multiple [discursive] contexts which constitute modernity, the notion of ”nature” as ”matter” does
appear as dominant. This can be exemplified, for instance, by the objectifying
and instrumental way modern foresters look at/ treat the forest (as timber) or
the way we (Westerners) might look at different foods as protein, fat and
carbohydrates and the like. All the while, our links with the source of our food
and the living environment from which it is ultimately extracted are becoming
ever more extenuated, abstract and physically distant.
Bird-David summarises her discussion of the contrasting epistemologies of
naturalism (science) and animism by observing that they both have their limits
and strengths:
Against “I think therefore I am” stand “I relate, therefore I am” and “I
know as I relate.” Against materialistic framing of the environment as discrete things stands relationally framing the environment as nested relatednesses. Both ways are real and valid.” (Bird David 1999: 78)
However this common tendency [the tendency to animate], I suggest, is
engendered by human socially biased cognitive skills, not by “survival” of
mental confusion (Tylor) or by wrong perceptual guesses (Guthrie). (BirdDavid 1999: 78)
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As pointed out in the foregoing discussion, past and present efforts to capture
the constitutive features of animism centre on how animists perceive “nature”
(the natural environment) and how their perception differs from ours. The
most fundamental aspect of animism, then – even according to contemporary
scholars of the subject – appears to be that they (the animists) do not inhabit
(in a phenomenological sense) the same “natural” world that we do. But while
this is probably true, a closer look at our own concept of nature really opens
up a can of worms of multiple, often mutually incompatible, meanings spanning from notions of “the animal part of humans” to the “parts of the environment untouched by man”. Our concept of nature is certainly, in itself, a
“pandora’s box” of almost limitless meanings. In all likelihood, no indigenous
group, nor for that matter any non-Western society will have a term which is
even roughly equivalent to the assemblage of meaning we associate with
“nature”.
Now, this multivalent, but unmistakably naturalistic, Western concept of
nature – heavily influenced by scientists cum philosophers such as Descartes,
Darwin and Marx – is nonetheless a reality posit which is increasingly being
questioned from within the scientific community itself. Bateson, who – during
his lifetime – was considered a maverick in the science community because of
his unwillingness to accept the mind/nature dichotomy, has posthumously
been proven correct by an increasing number of renowned scientists. Influential scholars such as Capra (1997), Maturana and Varela (1992), and, among
anthropologists, Ingold (with some qualifications), to mention only a few, are
as it were on Bateson’s side.
Although animism will never be considered science by the science community, the clear-cut divisions between humanity (culture) and nature is rapidly eroding in favour of a more “ecological” view of nature – a world in
which it is difficult to ascertain where “mind” begins and ends (Bateson extended it to all living systems and, significantly “even to the walking stick
used by the blind man” [Bateson 1987: 256]). As the ecologist Ulanowicz has
recently pointed out, it is, in fact, becoming increasingly difficult to pinpoint
even where life begins (even a whirlwind may be seen as a half-life, in the
sense that it has some of the fundamental properties of a self-organising “organism”; Ulanowicz 2009). Furthermore, not only is the universe no longer
mechanistic – a proposition which was necessary for Descartes’s mind/matter
division to hold, it is also increasingly evident that evolution cannot be seen as
predicated on the individual organisms or their genes, but on the larger (living
and abiotic) systems within which they emerge and evolve. All these new
findings in the natural sciences give us reason to approach animistic belief
systems – with their apparent acute awareness of ecological relations in local
environments – with a new sense of respect.
If we were to look for a transcultural equivalent or analogue to the nature/culture (mind/matter) divide of Western society, I believe that we need to
look at the concept of spirit in its multiple vernacular forms precisely as a
partial expression of that “divide”. Katuic culture, for example, does not ap-
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pear to have any concept equivalent to that of “nature”, but it does make a
distinction between the cultural space of humans (the Village) and the natural
space of animals and spirits (the Forest) which comes close to the Western
nature/culture distinction in some of its meanings: in the Katuic world, what
scientists would call “virgin forest” (or primary/climax forest) is thus closely
associated with the domain of abhuy krung (the forest spirit) – mabuih (spirit
forest, literally “the territory of the forest spirit”). The power of the abhuy
krung, however, does not end at the edge of the old (“virgin”) forest but
stretches into the fallows which have previously been used by humans (and
which the spirits are in the process of reclaiming). In other words, the Katuic
village/forest divide is relative, contextual and fluid.
Perhaps an even more apt illustration of the Katu version of a potential
equivalent or analogue to the Western nature/culture divide may be gleaned
from a story told to me by an old Katu hunter about peacocks. The peacock,
he said, belongs to the forest spirit. Nonetheless, a peacock is easy – he
claimed – to domesticate (if captured when small). But humans can only ever
borrow peacocks (from abhuy krung) and although they may keep them near
their houses in the village, they must eventually release them and return them
to the forest (after having collected a certain number of eggs). Above all, the
old hunter emphasised, unlike chickens (which are the property of humans), a
peacock can never be killed and sacrificed – precisely because it is not the
property of humans. It must be returned live to its Spirit Owner in the forest.
If the animistic concept of nature, articulated by the Katu hunter above,
seems irrational to us, it is no more so than the dualistic world of Descartes. It
differs from our irrationality mainly in that it prescribes a more direct moral
engagement with the local environment (and its agency).

“Avatar”, deep ecology and imperialism
During my fieldwork in Laos, in a small village called Tang Plang, inhabited
by Chetonng and Nge-Kriang people, villagers told me a story about a nearby
hill by the name Tåång which they said was inhabited by spirits. Indeed, the
spirits of the hill were identified with the hill itself, and this hill was their
tutelary Spirit Hill – their protective Hill. Tåång Hill and its spirits were at the
same time personalized and singularised (hypostasized). The reciprocal identification between particular hills and specific spirits (or spirit communities)
was, as it turned out, a general feature of Katuic animism.
The story illustrates and substantiates several of the analytical dimensions
of animism discussed above as well as recurrent themes in my dissertation:
The story of the Spirit Hill of Tang Plang
In the past, the spirits of that hill often used to help the people of this village. When someone in the village was seriously ill, then somebody in the
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village would dream that the spirits from that hill came – like nurses – to
the village to cure the sick person.
[...] after a villager (it was my relative) decided to clear and burn forest on
Tåång hill, in 1991, several people began dying in the village.
When the villagers realised that people were dying because the spirits of
Tåång were displeased, particularly since those spirits had so often helped
villagers in the past, my relative immediately stopped clearing on the hill,
and the whole village decided to perform a special ritual in order to ask
Tåång’s spirits for forgiveness. Thus, in 1994, when we had collected
enough resources for a proper offering to the hill, we organised the ritual.
One group of villagers played the role of the spirits, while another group
played the villagers. The group that acted as the villagers asked for forgiveness for having cleared and burnt a part of the hill and then pledged that
they would never again clear any part of that hill for agriculture (and thus
never burn the hill again). But the villagers said that they would still sometimes go to the hill to cut wood for house construction. The villagers who
acted as spirits then accepted the other group’s apologies and agreed that
the villagers could still use the hill for timber when they needed. Since then
the villagers haven’t had any more problems with the spirits of that hill.
(Interview in Tang Plang 2009, as translated to me by my assistant.)

The main themes of my thesis are embedded in this little story:
 Thus, the story articulates the characteristic Katuic notion that significant
features of the landscape, particularly certain hills, are conceived of as spirits
– a spirit community headed by a Master Spirit which is also the protective
spirit of the adjacent village. As such, the hill is ascribed agency and subjectivity – personhood – which, as we have noted, is a diagnostic feature of animism.
 Villagers under the authority of the Spirit Hill regularly communicate
with the Hill/Spirit. There is clearly a close bond, a sense of connection –
connectivity – between villagers and their particular protective hill
 When such a bond is disrespected on the part of the villagers, the Hill responds by punishing the village with sickness or misfortune. The bond between villagers and the protective Spirit Hill takes the form of a taboo or set
of proscriptions regulating/codifying villagers’ behaviour vis-à-vis the Hill;
when the taboo is transgressed, misfortune befalls the village.
These themes will be developed in the course of the thesis. I will attempt to
demonstrate how they can be translated into the language of ecology and thus
connect the discourses of ecology (science) and cosmology (animism).
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Not long after my visit to the village of Tang Plang, when back in Vientiane, I saw the Avatar movie by James Cameron. The film made a deep impression on me because it resonated so strongly with the understanding of
nature among the people I had just spent some months with. Indeed, the film
seems like an extended commentary to the Tang Plang story of their Spirit
Hill. A short discussion of the film and its reception serves not only to highlight certain aspects of the theoretical aspects of animism – notably what I
refer to as animist ecology – but also to introduce/develop the analytical
themes of my thesis.

Avatar - the movie
The story line of the film has been summarised in Wikipedia as follows:
By 2154, humans have severely depleted Earth’s natural resources. The Resources Development Administration (RDA) mines for a valuable mineral
– unobtanium – on Pandora, a densely forested habitable moon orbiting
the gas giant Polyphemus in the Alpha Centauri star system. Pandora,
whose atmosphere is poisonous to humans, is inhabited by the Na’vi, 10foot tall, blue-skinned, sapient humanoids who live in harmony with nature and worship a mother goddess called Eywa.
To explore Pandora’s biosphere, scientists use Na’vi-human hybrids called
“avatars”, operated by genetically matched humans; Jake Sully (Sam Worthington), a paraplegic former marine, replaces his deceased twin brother
as an operator of one. (Wikipedia [n.d. (a)])

I would later learn that the parts in Avatar’s storyline which appeared most
reminiscent of the Katuic world were parts which had been inspired and partly
designed through input provided by Jodie Holt, a plant botanist consulted by
the movie production team. According to Los Angeles Times
To help make the set believable, Jodie Holt, chairwoman of the department of botany and plant sciences at UC Riverside, was approached to
consult on the film’s plant life, as well as how a botanist would study such
flora. Holt, a plant physiologist, talked about her involvement in the film
and the “Pandorapedia,” a detailed catalog of the moon’s features, including its many plants.
(Los Angeles Times/Kozlowski 2010)

The point I am making, then, is that the movie was clearly less designed to accurately portray indigenous (human) cultures and belief systems, but more to create
a fantasy people and a story intended to echo a strong and popular cultural undercurrent – what I refer to as Deep Ecology. Despite this, however, the movie’s
story strongly echoed aspects of the Katuic animistic ecology.
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Deep Ecology, of course, can only ever be regarded as a vague denomination
for a form of cultural movement – there is no Deep Ecology organisation, and
spokesmen who hold any privileged position to define “what it is”. Instead, I use
the term here simply to denote a way of thinking, deeply inspired by notions from
scientific ecology, which holds that we (all humans) should “change our ways”
and attempt to live more “in tune with nature” (Naess 1981, Capra 1996). (Naess
used the term “Ecosophy” rather than Deep Ecology.)
Nonetheless, what I refer to as Deep Ecology is probably a much more powerful force in Western society than ecology – wielding far more influence than scientific ecology could ever hope to do. Deep Ecology is the philosophy/ideology
that underpins much of today’s environmentalist movements, and its nameless
mass following provides much of the funding – or public pressure – which nurtures the conservationists and underpins government decisions. It is Deep Ecology
-- not ecology or biology -- which determines what kind of eggs modern, urban
citizens will buy in the grocery shop.
Obviously, Avatar’s “Indians” (the blue Na’vi) -- and their culture/religion -are not modelled on those of any existing indigenous group, but on a prevalent
“fantasy” derived from modern societies. The movie’s Indians, then, have been
“infused with a fantasy” derived from Deep Ecology. It is therefore surprising to
find so many striking similarities between this Deep Ecology fantasy culture (the
Na’vi) and the cultures of the groups I visited in the Annamite Mountains of Laos
and Vietnam.
Anthropologist David Price summarises the thematic thrust of the Avatar
movie as follows:
Avatar is set in a world where the needs of corporate military units align
against the interests of indigenous blue humanoids long inhabiting a planet
with mineral resources desired by the high tech militarized invaders.
[...] Avatar draws on classic sci-fi themes in which individuals break
through barriers of exoticness, to accept alien others in their own terms as
equals, not as species to be conquered and exploited, and to turn against
the exploitive mission of their own culture. These sorts of relationships,
where invaders learn about those they’d conquer and come to understand
them in ways that shake their loyalties permeate fiction, history and anthropology. (Price 2011: 173)

As expected, many anthropologists immediately heard the “warning bells
ringing” when they saw Avatar. As Price tells us:
Avatar drew plenty of criticism from some anthropologists for its stereotypical portrayals of ecologically balanced natives unable to organize an effective military resistance without the gallant assistance of a heroic white
male outsider. (ibid. 174)

Some anthropologists, apparently, felt threatened and disturbed by the fact
that aliens were being depicted with characteristics pointing towards Native
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American culture; they felt that even though the Na’vi were clearly the “good
guys” of the movie, this “exoticising” revival of the “Myth of the Ecological
Indian” needed to be criticised. Confirming what I have alluded to above,
however, Wikipedia tells us that Avatar’s two main themes are Imperialism
and Deep Ecology, and it is thus clear that the intention of the movie’s creators has nothing to do with accurately portraying indigenous cultures per se.
On the one hand, then, it is a story about a cultural contact between powerful
and cynical imperialists and less powerful indigenous “people” who are far
more environmentally “mindful” (the Imperialism theme). On the other hand,
it is also a moralising story about how we ourselves ought to be more respectful to our own environment (the Deep Ecology theme).
Furthermore, it should be added, Avatar is really only a refurbished and
“remixed” assemblage of a series of existent movies (and stories) including
Pocahontas, Ferngully, as well as several world-renowned animes produced
by the famous Japanese Studio Ghibli (including Princess Mononoke [1997],
Ponyo [2008]). Avatar’s storyline is also strongly reminiscent of Ursula Le
Guin’s novel The Word for World is Forest (1976). Superimposed on this
already existent mesh, then, are the themes transplanted from Deep Ecology
and the environmentalist movement. (The Deep Ecology theme, however, was
already present in many of the aforementioned animations.)31
As such, Avatar may actually be regarded as spectacularly unoriginal
movie: If the reader looks at some of the aforementioned (animated) movies
etc. he will recognise virtually all the visual and narrative themes which can
be seen in Avatar. The fact that it is only recycling of already existent, even
widespread, themes, however, does not diminish the power of those themes.
In light of this, Cameron’s most original contribution in the context of the
narrative is perhaps his blatant critical reference to American imperialism:
The highly critical portrayal of the “Resources Development Administration”
in the movie -- a corporate entity which cynically exploits both the people and
the environment of Pandora (the planet of the Na’vi) – is only a very thinly
veiled allusion to the U.S’s Military Industrial Complex.
Cameron, in one interview, confirms that the movie was meant as a critique of America’s high-tech war in Iraq but states, also in the same interview,
that he in believes it to be a “patriotic duty” to criticise one’s own country –
when need be. In an article entitled “The Most Expensive Anti-American
Propaganda Ever Made”, journalist Nile Gardiner (2009a) writes that the
movie is an open critique of both the war in Iraq and the War on Terror, and
that it is a deeply ”anti-western” movie. In a second article, the journalist
quotes Cameron saying
We [Americans] went down a path that cost several hundreds of thousands
of Iraqi lives. I don’t think the American people even know why it was
done. So it’s all about opening your eyes. We know what it feels like to
launch the missiles. We don’t know what it feels like for them to land on

31

Most notably Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind (1984), a film co-financed by WWF Japan.
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our home soil, not in America. I think there’s a moral responsibility to understand that. (Gardiner 2009b)

In another interview (which appeared in npr.org), Cameron also explains that
the movie has a Vietnamese “connection”:
The Iraq stuff and the Vietnam stuff is there by design — and references to
the colonial period are there by design […]
At a very generalized level, it’s saying our attitude about indigenous people
and our entitlement about what is rightfully theirs is the same sense of entitlement that lets us bulldoze a forest and not blink an eye. It’s just human
nature that if we can take it, we will. And sometimes we do it in a very naked and imperialistic way, and other times we do it in a very sophisticated
way with lots of rationalization — but it’s basically the same thing. A sense
of entitlement. And we can’t just go on in this unsustainable way, just taking what we want and not giving back. (npr.org 2010)

It thus becomes clear that the movie has been consciously framed partially as
a comment on the current War on Terror, as well as a reference to the Vietnam War. Avatar may also be seen as a comment on the West’s tendency to
reformulate imperialistic ambitions as developmentalist niceties and other
altruistic formulas. The imperialist theme of Avatar is, indeed, highly reminiscent of US involvement in Vietnam during the Second Indochina War, not
least the tendency to formulate the war as an altruistic effort (see Prados 1999,
cf. also Hickey 2002). We will explore this particular period in the history of
the Central Annamites in Chapter 7.32
The type of imperialistic discourses used by the ”Resources Development
Administration” in Avatar, and which were part of the US-Vietnam conflict,
may also be seen as expressions of high modernism. In Seeing like a State,
Scott (1998) explores many cases of high modernist policies, analysing why
they often lead to failures. Scott’s delineation of high modernism, however,
indicates that such an ideology also characterises the relationship between the
Vietnamese and Laotian state agents and their minorities – still today. In
Scott’s analysis, imperialism and heavy-handed socialist development policies
are merely two sides of the same coin (high modernism).
When I watched Avatar, I had just visited some indigenous communities in
Kaleum, Laos. Kaleum is a district located right on the current frontier of the
global hardwood industry. An endless caravan of timber trucks could be seen
exiting the interior of Kaleum loaded with huge trunks of high value timber
(see Chapter 8). Foreigners working here had inevitably to cooperate with the
local authorities, and few therefore commented on this conspicuous extraction
of timber. Instead, discussions among developers – particularly foresters –
32
The same theme can again be observed taking place in the “War for Peace” in Afghanistan
(Operation Enduring Freedom). As a cultural war, this latter conflict appears to be neverending, as some of the obstinate locals refuse to embrace Western values and norms.
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centred more often on the presumed destructive practice of shifting cultivation. Hence, it was not difficult for me to also associate the Imperialist theme
of Avatar with these more recent events in the Central Annamite forests.
I feel that the criticism directed towards Avatar by some anthropologists (particularly concerning its allegedly orientalising portrayal of indigenous groups as
Ecological Indians) is of dubious relevance. Instead, I would like to draw attention to the fact that the ”avatar teams” of the movie (a futuristic form of “embedded” social scientists) clearly appeared to be an allusion to both modern day anthropologists (with their professional tradition of “participatory observation”), as
well as to the more controversial, and recent, phenomenon of the Human Terrain
Specialist, that is, social scientists whose sole professional purpose is to work
embedded with the US military and to help make the military machine more efficient by “decoding the natives” (see Price 2011).
My own fieldwork, of course, was not set in a period of war nor was it particularly dramatic. Nonetheless, for a period of time I was “embedded” as an
anthropologist in an organisation which we may well liken to the ”corporation” in Avatar: During a three-month period I was a TEK advisor to a World
Bank funded forestry project. My task consisted in understanding the indigenous views on forest use and transferring that information to the project
(“corporation”).
I naturally believe that my “corporation” was more benevolent than what
we see in Avatar, but this type of development-cum-conservation engagement
is rarely without its intrinsic controversies: As I helped out one branch of the
Laotian government’s forestry department (the national counterpart of the
“corporation”), I could observe how other elements within the same forestry
department (or other elements of the state apparatus) issued the permits which
allowed for massive timber extraction in the areas which I visited -- or carried
out other activities which were difficult to perceive as advantageous to the
locals. Were we fighting for the Greater Good -- following the logic of
Brundtland’s notions about the importance of alleviating poverty for the sake
of the environment (or the other way round)? Or were we just (inevitably)
cogs in a global resource extraction scheme?
Deep Ecology is an ecological philosophy that claims to value the inherent
value in living beings (regardless of their “instrumental” utility). It also places
a strong emphasis on the idea that the natural world consists of infinitely
complex web of inter-relationships which are in a subtle, beautiful, yet fragile,
balance (cf. Naess 1981). Deep Ecology also claims itself to be free of anthropocentric bias. However, this last claim tends to carry less weight than other
deep-ecology notions since -- one can easily argue -- it is simply impossible
for human ideas not to be anthropocentric. In any case, the simple fact that
Deep Ecology makes an attempt not to be anthropocentric is relevant to the
core theme of this thesis: I shall argue that this is, in some regard, makes Deep
Ecology akin to an animistic type of ontology (such as that prevalent among
Katuic groups).
Deep Ecology, in the way I refer to it here, however, is not really the kind
of philosophy that people necessarily consider themselves as “adhering” to.
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Rather I view it as a branch of thought which has its “intellectual roots” in the
likes of Aldo Leopold (see Leopold 1949), James Lovelock (1979; 2010),
Arne Naess (1981), Howard Odum (2007) and Eugene Odum (cf. Barett, G.
and Odum, E. 2004). It is thus a philosophy loosely derived from both certain “hard science” ideas, as well as some more “philosophical” notions held
by a lineage of pre-eminent Western biologists, ecologists and philosophers.
As such, it underpins much of the environmental movement and green politics
and may be seen as the philosophical foundation for ideas such as those of
“environmental ethics”, “human population control” and “simple living” (cf.
Spicer 2006). As regards “environmental ethics” we may illustrate this type of
notion through a quote by Leopold - arguably the father of conservationism:
A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty
of the biotic community, it is wrong when it tends otherwise. (Leopold
1949)

In any case, Deep Ecology (or environmentalism generally) ultimately derives
its credibility or legitimacy from science, particularly biology and ecology.
However, it goes without saying that Deep Ecology fundamentally clashes
with several of the core tenets of these other “universalist” ideologies, among
them “developmentalism” (cf. Escobar 1995), “high modernism” (Scott
1998), capitalism and neoliberalism.

“Avatar” and animist ecology: thematic parallels
A range of parallels can clearly be drawn between the Avatar movie and the
Katuic animist ecology illustrated by the Tang Plang story above about the
protective Spirit Hill. The film and its reception in the West also highlight the
uneasy relationship/connection between “belief” (Deep Ecology) and science.
A particularly interesting aspect of the film which resonates with Katuic
animism is the way it portrays the communication between “people” and
“nature” through a network of trees, root systems and fungi centred on the so
called Tree of Souls which is thus able to communicate “with everything
else”. This apparent fantasy is actually a piece of fictionalised science: The
Avatar production team consulted Jodie Holt (chairwoman of the department
of botany and plant sciences at UC Riverside). Jodie Holt, in an interview
explains her contribution:
What we talked about was the concept of plant communication, which is
integral to the movie, and how this could be studied by Grace. [Grace is a
scientist in the movie and one of the protagonists]
Since life on Pandora was intended to adhere to our known laws of physics
and biology, it was not credible to me to suggest that the plants had any
kind of nervous system. Instead, I suggested that communication among
the plants could credibly be explained by signal transduction, an area of re-
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search that deals with how plants perceive a signal and respond to it. Since
this process is still not well understood but is under active investigation, it
made sense to use it as an explanation for Grace’s more futuristic understanding of plants. Subsequently, the set designer and I exchanged many emails about how Grace might sample plants and study this process. (Los
Angeles Times/Kozlowski 2010)

Jodie Holt’s ideas about plant botany are then echoed in the voices of the
movie’s lead characters. Jake Sully, one of the (human) protagonists, reflects
on the way the Na’vi conceive of nature:
I’m trying to understand the deep connection [Na’vi] people have to their
forests. Neytiri [female Na’vi protagonist] talks about a network of energy
that flows through all living things. She says all energy is only borrowed
and one day you have to give it back. (Avatar [movie] 2009)

Thus, in Avatar, thanks to the science-fiction setting, the communication
between trees and humans can be dressed up as science. A theory that is
workable according to real world science is invoked to provide the narrative.
But why the necessity to dress up the narrative in scientific terms? Many other
movies, particularly the aforementioned Japanese animated movies, from
which Avatar draws its themes, tell the same story but without having to
couch the stories in a scientific idiom. In the Japanese movies, the old forest
spirits are angry with the humans (Princess Mononoke), or the King of the Sea
punishes humans with a tsunami for their transgressions and arrogance (as in
Ponyo) -- and that is all there is to it.
Perhaps Avatar goes to show how extremely important the notion of “scientific
truth” is in our society -- when even a fantasy has to been dressed up as science.
By contrast, the Japanese animated movies, which appear to have largely inspired
Avatar, do not need to hide behind fictional scientific realities.
Another parallel between the Avatar story line and the story I was told
about the Spirit Hill in Tang Plang village concerns the punitive agency of
nature. Thus, in Avatar the “corporation” is destroying the forests of Pandora,
cutting down some of the massive home trees. At a certain point, however, the
“hive mind” (located in something called the Tree of Souls), which somehow
plays the role of “the brain” of the communicative network of life existent on
Pandora, decides it has had enough -- it punishes the intruders by sending all
of Pandora’s living creatures against the corporation’s intruding soldiers. In
the Tang Plang story, when the villagers decided to clear and burn their spirit
hill, the spirits reacted by severely punishing the villagers.
Clearly, in both the Avatar and the Tang Plang stories there is a notion that
there is communication between all living things “in the forest”. In Avatar this
communication is explained in scientific terms, whereas in the Tang Plang case it
is simply a matter of interaction between humans and the hill spirits (the
“nurses”). The communication between the villagers and the hill spirit(s) was
perceived as something simple and real; it took place in dreams, through possessions and through the interpretation (by humans) of portents and signs (sent by the
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spirits). The spirit hill of Tang Plang, then, emerges as a “real” equivalent of Avatar’s fictive ”hive mind” – a feature of the Katuic animist ecology.
Through this juxtaposition of Avatar’s Deep Ecological fiction and the reality of Tang Plang village, I have attempted to schematise some of the central
assumptions or “hypotheses” of this dissertation. Table X shows how, in some
regards, the Deep Ecology and the Animist Ecology narratives appear to coincide. In the third column (right) I have also attempted to identify possible
scientific ecology themes/concepts underlying the fictional Deep Ecology
narrative (Avatar). In the final analysis, of course, it would be more interesting if a link could be established directly between the Animist Ecology and
Scientific Ecology.
The Table also indicates parallels between Avatar fiction and Katuic reality with respect to the Imperialism theme – the destructive impact of the Corporation on people and environment in the film and the corresponding effects
on the indigenous communities of government interventions in the Central
Annamite region. This theme will be developed in subsequent chapters; in the
rest of this chapter I will develop the Deep Ecology theme.
Table 2.1
2
Animistic Ecology
(Katuic ethnographic reality)

3
Scientific Ecology (possible
sources of the Avatar storyline)

(A):
Ecology

1
Avatar
(Deep Ecology
fiction)
The Tree of Souls –
the Na’vi god.

The hill spirit/local god.

Communication between hill
spirits and the local people.

(B):
Imperialism
(High
Modernism)

Communication
between
Na’vi god and Na’vi
people.
What happens when
you
destroy the god (i.e.
the
Tree of Souls).
The corporation
wants
to exploit unobtanium
without caring about
any other “variables”
in Pandora’s ecology.

Value of biodiversity per se, i.e., the
view of old-growth forests as
important repositories of biodiversity (etc.) as well the importance of
certain keystone species. The role
played by biodiversity (per se) and
its importance to the functioning of
ecological systems -- may be seen
as the pure science source of the
“tree of souls” image.
Landscape connectivity. Biodiversity notions (per se) also
closely tied up to notions about
“connections”.
Environmental crisis; repercussions on people and environment
of large-scale ecological alterations/destruction.

Theme

What happens when you
burn/clear-cut the hill forest
belonging to the spirit(s).
Various corporations and/or
state agents exploit timber
and hydropower, or extract
the animals from the indigenous areas on a commercial
scale (with or without the
complicity of local villagers).

German scientific forestry may be
seen as a case of imperial forestry: although initially productive it eventually leads to wholesale forest death (cf. Scott 1998).
See Chapter 3.
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Here, then, is a summary of the parallels with respect to the Ecology theme
identified in the Table 2.1:
(1) Nature Spirits: The tree of souls/the Na’vi god = the hill spirit/local god
(2) Communication with Nature/Spirits: Communication between Na’vi
god and Na’vi people = communication between hill spirits and the local
people
(3) Taboo: What happens when you destroy or anger the god (i.e. the Tree
of Souls)? = What happens when you clear/bomb/defoliate and burn the forest
of the spirit hills?
Nature Spirits
The first theme, “the Tree of souls” (Avatar) and the Hill Spirit (in the Tang
Plang account), refers – in the context of this thesis – to the old anthropological theme of the sacred grove/sacred forest. A first question, then, is simply
what does the notion of sacred forests (i.e. the Hill Spirit forests) mean in the
context of Katuic culture and why do such forests exist at all? The equivalent
of this theme in scientific ecology is, I propose, the notion of biodiversity
micro-hotspots33, such as, for example, patches of old-growth forests (perceived as repositories of valuable biodiversity). I will deal with this theme
through several chapters, particularly in Part Two of the thesis. In anthropology there is a long history of looking at sacred groves and sacred forests
(starting with Fraser’s Golden Bough), but there have been only a few efforts
to link these sacred forests with ecological notions such as biodiversity hotspots, keystone species etc. (see below).
Communication with Nature/Spirits
The second question is that of the notion of communication, particularly
communication between people and the environment. This question is closely
related to the first question in the sense that agency/spirit is actually attributed
to the spirit hill (Tang Plang) as a consequence of its ability to communicate
with and influence people in the village. I will discuss human-environment
communication as a defining feature of animism (animist ecology) but also
raise the possibility that the specific places or areas which are considered as
belonging to, or as the domains of, certain Spirit Masters or Owner Spirits
might actually be sites (ecosystems) of particular ecological importance (see
below). Typically, contemporary scholars interested in the subject of animism
or hunter-gatherer belief systems (Ingold and Bird-David, for example) tend
to emphasise the former, communicative aspect, but not necessarily the latter.
In other words, the possibility that spirit forests (or their vernacular counterparts) are so denominated precisely because of their ecological importance is
generally left unexplored.
33
The term “biodiversity hotspot” is usually reserved for large regions considered in the
possession of high biodiversity values (such as, e.g. the Mekong Region or the Amazon). I
use the term “micro-hotspot” here to refer to much smaller, but nonetheless ecologically
important, areas (cf. Ghazoul and Sheil 2010: 145).
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Taboo
The third question is that of the notion of taboo. In Avatar the type of (environmental) ”crime and punishment causality” that I am referring to does not
come across as a typical taboo, but the outcome of the environmental transgression is the same as in the Katuic story. In ecology, there has been a longstanding discussion about ecological (negative) feedback which can be linked
to this theme (see below). The outcome of the two narratives quoted are virtually the same: in the end the Tree of Souls (Avatar) punishes the “corporation”
for its transgressions in the same manner that the villagers of Tang Plang are
punished by Tåång Hill Spirit.
All three of the above issues immediately bring to the fore several of the
key themes in the writings of Gregory Bateson: one is the long-standing discussion about Western society’s adherence to Descartian dualism (i.e. the
continued belief in an impossible discontinuity between mind and nature/matter). Descartian notions are still prevalent even in mainstream ecology
(which still tends to separate the “natural” from the “social” (cf. Raffaelli and
Frid 2010). Bateson attempted to solve this Gordian knot by introducing his
own concepts of pleroma and creatura -- a distinction between the communicative and the non-communicative world (see below). The living world (creatura) is distinct from the pleroma because it is subject to perceptual difference, distinction, and information.
The prevalence of ecological taboos in Katuic society can perhaps best be
explained as a coded social acknowledgement/recognition of ”ecological
value” (either of particular ecosystems or of the importance of a ”functional
whole” – i.e., of the village and the surrounding landscape as a socioecological system – which is also compatible with Bateson’s views; see below).
As we shall argue, animist societies are able to “sympathise” with nonhuman beings and communities to the extent that they might be able to attribute spirit value (i.e. ecological importance in this interpretation) to
places/species (etc.) which perhaps do not have any immediate (short-term?)
bearing on the human communities per se. Here, the notion of perspectivism - as introduced by Viveiros de Castro (1998) and Århem, K. (1990), may be a
relevant key. Furthermore, if it is correct that animists recognise the habitats
and food sources of the animals on which they themselves depend – that is, if
they have a truly ecological understanding of their environment, something
which is indeed suggested by the available literature – then this fact brings
Animist Ecology not only close to the traditions of Deep Ecology (Aldo Leopold) and Ecosophy (Arne Naess) but also to Ecology itself, i.e., ecology in its
scientific sense.

Relevant concepts from ecology
In order to elucidate this point, it is necessary to introduce here some important concepts and insights from ecology and relate them to my ethnography.
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The concept of “spirits” in the story of the hill spirits in Tang Plang village
is, in my interpretation, analogous to what the scientist in Avatar called the
“hive mind” (an idea apparently derived from the botanist Jodie Holt who was
consulted by the production team). One of the questions, then, raised by the
Tang Plang story, is how we ought to interpret the notion of a spirit hill – a
hill personalising and/or being inhabited by spirits. This notion of protective
and punishing hill spirits (or spirit hills), which are effectively considered
Spirit Masters of surrounding villages, is common among Katuic groups and
a defining feature of Katuic culture. These particular hills would indicate their
will by various means, and the villagers would comply/follow. Thus, just as
the Na’vi were subordinate to their god tree in Avatar, so the Central Annamitic indigenous villages considered themselves loyal subjects of particular
spirit hills.
Now, this idea of powerful nature or landscape spirits, illustrated by the
Tang Plang case and the story line in Avatar, points to the bigger question
relevant to scholars studying animism: why do so many indigenous peoples
attribute to ”nature” – or, more precisely, to particular features of the landscape – a kind of personhood or “agency”. As for the “nature” of the Katuic
landscape spirits – exemplified by the widespread notion of spirit hills – there
are several paths open for exploration.
Firstly, it should be made clear that the Tang Plangians (and the Katuic
groups) are not the only ones who have had tendency to view the old-growth
forest as akin to a mind/organism/agent. The early plant ecologists dedicated
much effort to how plant communities evolved according to a seemingly fixed
patterns, and how the developmental trajectories of entire plant communities
seemed to be so ”coordinated” and ”patterned” that scientists came to the
conclusion that these communities should really be viewed as “superorganisms” (see below). These botanical researchers, who came to lay the foundations for holistic perspective of biology -- which eventually emerged as a
scientific field in its own right (ecology) -- termed themselves “plant phytosociologists”. Hence, somewhat echoing the unscientific beliefs of the Katuic
groups, Frederic Edward Clements (1874 - 1945), though still considered a
founding father of ecology, was later criticised for having regarded evolving
plant communities as ”superorganisms”. John Kricher summarises some of
Clements’ ideas:
In North America, one school of plant ecologists, championed by Frederic
E. Clements […], thought the ecological community to be a kind of “supra-organism” that went through various (and often complex) predictable
stages towards maturity, eventually forming a “climax community.” An assumption that communities reach a balanced equilibrium was deeply entrenched in this view. Clements’s perception of the community was largely
derived from his holistic […] studies philosophy coupled with his detailed
studies of ecological plant succession (“often called “old field succession,”
as it takes place typically after agricultural abandonment of land). (Kricher
2009: 69-70)
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As such, Clements was the progenitor of the notion of the climax forest, a
notion which, although today (partially) discredited amongst ecologists, actually still looms large in the mind of conservationists. The point that I want to
make here, however, is that, if the successional pattern of forest development
in Arizona (which was were Clements carried out most of his research), made
such an impression on Clements -- even prompting him to view a community
of plants as an organism of sorts, should we really be surprised by the way the
forest is accorded “agency” among the Katuic groups? Note that the complexity and sheer speed (power) of successional growth is probably nowhere in the
world as remarkable as it is in the tropical rainforest (see Chapter 3). Certainly, a super-organism is not exactly an organism, but neither is a spirit
necessarily perceived as such.
Gleason was one of those whose research would gradually erode
Clements’ influential theories, particularly the notion that plant communities
inevitably reached a climax state. Gleason laid forth his ideas in a 1926 paper
entitled “the individualistic concept of the plant association”. Moran, evaluating the theories of the two aforementioned antagonists, explains:
Gleason argued that, instead of there being fixed vegetation types as suggested by notions of climax, the presence of a species was determined by
(a) whether a species could get there, and (b) if it did, whether it could
grow under current conditions (...), the fortuitous immigration of plants
through seed dispersal, and the unique conditions it finds (...), create
unique conditions for survival in each generation. (Moran 2010, p. 51)

Rephrasing Gleason’s critique in somewhat metaphorical terms, we might say
that whereas Clements’ believed that every climate would inevitably evolve
into a particular type of “plant race” (the climax vegetation), Gleason argued
that the form that the vegetation community would eventually take would be
far more dependent on specific outcomes of various interactions between
plant associations, and, most importantly, on the unpredictable flux of disturbances. In other words, vegetation in the same type of climatic conditions
could evolve radically differently, depending on these unpredictable factors.
The “history of the landscape,” so to speak, could produce radically different
“climax” vegetation in different areas with an identical climate (even without
human disturbance). To Clements, only human disturbance could alter the
“course of nature”. It now should become clear how Clements can be seen as
adhering to a preservationist stance (in his belief that there are indeed ideal
states in nature).
But are the Katuic groups more Clementsian than Gleasonian? I would, in
fact, like to compare the dynamic Gleasonian notion of the “individualistic”
plant associations with the notions held by Katuic groups that no two landscape spirits are identical; that each and every hill spirit has its unique personality (but that some, apparently, are more connected than others (cf. Chapter
5, 6, 7, 9). Most importantly, even though the spirit landscape, i.e. the configuration of the spirit agents in the landscape, is relatively fixed, it is never
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absolutely fixed: Landscape spirits can and do move occasionally -- as the
ethnographic accounts in coming chapters will bear out.
In his book Environmental Social Science (2010), Moran attempts to provide a summary of all the theoretical concepts -- from within both the social
and the natural sciences -- which are relevant to both “sides” of the natural/social fence. In total Moran, identifies nine (9) “Theories and Concepts
from the Biological Sciences” as paramount for social scientists to familiarise
themselves with. One of the concepts which emerge in Moran’s discussion of
these crucial biological theories and concepts is the concept of “connectivity”.34 Clearly, the notion of connectivity is related to the Gleasonian discussion above. Connectivity refers to the “capacity of a landscape to support
movement by any given species across the landscape”. Moran also adds, the
connectivity is “of increasing concern for conservation biologists” (Moran
2010, p. 60).
The ”Island Biogeography Theory”, of which connectivity thinking appears to be an off-shoot, postulates that species richness is directly correlated
to the size of habitats; as habitat sizes diminish in size, species richness also
inevitably decreases (according to the theory). This process of gradually reducing species richness is driven by something termed the “edge effect”. As
the quote above indicates, in today’s rapidly modernising world, this is a serious problem: as human connectivity increases (through road networks) so the
connectivity of other species diminishes.
The Island Biogeography Theory is one of the theoretical approaches
which perhaps most inform many modern conservationist approaches about
suitable ”landscape level” management policies, and its proponents will tend
to view large contiguous habitats (human free) as necessary for efficient biodiversity preservation. Insofar as the massive infrastructure development
programme carried out by the Vietnamese and Laotian state authorities allow,
then, this is what conservationists have strived to achieve in the Central Annamites.
The traditional Katuic landscape -- with its mosaic-like structure of shifting cultivation fields and fallows -- at a surface level does not appear to conform very well with the Island Biogeography Theory: It would seem that it
causes landscape fragmentation. However, although somewhat reassembling a
“harlequin’s dress” or a Swiss cheese, the traditional landscape did also have a
complete system of “protected nodes” -- namely its spirit hills and sacred
forests -- where the intensity of human disturbance would be very low. In
turn, these nodes are surrounded by a “production landscape” of fallows in
different stages of regeneration (high intensity of disturbance). In the indigenous landscapes less affected by modernist development schemes, furthermore, there would also have existed “connectivity pathways” between the
various “protected nodes”.

34
Moran speaks of connectivity under the heading of "Island Biogeography Theory" (Moran,
2010: 59-61).
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Although the traditional forest/landscape management thus (at a glance)
does not conform entirely with the type of landscape which the Island Biogeography Theory’s predictive formula’s would presume to be the ideal for
maximum biodiversity retention, the type of landscape fragmentation caused
by shifting cultivation (where borders can and are crossed by animals and
plants) cannot in any way be compared to the type of fragmentation caused by
road constructions and hydroelectric dam constructions. Highways, for example, permanently and totally disrupt connectivity where a mosaic-like shifting
cultivation landscape would not have done so.
My proposition is that the indigenous notion of hill spirit communication
may be closely associated to the ecologist’s notion of connectivity. The communication between spirits and humans (between spirit areas and agricultural
areas, for example) or between different spirit areas (cf. Chapter 5) should
perhaps be interpreted in light of precisely the Island Biogeography and Connectivity Theory. In this interpretation, then, the connectivity, essentially, is
the communication. And the kind of communication that I have been talking
about in this section is, thus, the kind of communication which takes place
when a primate receives a fruit from a tree on one spirit hill, and then goes
and “plants” it (defecates) on another hill...
Before, connecting these aforementioned ecological concepts to the ethnographic reality at hand, however, we should also briefly introduce a few more
highly relevant concepts which may be vital for our analysis. These concepts
include the concept of “ecological services”, the concept of “keystone species”, and finally, the concept of “ecological nodes” (introduced by Sanderson
[2009]).
(1) The broadest and also vaguest of the aforementioned concepts is undoubtedly that of “ecological services”. “Providers” of ecological services
may include anything from a river, a bee, to minerals in the soil. In recent
years, the ecological services concept has also been used to bridge the gap
between the social and natural sciences in applied conservation work (cf.
Moran 2010). As such, the term has also come to include “cultural services”.
In this thesis, however, it is primarily the theories from community ecology
that appear pertinent. (Community ecology looks at how species and communities interact and depend on each other within the ecosystems -- that are
important.) Here we may mention a few important “service providers” such as
bees, primates or birds who make possible the reproduction of plants. Trees,
of course, are also service providers. This is the whole point of community
ecology: it emphasises the interdependencies of communities. The “nonliving” stream, however, despite not being the subject of community ecology,
is of course another form of “natural service” without which plants and trees
could not survive (and without which the human’s fields would not be fertile).
(2) Interestingly, all the examples given above (except the stream) may
also be regarded as “keystone species”. A keystone species is a species of
particular importance to the survival of an ecosystem, a species without which
that particular type of ecosystem would collapse. Without bees, for example,
it has been alleged that human societies (globally) could only survive a few
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years (see Benjamin and McCullum 2009). As such, we should perhaps not be
surprised that “trees with bee-hives” were often associated with spirit agency
among Katuic groups. Less known to us, perhaps, is the role played by certain
trees (among them the strangler fig) in upholding entire ecosystems (see
Kricher 2009). Top predators such as wolves and tigers have also long been
known to be so-called key species (they play a balancing role in nature, protecting, as it were, overconsumption of leaves etc. by herbivores [see Zaremba
2012 and also Kricher 2009]).
(3) Lastly, I would like to mention the notion of “ecological nodes” introduced by Sanderson. This notion is, in fact, similar to the previous two except
that Sanderson explored the role played not by individual species, or even of
constellations of species (the notion of animal ”guilds” had long been
known35), but rather by components – both biotic and abiotic – whose linkages are crucial for ecosystems to thrive and function. Sanderson thus collapses the division between the biotic and abiotic domains and allows us to
view particular ecosystem elements (whether biological or not) as not only
linked to each other but of vital importance to the functioning of the ecosystem at large.
Sanderson’s concept allows us to view the “spirit hill” – which is obviously neither a species nor a guild of species, but a “kind of ecosystem” –
with new appreciation: It allows us to label a constellation of, for example, a
stream and particular tree species, under a single conceptual label.

The Batesonian Mind and the Village-Forest Ecosystem
The spirit beliefs of the Katuic groups in the Central Annamite Mountains
also bring to mind Gregory Bateson’s books Steps to an Ecology of Mind
(1972) and Mind and Nature: a necessary unity (1979). In Mind and Nature,
Bateson asks himself what the constituting features of a “mind” are. He proposes a concept of mind that is not limited to what we ordinarily think of as a
mind – i.e., an “I” or self-consciousness – but something completely different:
a “mind” that may include anything from a tiny cell, to a biological organ in a
body, to a body, to a society of millions of individuals. (The human mind,
then, would thus be only one kind of mind, but a very special one.)
Bateson’s main point is that “mind” and ”body” are not fundamentally distinguished in terms of “matter” or substance (which would be a reductionist
stance that fails to explain mind) but rather in terms of “information”; the
Batesonian mind is a “system” of independent but interconnected parts, capable of reacting to “difference” (information). A mind, then, with or without a
consciousness, can react to “difference”, using collateral energy. (Bateson
defines information as “a difference which makes a difference”. The point is
that “difference” does not need to have a “physical reality”. Among other
examples, Bateson gives that of a dog reacting to being kicked; the dog’s
35
"Guilds are groups of species filling the same "ecological niche" and playing the same "role"
in an ecosystem.
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reaction is fundamentally different from the purely mechanical reaction which
moves billiard balls hitting each other.
Bateson’s mind concept includes interactive and communicative systems
such as those which characterise all biological life forms, which according to
Bateson, would not only be minds in themselves (a biological body being such
a mind) but also themselves composed of minds – that is, interacting organs
which, in turn, are composed of cells which themselves are also minds, and so
on. In other words, bodies – on different biological scales – are also minds.
Similarly, communities of interacting species could thus also be described
as minds.
The human body (a Batesonian mind) is also – in standard ecology – an
ecosystem. Bateson’s mind is thus to some extent synonymous with the term
”ecosystem” with a reservation: Bateson is reticent to extend the mind concept
to the non-biological world (except when non-biological components are
merely parts of a larger system [of biological parts]): He gives the example of
a blind man using a walking stick as an extension of his sensory organs.
Likewise, ecosystems are generally defined as biotic communities plus the
abiotic elements on which its biotic components depend (or are affected by).
To summarise, ecosystems may be minds, but the two notions are not exactly
synonymous.
Evidently, according to this view, minds can and do exist within larger
minds (the cell is a mind inside an organ-mind, inside a body-mind inside a
society-mind, inside a society+environment mind). To summarize Bateson’s
thoughts in a few lines is difficult. His whole intellectual project is motivated
by what he perceives as flaws in the Descartian world view: the notion that
humans are primarily a kind of ”mechanical” construct --automata following
the (physical and mechanistic) “laws of nature”, plus “something else”;
namely the mystical element which Descartes would call “mind” (cf. Ingold
2000 [Ch. 6]). Descartes notion of this mystical mind/body duality is reflected
in the lingering positivist or objectivist notion that a scientist can somehow
stand outside nature whilst observing it. Most of all, however, the Cartesian
split remains vital in the notion that some things are nature, whilst others are
not (and that humans are governed both by “laws of nature” and “something
else”). Bateson simply did not feel that this way of understanding the world
was scientifically accurate. He always considered himself, first and foremost,
as a scientist. Bateson’s search for a new concept of mind was primarily a
search for a more accurate way to describe reality (although he knew that it
would always be subjective ...). It is worth noting that he felt that the modern
Descartes-inspired, utilitarian world-view constituted a significant threat to
the environment. In his daughter Nora’s movie (An Ecology of Mind [2010])
she quotes him as saying:
The major problems of the world are the result of the difference between
how nature works and the way people think.
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To summarise: Bateson’s mind is not synonymous with consciousness. To
him, consciousness was only a very small part of mind -- even in humans -and he shows this by way of quite a few examples.36 Nor is consciousness a
criterion for mind. Instead, according to Charlton (2008), Bateson viewed
“mental process” (i.e., mind) as
[...] the activity involved in receiving and responding to information and in
gaining and using knowledge; these terms having a much wider meaning
than we are accustomed to give to them. As only a small part of our human knowing ever reaches the “screen of consciousness”, the bulk is unconscious knowledge of kinds shared by organisms and systems throughout the
living world. [...] All these activities, conscious or otherwise, are, Bateson
claims, strictly comparable to thought. He understands all the systems to
be, in very real and important ways, thinking. (Charlton 2008:31)

Could we thus regard the hill spirit of Tang Plang as a mind in the Batesonian
sense? And if we can equate the “Hive mind” of the Tang Plang spirit hill
with mind in the Batesonian sense, what then are the ramifications of a belief
system that so directly acknowledges the “ecosystem” itself? We will return to
these fundamental questions in coming chapters where I will argue that it is
indeed warranted to regard Katuic village-forest ecosystem as a mind.
Homeostasis and Taboo
Another Batesonian concept, which might be useful to highlight when looking
at the story of the Tang Plangians who transgressed into the hill spirit’s forest
and were punished for it, is that of ”negative feedback”. Bateson’s consistently correlates the idea of the mind (as an information-processing system)
with the notion of negative feedback -- a mental process by which the mind
keeps itself within its parameters (in the way a human body regulates itself-keeps itself alive -- through innumerable constantly ongoing feedback processes).
Following this line of thought, I will suggest that, in terms of the Katuic
animist ecology, humans and non-humans (as represented by the Spirit Master) can be seen as parts of a single ”mind” (that ”mind” being the village in
the emic sense of a community of both human and non-human subjects/beings). This village-mind, then, is a communicative system (where the
Spirit Hill, rather than the human headman is the “real” authority) where any
transgression on the part of the villagers of environmental taboos functions as
a trigger mechanism inducing a ”negative feedback” in the form of metaphysical punishment (?). In other words, the system of environmental taboos
functions as a regulatory mechanism inhibiting transgression.

Mary Catherine Bateson writes in Our Own Metaphor (2005: 160) that, for Gregory, “The
sea was the sea of mind, with consciousness only a shallow layer at the top.”

36
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In the Tang Plang story cited above, we saw how the sacred hill forest was
intimately connected to the notion that the spirit hill was an area where the
clearing and burning of forest was forbidden. This proscription echoes a
theme amply covered in Fraser’s Golden Bough (1993 [1922]) although, in
that text, the forest is seen as “trees” rather than a confined forest area. Thus,
in a chapter entitled “trees as embodiments of life spirit”, Fraser writes:
Not a few ceremonies observed at cutting down haunted trees are based on
the beliefs that the spirits have it in their power to quit the trees at pleasure
or in the case of need. Thus when the Pelew islanders are felling a tree,
they conjure the spirit of the tree to leave it and settle on another. [...]
(Fraser 1993: 112)
When the Toboongkoos of central Celebes are about to clear a piece of
forest in order to plant rice, they build a tiny house and furnish it with tiny
clothes and some food and gold. Then they call together all the spirits of
the wood, offer them the little house with its contents, and beseech them
to quit the spot. [...] (Ibid.)
When the Tagales of the Philippines are about to fell a tree which they believe inhabited by a spirit, they excuse themselves to the spirit, saying: “the
priest has ordered us to do it; the fault is not ours, nor the will either.” (...)
(Ibid)
So too when the Dayaks fell the jungle on the hills, they often leave a few
trees standing on the hill tops as a refuge for the dispossessed tree spirits
[...] (Ibid. 113)
In Central India the bar tree (Ficus Indica) and the pipal (Ficus religiosa) are
sacred, and every child learns the saying that “it is better to die a leper than
pluck a leaf of a pipal” [...]
So in the island of Skye some two hundred and fifty years ago there was a
holy lake, “surrounded by a fair wood, which none presumes to cut”; and
those who ventured to infringe its sanctity by breaking even a twig either sickened
on the spot or were visited afterwards by ”some signal inconvenience.” (Ibid. my
italics).

But perhaps the most noteworthy and consequential case of a sacred grove
protected by a taboo, is the following:
And the Lord God planted a garden toward the east, in Eden [delight];
and there He put the man whom He had formed (framed, constituted).
(Genesis 2:8, AMP37)
37
Amplified Bible
(retrieved from http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Genesis+2&version=AMP)
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And out of the ground the Lord God made to grow every tree that is
pleasant to the sight or to be desired—good (suitable, pleasant) for food;
the tree of life also in the centre of the garden, and the tree of the knowledge of [the difference between] good and evil and blessing and calamity.
[In some Bible versions it seems as if there are in fact two trees!] (Genesis
2:9, AMP)
(...)

And the Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to
tend and guard and keep it. (Genesis 2:15, AMP)
And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, you may freely eat of
every tree of the garden; (Genesis 2:16, AMP)
But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and blessing and calamity you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die.
(Genesis 2:17, AMP)

The interpretations of the above passages from the Genesis by later commentators have typically centred on the question of what the fruit represents” and
about the guilt of the woman in enticing the man to pick the fruit (etc.). Considering the universal prevalence of similar stories about ”ecological taboos”,
however, is it not warranted to simply regard this Genesis story as yet another
variation of the aforementioned universal theme, that of the relationship between man, forest and spirit/god?38 And, in this light, is not the story of the
fall of man actually a story about the consequences of man’s disregard of God
himself and his gift to humans – the Garden of Eden – which, translated into
contemporary terms, refers to the relationship between modern, industrial man
and his natural environment, a parable, then, about the dire consequences of
environmental destruction on global and industrial scale?
For some reason, in early anthropologies’ theories of cultural evolution the
taboo emerged as an indicator of the lowest forms of religion (see Steiner
2004 [1956]). The word first emerged from the accounts gathered by members
of Captain Cook’s expedition into the Pacific. Although it should have been
fairly apparent that the Bible, too, contains many taboos -- this was dismissed
(cf. Steiner 2004). As a consequence, perhaps, of these early connotations
attributed to the notion of the taboo, it does not figure very predominantly in
more recent discussions about ”animist” epistemologies. Nonetheless, as Fraser’s accounts (and the Tang Plang story) show, the concept of “avoidance-orelse-punishment” really looms large in those belief-and-knowledge systems
we label animistic.

38
Considering the important role played by all forms of taboos in the Katuic way of life, it is
certainly pertinent to draw parallels to the world of the Old Testament. Indeed, many of the
Katuic spirits are strict and seemingly unforgiving. This represents a rift between Katuic
animism and modern Deep Ecology and environmentalism (where, seemingly, only "love" is
emphasised, thus alluding more to the New Testament).
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Considering the importance of the concept of taboo among the study
groups, we need to provide some analytical grasp of this cultural institution. I
shall therefore end this chapter with some brief references which both testify
to the ubiquity of the institution and, hopefully, shed some further light on the
phenomenon of “environmental taboos”. Thus, in his seminal work Taboo,
Steiner (2004) quotes Robertson Smith’s study on Semitic peoples (Robertson
Smith 1889, 1894) and the taboo-like institution which existed among them.
This was the practice of certain Semitic tribes (in pre-Islamic times) to consider large ”commons” in the landscape as the territory of particular gods –
i.e., land that could not be owned by any particular tribe or clan (Steiner
2004).
The rule of these deities over the commons insured that certain ecological
rules were always followed by all tribes and clans using them. In a strict
sense, then, these lands were of course no ”commons” at all but the property
of the deities (and therefore beyond the control and dominion of men). Mohammed, furthermore, did not destroy this system when he introduced Islam,
but instead allowed the system to remain intact (Steiner 2004). We can read
this system as an institution of environmental ethics which has a clear practical and “utilitarian” outcome, and one which nullifies the tragedy of commons
(and “prisoner’s dilemma”) which economists are so fond of speaking of.
In a similar vein, Swedish ethnologist Ebbe Schön describes how many
deciduous trees, in Sweden’s recent past, were strictly protected because they
were believed to be inhabited by spirits (see Schön 1986; 2000). These trees,
too, were thus protected by taboos during Sweden’s pre-industrial period.
Ebbe Schön also explains that deciduous trees (as opposed to evergreen trees)
were absolutely vital to the survival of many of Sweden’s torpare (crofters,
small-scale farmers) who were actually more dependent on their livestock
than on their fields. The livestock and their owners, the torpare, would as it
were live or die depending on the availability of deciduous trees. This could
help explain Fraser’s example of the extreme punishment certain Germanic
tribes (in olden times) would inflict upon those who would harm certain trees:
Amongst the Celts the oak worship of the Druids is familiar to everyone.
Sacred groves were common among the ancient Germans, and tree worship is hardly extinct amongst their descendants at the present day. How
serious that worship was in former times may be gathered from the ferocious penalty appointed by the old German laws to such as dared to peel
the bark of a standing tree. The culprit’s navel was to be cut out and nailed
to the part of the tree which he had peeled [...] (Fraser 1993: 107)

The above quotations point to several central ecological issues and concepts
highlighted above, including the concepts of ecological services, keystone
species and the more recent explorations of “ecological nodes”. But they also
suggest some of the central themes of the present thesis. When the villagers of
Tang Plang affirmed that the spirit of their sacred hill had punished them for
breaking the taboo on clearing and burning on the hill, they were perhaps
implicitly, and in a culturally coded way, affirming the importance of the hill
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and the surrounding forest for their own long-term survival; and when they
pledged to henceforth comply with sacredness of the spirit hill, they effectively pledged to protect the whole world that was truly theirs – the village
landscape.
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3. Cultural Landscapes, Modern Forest
Policies

In his seminal work Retreat of Elephants, Mark Elvin (Elvin 2004) describes the ecological history of China during the last few millennia. He
traces this history partly through the fate of China’s elephants, which once
roamed the better part of this country (about 3/4 of what is now modern
China was once inhabited by elephants). Today, there are only a few elephant herds left in China, cornered in the mountainous border zone between China, Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar. Retreat of Elephants shows
how the expansion of one culture, that of the Han Chinese, has gradually
led to the demise of another, that of China’s elephants.
Vietnam’s ecological history, in the last century, is perhaps an even
more dramatic tale. In a sense, it reflects a fate similar to that described in
the Retreat of Elephants - but one compressed into the time frame of a
single century. At the beginning of the 20th century there was not a single
voice expressing concern for Vietnam’s densely forested mountains and its
natural denizens. To both the Vietnamese and the French observers from
the 1950s and earlier, the vast, “dark” forests that covered Vietnam’s
seemed instead, impenetrable, dangerous and teeming with great numbers
of tigers, rhinos and all manner of other creatures (cf. Nguyen van Huyen
1995 [1944]; Mouhot 2000 [1863]; Condominas 1994 [1957]; Bernadzik 2008 [1938]; Le Pichon 1938; Smith 1943).
One of my interpreters, a young man from Hanoi, told me that his father, on several occasions, had sent tiger bone from his post-war stationing in the Tây Nguyên region (Central Highlands). Wartime novels based
on the personal experiences of (Vietnamese) soldiers also frequently mention tiger encounters (cf. Bao Ninh 1996; Duong Thu Huong 1996).
Even now, many contemporary Vietnamese believe that tigers are
abundant in the mountain forests and that tiger-bone wine will solve
many health issues and serve you as a quasi-magical super-tonic (only the
rhino horn decoction is considered better than tiger-bone wine). Indeed,
ever since its inception the Vietnamese state has also funded research institutes trying to understand the alleged medical properties of various rare
animals and plants (such as tiger and also rhino) (cf. Hoang Bao Chau et
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al. 1999). In 1996, Do Tat Loi, the author of Thuốc Nam – a book which
catalogues traditional medicines which also expounds on the virtues of
tiger-bone wine – received the Ho Chi Minh Science Award for his work
(Loi, Do That 2006 [1981]). Many European ethnographers also mention, in their monographies and biographical works, frequent encounters
with tigers, often close to the indigenous villages they visited (see below).
But the ecological reality that existed only a few decades ago has
changed dramatically. In 2011 the Javan rhino was pronounced extinct in
Vietnam. Recent estimates guess that only between ten and nineteen tigers continue to roam Vietnam today (GTRP 2011). What happened?
For thousands of years there had existed an almost rigid border between lowland peoples of Vietnam and the highlanders. That very same
border was also an ecological border, and the indigenous territory was
teeming with wildlife. During the better part of Vietnam’s history, the
lowlanders (i.e. the Kinh or ethnic Vietnamese) had been unable and
mostly unwilling to penetrate into the mountains – they lived in the valleys, along the coasts and along the river banks of the major rivers, but
never in the mountains. It was only during the late colonial era that the
French began to penetrate into the mountainous regions, and during the
late 19th century and early 20th century some inroads were made into the
Tây Nguyên mountains (Central Highlands) where the French established
plantations (coffee, rubber). Even so, up until the Second Indochina War,
the forest and its wild resources were regarded as almost limitless.
After the Second Indochina War follow the grand resettlement
schemes (both in Vietnam and Laos). Finally, as the international scientific community began to trickle in – in the early 90s – a mixed and confusing picture greeted them. They immediately recognised that the biodiversity of the Annamites is of global significance, that the region contains
an absolutely unique flora and fauna, but that much of what they have just
“discovered” is threatened (Kemf 2013). Together with their Vietnamese
scientist colleagues, they “discover” several new species, but these species
are virtually all on the verge of extinction. This, for example, is the story
of the Saola (Pseudoryx nghetinhensis) – an ancient bovine species which
the WWF believes still roams, in small numbers, in the high mountains
between Nam Đông and Quảng Nam (ibid.).
Vietnam’s uplands are facing an environmental crisis, but the complex
evolution of this crisis has yet to be fully analysed (Wilkinson, N. pers.
comm. 2008). The present threats, however, are believed to be well
known: infrastructural development, agricultural “encroachment”, deforestation and, above all, excessive hunting. A problem, however, is that the
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scientists and policy makers need to be more precise about which of these
factors are the major, driving factors and which are subordinate factors.
The WWF, following the Global 200 Ecoregion division, lists the
study area as the Annamite Range Moist Forests (of which the Central
Annamites is a smaller part). WWF also lists, very much to the point,
what it sees as the causes of degradation of the environment of this region
at present:
Threats:
Increased commercial logging, large hydropower projects, unsustainable
levels of shifting cultivation, and intensive illegal hunting threaten the
natural communities of the Annamite Range moist forests. Pressure on
these mountain forests and the animals that live there is further increasing
as people from the densely populated lowlands of Vietnam move into the
region. The presence of unexploded ordnances similarly poses a severe
threat to wildlife, researchers, and protected area staff. (WWF 2014b)

In this chapter, I will explore the transformation that has taken place in
the Annamitic landscape for the last 200 years or so. We will also examine
the characteristic features of the type of shifting cultivation which the
indigenous upland groups have practised in the region for centuries. Finally, I attempt, with the aid of Scott’s (1998) notion of “high modernism”, to outline the dominant worldview or “cosmology” motivating and
driving the momentous development and modernisation programmes that
have transformed the social and natural landscape in the region in recent
decades.

The “original” landscape
What did the landscape look like before the region was encapsulated by
the forces of modernisation and an expanding market economy – not least
manifest in the booming wildlife trade going on in the region (of high
value turtles, tigers, bears and pangolins for urban markets in Vietnam
and China)?
One glimpse is offered to us by the French explorer Henri Mouhot
who, in the mid-19th century ventured into the territory of the “savage
Stien” in what is today Bình Phước province, an area close to the southern edge of the Annamite Mountains (Southern Annamites). The landscape of the “savage Stien” (i.e. the Stieng [English] or Xtiêng [Vietnamese]) described by Mouhot was one teeming with wildlife. Mouhot was
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one of only a handful of Europeans who had penetrated this far into the
interior of Indochina at this time (only a small group of Catholic priests
had preceded him). Indeed, much of the exploration into the areas inhabited by indigenous groups of Vietnam’s interior was first carried out by
the French, as the pre-French Vietnamese state typically considered the
interior too dangerous to visit and of little economic value. Mouhot’s
account, although it concerns the Stieng group (belonging to the South
Bahnaric linguistic branch of the Upland Mon-Khmer), is important because it is far earlier than the earliest account available about any Katuicspeaking group (see Map 1.2).
I resided nearly three months among the savage Stiêns. Is this too short a
period to enable me to form an opinion of them? One would think so, on
hearing Father Guilloux repeat often that, although he has lived here two
years, he is yet far from knowing all their superstitions and devilries. […]
We are surrounded by forests, which are infested with elephants, buffaloes, rhinoceros, tigers, and wild boars, and the ground all about the pools [watering
holes] is covered with their footprints. We live almost as in a besieged place
[by the animals], every moment dreading some attack of the enemy, and
keeping our guns constantly loaded. Sometimes they come close to our
quarters, and we cannot go even a few steps into the woods without hearing them. As a general rule, however, they fly from the approach of man,
and in order to get a shot it is necessary to lie in wait either amongst the
branches of a tree or hidden amid the brushwood near the spots where
they come to drink.
[…] as I write, I am obliged to be continually on the watch […] From
time to time, also, I stop to listen to the roaring of a tiger, who is wandering around our dwelling and looking longingly at the pigs through their
fence of planks and bamboos. Again, I hear a rhinoceros breaking down
the bamboos which oppose his progress towards the brambles encircling our
garden, on which he intends to banquet. (Henri Mouhot 2000 [1863]:
183-184, my italics)
[…] Their manner of preparing a rice field is very different from the way
in which our agriculturists set about matters. As soon as the first rains begin to fall, the Stien chooses his ground, and busies himself in clearing it.
This would be a laborious task for a European; but he, with his hatchet
with cane and handle, has in a few days cut down a thicket of bamboos
100 or 150 metres square. If he meets with any tree too large for him to manage, he leaves it standing. After a few days, when the canes are a little dry, he
sets fire to them, and the field is soon cleared. As for the roots, he cares little about them, as no digging is required; on this virgin soil everything
grows with little labour. (Ibid. 188, my italics)
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The contrast with the modern day situation in this landscape is striking.
This specific landscape today will have neither rhino nor tiger – the rhino,
being now totally extinct. Whereas Mouhot was constantly “besieged” by
animals at the time, the present day image will be reversed: a few animals
besieged by innumerable humans (most of which will be ethnic Kinh
immigrants from the lowland; the Stieng live in Tây Nguyên, heavily
affected by lowlander immigration, see below). Indeed, most of the landscape described by Mouhot is today likely covered with coffee, rubber or
pulpwood plantations.
But did the local people feel as “besieged”, as frightened as Mouhot
did, or would they not be accustomed to living in the vicinity of animals?
Whatever the case, these quotes certainly show us that shifting cultivating
groups (such as the Stieng) and healthy wildlife populations could clearly
co-exist. The Stieng are Bahnaric-speaking rather than Katuic-speaking –
thus obviously not culturally identical to the core groups of this thesis.
However, even the short description which Mouhot provides us of their
shifting cultivation is sufficient to show that their agricultural practices
were virtually identical with those of Katuic uplander groups today.
Another key theme in Mouhot’s description above, and an important
reason to include this passage here, is Mouhot’s description of the agricultural work of the Stieng. He specifically states that they clear their fields
from “large thickets of bamboo” (“100 or 150 metres square”) and that if
the Stieng farmer encounters “any tree too large for him to manage, he
leaves it standing”. This is highly significant because, in the Southeast
Asian context, “secondary forest” and “bamboo forests” are often one and
the same thing – fields, after having been used, are typically overgrown by
bamboo (and, only after several more decades, slowly transform into “oldgrowth” forests).
If ever there was a baseline landscape to refer to demonstrate ecological
change in the region – particularly in the general absence of ecologicalhistorical research in this area –, Mouhot’s account must be considered a
good candidate for such a “baseline” landscape. His is one of the oldest
published eyewitness accounts from this region. And yet, even so far back
in time, during a period when “virgin” or old-growth forests must have
been much more abundant than today (and the human population
smaller), the account clearly states that the “savage Stien” prefer to make
their farms out of bamboo forest – not old-growth, large-trunk forests.
Izikowitz’s 1951 account of the swidden-cultivating Lamet in the
north-western highlands of Laos is another milestone in Indochinese ethnography (Izikowitz 2001 [1951]). Based on fieldwork from 1936 to
1938, this work similarly emphasises that although the Lamet people’s
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forests are teeming with wildlife, including tigers and gaurs39 – they can
hardly be seen as dominated by “virgin forests” and that, in fact, most of
the landscape surrounding the villages has been visibly affected by shifting
cultivation. The Lamet, just like the Stieng, are also upland Mon-Khmer,
though living far to the northwest of my own study area. Again, the comparison is pertinent because Izikowitz makes it clear that the Lamet are
culturally very close to the Katuic groups – particularly in regards to the
manner in which they carry out their shifting cultivation.40
The high jungle clad mountains are the most striking feature of the whole
landscape. There are but few places where such a rich vegetation exists that it
can be considered as having the character of virgin vegetation […] here and
there the mountain slopes are covered with deep thickets of various kinds
of bamboo, and in the valleys where small streams run, unusually thick
stemmed varieties of bamboo grow. However, the forests as a rule seem to
be quite young, which is due to the swiddens of the Lamet. Almost everywhere the forest has at some time been cut down, and one sees many variations in these forests which are an indication of their age. [H]owever,
grassy plains covered with imperata and other varieties of grass are seldom
to be seen in the Lamet district […] (Izikowitz 2001 [1951]: 35-36, my
italics)

Likewise, Le Pichon, the foremost colonial Katu ethnographer (although
a soldier by profession), does not conform to the widely offered image of
the multiple-storeyed “forest cathedral”. Instead, Le Pichon’s descriptions
often emphasise the dense undergrowth (which cannot exist in typical
old-growth forest areas) and the prevalence of bamboo areas.
The mountains are covered by dark and thick forests in which spots are cut
open by the ray [swidden fields]. At low altitudes, lianas intertwine with
branches creating areas difficult to enter. Sometimes, killing all other vegetation, the bamboos are the sole masters […] (Le Pichon 1938: 363)

Furthermore, Le Pichon also emphasises, in his 1938 account, how tigers
roam in the vicinity of the human villages. Finally, a more recent but
highly pertinent account of the Annamitic forests was given by a Swedish
39

A large wild bovine species extant in the Central and Southern Annamites.
Izikowitz’ account, however, is a bit confusing. In one passage, he claims that there are
vast swathes of virgin forest, in the next he appears to be saying that most of the forest has
cleared at one point or another. I interpret the account as roughly akin to that of Mouhot,
i.e. that large parts of the landscape have been affected by shifting cultivation, but that there
are also stretches of old-growth forests. The secondary forests, however, as Izikowitz also
stresses, never became grassland (imperata areas). Moreover, Izikowitz also emphasises that
this largely anthropogenic landscape is teeming with wildlife.
40
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forester, Reidar Persson. In a 2010 lecture about his work as a forester in
Laos during the late 1970s and 1980s – the early years of Laos’ post-war
communist period –, Persson claimed that several of the large forest areas
allocated to him and his team to manage “turned out not to be forests at
all, they were only bamboo!” (Persson and Holtsberg 2010). Persson also
added that, “the local people appeared to do something to make the bamboo propagate”. However, Persson apparently did not know exactly what
that “something” was. I believe that, yet again, we are seeing the traces of
recent shifting cultivation.
In sum, as far back as it is possible to form a picture of the forestscape
in the Central Annamites (and adjacent areas) from published sources, the
forests have been shaped by man, and is interspersed with vast swathes of
anthropogenic bamboo, here and there intermixed with “deeper” nonbamboo forests and with what we might want to call virgin forest: it was
in this kind of man-touched landscape that the rich and diverse fauna, still
plentiful in the 1930s and 1940s, thrived.

A word about deforestation and colonialism
Although Southeast Asia today is the tropical region in the world which is
losing forests at the fastest rate (cf. Brook, B. and Sodhi, N.S [no date]);
2006), and has been doing so for several decades, most scholars consider
the shift towards large-scale deforestation in this region to be only about
200 years old, and to be strongly linked to European colonialism and its
heavy focus on “cash crop” plantations (including rice) for global markets
(cf. Bryant and Parnwell 1996). Bryant and Parnwell (ibid.) explain the
particular conditions that paved way for this development, which they
consider linked to a “colonial functionalist approach to resource management”:
First, this approach greatly enhanced the efficiency of resource extraction
in the South-East Asia. Such efficiency usually encompassed the selective
conservation of especially valuable renewable resources […], but in the
context of expanded overall production. The goal was the attainment of
maximum extraction levels consonant with long-term commercial exploitation. (Bryant and Parnwell 1996: 6)

To cut a very long story very short (the story of state forestry will be continued later), this functionalist view was inherited by be post-colonial
states. In Vietnam, however, only the Central Highlands are really documented as having been exploited in this manner, with its many plantations
set up by the French. The Central Annamites, as we shall see in Chapter
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4, were not truly brought under the “functionalist” resource-extraction
regime before the French colony crumbled.
One further detail that I want to highlight with the many colonialperiod ethnographic passages in the preceding section is that – although
much of the Annamites remained unexploited in the colonial period –
these mountains were far from uninhabited. I have had to make do with
ethnographic quotes, most of them not from the actual Central Annamitic
area itself, to make these points, because I have not found any scientific
study which has attempted to reconstruct the historical forest landscapes of
the Central Annamites in the manner that researchers have done, particularly since the 1950s-60s, in other parts of the world – for example in the
Amazon, the U.S., and Canada (I will briefly refer to some of these case
studies below).
Based on sketch-maps made by Le Pichon (cf. Le Pichon 1938; 2009:
48, 76, 112), some early post-war maps (see Map 3.1) and interviews
with elderly people carried out in the study villages (Chapters 4, 5 and 6;
Århem, N. 2009), it became clear to me that only some small parts of the
study landscape could be considered as having been “uninhabited” in
recent historical times. These uninhabited areas were much smaller than
the international WWF staff working in the region, among others, had
initially presumed when they began inventorying this landscape in more
detail (cf. Long 2005).
Indeed, given the fact that the anthropogenic influence has been so
longstanding in this landscape it would seem reasonable to assume that
the anthropogenic influence has in fact substantially contributed to maintain its high biodiversity value. Moreover, this high biodiversity has only
started to decline notably in recent decades. Although the incidence of
secondary forests and bamboo zones, as described in the accounts above,
may be regarded as evidence that upland Mon-Khmer shifting cultivators
have not been particularly intent on creating or maintaining large contiguous reserves of “pristine” forest, the accounts above provide evidence to
show that such anthropogenic landscapes appear fully capable of supporting a rich wildlife.
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Map 3.1: An undated post-war map supplied by the district authorities in Đông
Giang. It shows the landscape prior to the completion of the GOV’s resettlement
programme. Note: all the villages indicated in the South-eastern “quadrant” of the
map have now been moved down to roadside locations. The villages indicated up
in the mountains to the north of Prao have also now been resettled to lower areas.
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In fact, the indicators of a long-established human presence in the Central
Annamites forests prompt us to question the notion that large contiguous
“pristine” forests are necessary to uphold high biodiversity values. Even
swidden fallows, only a few years old, might rightly be classified as forest.
Much of the wildlife in the region seems to thrive in secondary forests
which do not contain large trees. These two types of forests – the pristine
forest and the fallow forest – should, instead, be seen as complementing
each other (both providing different types of resources to the human
inhabitants and the wild animals). As we shall see, however (cf. Chapters
6 and 8), regional statistics, forest inventories and land-use plans generally
take no notice of fallow forest as something other than “degraded” or
“poor” forest – or, indeed, as “barren hills”.
There is little doubt, however, that the tigers that thrived in the Annamite forests less than a century ago did so in the type of “mixed landscape” that has been described above. Even if the tigers, as conservationists contend, preferred to roam inside the old-growth forests – typically
wandering long distances along the high ridges – many of their prey animals, particularly wild boars and the macaques, gorged themselves in the
crops of the indigenous farmers. Thus, rather than blaming the indigenous swidden farmers in the region for the retreat of tigers, elephants and
other large animals, we should perhaps regard the mixed fallow-forest
landscape they created as the sine qua non of much of the biodiversity
values which existed in the pre-war Annamitic forest. The recipe now
proposed by conservationists in order to save these values – enclosure and
exclusion of the indigenous population – thus constitutes a deviation from
the partly anthropogenic landscape that existed a century ago.

The search for the “baseline” forest
Essentially, the accounts by Mouhot, Izikowitz, Le Pichon and Persson
raise important questions about the Annamite landscape history. But the
accounts also lead us to another topic, one which has been highlighted
repeatedly in studies of political ecology – namely the question of how to
define the landscape’s “baseline nature”. As scholars within the field of
political ecology have pointed out, defining a putative baseline landscape
– often using scientific arguments – will also have political ramifications.
Particularly, the putative baseline will be used by the state to define
whether indigenous groups will be entitled to use-rights in the forest/land
or not (cf. Robbins 2004: 96-103).
A wonderful illustration of what I mean by this could be taken from
Simon Schama’s Landscape and Memory. Here, the author discusses the
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Yellowstone National Park (U.S.) and how the landscape of that park was
long considered the pinnacle in America’s inventory of pristine wilderness.
This putative pristine wilderness, as Schama shows, even played a significant role in shaping American national identity (during the 18th, 19th and
early 20th century in particular). Yet, the Yellowstone’s defining landscape
features had, in fact, been shaped to a large extent by its former Native
American inhabitants: It certainly appeared pristine, but only because it
had been emptied of its earlier human presence. As Schama explains
The wilderness, after all, does not locate itself, does not name itself. It was
an act of Congress in 1864 that established Yosemite Valley [Yellowstone]
as a place of sacred significance for the nation […]
Nor could the wilderness venerate itself. It needed hallowing visitations
from New England preachers […], photographers […], painters […] and
painters in prose like John Muir to represent it as the holy park of the
West; the site of a new birth […]. Like all gardens, Yosemite presupposed
barriers against the beastly. But its protectors reversed conventions by
keeping the animals in and the humans out. So both the mining companies
who had first penetrated this area of the Sierra Nevada and the expelled
Ahwahneechee Indians were carefully and forcibly edited out of the idyll.
(Schama 1995: 7-8)

It was by references to landscapes such as that of Yellowstone that the
founding fathers of modern environmentalism, Henry David Thoreau and
John Muir, promised that “in the wildness is the preservation of the
world”.41 Schama describes the vision further:
The presumption was that the wilderness was out there, somewhere, in the
western heart of America, awaiting discovery, and that it would be the antidote for the poisons of industrial society. (Schama 1995: 7)

In recent decades, studies from across the globe have shown that a variety
of biodiversity-rich landscapes, many of which are popularly viewed as
pristine or “natural” landscapes, are, in fact, to varying degrees, anthropogenic landscapes. Thus, on the entire planet, only the rainforests of Northwestern Australia and some parts of New Zealand appear to be largely
free from anthropogenic influence (Ghazoul and Sheil 2010). As concerns
the Yellowstone Park, it was a landscape more anthropogenic than most,
with its conspicuous open meadows etc. having been shaped by Native
American use of fire. But other North American forests have likewise
been scientifically proven to have been anthropogenic; indeed it is primar41

This is a Thoreau quote (from Callicott & Nelson 2008).
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ily discoveries made in North America that have pushed the scientific
paradigms towards the admittance of the influence of anthropogenic influences on forests formerly perceived as “pristine”. More, recently, the
same type of evidence of anthropogenic influence has been identified in
large parts of the Amazon forest, and in Africa (Ghazoul and Sheil 2010:
299-304; Balée 1994; Balée 2013).
Today, game wardens in Canada, for example, have started reusing old
Native American forest burning practices to restore falling biodiversity
values (Parks Canada 2012). These Canadian game wardens now use fire
in a way equivalent to the former Native American practices – burning the
forest without first extracting its timber. Only a few decades earlier, however, those very same Native American practices had been deemed backward and harmful to wildlife populations and biodiversity. What then is
being restored by these practices? Obviously, the baseline that is being
restored can no longer be called “pristine” or “original”; a better label
would perhaps be “the Native American forest baseline”.42 The modern
game wardens have chosen this method because they want to restore the
old biodiversity values, particularly as concerns the wildlife populations of
the Native American period – biodiversity values which had gradually but
steadily fallen when the forests were not burned.
In Europe, in many places, there has been an older tradition, particularly in England, of admitting the role played by anthropogenic influences, but it is only in the second half of the 20th century that those ideas
began to be considered as relevant and applicable to non-European forest
landscapes as well. Until recently, the concept of, for example, cultural
landscapes (which is what large parts of Europe’s “nature” are), has been
much more sparingly used in regards to the forests of former colonies
and, particularly, to tropical rainforests. Indeed, even now, the “pristine
nature” discourse remains very strong – even when it is not scientifically
underpinned – in conservationist discourses worldwide.
The difference between the earliest European “ecologists” referred to
above (before the scientific branch of ecology existed under that name)
and some of their American counterparts were expressed in the different
early “schools” of ecology briefly mentioned in the previous chapter.
Thus, the typical American (romantic) view, as opposed to the European
stance, embraced the theories of the “steady-state forest” or “climax forest” (terms first coined by Frederic Clements) – i.e., the idea that a forest
or vegetation regime, provided there is no excessive human disturbance,
will ultimately evolve into its “true” (steady) state. Building upon this

42

For a discussion of the concept of ecological “baselines” see Robbins (2004: 85-103).
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theoretical concept, early conservationists held that natural forests should
be returned to such a “truly” natural state. Today, the notion of the
“steady-state forest” is no longer the scientific paradigm, but, surprisingly,
conservationist policies remain strongly anchored in the theory formulated in the early years of the 20th century. These “Clementsian” notions –
perhaps not entirely true to the original theory formulated by Clements –
also entail, by implication, that all humans are automatically perceived as
“intruders” in the forest. As we have seen, however, modern-day conservationist, often tend to view themselves as exempted from such a categorisation (cf. Balée 1994; see also Doolittle et al. 2011)
Accordingly, the notion of indigenous groups as “ecological intruders”
remains very powerful in many of the areas considered to contain high
global biodiversity values. In some areas, where it is politically more feasible or correct to do so, conservationists consider the indigenous groups
only as a minor threat. In Southeast Asia, however, international conservation organisations officially, appear to largely share – or are forced to
comply with – the state forestry services’ common view of indigenous
groups (particularly if they are shifting cultivators) as environmental
threats. As such, the notion of these groups as “ecological intruders” has
strongly influenced the way global development aid is being channelled
into various programs in Vietnam and Laos (notably into the sedentarisation/poverty reduction programmes). Of course, the Annamitic forests
also have a high economic value to the state agents who are now the de
facto owners and managers of the national forests, as is the case in all
Southeast Asian nations.

Shifting cultivation: facts and fiction
The type of forest inhabited by indigenous upland peoples in the Greater
Annamitic landscape during the colonial period was – as described by the
quotes in previous paragraphs – a forest thoroughly shaped by human
agency but also a landscapes teeming with wildlife and, generally, rich in
biodiversity. This suggests that indigenous shifting cultivation in this
region – and the “secondary forests” which they maintained or created –
were not necessarily detrimental to high biodiversity.
To summarise, the aforementioned accounts by Mouhot, Izikowitz and
Le Pichon indicate that:
(1) The landscape was teeming with wildlife including large mammals
such as rhinos, tigers and gibbons.
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(2) The forests were characterized, even dominated, by secondary forests rather than primary forests, as a consequence of indigenous
shifting cultivation.
(3) Though secondary forests and bamboo patches were common, areas of imperata grassland appear to have been very limited. (It
should be noted, in this context, that grassy landscapes are today
becoming a more common sight in large areas of the Annamites.
When the term “barren hills” is employed in government documents and land-use plans, we are to understand that the term
represents such grassy areas (McElwee 2009; see also below).
Once an area is covered by grass, it is typically very difficult for
forest to regrow there.
In light of various examples from other parts of the world, the question
whether the presence of indigenous people in the Central Annamites in
the pre-war period was, in fact, a contributing factor to its high biodiversity
values is warranted. The fact that many new species were discovered in the
Annamites in the 1990s and that the region’s biodiversity only began to
be systematically documented well after the end of the Second Indochina
War, particularly after Doi Moi and New Economic Mechanism reforms
in Vietnam and Laos, means that the Central Annamitic landscape “discovered” by international biologists and conservationists is a postresettlement and modernised landscape in which the indigenous inhabitants of the vast upland forests have already been resettled and concentrated in lower-lying, more populous, cultivated and urbanised zones. In
other words, the modern divide between nature and culture – between the
pristine forests and the cultivated land – has already been imposed on the
landscape.
The prevalent interpretation of the landscape is, I propose, greatly influenced by this fact and the consequent fact that the earlier, pre-war cultured forest landscape was virtually unknown and undocumented. Conservationists, working hand in hand with forestry departments and rural
development- and poverty-reduction actors, were thus easily lead to assume that the vast forests they encountered and began to explore in the
Central Annamites really did represent a pristine, natural landscape which
had escaped disturbing human influences – and should remain off-limit
for human activities. And, on account of this at least partial misconception, which is very much the public truth and received wisdom of the state
authorities in the region, it might have been easier for national and international conservation organisations to go along with – if not squarely
adopting – the negative view of shifting cultivation as a major threat to
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the region’s natural forests held by state authorities across the region (although there are notable exceptions; cf., Long 2005).
In the following sections, we shall attempt to trace the origin of some
of the negative views on shifting cultivation, but also give a brief account
of what shifting cultivation really is – for there remains a great deal of
ignorance about the subject, even among conservation biologists and
foresters. This is only natural, given that the study of shifting cultivation is
not a standard subject either in forestry or in conservation biology curriculums.43

Popular misconceptions and prejudices
During the period which I co-operated with WWF in Vietnam in 20062007, senior WWF representatives admitted that they did not have any
expertise on shifting cultivation on their staff as this was deemed irrelevant to their conservation work (or beyond their mandate). This rationalisation was based on the idea that WWF focussed primarily on forest issues, not on “socio-cultural issues” (cf. Long pers. comm. 2006). Although this discussion did not probe very deeply into the matter, I believe
this response was indicative of an assumed “division of labour” between
different domains of science and different fields of policy. Put differently,
it was assumed that research into issues of shifting cultivation should be
carried out by experts from the agricultural and social sciences – by “developers” - rather than forestry experts or “conservationists”.
In sum, though some WWF staff on the ground were aware of the fact
that rotational shifting cultivation is often far less harmful to the environment than popularly imagined, the prevailing mainstream (and media)
view on the matter is such that they would not champion shifting cultivation as a possible “development” option nor, indeed, as an even thinkable
“conservation” measure. Instead, the prevalent and persistently negative
view on shifting cultivation can perhaps be illustrated by a quote from
Prince Charles’, Tony Juniper’s and Ian Skelly’s bestselling book Harmony:
The “slash and burn” method of farming, widely adopted in places like
South Sumatra, Indonesia, clears virgin rainforest trees by burning them,
producing 17% of Man-made CO2 emissions every year […] (Juniper,
Tony, H.R.H. The Prince of Wales et al. 2010: 4)

43
Nor is it part of typical curriculums in agronomy, and certainly not part of the agronomy
curriculums of the study countries. Thus, comparatively few researchers specialise in this
research field.
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The quote is from the caption of a picture showing a devastated rainforest. Prince Charles and his co-authors, all of whom are figures of considerable stature in conservationist circles, echo a viewpoint that was for
long the established truth concerning shifting cultivation. This view, it has
been shown (cf. De Jong et al. 2003; Ekman 2008), harks back to the
day’s when indigenous shifting cultivators were seen as competing with
the colonial forestry services. Further back in time, in Europe, there was a
period when poor peasants struggled to retain their traditional rights to
forest products. That was a struggle that the peasants ultimately lost, as
the forests were much too precious for the authorities of the militaristic
nation-states of early modern Europe (notably, for ship-building or for
charcoal, to feed the furnaces).
The lack of a more nuanced view of shifting cultivation today is, I believe,
largely due to the fact all types of slash-and-burn activities, across the
globe, tend to be lumped together under the same rubric, including massive forest fires staged to create palm oil plantations (Indonesia) or forest
fires lit to create large-scale cattle ranches (Brazil) (cf. Potter 1993). All
types of slash and burn “activities” (whether indigenous or not, rotational
or pioneering), appear to serve as a very strong symbol of “man’s destruction of nature”, particularly in the layman’s mind. Much of the funding
for environmental organisations is still derived from ordinary citizens and,
as such, the imagery of the rainforest burnt down by slash-and-burn practices has probably been too convenient not to use in environmentalist
media campaigns.
In Southeast Asian countries, furthermore, shifting cultivation is often
portrayed by governments as the iconic symbol of backwardness and archaic lifestyles (cf. Salemink 2000a and 2000b; Condominas 1972; Hong
1987). Indeed, many Southeast Asian governments view it as their duty
to “lift up” the ethnic minorities to the same “cultural and economic levels” as that of the “more advanced” ethnic majority groups. The starting
point for such “civilising” endeavours, more often than not, is the eradication of shifting cultivation (cf. Laungaramsri 2001). National media in
the region – as well as direct government decrees and propaganda – have
also created and disseminated the notion, popular in Southeast Asian
mainstream society, that the practice poses a serious environmental threat
to all the nations’ citizens (e.g. by claiming that the shifting cultivators
cause floods and exacerbate the climate crisis [Forsyth and Walker 2008:
71-71]).
Powerful global organisations have also been accused of having a biased and skewed view of the issue: a 2007 UNFCCC report, for example,
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claimed that 42% of global deforestation was caused by “small scale agriculture/shifting cultivation”, while only 14% of deforestation was caused
by commercial wood extraction (“legal and illegal”) (UNFCCC 2007:
81). Particularly in the 1980s and 1990s the trend to ignore large-scale
forestry as causing deforestation was so notorious that it raised criticism
even from the World Bank’s own intellectuals (cf. Angelsen and Kaimovitz 1999). This skewed view is to a considerable extent the product of
biased and inaccurate statistics being collected by the forestry departments
in the deforested countries, or due to inaccurate interpretations of those
statistics (Potter 1993). Another argument which resonates strongly in
powerful policy settings, is the idea that poor people are the most likely to
cause deforestation (cf. the discussion in Barbieri and Carr 2005).
This might seem to be a self-evident and uncontroversial idea, reinforced by a strong tendency of mixing “mixing of apples and pears” in the
analysis of causation in the deforestation process – i.e., the mixing of
shifted cultivators and shifting cultivators (Myers 1995) – as both subsistence-oriented indigenous farmers (shifting cultivators) and destitute migrant farmers (shifted cultivators) are lumped into a single category.
In 1980s and 1990s, state-driven deforestation in many countries did
not appear in statistics as deforestation at all, since it was rapidly followed
by alleged “reforestation” schemes (see below); but this “reforestation”
was, in fact, merely plantations (e.g. oil palm plantations in Indonesia). In
Vietnam, large areas of the highlands were similarly, particularly in the
1990s, officially and statistically labelled “barren hills” before being “reforested” with pulpwood plantations (McElwee 2009). We will revisit this
important tendency of “statistically remodelling” the forests of Vietnam
and Laos below and in Chapters 6 and 8.

General scholarship on shifting cultivation
Given the fact that there exists a fairly long tradition of scholarship which
has shown rotational shifting cultivation not to be destructive to core
forests, one might wonder why such views prevail among so many foresters and conservationists today. In fact, as early as the 18th century, Carl
Linnaeus affirmed that forest areas affected by shifting cultivation were
rich in biodiversity (as compared to areas not so affected) (Borglid 1999).
Likewise, in 1957, Harold Conklin provided an immensely detailed, classic study of Hanunoo shifting cultivation that proved the same point
(Conklin 1957). In fact, even claims that indigenous shifting cultivation is
a major cause of CO2 emissions and global warming have been shown to
be erroneous. A recent study carried out among the Karen of Thailand,
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for example, showed Karen shifting cultivation to be carbon neutral
(AIPP et al).
Despite the widespread negative attitude towards shifting cultivation
among laymen and policy makers (including both “developers” and “conservationists”), scholars who are specialists on the topic continue to pile
up evidence to the effect that, given certain premises, the practice is sustainable, well-adapted and totally rational – at least from a subsistence
point of view (rather than a cash-return point of view). The fundamental
premises are, one, that sufficient forest land is available for a sustainable
regime of shifting cultivation and two – and closely related to the first
premise – that swidden farmers are given sufficient liberty to deploy their
well-proven “traditional” forms of rotational fallow cultivation without
constraining policy regulations (which, in my view, is the main problem
as regards indigenous shifting-cultivation regimes in Southeast Asia and
elsewhere).
Moran, in his seminal book Human Adaptability (2000), describes
shifting cultivation as follows:
Shifting cultivation can be defined as an agricultural system in which fields
are cropped for fewer years than they are allowed to remain fallow. It is a
dominant land preparation technique in 30% of the world’s cultivable
soils, especially in those covered by tropical rain forest. It is a common
misconception that shifting cultivation (also known as slash-and-burn, or
swidden) cultivation is practised by primitive farmers on inferior soils
(Kellog 1959). Popenoe’s study in Central America (1960) was among the
first to refute this notion with evidence of tropical soils cultivated by slashand-burn methods that had high levels of organic matter, low bulk densities, high cation-exchange capacities, and high potassium content. […] Because it is a practical and economical procedure, shifting cultivation is practised by over 250 million people worldwide (Spencer 1966; Sanchez
1976:346). [...] In this approach to cultivation, the nutrients accumulated
in the forest biomass are made available to crops on a periodic basis. It is a
conservative measure that when practiced according to tradition, preserves
forest complexity and provides sustained yields. (Moran 2000: 279-280)

Swidden cultivation, as we know, entails that an area of land is cleared by
cutting the standing vegetation. After cutting the trees and letting the logs
dry, the clearing is burned. This burning is perhaps the key aspect of the
shifting-cultivation system. As Moran explains
Burning brings about numerous changes in the physical properties of soils,
it kills parasites, insects, fungi, nematodes, and pathogenic bacteria that interfere with crop productivity [...].
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With the burn, all nutrients are deposited as ash except nitrogen and sulphur, which are lost as gases. [...] The presence of basic cations in the
ashes brings about a favourable increase in exchangeable calcium, magnesium, and potassium that improves crop growth conditions. [...] These
positive effects usually remain for only one or two years.

As Moran clarifies, the burning, however, does not destroy organic matter
in the soil; instead it actually increases the “cation exchange capacity”
(CEC) of soils and thus their overall fertility (Moran 2000: 281). Burning
also dramatically increases the phosphorous content in the topsoil layer.
Forests that have been cleared and burnt have also been shown to display
a change in the state of nitrogen mineralisation which entails that properly
timed shifting cultivation will lead to a dramatic increase in the amount of
nitrogen available to plants (ibid.). On top of that, the burning also eradicates some of the seeds or weeds which could negatively impact the agricultural crop (but see below). The weeds are one of the main obstacles to
all forms of shifting cultivation, partly because it leads to an increase in
the rodent population, which, in turn, tends to severely damage crops
Moran 2000: 281). According to experiments carried out in Brazil,
burned areas “produced 30 percent more [crops] than those that were
cleared mechanically and cultivated with a plow” (ibid: 282).
Let us now pause for an instant: the relevance of all the above is entirely dependent on the nature of the rainforest biome itself. Outside of
that context, shifting cultivation would be something entirely different.
As is well known, most of the soils in tropical region are not particularly fertile in themselves and may even be prone to “desertification”. This
is because of a combination of a number of factors, including the chemical
and physical properties of lateritic soils (which make them prone to hardening in direct sunlight) and the prevalence of strong seasonal rainfall in
many parts of the tropics, which can lead to massive erosion and loss of
topsoil. It is thus inconceivable to use these soils in the manner temperate
fields are used. By the same token, however, the combination of sunlight
and plentiful precipitation can potentially be an extremely productive
combination, but only as long as the dynamic organic and chemical soilenhancing processes of the forest are active:
Because of high rates of solar radiation, long growing season, and abundant moisture, tropical rain forests have a high gross productivity […].
This means that large amounts of biomass die off and drop to form the
ground litter. Such litter is quickly mineralised, and nutrients are rapidly
absorbed again by roots. Despite the high rainfall, there is no appreciable
loss of nutrients due to leaching. (Moran 2000: 262)
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Another highly interesting component in this overall systemic dynamic,
Moran points out, is the fact that underground mycorrhiza (root fungi)
play a vital role in upholding the overall forest system (by enabling the
trees to access water, minerals and to connect with other trees). This dynamic needs also to be maintained in the swidden-fallow-forest system
(ibid. 263).
It is thus important that we include the below-ground world into our
concept of forest. The rainforest-system, despite the poor soils, is the most
productive (in terms of biomass) on Earth (ibid. 265). But, there is more:
Not only is there a greater accumulation of biomass, but it reaches it in a
shorter time […]. Tropical forests approach maximum biomass value in about
eight to ten years (Sanchez 1976:351), whereas temperate forests reach the
steady state in from fifty to one hundred years. [...] This means that the
tropical forest ecosystems has incredible recuperative powers and that secondary
succession can occur with surprising vigour. (Moran 2000: 265; my italics)

Note the sentences marked in italics: these sentences are crucial to some of
the arguments I wish to make in this thesis. The tropical rainforest is a
world apart from a temperate forest. Due to the astounding intrinsic regenerative capacity of the tropical forest, shifting cultivators in the tropics
simply do not need extensive fertilising. Instead, the logical task of tropical shifting cultivators is not to destroy that intrinsic “forest power” but
rather to harness it to their own ends. Put differently: much of the regenerative power of the tropical forest depends on it retaining a certain “forest aspect”, since the regenerative power does not lie in the soil. The “forest-dynamic” must not be broken, lest the cleared fields fail to regrow
quickly to good fallows which can be used again in the future.
When looking at the patchy landscapes of the Katuic peoples, it becomes evident that this is exactly what the indigenous farmers are attempting to do: their fields have no reason to be larger than what the
labour force of a family can actually harvest (and consume) in a season.
Each family’s field – or, more commonly, a group of families’ fields – are
typically surrounded by older forest, indeed, often by old-growth forest
corridors (which also mean that fire does not spread, since fire can only
spread through uncut old forest)44. External observers may see that “primary forest” surrounds the cleared field, and then assume that the field,
too, was cleared from such “primary” forest. This is generally the wrong
interpretation: instead, what they are looking at is a field that has been
cultivated many times in successive rotational cycles, the surrounding
44

It could, however, potentially spread through uncut plantation forests and bamboo areas.
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forest having been consciously spared throughout the previous cultivation
cycles.
Furthermore, if – as Sanchez (in Moran 2000: 265) claims – the biomass maximum is reached after only 8-10 years, why should shifting cultivators need to wait for longer before returning and clearing this area
again? As we shall see, despite all the misconceptions which flourish,
Katuic-speaking shifting cultivators almost never voluntarily chose to clear
fallows older than, say, 8-15 years – they are not interested in "virgin forests" (at least not for agricultural exploitation). As Condominas pointed
out (Chapter 1), however, there may come a time when forests within
that age range are no longer easily accessible close to the village. It is at
that point, that the village will move to another zone within the larger
village territory and clear somewhat older fallows in that area. In sum, the
shifting cultivator primarily needs to avoid very short fallows (less than 8
years), but prefers medium-old fallows to very old fallows (and oldgrowth forests).
As concerns the upland Mon Khmer and most rotational shifting cultivators in the region, then, the notion that they are propelled towards the
clearing of “primary forests” is simply a myth. There may have been other
historical reasons, however, for groups to venture into hitherto uncleared
and “pristine” forests. These reasons are, however, more likely to have
been external and political than internal to the local shifting-cultivation
economies themselves (cf. Scott 2009).

Recent research in the study region
Evidently, the picture of shifting cultivation in Moran (2000) is radically
different from the one painted in Prince Charles’ Harmony and the
UNFCCC report (2007), referred to above, that blamed shifting cultivators both for the loss of the world’s tropical forests and for global warming. I myself long believed in the same myth: that the indigenous groups
of the Central Annamites, in the traditional scenario, would be prone to
clear “virgin forest” whenever possible. I even espoused this erroneous
idea in an earlier published report (Århem, N. 2009). But, in line with the
intrinsic logic of the rain forest itself and of the shifting cultivation adaptation, as described by Moran, recent studies carried out in the Central
Annamites area have contradicted this older view and further eroded the
scientific basis for any arguments which portray upland-Mon Khmer shifting cultivators as drivers of deforestation. Among several such recent
studies, I find two to be particularly pertinent in the present context –
both carried out among Katuic groups in the Central Annamites.
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The first of these studies was carried out by the Natural History Museum (NHM) of New York in several mountainous Katuic districts in the
provinces of Thừa Thiên–Huế and Quảng Nam (Horning et al. 2006).
The study analysed all available satellite imagery as well as aerial photo
imagery from as far back as 1952 to make a detailed assessment of the
historical evolution of the forest cover in these areas populated mainly by
Katu shifting cultivators. Below follow some of the study’s results:
Visual comparisons of the imagery and change-mapping results have indicated that “core” forest areas, primarily at high elevations and on steep
slopes, have remained remarkably stable at a landscape scale since the
1950s. [...] Current sizeable contiguous forest areas, dispersed between the
two provinces, appear very similar today to how they did decades ago.
[…] There are 16 contiguous forest patches with areas greater than 63
km2. The largest of these patches covers the Song Thanh Nature Reserve
through to Vietnam’s western national boundary, and extends eastward
along the proposed green corridor to Bach Ma National Park; totalling
3,732 km2.
[...] It is also notable that while change in land cover type can be seen
throughout the images, much of this change has occurred in the intermediate class that has been heavily influenced by people for a long time, primarily in rotating active agricultural plots within areas where shifting cultivation is practiced, therefore, percentages of each class remain rather
similar throughout the analysis, and, typically, forest loss in one area is
counterbalanced by forest regrowth in another.
[…] This pattern of vegetation clearing and regrowth is visible at the temporal scale employed in this study, as there may be up to 15 years between
the dates being analyzed. In addition to this pattern, the majority of active
shifting cultivation fields [classified as “non forest”] are rotating within the
“intermediate” class, leaving minimal changes to the forest. (Horning et
al. 2006)

There is a problem with this study, however: the government began its
policy to stabilise and eradicate shifting cultivation in this area as early as
1975, and also, during the 1970s, moved many of the villages out from
areas which this study considers as “core forest areas”. Consequently, the
study cannot really tell us whether the stability observed is due to the
traditional pattern of shifting cultivation, or due to government’s policies
and restrictions. However, accurate knowledge about the detailed village
movements produced by the resettlement campaigns in this landscape –
documented by myself, and the Katuic Ethnography Project of which I
was a part –can shed light on that question (see below).
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Although the total amount of core forests in the aerial photo/satellite
imagery is stable, there is some noticeable deforestation in Nam Đông (an
area, which, as we will see in Chapter 6, received resettled migrants from
Tây Giang). The area which was evacuated by resettlement, concomitantly, shows evidence of core forest expansion. The disappearance of
forest in one area (produced by government resettlement) is thus “balanced out” by forest regrowth in the “evacuated” area. It should be added,
however, that beyond its capacity to resettle villages – the government
often had trouble really controlling local shifting cultivation up until the
late 1990s. In this particular landscape, only a few communities were
resettled so far away from their home territories that they had to cease
carrying out shifting cultivation in those areas. In sum, we may agree with
the general conclusions of the study quoted above that shifting cultivators
do not generally expand into core forests, but prefer to carry out shifting
cultivation in the “intermediate” forest zone (the forest zone which has
already been farmed previously).
Worth pointing out is also the study’s problematic preference for using
a “neutral” categorisation of the forest: despite mentioning the whereabouts of actually cultivated fields (as they appear on aerial or satellite images) the study does not make any effort to establish what the boundaries
of the fallow landscape are – as perceived by the locals. Instead, the study
divides the forest into four “technical” categories, namely (1) “Forest”,
(2) “Intermediate”, (3) “Tree Plantations” and (4) “Non-forest”. The
study, clearly, assumes that there is correspondence between the intermediate forest category and indigenous fallows, but it has nonetheless exclusively defined the category based on natural/physical criteria visible on the
satellite imagery (rather than through interviews on the ground; Horning
et al. 2006: 3-5). The “forest” category may include fallows, but the report seems evasive in regard to that issue:
Forest: Area covered by native tree species. These areas vary in age, density, and degradation, but these subtleties are not reasonably visible within
the imagery. (Horning et al. 2006: 3)

In sum, although the main result of the study is that shifting cultivators
have been rotating within the “intermediate” zone, the study falls short of
determining whether this is the result of traditional practices or of government restrictions. Although I largely agree that the study should be
interpreted in terms of an overall tendency of local Katu not to encroach
into “core forests”, I will nonetheless argue (Chapter 6) that the landscape
would have been configured differently had it not been for the government’s policies (and the resettlement of villages out of the “core forest”
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areas). I believe that a hypothetical “non-governmental landscape” would
have been more “patchy” – as the earliest images of the landscape show –
and thus less neatly divided into the two main categories (“forest” and
“intermediary zone”).
This type of problem with science-based mapping is symptomatic of
what I refer to as the “synoptic” view (borrowed from Scott 1998) characteristic of “high modernist” planning and survey techniques: the categories used to describe reality do not reveal how reality is locally perceived –
what appears as “forest” may, in fact, be old fallows (until recently
claimed by one village or another). Overall, however, the NHM study
cited above must be read as a sympathetic verdict on the shifting cultivation practices of the Katu in Vietnam.
A few years later, another in-depth historical forest cover study in the
Central Annamites was published (Robichaud et al. 2009). The study
covers the Nakai Nam Theun area in central Laos, another area with an
extremely high biodiversity profile within the Central Annamites region.
This latter study also showed that, throughout the research time frame
(1943-2001), the indigenous Katuic shifting cultivators had not "intruded" into the core forest areas, and that the forest cover area thus remained virtually stable throughout the entire period covered by the study
(even despite increasing populations).
The Nakai Nam Theun (NNT) study thus continues to redress some of
the negative misconceptions about traditional shifting cultivation, but also
points out new problems which are currently emerging. The report is
primarily an analysis of the forest coverage in the NNT area over time,
and how the forest coverage can be correlated with natural population
growth and other factors. The study begins by stating that
Swidden agriculture, or shifting cultivation, is variously viewed as a great
environmental threat or a sustainable system of land use. In Laos, swidden
agriculture has long been considered the primary driver of forest loss nationwide. (Robichaud et al. 2009: 1)

The study then proceeds to outline its own research findings as concerns
the effects of traditional shifting cultivation on forest coverage during the
study period. The results strongly oppose the notion, widely held in government circles in Laos, that indigenous shifting cultivators constitute a
threat to forest coverage in the area:
The analysis shows that, although NNT has been inhabited by swidden
cultivators for hundreds of years, it retained more than 95% forest cover
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until 1960s- early 1970s. Subsequently, a post-Vietnam war release of human population, possibly coupled with government encouragement of agricultural expansion, precipitated a decline in forest of .5%/year until the
1980s. Curiously, this was followed by stability or an increase (ca
.3%/year) in forest cover into the current century, even as NNT’s human
population continued to grow and as forest declined in Laos overall at
1.7% year. (Robichaud et al 2009: 1)

The study goes on to state that the recent, somewhat counter-intuitive
increase in forest cover despite increasing populations can be interpreted as
being due to both “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” factors:
[…] clearly “shifting cultivation” is not equivalent to shifting populations.
The extent of cleared forest in NNT has remained almost entirely within a
swidden-forest mosaic whose boundaries date back at least to the 1960s.
[However] the last 20 years have seen an explosion in wildlife trade in the
region, particularly of animals valued in [Vietnamese and Chinese] traditional medicine. Income earned from wildlife trade may have allowed
NNT’s residents to purchase rice to feed growing populations instead of
clearing more forest to grow it.
The policies implemented have generally been the same across both Vietnam and Laos: The 1990s constitute a period of intensified government
outreach and control over indigenous agriculture, coupled with large-scale
infrastructure development and a consecutive boom in trade (most notably
trade of forest resources). As such, the NNT findings (a slight increase in
forest cover) may be explained partly in light of these policies: The indigenous groups are coping with the government’s restrictive regulations on
shifting cultivation by engaging more actively in hunting (selling wildlife
for cash which they then use to buy rice...). (Robichaud et al 2009: 1-2)

The Katu on the Vietnamese side of the border, where government restrictions on shifting cultivation are even stricter than in Laos, were heavily engaged in the wildlife trade or unsustainable extraction of other forest
resources. The closer to the road and to administrative centres (where the
government had stronger control over the communities), the stronger this
trend appeared to be. Clearly, it is easier for the local authorities to control agriculture than hunting and other extractive activities. Significantly,
the trend towards intensive “market-oriented hunting” and unsustainable
commercial extraction of forest products appeared to be strongest in the
districts which, in statistical terms, were the most economically developed
and least poor – Nam Đông and Nam Giang (Århem, N & Binh, T.T.
2006).
Beyond these two studies, my own fieldwork revealed, on the basis of
observations and interviews with local Katu villagers in the precise area of
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the first (NHM) study mentioned above and adjacent to the second, that
shifting cultivators, under the traditional rotational regime, only very
rarely choose to clear “virgin” forest and, thus, only very slowly (if at all)
expand the agricultural frontier within their village-territories. In 2008,
biologist Nicholas Wilkinson and I undertook a research trip to Thượng
Nhật commune in Nam Đông district (an area covered by the NHM
study). As we attempted to make “community-based” maps of the landscape together with the villages and asked them about the history of their
villages (i.e. about the villages’ settlement histories and previous land use)
we were repeatedly told the same stories: most old-growth forest extant
today had purposely been left alone also in the past. These indigenous
“forest reserves” – which were considered as spirit forests – included some
of the "core forest" areas mentioned in the NHM report. What made this
finding interesting, was that village settlements had actually, in the prewar period, been located very close to those local “forest reserves” – and
only later been resettled out of the area.
All in all, the picture that emerges is quite clear: indigenous swidden
farmers in the study region were simply not interested in converting old
growth forest into agricultural fields. As they repeatedly explained, such
forests were far from ideal plots of shifting cultivation: to clear oldgrowth forest would require an immense amount of labour and would
also be dangerous. It would also be difficult to burn the large trunks, and
if they did not burn completely, then the entire venture would be a complete failure. Instead, I was told, again and again, that the ideal forest for
shifting cultivation was an 8–15-year-old forest, particularly one containing large stands of bamboo (easy to clear and easy to burn). Shifting cultivators are thus not the enemies of the large-trunked old-growth forest;
in fact, quite the opposite. They might, perhaps, be best described as
maintaining a strong mutualistic partnership with bamboo.

Interlude: the forest of Sweden
Odd as it might seem, there are in fact many experiences from the evolution of the modern forestry sector in Sweden that might shed valuable
light on the Southeast Asian scenario we are looking at. Sweden’s deforestation was far more recent than that of many other European countries,
and many forest-dependent communities existed up until only a century
ago. A book by Swedish ethnologist Schön relates how, not very long
ago, it was commonplace to hear stories about “trees that could talk”.
Typically, the trees would tell people to treat them with care, and the trees
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often expressed themselves in the form of short rhymes (Schön 2000:
142). Schön quotes a particularly interesting anecdote told by a man from
Öland in the 19th century:
That trees could talk was a common belief. When someone went to the
forest to cut firewood, they [the trees] would say: “Don’t cut me, don’t cut
me”. This had such a strong effect on people that it was not uncommon
that people would walk through the forest the whole day [looking for a
tree to cut] without cutting a single one. (ibid)

Many of these stories originate from torpare (poor, forest-dependent,
landless farmers). Hence, it was commonplace that trees talked to people
in rural Sweden only a century ago. I mention this here since, as we shall
see, the trees still talk to the indigenous people of the Central Annamite
forests today. It would appear that this “talking” is related to a livelihood
culture that is intimate involved with the forest. Such was the life of the
torpare, who spared many different types of broad-leaved (deciduous)
trees from harm as they those species were considered vital to their livestock (cf. Schön 2000).
Only a few decades after the reported case of talking trees, however,
virtually the entire rural labour force of Sweden had become engaged in a
massive, nationwide timber-cutting industry -- and huge areas of Sweden’s forests were chopped bare: During the latter half of the 19th century, the forest sector had by far become the biggest employer of rural
manpower (cf. Hammarström 1976). Today, of course, the number of
people in the forest sector has again shrunk to a very small number as the
manual labour has been replaced by heavy machinery. Today, although
various forms of plantation forests have been regrown in large parts of the
country, the forest-related livelihood culture – so characteristic of the
torpare – has virtually been extinguished. Today, there are no real forestdependent communities living in Sweden (although there are still a few
individuals, still alive, who are living a torpare lifestyle; cf. Mokvist 2006).
Looking back through centuries and millennia of Swedish forest history, it becomes evident that the Swedish forests have undergone stages
during which they were populated by humans, followed by stages when
they were again depopulated, from the stone age up until the present-day:
Areas once populated during the Stone, Bronze and Iron Age, were in
many places later abandoned during the medieval period. Moreover,
swidden farming has probably always existed in central and southern
Sweden, parallel to other forms of sedentary agriculture. Later, during the
16th century (and throughout the 17th and 18th centuries) the energetic
Swedish king Gustav Vasa initiated an ambitious push to harvest Swe-
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den’s forest resources for the benefit of the state. His first step, in order to
do so, was to repopulate vast tracts of now empty forests, and to that end
Gustav Vasa invited swidden farming communities from Finland to come
and settle in Sweden. Historically, Swedish shifting cultivation could only
function in the southern part of Sweden, but the svedjefinnar invited by
Gustav Vasa had learnt a new shifting cultivation technique which enabled them to farm in forests further north. Linnaeus, the worldrenowned botanist and the inventor of the modern scientific taxonomic
system, in fact also came across shifting cultivation during his trips in
Småland. This was possibly shifting cultivation carried out by ethnic
Swedes (rather than the aforementioned svedjefinnar). He made notes in
his journals about the remarkable biodiversity that he found in the landscapes which had been shaped by shifting cultivation, but his notes on
shifting cultivation were deleted from his works, by his powerful sponsor,
before they were published45: The landed gentry of certain parts of Sweden had already begun to see that the shifting cultivators could constitute
a hindrance to their own plans; to make use of vast tracts of forest timber
to fuel Sweden’s exploding iron industries (järnbruk).
Throughout this period, and even into the 1940s, there were in Sweden also a substantial number of forest-dependent torpare (see above). The
torpare populated the fringes of the agricultural landscape, but were really
more dependent on the forest than on agriculture; as such, they were
forest farmers, just like the Central Annamite communities of Vietnam and
Laos are today. These torpare the often referred to the forest as (their)
“poor man’s fur” (“fattig mans päls”): As long as they had forest access
they could have sufficient food and firewood and livestock fodder to survive the cold winters and thus feed their families. As they depended almost entirely on their small herds of livestock (which roamed the forest
fringes), rather than on harvesting crops; their livelihoods, ultimately,
depended entirely on the forest. (In the winter they would feed their livestock with leaves from various broad-leaved trees, but they took great care
not to harm or kill those trees.) This would be the rationale for why they
– or at least certain among them -- would hear trees speak. Often landless,
these torpare had to pay rent in kind through dairy products or livestock.
Today, ecologists consider virtually all of these traditional uses of the
forest – both shifting cultivation and forest-grazing – to have been biodiversity-enhancing. As such, today’s biodiversity experts in Sweden are
struggling for ways to mimic these various forms of pre-industrial forestdisturbances so as to recreate the biodiversity rich environment which was
45
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prevalent only a century ago. In particular, the old forests of Sweden were
far more “open” than they are today, interspersed as they were by many
meadows (cf. Emanuelson 2009).
The old forest landscape also supported many more deciduous trees
than what we find in today’s “cultural” (sic) forests. Today, we actually
find more – and a much higher diversity of – deciduous trees in Swedish
towns and cities than we will find in most of Sweden’s forests. The deculturalisation (and industrialisation) of Sweden’s old forests begins with the
arrival of scientific forestry (described in the previous chapter) during the
early years of the 20th century. Sweden’s early scientific foresters rapidly
came to the conclusion that in order to successfully implement rational
forestry plans, the small-scale traditional activities of the torpare needed to
be gradually abolished. Nowadays, however, in a somewhat ironical
twist, Skogsvårdstyrelsen (Swedish Forest Agency) is attempting to reintroduce many of the traditional practices -- such as forest grazing -- in
order to improve biodiversity (Forsman and Sandström 1994). In
Finland, large swathes in the southern part of the country were for several
centuries very rich in deciduous tree species as consequence of swidden
farming -- which kept pine forests at bay and ensured a richer biodiversity
than in the pine-tree dominated forests. However, these forests, rich in
deciduous tree species, later disappeared when Finnish shifting cultivation
ceased. The Finnish shifting cultivators are thus considered to have been a
precondition for the richer wildlife that existed in this biotope during past
centuries (Emanuelsson 2009).
The ecological and cultural changes which took place between the latter part of the 19th century and the 1950s were huge. However, despite
the fact that it is possible to see certain parallels between the Swedish and
the Central Annamite forest histories, it needs to be pointed out that the
torpare were not an ethnically or linguistically distinct (indigenous) group;
they were simply poor and disenfranchised farmers. As such, the state did
not really have to “convert” them to a virtually new ethnic identity as is
often the case in state-minority relations.
Another important difference is also that Sweden’s forests have never
possessed even a fraction of the biodiversity richness of the Central Annamites, nor can the productivity of Scandinavian shifting cultivation be
even remotely compared to that of Southeast Asia’s tropical forests (cf.
Moran 2000). Nonetheless, Sweden has, today - despite often complimenting itself about its exceptionally good forest policies - destroyed virtually all “old-growth forest” areas and replaced them with forest plantations (cf. Zaremba 2012). Today, in official classifications of Sweden’s
forests, 97% are characterised as “cultural forest” (kulturskog) and only
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3% as “natural forest”. Note that the Swedish forestry industry’s usage of
the term “cultural forest” actually refers to forest plantations. This, of
course, is unfortunate since it may lead to confusion between the landscapes shaped by small scale, traditional forestry practices (which were
biodiversity enhancing) and the highly destructive practices of today’s
industrialised forestry sector.
The very usage of the term kulturskog (“cultural forest”), as a designation for industrial-scale forest plantations, however, goes to show that the
predominant tendency within most forestry sectors worldwide to categorise forests into only two main categories: i.e., as either “cultural” or
“natural” (and to disregard – or give very little emphasis to pre-industrial
practises of forest management). Today, less than 0.5 % of the total forest
area in Sweden is considered “primeval” or urskog (old growth forest).
From a productivity point of view, Sweden’s forests are considered sustainable – they can continue to yield timber at a stable rate. However,
from a biodiversity point of Sweden’s cultural forests are very poor.46 In
other words, whereas industrial forestry (in Sweden confusingly labelled
“cultural forest” (kulturskog) are biodiversity poor, traditional land-use
patterns are now regarded as having been biodiversity enhancing. In some
areas, just as is the case with Canada’s forests, these older patterns are now
being artificially mimicked (cf. Forsman and Sandström 1994)! Of relevance to the Annamitic case is the fact that those anthropogenic, culturally
created landscapes of Old Sweden, were often more open than the pinetree plantations that dominate the landscape of today. The crucial point
here is to note that the human forest-users of pre-industrial Sweden were
living in symbiosis with certain species, particularly with deciduous tree
species, and thereby often encouraged the propagation of such highbiodiversity tree species such as the oak (cf. Emanuelsson 2009).

Modern Vietnamese forest history
In this section, we will examine the recent forest history of Vietnam, a
history filled with contradictions and equivocal statistics. Vietnam’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) reports, in 2011,
that Vietnam’s forest cover was 39.7%. Compared to the cover in 1990
46
In other words, biodiversity values, overall, in Swedish forests are abysmal. The same is
the case in most of the modern countries of Europe. In contrast to these industrial forest
plantations, however, the cultural landscapes of Sweden – i.e. those landscapes which have
been affected by traditional, pre-industrial, landuse practises, have in recent years been
shown to be biodiversity-rich.
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(27.2%), this figure indicates that a remarkable reforestation took place
between 1990 and 2011 (MARD 2011)47. On the other hand, however, a
FAO report from 2005 stated that Vietnam had the second highest rate of
deforestation of “primary forests” in Southeast Asia.48 Furthermore, according to the same FAO report, only 0.6% (80 000 ha) of the total forest cover is classified as primary forest, whilst 3,512,000 ha is actually
“planted forest”.
It needs to be emphasised, in a discussion of the Vietnamese forest sector, that the existence or non-existence of forest (on paper and in statistics) is often a matter of how the forest is “counted and measured”. This
“counting” of what is forest (and what is not) is also a matter of significant political and financial bearing for many powerful stakeholders. The
mainstream view of Vietnam’s development community appears to be
that the country’s forest sector, at least since 1993, has been making
steady progress. Others, however, dispute that progress. The dominant
discourse may be seen as exemplified in the following paragraph:
The forest landscape has changed dramatically over time. Several decades
of intense exploitation and conversion saw forest cover decline from 43
percent in 1943 to about 27 percent in 1990, but then approaching 40
percent in 2009. In 1992 the government commenced a series of ambitious afforestation programs to promote tree planting on “barren hills” and
to protect and enrich existing forests. Planting, mainly with fast-growing
and often exotic species, and protection to assist regeneration of natural forests has increased forest cover to almost 40 percent. (VDP 2011: 71-72,
my italics)

The forest situation is thus viewed as having been grim in past decades,
but one that has now been turned around in a positive direction. But how
exactly is the reforestation (and afforestation) – the positive change –
coming about? The quote above tells us that part of the increased forest
cover, in recent years, is due to the planting of “fast growing” and “often
exotic” species. As the same report also states, in another passage, however, the “natural forests” of Vietnam continue to decrease. In other
words: the net statistical reforestation is due exclusively (or predominantly) to the plantations of the fast-growing exotic species, notably Australian eucalyptus trees for the pulpwood industry.
Two important questions come to mind when we read these figures.
(1) What caused the deforestation?
(2) How is the reforestation achieved?
47
48

Cited on the REDD desk website (http://theredddesk.org/countries/vietnam)
The figures cited on http://news.mongabay.com/2005/1117-forests.html
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(3) Is a pulpwood plantation really a “forest”, and, if so, is it really a
“better” forest than a fallow?

Causes of deforestation
According to a fairly recent CIFOR report (Sunderlin and Huynh Thu Ba
2005)
The area of present forest cover is a matter of controversy. A Vietnam
government estimate claims the forest area in 2000 was 9,819,000 hectares
(30.2 percent of the total land area) […], suggesting a substantial increase
in forest cover since the late 1980s […]. Government sources claim there
has been considerable restoration of forest cover in the 1990s through
slowing of the rate of deforestation and through reforestation efforts,
however some development observers dispute this claim (ADB 2000:i-ii).
Lang (2001:113) says forest cover data in Vietnam vary greatly according
to whether they are being used to draw attention to rapid deforestation, or
conversely, whether they are being used to show that reforestation targets
are being achieved. (Sunderlin and Huynh Thu Ba 2005: 3)

It is estimated that in the period 1976-1990, Vietnam’s natural forest
cover decreased on average 185,000 hectares per year (ibid.). To understand the most plausible causes of deforestation it would seem reasonable
to find out exactly when deforestation was most intense. De Koninck
(1999) states that, between the late 1960s and the late 1980s, Vietnam
lost two thirds of its forest cover, making the country the most “rapid case
of deforestation among Southeast Asian countries”.49
This period marks the period during and following the Second Indochina War but preceding the Doi Moi period. This was a period when
Vietnam’s forest sector was dominated by large State Forest Enterprises
(SFEs). Although these SFEs were generally poorly and often lacked advanced forestry know-how, the still undeveloped Vietnamese economy
was highly dependent on the revenues from the forestry sector in the early
post-war decades. Deforestation by SFE logging was thus extremely intensive during the early years following the War. But the same time period also saw the implementation of several massive transmigration programmes, moving ethnic Kinh from the overpopulated lowland areas to
the more sparsely populated uplands. These lowlander settlers mainly
engaged in cash crop production – in the Central Highlands, notably of
coffee – often also carrying out slash and burn agriculture (either to carve

49

De Koninck 1999, quoted in Sunderlin and Huynh Thu Ba 2005: 3.
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out “coffee land” or to plant subsistence crops) (Guérin et al., 2003.;
Hardy 2003).
Indigenous shifting cultivation has also, repeatedly, been cited – particularly in government discourse – as a major cause of deforestation
(Guérin et al., 2003: 234). Criticizing this official discourse, Guérin et al.,
(ibid.) argue that it is not shifting cultivation per se that causes deforestation but the governments’ (in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia) tampering with
the indigenous shifting cultivation system. Notably, it is the governments’
restrictions on shifting cultivation (see below) that cause the problems.
In their analysis, Guérin et al. (ibid) maintain that upland shifting cultivation systems are highly productive and sustainable agricultural systems. They argue that it is the government-induced transmigration
schemes (particularly in the Central Highlands) as well the grand resettlement programmes in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia that have caused
the decline in forest cover in recent decades. They (Guérin et al., ibid.)
thus link the shortened fallow periods observed among indigenous swidden farmers today to the increased population pressure in the uplands
resulting from the transmigration, resettlement and sedentarisation policies implemented across the region.
Citing the example of one particular Vietnamese highland province,
that of Lam Dong, the authors go on to indicate that two thirds (75%) of
that province’s forest cover was destroyed between 1979 and 1992 due to
cash crop plantations (Guérin et al. 2003: 235. This was also a period
during which Lam Dong received a huge influx of Kinh lowlander immigrants, who were seeking to make a fortune from the coffee boom.
It must be pointed out, however, that these policy-induced population
increases in the uplands can be observed even in many areas which have
not received large numbers of transmigrants from the lowlands. The mere
concentration of a number of villages into a limited space and, the concomitant reduction of fallow forest available for shifting cultivation within
a reasonable distance from the settlements is enough to produce a significant shortening of fallow cycles – which then gradually leads to a grassification of the hills and a local agricultural collapse (cf. Ducourtieux et al.
2005). Indeed, there is hardly a single indigenous village in Laos or Vietnam that has escaped this form of resettlement and population concentration, and the effects of the resettlement schemes on indigenous shifting
cultivation cannot be seen as a local problem. In my opinion, an opinion
which was strengthened while working with SUFORD in Laos (2009;
see Chapters 8 and 9), the impact from reduced fallow periods (as a consequence of resettlement) cannot be overestimated.
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Thus, what we now see is a rapidly developing “collapse” of the shifting cultivation systems in the uplands of Vietnam and Laos (and perhaps
Cambodia). Functional – and thus sustainable – shifting-cultivation systems are becoming increasingly rare, and can nowadays only be found in
the more remote indigenous forest areas (where government policies are
less strictly enforced). Despite this negative trend, the governments continue to reduce the size of the forest land available to indigenous shifting
cultivators. To compound the problem, even transnational conservationists agencies appear to be backing state policies on this issue, as they hope
that the governments’ – presumably more “systematic” – approach to land
use will help stabilise borders between forest zones and agricultural zones,
which is regarded as a prerequisite for scientific biodiversity management.
As we have already seen, however, the destruction of viable local farming
systems tends rather to result in the degradation of the forests as destitute
former swidden farmers turn into illegal loggers and commercial hunters.

State Forest Enterprises, “forest devolution” and the
reforestation programmes
Until 1954, when Vietnam gained independence from France, all forests
were managed by the French colonial authorities. It appears, however,
that the French never truly developed the Indochinese forestry sector.
Throughout the colonial period, most of Vietnam’s forests thus remained
de facto communally managed (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 18). After independence from France, Vietnam nationalised all of its forests and exploitation
began in earnest by a large number of State Forest Enterprises (Lam
Truong Quoc Doanh [SFEs]). As To Xuan Phuc sums up:
[...] local people were completely excluded from forest management. In
theory, each SFE had the duty to simultaneously protect the forest and to
exploit the timber to meet the log quota determined by the state, despite
its obvious contradiction. (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 18)

From 1955 to 1960, about 560,000 sqm of timber was extracted each
year, after which the rate dropped slightly. From 1943 to 1976 “natural
forest” declined from 14,300 ha to 11,077 ha. In 1990 it had dropped to
82,552 ha (a drop of about 42%) (Dang, N.V. 2001 quoted in To Xuan
Phuc 2008: 18). In practice, the SFEs simply could not accomplish their
official task to “protect” forest but focussed exclusively on timber exploitation (ibid.). This period’s forestry is rather poorly documented, but as the
available figures indicate, timber exploitation was massive. Many SFEs
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also engaged in the exploitation of wild animals for export. During this
period, timber accounted for an important part of the national revenue.
In the mid-1980s, however, the SFEs underwent a crisis. There were
innumerable conflicts between SFEs and local communities, who had
been disenfranchised from their lands. Thus from 1989 and onwards – a
period which coincides with Vietnam’s move towards market economy
(Doi Moi), the forest sector begins to be reformed with support from
foreign donors. Technical and financial support was, for example, provided by IUCN, UNDP as well as many other foreign agencies (including
SIDA). In the early 90s, the MoF (Ministry of Forestry) begins to shift
the forestry sector from “forest exploitation” to “forest protection” and
“forest production” (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 19). It is also decided that the
state forestry sector should devolve its holdings of forestland and transfer
these to households and communities – what became known as the “Forest Devolution” process or the Forest Land Allocation (FLA) policy. In
1991 the National Assembly passes new laws “[affirming] the importance
of forest resources to the environment, to government revenue and to
local livelihoods” (ibid.). Forestland was defined not only as land which
“had standing forests” but also included land “slated for forest planting”
(ibid.).
It is unclear whether one should best appreciate the new policies as an
expression of government agencies reaching a higher level of maturity, or
as simply the result of having passed some vital threshold in terms of forest exploitation. To Xuan Phuc describes the activities of one SFE of Vinh
Phu (the SFE was managed by the provincial authorities, often in direct
conflict with the interests of the districts and communes):
[From 1984-1991] the enterprise hired a lot of loggers from the lowland
to stay in Luoi Hai forest to extract timber. The former chairman of the
cooperative50 told me, “Dozens of trucks fully loaded with ironwood ran
out of the forest each day”. The enterprise finally stopped logging in Luoi
Hai forest in 1992 due to the fact that all valuable timber trees had already
been cut. After the enterprise left, Thang Cong villagers started to glean
towards the remaining timber from the forest. Private traders came directly
to the village to buy leftover timber from villagers. Thus between 1992
and 1996 (before FLA), state control over timber extraction and its transportation remained minimal. (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 42)51

50

Most farmers in the North were organised into cooperatives during this period.
It seems from this account as if, after having extracted all the valuable timber from the
forest, the government simply loses interest in the forest. If this example may be seen as
representative of forestry practices taking place in other districts and provinces, the decline in
the activity of the SFEs – and the shift in policy – may have occurred simply because they
51
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The new land- and forest laws of 1991 are the basis of the forest categories still in place. The laws categorised forests into “protection forest”
(rung phong ho, about 30% of all forest) – set aside for “the protection of
the environment”, “special use forest” (rung dac dung, about 10% of all
forest) – intended for “nature conservation, protection of the ecosystem
and flora and fauna gene resources [...]”, as well as “production forest”
(rung san xuat, about 60%) (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 20). The last category
is meant as a source of wood and forest-based products. Overall, forest
protection appears to be most strict in the “special use forests" which is
the status generally accorded to high-value biodiversity areas and national
parks (i.e. the Bach Ma reserve in Quảng Nam and Thừa Thiên–Huế).52
As we can appreciate, all these policies and laws were enacted quite
some time before the study period, yet, in many of the study districts
these new policies only began to be implemented in the 2004-2009 period. This goes to show the remoteness of some of Quảng Nam’s districts,
and how some policies only became implemented once large-scale infrastructure development had already reached the area. For example, forestland allocation to individual households in Arek (one of my principal
study villages) took place only in 2008-9 and had at the time not yet been
implemented in the more remote village of A’urr in the same commune
(cf. Map 6.2).

“Regreening barren hills”
Finally, we have the issue of the reforestation (and afforestation) schemes
themselves, i.e. the schemes to establish plantations of eucalyptus and
other fast-growing pulpwood trees. Although most development reports
which monitor the Vietnamese forest sector adhere to the government’s
viewpoint, it could actually be argued that much of the “reforestation”
schemes actually exacerbate the deforestation. This is so because the fastgrowing pulpwood plantations are very poor imitations of real forest,
with very low biodiversity values. Indeed, it is the viewpoint of this thesis
that these fast-growing plantations are far worse imitations of the surrounding natural forests than are the fallow forests of the indigenous
shifting cultivators. Yet, it is often indigenous fallow land that is converted into plantations.
had already exhausted all the forest resources available to them (given their available equipment, manpower and financial assets etc.).
52
Following the 1993 Land Law, land can be leased for 20 to 50 years to land recipients
who, however, “have to use the land according to the government's plan and other legal
regulations [...]” (To Xuan Phuc 2008: 20).
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A programme which deserves separate mention is the so called Programme 327 (P327). This programme was also a part of the Fixed Cultivation and Settlement Programme (FCSP). It began in 1992 and had the
objective of reforesting “barren areas”, “protect and exploit forests and
unused land” and also to “resettle ethnic minority swidden farmers”. Although tasked also with establishing “rung cam” (“forbidden forests”, i.e.,
the precursor to what would later be termed “protection forest” and “special use forest”), the P327 focussed almost exclusively on pulpwood planting and paid little or no attention to local livelihoods (Sikor 1995).
In 1998, another programme with a similar scope and objective was
launched entitled the “Five Million Hectare Programme” (decree
661/QD-TTg).53 The programme is also referred to as P661. The P661,
according to To Xuan Phuc, addressed some of the issues with P327:
[P661] considers the local people as the main actors in forest planting and
protection and as the main beneficiaries of these activities. Swidden and/or
poor households living around the forest prioritized to receive the land areas of protection and special use forests.
[…] Moreover, P661 gave the local people specific rights to land in protection forests. Villagers are allowed to harvest firewood and undertake selective cutting of trees which they themselves had planted. The government
also provides support for trading their products in the market. However,
the government still maintains control over the valuable forests. (To Xuan
Phuc 2008: 22)

The P661 was part of the policy of Forest Devolution (the FLA-process),
i.e., the process of dismantling the SFE system and returning use-rights in
forest land to communities, families and individuals. Although it is difficult to find faults with the Forest Devolution Policy’s aims, many problems have emerged in the implementation process. Although formally part
of the FLA process, the use-rights in forest land acquired by local households could only be used according land-use guidelines and regulations
stipulated by the authorities. In the study area, for example, villagers were
thus enjoined to plant a stipulated area of the devolved land with pulpwood (or other industrial tree crop). Furthermore, villagers would have
to sign contracts with certain government companies, committing themselves to selling the harvested tree crop to the company. As highlighted by
To Xuan Phuc (ibid.), the land titling system is often hijacked and manipulated by local powerholders.

53

See Sikor 1995.
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Moreover, despite the stated ambition to respect customary use-rights,
the entire land-titling system annuls the traditional land-use regime. Its
very formality and “fixity” abolishes the necessary flexibility of any sustainable and functional shifting-cultivating system. An entirely new tenure
regime is created in which some influential individuals (and their households) may acquire titles over relatively larger areas of forest land than
other, less endowed villagers, thus creating a new power hierarchy in the
villages – a local “elite” of large land holders with considerable power over
the majority of poorer fellow villagers.
I observed as much in my study villages. In village 1 in Thượng Nhật
commune (Nam Đông), villagers claimed that former chairmen of the
village and other influential people had grabbed most of the good land
during the early phase of the land title process. In Arek village (A Vương
commune) the same problems could be observed in 2009.
Aside from the problems emerging in the wake of the FLA process, the
most controversial aspect of the whole reforestation programme in Vietnam, in my opinion, is its very premises: firstly, the notion that massive
monocrop plantations of fast-growing, exotic species actually constitutes
“reforestation” is highly dubious. Nevertheless, this “label” appears to be
accepted by global development actors, presumably because it is believed
(or hoped) that this type of schemes will pre-empt the need for shifting
cultivation by providing local/indigenous people with monetary income.
This reasoning, however, presupposes that the land slotted for reforestation is considerably degraded – which leads to the second debatable premise of the reforestation programme: were the areas assigned for “reforestation” really “deforested” in the first place? Were their biodiversity values
really lower than the biodiversity value of the new plantations?
Typically, land slotted for “reforestation” will be land officially classified as “barren hills”, but what does that label really represent? In fact, as
Pamela McElwee (2009) has shown, the term has been applied to many
of the forest areas degraded during the heyday of the SFEs, but – significantly – it has also been used to label vast areas of indigenous shifting
cultivation fallows. In some instances, the land may even have become
barren because of the government’s resettlement and sedentarisation policies – policies which have effectively forced local shifting cultivators to
overexploit their fallows (cf. McElwee 2009; Clement and Amezaga
2009).
In either scenario – starting either from a fallow in a functional swidden system or a degraded fallow in a dysfunctional swidden system as a
result of equivocal state policies – the procedure of first labelling the fallow as a “barren hill” and then converting it to a monocrop plantation
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represents, in reality, the destruction of real biodiversity value for the sake
of producing monetary returns.
The main issue we need to draw attention to here is the rather dubious
nature of the “forests” which figure in Vietnam’s reforestation statistics.
These so-called “forests” (i.e. industrial tree plantations), according to one
former WWF representative (who will remain anonymous here), “have
absolutely no biodiversity value whatsoever”, although he conceded that
“they might store some CO2”. The same WWF source claimed that one
World Bank representative had explained to him that the Vietnamese
government had originally approached the World Bank requesting a loan
for its pulp industry. In an effort to be helpful, the World Bank representative had then suggested that the GOV relabel its planned pulpwood
schemes as “reforestation schemes”. The GOV followed the advice. This
turned out to be a very successful move, as is evidenced now by the great
influx of donor money to Vietnam’s industrial forest-sector and reforestation schemes. I have no way to really verify that these conversations really
took place, or that they were phrased in these words, but maybe this “expat tale” is not far off the mark.
Foreign experts involved in the development of Vietnam’s pulpwood
industry seem, however, to be quite satisfied with the progress made.
Obviously, the development of the pulpwood sector has played a positive
role in Vietnam’s industrial development, specifically in its paper and furniture industry. As One Australian aid worker, involved in the development
of eucalyptus plantations explained:
Now Vietnam has 850,000 hectares of acacia and eucalypt plantations and
they’re exporting furniture to Australia and many other countries. By
comparison, Australia has just 700,000 hectares of eucalypt plantation.
(Science Alert 2008)

But industrial growth does not necessarily translate into social or economic development in ethnic minority communities nor into environmentally sound development in any meaningful sense of the word. As for
now, however, the official “truth” – at least as it would appear from a
cursory gleaning of much of Vietnam’s “grey literature” (i.e., the large
volume of reports produced in the development sector) – is that pulpwood plantations are a positive contribution to Vietnam’s conservation
efforts and its attempts to mitigate the effects of global warming (for a
different perspective, however, see Carriere and Lohmann 1996).
On a side note, before leaving this discussion about plantation forests,
we should mention that, although a “scientific consensus” may take many
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more years to evolve (if ever), there is already considerable debate within
science circles about the pros and cons of these types of reforestation
schemes. Some scientists label the emerging fast-growing plantation forests “Kyoto-forests” since the urge to encourage this type of schemes
gained pace after the Kyoto summit. Compared to “non-Kyoto forests”,
however, Kyoto forests are less diverse, less “stable” (using ascendancy
theory calculations) and store less carbon (cf. Stoy 2010: 57-60). In certain contexts – mainly depending on what one assumes existed prior to
the Kyoto forest – they may be a decent solution. Research nonetheless
indicates that “real” forests (i.e. the regeneration natural forest, glossed as
“Bali-forests”) are a much more preferable measure to increase carbon
storage and reducing global warming (ibid.). The crucial question, for
Vietnam’s environment and for this thesis, is what was really there before
the reforestation schemes were applied.
Finally, in regards to this discussion, I believe we need to emphasise
(again) the persistent “invisibility” of shifting-cultivation land - be it active
fields or forest fallows – in legal and statistical documents. Swidden fields
and fallows simply never appear in official statistics. This invisibility can
serve a number of purposes, one of which obviously is to avoid any claims
of ownership or use-rights in the land in question and, thus, to save the
authorities from a load of “paperwork” and legal complaints when they
formulate their own plans for the use of the forests (see Chapter 6 and 8).
The absence from official forest statistics of any land under shifting cultivation in Vietnam is illustrated by the figures in Table 3.1 from the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD 2001) in Vietnam.
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Table 3.1: Forest area and growing stock in Vietnam, 1995. (Source: MARD,
quoted in FAO 2001). Note that the total forestland is calculated by adding up
“total natural forest” with “planted” forest. No alternative categories exist.
Area
(thousand ha)
Tropical
leafed forest

evergreen

broad-

5 182

Volume
Wood
(thousand m3)
438 378

Rich forest

(490)

(90 713)

Medium forest

(1 389)

(170 131)

Poor forest

(1 648)

(107 713)

Rehabilitated forest

(1 655)

(69 821)

Deciduous forest

Bamboo
(million stems)

936

52 486

Rich forest

(12)

(1 745)

Medium forest

(138)

(12 867)

Poor forest

(475)

(27 823)

Rehabilitated forest

(311)

(10 051)

Coniferous forest

155

18 169

Mixed forest

71

8 451

Mangrove forest

35

312

Acid sulfate forest

14

426

Limestone mountain forest

395

16 454

Wood forest (sub-total)

6 788

534 676

Bamboo forest

846

Mixed forest

619

Special product forest

1

4 032
34 440

2 182
6 214

Total natural forest

8 254

569 116

Wood forest

999

14 542

Bamboo forest

29

Special product forest

21

Planted forest

1 049

14 542

145

Forestland*

9 303

583 658

6 359

145

Under high-modernist state rule
The forest is obviously a contentious natural resource in the Central Annamites. It is the home and source of livelihood several hundred thousand
indigenous people in the region but also a principal source of revenue for
the two states that claim ultimate ownership over their respective parts of
the forest. The interests in the forest of these two distinct parties – the
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indigenous population and the sovereign state – are not only of entirely
different kind but also in important respects conflicting.
It is my argument in this thesis that these different and conflicting interests represent two contrasting modes of perceiving and relating to the
forest: one, relational and participatory which I refer to as animistic (and
which Ingold [2000] calls “the dwelling mode”), in which the forest is
seen as animated and “ensouled”; the other, a largely objectivising and
instrumental mode which, borrowing terms from Banuri and Apffel Marglin (1993) and Scott (1998), I call “modern” or “high-modernist”, in
which the forest is seen precisely as a resource for economic exploitation
and national development.
In the preceding chapter, I outlined my understanding of the animist
mode of knowing and relating to the world. In this chapter I have provided evidence of how the Vietnamese state politically and economically
manages its national forests through land and forest policies, but also how
it perceives and, in a generally paternalistic and sometimes patronizing
manner, deals with its shifting-cultivating indigenous population. In the
final part of the chapter I attempt to theorise these observations on the
way the Vietnamese and Laotian state relates to their forests and forestdwelling indigenous groups. I will do so with the help of particularly
Scott’s notions of “high modernism” and “high-modernist statecraft”
(ibid.).
From my discussion about shifting cultivation above, it seems clear
that this negative attitude towards shifting cultivation and the consistent
efforts of the state in both countries (and elsewhere in the SoutheastAsian region) to eradicate the practice are not based on factual evidence,
nor on a genuine will to improve – through dialogue and true participation – the wellbeing and livelihood of indigenous communities, but rather
on a faith in, and ideological pursuit of, a particular political-economic
vision – that of the high-modernist state project. In disentangling the
complex notion of high-modernism, I start with a brief reference to what
Banuri and Apffel Marglin (1993) calls the “politics of knowledge”.

Politics of knowledge
In their introduction to their edited volume Who will save the forests?
(1993), Banuri and Apffel Marglin formulate their approach as a structural analysis of power and knowledge centred on a particular resource
around which struggles of power and knowledge revolve – the forest. The
choice of the forest as the locus of their analysis is no coincidence; the
forest is very often an arena of conflict between different and unequal
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systems of knowledge – what the authors call “modern” and “nonmodern” systems of knowledge” (ibid.:1).
The authors make clear that the terms “modern” and “non-modern”
are first approximations that
[…] refer to ideal types and not to observable cultural or regional groups.
All societies […] use both modern and non-modern forms of knowledge.
[…] Our aim is to focus on the politics of knowledge and reveal the domination of one type of knowledge [the former] over all others. (Banuri and
Apffel Marglin 1993: 1)

The type of “modern” forestry activities that are carried out by states
and/or powerful corporations, Banuri and Apffel Marglin note, almost
invariably make reference to a “scientific” or “rational” management principles (as opposed to the “unscientific”, non-modern practices perpetuated
by local groups). Banuri and Apffel Marglin list three significant problems
with “scientific forestry”:
Scientific forestry – the best that the modern system of knowledge has to
offer – has three types of problems. First, in its ideal form […], scientific
forestry is harmful because its claim to privileged status for its mode of
knowing legitimises colonisation and exploitation of the object of its
knowledge. It is a problem inherent in an instrumentalist view of the
world. Second, in practice, the label “scientific” is used to justify shorthorizon commercial practices rather than the pursuit of genuinely long-run
interests […]. Third, direct state control compounds the problem even further because of corruption, inefficiency and waste. The same term, “scientific forestry”, covers all three instances. (Ibid. 1993: 3)

The contentious aspect of the “politics of knowledge” – the struggle of
power and knowledge centred on forests – is central to their analysis. It
points to the glaring asymmetry of power in the relationship between the
two systems of knowledge – the dominant modern, science-based system
and the multiple vernacular and subordinate non-modern systems of
knowledge.
In the case studies – spanning from the forests of Finnish Karelia and
the state of Main in the U.S. to the forests of Abujmarh and Uttarakhand
in India – the contributing authors of the volume trace the outcome of
such struggles of power and knowledge. In all the cases, the state and
corporations cast themselves as the champions of scientific knowledge and
modernity, and use this image of factuality and progress to justify their
interventions in forests formerly owned and inhabited by indigenous people. The case studies show that the results of modern, industrial forestry
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schemes are far from problem-free and often disastrous for both people
and forests. Significantly, they also show that, in the cases where the indigenous groups have a modicum of autonomy or self-determination in
relation to the state, the outcomes are more positive for both people and
forests than in the cases where they have little or no power over their own
fate or that of their forests.
In the Central Annamites, too, forests are a major state resource that
needs to be analysed from a political-ecological point of view and in terms
of a clash between systems of knowledge. Using binary terms such as
“modern” and “non-modern” knowledge, however, cannot reveal the full
complexity of the unfolding transformation in the region. For example,
the negative attitude towards shifting cultivation in the upland forests as
well as the destructive environmental effects of the booming wildlife trade
(fuelled by a huge demand for bush-meat and “medicine animals” on the
part of ethnic Kinh people) must also be viewed in light of the cultural
hegemony of the Vietnamese majority populations in the region, and not
simply as expressions of “modern” knowledge or the high-modernist state
project. Though it is true that the state is committed to a high-modernist
development vision, many particular manifestations of the modernisation
process in the Annamites are, in fact, rooted in, and shaped by, mainstream attitudes characteristic of the dominant ethnicities in Laos and
Vietnam (which, as it were, “seep into” and colour development policies
and discourse).
There is, in other words, an ongoing process not only of modernising
and developing the “extremely disadvantaged” indigenous communities
and livelihood systems in the region, but also a persistent effort to remould indigenous culture in the image of the dominant ethnicities (cf.
Michaud 2000, McElwee 2004; 2008). The culture of wildlife consumption is merely a case in point. As such, this particular aspect of the “Kinhization process” in Vietnam (McElwee ibid.) may not be typical of high
modernism in general, but it is nonetheless a major factor driving overhunting and ecological change in the region (and, insofar as it is concomitant with the general push for market expansion, it is a “modern” phenomenon). Thus, this Sino-Vietnamese craving to literally “consume wilderness” follows very closely in the wake of the grand infrastructural developments in the region. Even if this thesis does not emphasise the ethnic
aspect of the power relationship between majority and minority populations in the study region (such as the Kinhization process taking place in
Vietnam), readers need to be aware of these ethnic “undercurrents” accompanying – or shadowing – the modernisation push into the uplands.
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However, besides this cautionary note on the significance of culture
(and ethnicity) in the modernisation process, the development frontier in
the Central Annamites today illustrates very well how the state imposes its
own vision on the region’s indigenous communities and forests by reference to its superior - scientific, technical, modern – knowledge.

The spirit of high modernism
Non-modern, vernacular forms of knowledge and subsistence- oriented
livelihood cultures (such as those of the upland Katuic peoples) do not
serve the interests of the state, and scattered mobile populations in upland
forests far from the political centres of the nation are difficult to administer and control. This is the point of departure for James Scott’s engrossing
book Seeing like a state (1998). In it, he develops the argument that legibility is a central problem of statecraft. The centralised state – past and
present – needs to control and administer its subjects and territory; law
order and good governance require standardisation of the diverse customs, naming systems, measurements, land-use patterns and forestry regimes – in short the simplification of a complex and messy social and
natural reality.
The modern state promotes and harnesses scientific knowledge and an
impressive technology for the same purpose – and by doing so necessarily
reduces and suppresses the diversity of vernacular knowledge and customary practices. At the same time, the growth of scientific knowledge and its
technological applications impels the process of modernisation and empowers the state. The relationship between the development of the modern state and the growth of science and technology is recursive.
Along similar lines as Banuri and Apffel Marglin, Scott contrasts modern scientific knowledge with vernacular knowledge – what he prefers to
call practical knowledge or metis (from Greek language). While practical
knowledge is contextual, experience-based and born from practice, scientific knowledge is universalistic and “epistemic”, presumably true and
applicable in any context. Its universal and decontextualized nature is its
paramount virtue – but also, as Scott endeavours to show, sometimes its
curse.
Scientific knowledge has permitted unprecedented technological progress and the rise of the modern industrial society. However, when science and technology are harnessed on a massive scale for the political and
economic purposes of the state with little or no regard for other, vernacular forms of knowledge and local customary practices, problems are likely
to occur, as Banuri and Apffel Marglin pointed out above in the case of
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modern, scientific forestry. In Scott’s wording: when scientific knowledge
becomes “imperialistic”, it may derail. Scott’s book provides a number of
edifying examples of the pernicious consequences of science-based highmodernist imperialism.
The development vision of most Third World nations – the rationally
organised, technologically advanced, industrialised and urbanised modern
society – is today, in its essentials, remarkably similar around the world,
and commits nations and regimes across the entire political spectrum to a
common goal. The vision is promulgated through development and modernisation policies and programs, legislation and education. The “truth” of
this universal development vision is confirmed, as it were, by the fact that
it is supported by the global development community (including its main
players, the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, UNDP and others).
It is this vision Scott (1998) refers to as “modernism”. The modernist
regimes that conform to it include most modern-day industrial nations.
By the notion of “high modernism”, Scott means a radicalised version of
modernism. More specifically, he uses the concept as a gloss for the ideology that, beyond its commitment to the administrative ordering of nature
and society (making people and landscape legible), professes a strong,
“muscle-bound” faith in:
[…] scientific and technical progress, the expansion of production, the
growing satisfaction of human needs, the mastery of nature (including
human nature), and, above all, the rational design of social order commensurate with the scientific understanding of natural laws. (Scott 1998:4).

The high-modernist ideology, which have all the features of a cosmology
(or ontology) in the anthropological sense of the word: a “faith” that
borrows its legitimacy and superior authority from science and technology, is uncritically embraced by large portions of a population or society
(particularly the state authorities) and which informs and underpins institutionalised practice.
High modernism seems to develop and thrive in authoritarian states
that are “willing and able to use the full weight of [their] coercive power
to bring these high-modernist designs into being” (ibid: 5). In particular,
high modernist social engineering is likely to occur in situations where
civil society is weak or “prostrate” as a result of war, revolution or economic collapse and thus incapable of resisting the radical schemes of an
authoritarian state (ibid.).
Scott’s notion of “high modernism” is useful in bringing into focus the
logic of modern statecraft. The modern state “sees” and acts the way it
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does because its “cadastral vision” only permits it to see the world in a
particular way: state officials see the world through maps and statistical
data and other simplifying measures. The state, unable to see the details of
a complex reality, needs to focus its attention on those “variables” that are
most relevant to its purposes – population figures and cadastral maps (for
taxation purposes), forest inventories (for the purpose of increasing timber production and state revenue) and so forth. Less relevant details become, per force, ignored by the state. Thus, although the state’s ambitions
may well be benevolent, problems may arise simply because the state fails
to appreciate the subtler – but often important – facets of an infinitely
complex social and natural reality.
Scott here also introduces the related and complementary notion of the
“synoptic view” of the state. Besides a selective “cadastral vision”, the state
aspires to a “synoptic view” of its subjects and natural resources. Scott
compares this notion to the view that a forester establishes over a forest;
like the forester, the state needs a synoptic – panoramic – view of its domain to monitor and manage it.
In the Central Annamitic landscape of Vietnam, we can trace the
search for such a synoptic view to monitor people and forests back to the
French colonial regime in the late 19th century – this region was the last to
be mapped of all its colonial domains. However, the French never managed to accomplish this gigantic task, and it was the post-colonial communist state that completed the endeavour. Beginning with the Doi Moi
socio-economic renovation, and particularly after the completion of the
Ho Chi Minh highway, there has been an explosion of all kinds of “mapping” endeavours in the Central Annamites – and in the country at large.
This mapping effort does not only include “cartographic” maps – administrative, topographic, forest and land-use maps, and so on – but also
a massive effort of to collect detailed census data and poverty statistics.
However, all these official mapping activities suffer from the flaws of the
“cadastral vision” and “synoptic views” that Scott discusses. They register
and document what the state needs to know, not what there really is or
actually exists. As we shall see in Chapter 6 and 8, even the cartographic
maps tend to ignore much of the actual reality of the landscape; instead,
they reformulate reality to conform to the state’s vision of and plan for
people and nature.
The state, in other words, needs to radically simplify reality in order to
make it legible and to be able to control and manage it. But simplifications come with a cost. High-modernist state simplifications, writes Scott,
tend to “strip down reality to the bare bones” (Scott 1998: 303). His
book can be read as a catalogue of failed high-modernist development
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schemes – or as a series of moral tales about such utopian schemes gone
awry – that brought disaster on the people that suffered their consequences. His examples comprise the Soviet collectivization, the compulsory Ujamaa villagization campaign in Tanzania and others as well as a
critical discussion of industrial forestry and large-scale high-modernist
agricultural schemes. The moral of these tales, and the overall conclusion
of his book, is that schemes that ignore or repress practical knowledge are
doomed to failure and often end in tragedy.
Scott is careful to point out that high-modernism and development
schemes may not necessarily be pernicious. They become so only when
such schemes, usually underpinned by rational science, actively suppress
vernacular knowledge and practices. This is not to dethrone or vilify science, but to show that high modernist engineering of society and nature
have a number of limitations and intrinsic flaws which can lead to catastrophic failures. Scott also demonstrates that practical knowledge, when
not completely suppressed, may complement and make up for the limitations of epistemic knowledge.

Summing up
In this chapter we have reviewed some key elements of Vietnam’s post1975 ethnic minority- and development policies. To recapitulate: (1) a
massive and heavy-handed resettlement program aimed at relocating and
concentrating dispersed upland settlements into permanent villages near
roads and markets (which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 6);
(2) an equally determined effort to eliminate shifting cultivation and forest-based traditional resource-use practices – the backbone of the local
livelihood system – and replace them with industrial tree plantations and
market-oriented cash-crop production, and (3) a legal system encoded in
land- and forest laws that supports this transition by prohibiting shifting
cultivation and restricting access to vast areas of forest land by defining
them as conservation or production forest.
One conclusion we may draw from the above is that Vietnam’s postwar development policies have all the characteristics of high modernism: a
faith in technological fixes and rational production, and an aspiration to
the administrative ordering of nature and society – the “sweeping, rational
engineering of all aspects of social life in order to improve the human
condition” (Scott 1998: 88).
Empowered by the global development system, the Vietnamese state
has thoroughly embraced this high-modernist faith as manifested in: its
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resettlement and sedentarisation program serving as a means to simplifying the administration of indigenous communities – making them “legible” in Scott’s terms; in the policy of selective preservation of culture,
promoting certain elements of ethnic cultures while repressing others
according to the instrumental interests of the state; in the land and forest
legislation suppressing shifting cultivation; in the rural development policies promoting commercial production at the expense of traditional food
crops, and in the general premise and overall goal of the Vietnamese development strategy – poverty reduction through economic growth and
administrative reform. Viewed in the context of the high-modernist state
project as delineated by Scott, the indigenous predicament in Vietnam at
large and the Central Annamites in particular comes within analytical
grasp. Modern statecraft, says Scott, is largely a project of internal colonisation – of expanding and strengthening state control.
The relevance of Scott’s discussion of high-modernist development regimes for my topic is evident. Against modernist state simplifications
Scott posits the diversity and “illegibility” of local worlds (local systems of
land tenure and property rights, vernacular traditions of naming, measuring and counting) and local modes of knowing and relating to the world –
what he calls metis or practical knowledge. This experience-based, situated
and contextual knowledge which cannot be codified, which resists the
modernist mapping of reality and yet is essential for the working of any
society, including modern society, embodies for Scott the creative agency
which makes human life and sociality possible. His argument is that highmodernist development schemes inevitably fail, often with tragic consequences, because they ignore or repress the practical inventiveness and
contingent improvisations that every society needs for its functioning.
They fail because they “strip reality of its essentials” – the creative agency
of metis and the motivating and meaning-creating force of culture. Reality resists high-modernist simplifications.
I will use this analytical optic – to use Scott’s own metaphor – to make
sense of the encounter between indigenous swidden farmers and the state
in the Central Annamites. Instead of practical knowledge I use the notion
of indigenous (or local) knowledge to refer to the epistemological aspect
of the animist ontology (or cosmology) structuring the thought and action of the indigenous people – the Katuic groups – in focus here. This
autochthonous cosmology, which is also an ecology and moral economy,
I contrast with the high-modernist cosmology that underpins the current
development push into the uplands of the Central Annamites – a highmodernist venture that is radically transforming the entire social and natural landscape in the region.
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Picture 3.1: A resettled ethnic minority village in northern Vietnam. The picture
featured in an article entitled “Government seeks to stop ethnic nomads”
(VNA/VNS Photo Ngoc Ha; December 2013).
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4. History, Wars, Memories

Civilization:
Noun. An advanced stage or system of social development; 1. Those peoples of the world regarded as having this. 2. A people or nation (especially
of the past) regarded as an element of social evolution.

Civilize:
Transitive verb. To bring out of a barbarous or primitive stage of society
to a more developed one; to refine and educate.
(The Oxford Reference Dictionary, 1986.)

Civilizational fault lines
July 2009. A Vương commune centre, Tây Giang district, Quảng Nam
Province (Vietnam). The centre of A Vương commune is located on the
Ho Chi Minh Highway about 17 km from Prao town. The commune
office is a typical one-storey cement building, perhaps 20m long, flanked
by two smaller similar buildings. The whole commune centre looks like a
typical small Vietnamese rural school. Across the street (actually, the
highway), there are two shops, both managed by Kinh (majority Vietnamese). Here, the villagers can buy all the consumer goods that they
might be interested in; the shops have a wide assortment of goods, selling
everything from soft drinks to DVD players.
There is also a small eating-place next to the commune house which
every day serves a delicious bún-soup. It is also managed by a Kinh couple
from the lowlands. The clientele is exclusively made up of the cadres
working at the commune. All the staff at the commune except the chair-
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man are Katu.54 The cadres who sit and eat in large groups also drink a
surprising amount of bottled beers (but usually after work rather than at
lunch). My colleague cum interpreter wonders how they can afford it.
The shops at the commune also buy goods from the locals, mainly
products collected from the forest, but also products such as rice and cassava from their fields. These two shops are well situated; they cater products for all the ten villages which are administratively part of A Vương
commune: Except for the two shops in the commune centre, there is not
a single half-decent shop anywhere else in this commune. Villagers come
to these shops both to buy and to sell products, so the merchants of these
two establishments together have a virtual buyer’s monopoly on the local
produce: If the villagers don’t like the prices here they will be forced to go
all the way to Prao town – 17 km away – to find other potential buyers,
and the majority of the villagers don’t have motorcycles.
This is the problem for the groups of Katu women who continuously
come here carrying heavy backpacks laden with their products. Right
now, (July-August 2009) it seems to be the season for bamboo shoots.
But the shop-owner, expectedly, does not want to pay the price that the
locals think is appropriate.55 The group of women are visibly exhausted
from having already walked for several kilometres to reach the shop, not
counting the hard labour of collecting the bamboo shoots. In most cases –
as in this case – the locals end up selling their products at whatever price
they can get in the local shop. Occasionally, however, some just refuse or
continue walking 17km further to Prao along the burning hot Ho Chi
Minh Highway – the stark heat of the Highway contrasting sharply with
the cool shades which characterised the old trails connecting villages. (Although some of the cool trails still exist, they do not cut through the landscape as straight as does the Highway, and thus take considerably longer
to walk.)
I spend many days sitting in one of these shops drinking coffee. Usually, on these occasions, I am accompanied only by my colleague, Dr Loi
from Hanoi, as locals did not have the habit of sitting down and drinking
coffee. Virtually all the groups trying to sell goods to the shops are groups
of women, and they always come on foot. In fact, the only product I ever
see men trying to sell is wild honey. It seems that the gendered division of
selling the products follows the gendered division of the work itself;
women collect and harvest most non-timber forest products and agricultural products (rattan shoots and stems, fungi, corn, rice, cassava tubers,
54

In the district level administration the percentage of Katu is about 50%.
Which is usually a price that they have heard, by word of mouth, is the “going price”.
Sometimes this “false” price information is consciously disseminated by the shopkeepers.
55
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sugar cane) and so they also sell it. The men, on the other hand, would
hunt wild animals and collect wild honey from tall trees, and, accordingly,
these were the only products I see them trying to sell at the commune and
at the district. I did observe men attempting to sell the fresh meat of wild
pigs, occasionally, but wild animals will more often be put in a large sack
and transported on motorbikes directly to the “luxury restaurant” in the
district (more on this in later chapters).
Thus while the men would come on motorcycles to sell a small bottle
of honey, the women would come with large heavy back baskets of cassava on foot: I never saw a single Katu female villager on a motorcycle. As
long as these gendered divisions remain in Katu society, where trade in
agricultural products is a trend only decades old, the presumed benevolent
effect of the road – that it enables the locals to “conveniently sell their
products” is only true to a very small degree.
There are several villages near the commune centre. Only a short walking distance away we can find the villages of Aplo 1 and Aplo 2, and a
little further down the road, in the other direction, we find Xa’öi 1 and
Xa’öi 2.
Sitting in a house near the A Vương commune centre, only a few steps
away from the Ho Chi Minh Highway, I was very surprised when the
house-owner – the deputy chairman of Aplo 1 – told me that
… Over there, right where the commune stands right now, that place used
to be the most sacred and taboo forest of this entire area [the area of the
four villages now clustered near the commune centre].

The implications of this statement about the commune standing right in
the middle of the heart of the former sacred forest of the villages are indicative of the theme of this thesis. Here is a commune, staffed almost
exclusively by Katu, many of whom live very traditional lives when they
return home from their commune jobs. Yet their workplace, a cluster of
concrete and cement buildings overlooking a highway, stands right on top
of the land which their forefathers had told them was the most sacred and
taboo place of this entire landscape. This reflects the complex reality of
today’s Katu. Many are adhering to a traditional lifestyle (in many regards); yet, at the same time, no one appears to be questioning the radically new, governmental order of things – despite the new order often
contradicting the ancestral traditions. I had certainly not expected to hear
that the commune centre was located on one of the core spirit sites of A
Vương commune, and I think it was a mere coincidence that I learnt
about this.
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In many respects the Katu are strikingly traditional, considering how
much they have already been exposed to the influences of modernity.
Nonetheless, they have never openly revolted or even vented complaints
in an aggressive fashion about any of the many policies to which they have
been subjected since the end of the Second Indochina War. But the spiritual side effects of the resettlements, the road and dam constructions have
had such a pervasive impact on the human-environmental equation of the
Katu that it I sometimes felt as if I was witnessing a kind of postapocalyptic society. Spiritually and ecologically, this is almost a different
world from that of their forefathers. First there was the bloody apocalypse, brought on by the Americans, followed by a far slower, yet even
more deeply pervasive reversal of the ecological foundations of the landscape, brought on by the communists.
After having obtained from the commune’s chairman the necessary
permissions to stay in the nearby villages, I walk down the road from the
commune together with my colleague Dr Loi. We decide to try to find
some people to interview here (in Aplo 1) before heading back to Arek
village were we have made our night quarters (a few km away from the
highway). About 100m from the commune building and 10m from the
highway we come to the house belonging to the vice headman of Aplo 1.
The vice headman invites us to enter his house, a typical modern Katu
house, resembling in many ways a rural Kinh (ethnic Vietnamese) house
more than a traditional Katu house. The house has no pilings and is built
on a concrete foundation with plank walls. The roof is made of metal
sheets. Against the wall (the sacred space) is a large bureau made by
skilled itinerant Kinh carpenters with some sacred jars and an assortment
of other paraphernalia. A bed in the centre of the room is used as table/cum sitting place; but chairs are also provided. The vice headman goes
to invite some other elderly and knowledgeable people to join the discussion. The elders assembled happily accept cups of the soda pop we have
brought to the meeting. We then start interviewing them while the other
guests slowly, one by one, come trickling in.
To get the conversation going I ask some questions about the flora and
fauna in the surrounding forest, and about past and present hunting activities in the area. Among other things the headman mentions that “there
are crocodiles here”. The statement puzzles me since, according to science,
there are no crocodiles in this entire region. Having heard about such
“crocodiles” before, however, I know he is not talking about “real” crocodiles but about a kind of “spirit” crocodile; a creature which can kill people by merely gazing at them. They call it böyöa, and, as many Katu explained, it looks exactly like the “water dragons” that can be seen depicted
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on Chinese jars. Chinese jars, curiously, play a crucial part in Katu traditional culture despite the Katu having had, historically, only very limited
commercial ties with Kinh traders – and most likely never any direct connections with Chinese seafarers.56 The presence of these crocodiles, then,
in the Katu mental universe of today, serves as an indicator of the continued importance of their old spirit world.
During the conversation, I ask about the village history and about the
landscape in the surrounding area (and the areas surrounding the villages
where they were located in the past … for as we know, all villages have
moved and been moved by the government). Were there any forests (in
the past) where people were not allowed to go, not allowed to clear?
Were there places where people were not allowed to hunt? So the questions went.
The elders gathered were not by any means the oldest people in the village (the supreme elder, the takah tahal, for example, was not present)
but, from what I gathered after many meetings similar to this one, they
still represented a generation born too early – in an indigenous cosmos –
to be ever able to think entirely like Vietnamese (or westerners). They
were all between 50 and 75 years old. Many of them had official functions
in the village such as “chairman of the veterans’ association” etc. Several of
them had previously worked for the commune or even the district.
I was told a number of stories by this group about this part of the
landscape. In the past, as opposed to today, the villages which were now
concentrated near the commune centre had been located at some distance
away from each other. Nonetheless, the commune centre had represented
the centre of the territories of a number of pre-war villages. The sacred
area – now lost – thus appeared once to have been not only a religious,
but also an ecological epicentre for several villages. It was, however, perhaps most strongly associated with the now “disappeared” village of
Gagyiir.57 Before the War, I was told, the area where the commune now
56
Despite their mountainous, relatively isolated lifestyle and their traditionally subsistenceoriented agriculture, the Katu have, for centuries, used imported Chinese jars as an integral
component of their ritual life: The jars are used for paying bride-prices and, when placed
towards the ritual side of the houses, become the abode of the House Spirit. Similar jars are
found among many upland Mon-Khmer groups, but the Katu preference for Chinese jars
mark them apart from most of the other groups. The jars, together with gongs and buffaloes
were in the past the most important forms of prestige goods. Not all dragons on Chinese
jars are alike; there are several varieties, distinguished by small details in physiognomy. Only
one of these kinds of dragons is associated with böyöa. The Katu have also seen crocodiles on
TV, and regard those crocodiles also as böyöa (hence the usage of the Vietnamese word
“crocodile” [“cá sấu”]).
57
The village of Gagyiir “disappeared” during the Second Indochina War, presumably
because the village had been loyal to a non-communist military base set up nearby, but some
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stands, and the low hills surrounding it, had a large amount of massive
old kien (ironwood) trees. The area had been considered the abode of
powerful spirits and the villagers had not dared to come here to pursue
agriculture or even to hunt. Thus, ecologically speaking, for all practical
purposes, the commune centre was thoroughly “protected”. All that had
changed during the War and after the War. The very fact that the commune centre was now located here constituted a violent rupture of the old
sacred landscape’s structure. The power of the formerly feared places was
now broken.
When the War broke out, the area was sprayed by American defoliants
(Agent Orange etc.), and the poison “destroyed” most of the kien trees.
The trees still stood after having been sprayed by the defoliants, but now
appeared dry and dead. Some villagers (I am not sure whether locals or
immigrants) then decided to cut them down to clear new swidden cultivations. When it was observed that the spirits did not punish them for that
transgression, it was seen as a confirmation that the spirits of the area –
somehow strongly associated with the large trees – had indeed abandoned
the place (or “died”). The reason why some Katu had decided to clear the
area was that the government had clustered so many of the surrounding
villages, previously widely distributed, into an area smaller than a square
km, and encouraged those villages to carry out their agriculture in the
vicinity of their new villages. (This is consistent with the government’s
gradual approach to the abolishment of shifting cultivation in this area; at
first attempting to “stabilise” both the village settlements, and the area
used for agriculture into a compressed zone – close to the road and to the
new villages.)
But the bombs and defoliants of the Americans had not come alone. In
fact the reason that the Americans spread defoliants and dropped bombs
here is likely to be connected with the fact that the Vietnam People’s
Army (henceforth VPA)58 had carved out trails in the area. Indeed, even
before the People’s Army arrived, the French had made rudimentary roads
here. After the end of the War, the road construction endeavour of the
GOV (Government of Vietnam) again picked up pace. It was at that
point that the ground around the new commune centre was cleared and
its buildings were raised. This construction process, naturally, also had a
major impact on the local ecology and on the spirits of the area, not to
of the descendants of Gagyiir’s lineages continue to live in the villages now clustered around
the commune centre.
58
Quân Đội Nhân Dân Việt Nam. Often referred to also as the North Vietnamese Army
(NVA). Terms referring to the “North” and “South” are inaccurate as both the belligerent
Vietnamese parties saw themselves as the legitimate political authorities of all of Vietnam.
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mention the many annoyances which would have been caused to the spirits by the thousands of Vietnamese soldiers who would had passed
through the area during the War, setting up temporary or semipermanent bases in the area, speaking loudly (something the local groups
explained would anger the spirits) and even urinating and defecating in
areas which the locals would have considered forbidden. In many instances, no doubt, the People’s Army would not even be aware of the
spiritual significance of the places they were desecrating. The construction
of the new Ho Chi Minh Highway (completed here in about 2004) was
thus just the latest stage in a very long process of transformation and reconfiguration of the local landscape.59
Some Katu lineages originating from faraway Katu villages were also
resettled to the A Vương area by the government, but it should be noted
that A Vương commune received few such external migrants in comparison with many other Katu districts. As a general rule, however, resettled
Katu communities, although often made aware of local taboos by autochthonous groups, tended to be less respectful of such places than the autochthones themselves. This pattern can be observed across the contemporary landscape of the Katu in Vietnam; communities which have been
moved away from their ancestral areas simply lack an established relationship, passed down for generations, with the spirit entities of the new landscapes, and thus do not feel bound by whatever taboos the autochthonous
communities might have adhered to. Among the Katu, as among many of
Central Annamites indigenous groups, a taboo applies most strictly to
those who originate from the local area, to “those who know” (who know
“the stories of the area”; the reasons for the taboo etc.).60 Furthermore,
immigrated/resettled communities would also be more hard-pressed to
find (new) appropriate shifting cultivation land for themselves. On top of
this, in order to find short-term solutions for problems of land access,
commune and district officials would generally downplay the role of spirits – thus supporting immigrants who would carve out fields from such
“sacred” areas. (This description of GOV policy pertains to the period
when resettlement was most intensive, in the late1970s and 1980s.)61
59
This is, rather surprisingly, pretty much an untold story all across the Vietnamese (and
Laotian) highlands: you will never find a Vietnamese account of the war that mentions or
even considers ecological damage (or spiritual damage) caused by the southward advance of
the North Vietnamese army during this period.
60
Among the Katu, there is a great deal of generosity as concerns land, but when an area
becomes “too crowded”, as was the case with many of these “composite” villages close to the
HCM Highway, people become increasingly protective of their own village fallows.
61
It would appear that the ratio of Kinh to Katu officials was higher in past decades than it
is today, at least at the district level.
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Returning to the story about the sacred area of the A Vương commune centre, we thus see how the incentive to “test” if the hills adjacent
to the commune could be cleared and cut down and made into fields was
partly the result of Second Indochina War, which had destroyed the trees
of the area, as well as due to the government’s “fixed settlement and cultivation” policy. But why had the forests around the commune been sacred
in the first place? I will attempt to illuminate this question by citing one
of the stories I was told during the course of my fieldwork. This story,
about the Tamm Masoi area (also called Klung Masoi) – the commune
area – may serve as an example representing an entire genre of very similar
“taboo” stories:
The story of Tamm Masoi
There were once two young girls. When the family of the girls was staying
in their field house (nha djuong) the two young girls caught a frog, killed
it, and started playing with it. They took a thread and tied its legs in the
same way that people [Katu] tie the arms and legs of a dead person when
they prepare the body for burial.
After that, there was suddenly a strong rain and a storm so the two daughters ran back to the house. But the parents already knew what had happened and did not open to let their children inside; they knew that if they
let their daughters inside, the spirit(s) would kill the whole village. Then
there was a kind of earthquake and the two daughters got stuck in the
ground and died there. The place where they were stuck in the ground is
where the commune buildings stand now. The people believed that Abhuy
Katiec (Earth/Land Spirit) was very angry and had called upon Pleng (Sky
Spirit).
Before the commune was built [before Liberation and the changes we have
mentioned took place] there were many big trees there, so big that a group
of people had to stand in a ring to circle each trunk. There were “tra”,
“doi”, “tao”, “sen”62 and “kien” trees there. But nobody dared to cut any of
those trees. But during the war the Americans dropped poison on the area.
The road was built here in 1967–68. Step by step, people started to cut
down the trees. The [sacred] area was totally destroyed. The two girls were
about ten years old when they died there. This story happened a long, long
time ago. We still consider that kind of frog taboo (dieng) to catch. That
frog is called adu and it lives under the mud and lays its eggs in the sand.

62
All of these names are in Vietnamese (the story teller having attempted to translate the
Katu tree names to Vietnamese, but the names were not recognised by my interpreter.
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It will prove useful to trace briefly the history of the Katu in the study
area, beginning from the days of French colonialism and through the
disastrous period of the Second Indochina War. I shall argue that the war
period, in particular, appears to have marked a watershed, which was
simultaneously both socio-cultural and environmental. The First Indochina War is typically referred to as the French War and the Second Indochina War is referred to in Vietnam as the American War. However, since
the first of these wars ended in 1954 and the second (from a Vietnamese
point of view) began in 1955, the two wars are often regarded as a single,
long struggle, often called “The Struggle for National Liberation”. Of the
two tremendous conflicts, only the second appears to have truly affected
the Katuic groups.
The focus in this chapter will be on the effects of this tumultuous period on the Katu of Quảng Nam. I shall portray this period from several
different perspectives, as remembered by the different actors and “factions” involved: from the point of view of a French officer who was instrumental in the pacification of the Katu people and territory at the
height of French dominion in the region (in the late 1930s); from the
viewpoint of a prominent local Katu leader and ex-chairman of the of the
revolutionary government in Tây Giang district (in recent times); and
from the viewpoint of a revolutionary Kinh cadre who operated in the
region during the period of the French demise and the onset of the
American War.
On the basis of little publicized documents I will highlight aspects of
the relationship between the Katu and the powers that impinge on them –
the French colonial regime, the VPA/communist state and the Americansupported South Vietnamese regime – which contributed to the outcome
of the wars and laid the basis for the present socio-political, cultural and
natural landscape in the central Trường Sơn Mountains (the Central Annamites63). Sometimes – poetically – these mountains are referred to in
Vietnamese as the “Landscape of Fire and Blood” because it was in this
landscape of deep forests and steep valleys and high hills, just to the south
of the “demilitarized zone” and close to the Laotian border, that some of
the fiercest and most decisive battles between the communist forces of the
North and the combined forces of the American and South-Vietnamese
armies were fought. The area was of huge strategic significance to the
outcome of the war, as the supply trails of the Northern Army (VPA)
passed through this area. The U.S. did not have congressional authorisa63
The Vietnamese do not particularly like this label, as Annam is seen as a French colonial
term. Yet, the term is useful since these mountains transcend the borders of several countries
(and are thus named differently in both Laos and Cambodia).
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tion to pursue the war outside of Vietnamese soil, and the People’s Army
exploited this by mainly creating supply trails on the Laotian side of the
mountains. Nonetheless, as the confidence of the Socialist Republic grew,
their army did engage the U.S. in a series of conventional, large-scale
battles in this area, inside the borders of (“South”) Vietnam.

Colonial pacification: the mission of Le Pichon
We shall begin by presenting a testimony of the Katu people and their
landscape from 1937-38. Le Pichon’s Les Chasseurs de Sang (1938) is the
earliest detailed description of the Katu. The period during which Le
Pichon was stationed among the Katu is a period of relative calm, which
preceded the more turbulent period of the Japanese Invasion of Indochina
(1941) and the First Indochina War, between Ho Chi Minh’s forces and
the French. Nonetheless, the period during which Le Pichon wrote his
account was hardly an uneventful period; an earlier French push towards
the Vietnamese mountainous hinterland, in the first two decades of the
20th century, had been met with violent rebellion by the indigenous uplanders (cf. Salemink 2003a).
Jean Le Pichon, a French “chef de la garde indigène”, visited the Katu
in 1937–38 with the explicit mission to “pacify” them. Prior to Le
Pichon’s arrival, the peoples of the Central Annamites had not submitted
– in any way – either to French colonial authorities, or to the Vietnamese
Emperors in Hué. Sogny had led an armed exploratory expedition into
the area in 1910, but whatever small gains had been made by that expedition had subsequently been lost. This area, and the area on the Laotian
side inhabited by Katuic groups was thus, literally, a “blank spot” on the
French colonial map (possibly the last in all of Indochina), referred to as
“The Hinterland”.
Curiously, despite Le Pichon being, in fact, a farm supervisor turned
soldier, his Chasseurs de Sang – “The Blood Hunters” is a very detailed and
perceptive ethnographic account of the Katu (cf. Hickey 1993, Ch. 4).
The total lack of accurate Vietnamese accounts about the indigenous
groups living in the interior is perhaps indicative of the Vietnamese attitude towards the mountains prior to the communist era: The Annamite
Mountains were simply dark, inhospitable and dangerous places inhabited
by savages whose nature bordered on that of animality. Notwithstanding
this prevailing Vietnamese attitude, however, Le Pichon could probably
not have achieved his penetration of the area without the help of a very
particular brand of Vietnamese traders – the cac lai (the “frontier traders”
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of the Kinh cultural world), as well as the knowledge of the indigenous
Sedang riflemen (from the Central Highlands) who also accompanied
him.
Le Pichon’s advances in the Katuic hinterland was characterised by him
receiving “acts of submission” by a great number of local Katu chiefs and
the construction of a number of small forts in the “pacified” territory (the
French called these “[des] blockhaus”). During this period (the 1930s),
with great difficulty, the French also completed Route 14, which passed
from the coastal city of Đà Nẵng (then Tourane) to Kontum (Central
Highlands, to the south). To build these roads the French had had to use
corvée labour from the local groups, with the result that some of the
groups began violently attacking the officers and engineers engaged in the
road construction. Some of the local groups, but certainly not all, had also
been obliged to pay, for the first time, the colonial head tax. Although
taxes had existed before the French colonial presence, the reach of the
(pre-French) Vietnamese emperors in Hué had not extended up into the
mountains. Instead, the Viet emperors, and their mandarins (up until Le
Pichon, in fact) had only been able to collect revenue from the hinterland
communities by placing fees on indigenous individuals who wished to
trade at any of the markets established along the Vu Gia River.
Le Pichon’s account is intriguing on many levels. Le Pichon is neither
overbearing nor judgmental towards the Katu; on the contrary, he comes
across rather as a romantic:
I had never imagined, when I was put in charge of the Ben Hien station,
that there could exist in Annam [the colonial name for central Vietnam], a
few kilometres away from the Mandarin Road, an immense unknown region, inhabited by savages in strange costumes; more savage even than the
peoples who inhabited my dreams as a child. Oh, Mayne Reid and [Fenimore] Cooper! (Les Chasseurs de Sang 1938: 359, my translation)

Perhaps this romantic disposition was a personal characteristic of Le
Pichon, or perhaps it can be related to a mentality characteristic of the
end-days of the French colonial empire (cf. Salemink 2003a): As French
colonial territories began crumbling under the pressures of nationalist
movements of ethnic majority groups, French colonial officials began
looking at the indigenous groups living in their colonial domains as “allies” on more equal terms than before. Naturally, indigenous groups had
been utilised in many ways within the colonial system; but this new way
of viewing them entailed a paradigm shift of sorts. They were no longer
seen as just proxies or mercenary forces: It was thought that despite all his
fearful characteristics, the “noble savage” could perhaps be the salvation
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against the brewing communist-nationalist movements (cf. Salemink
2003a).
From what we can learn from Les Chasseurs de Sang, Le Pichon does
not view his mission as that of “civilising” the Katu. Following the usage
of the time, he certainly refers to the Katu by the term savages. But such
was the norm and anything else would have been highly unusual. After
all, the Katu which he was sent to “pacify” were notorious for their custom of “blood hunting”: Small Katu groups would carry out seasonal
raids to kill other humans, sometimes targeting vulnerable and poor lowlanders (Kinh) trying to make a living on the plantations at the frontier
zone between the Vietnamese civilisation and vast and unknown savage
world beyond. Le Pichon describes these blood hunts in some detail (see
below). Yet, clearly, Le Pichon does not scorn the Katu, he simply views
the pacification as a necessity: The periodic incursions by the Katu were at
the time causing panic among some of the lowland communities and
disrupting the construction of Road 14. From the point of view of the
colonial administration, something obviously had to be done.
The territory which the Le Pichon was tasked to pacify coincides quite
well with my core study area: The areas Le Pichon believed that he had
pacified were primarily located in what is now Đông Giang and Tây
Giang district (Quảng Nam). I thus traversed many of the same landscapes – and even visited many of the same villages – as did once Le
Pichon. Of course, nowadays, this landscape has already been dramatically transformed. During Le Pichon’s time, his base lay outside this area
(at Ben Hien), and the area itself contained not a single “civilised” outpost
(except the small military outposts he himself attempted to create). Now,
however, both the Tây Giang district centre and the Đông Giang district
centre are located inside this territory – and both the centres are rapidly
growing into small towns.
Le Pichon describes the then roadless landscape of Quảng Nam:
The relief of this region is extremely shattered; a chaos of mountains
dominated by high peaks such as that of the Atawat and the Tal Hi,
through which rivers attempt to force their way, sliding swiftly along the
rocky beds […] (Le Pichon 1938: 361-2, my translation64)

The landscape described by Le Pichon is strikingly different in many ways
from the landscape as it stands today. Travelling through this part of
Vietnam today, it is very tempting to assume that many of the patterns of
settlement, travel and communication that we see today would have been
64

It is hard to do justice here to Le Pichon’s poetic style.
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the same in the past. For example, if one travels along the road from Đà
Nẵng to Prao – seeing only flat plains and wet-rice paddies along the
entire stretch of the road, and countless villages along the road – one
might assume that there were villages in this area in the past as well, and
that there might perhaps have been routes of communication along what
is now the road. But this does not appear to have been the case. Instead,
all the villages now located in these flat areas were previously located
higher up in the mountains (both to the north and south of this road),
thus leaving the rather extensive flat parts of the landscape virtually uninhabited in the pre-war period. Likewise, the layout of the Ho Chi Minh
Highway today, which follows the A Vương valley, and the many villages
which are now located along the road-valley vector, would suggest that
villages were located along the rivers and valleys in the past – but they
were not.
Instead, the landscape visited by Le Pichon was configured according
to a completely different logical order, with virtually all villages located
higher up on the hills, away from the valleys. The landscape was roadless,
and the A Vương was not – and could not be – used for communication
(because of its many rapids). Trails only existed between small clusters of
villages whose populations were on very friendly terms with each other
(and even these trails would be hard to walk by non-Katu standards due
to the extremely hilly nature of this landscape). Between these clusters of
friendly villages (which were spaced generously apart from each other
despite being “allies”) and villages further away there were often no trails
at all. In many places, the small rocky, fairly shallow streams would be
used as “trails”.
Le Pichon’s work in Quảng Nam was closely associated with the construction – precisely during that time – of the colonial Route 14 (between
Kontum and Danang). Just as the Ho Chi Minh Highway today (2000–
2004) has been the centrepiece of the last two decades of development in
these areas, this Route 14 was the centrepiece of the French development
policies of the colonial period. Le Pichon’s overtly romantic attitude was
probably rather exceptional; most officials probably did not share such an
outlook on the natives. Instead, they saw themselves as, first and foremost, bringers of civilisation and as developers. Le Pichon mentions, for
example, how the colonial authorities of Quảng Nam engaged in various
“aid projects” – among them a large irrigation project to improve the local
rice fields (Le Pichon 2009: 70-71).
Indeed, Le Pichon’s mission was intimately tied to the plan to implement infrastructural development in “The Hinterland”. The master project of Route 14 was a major endeavour that required the involvement of
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the Geographic Service which in turn needed to carry out a comprehensive exploration of the territory at hand. This also led to a review of the
problem of Katu attacks on lowlanders:
All this led to the resurfacing of the question of the security problem
which resulted from the incursions that the moi [savages] had, for generations, carried out at the outskirts of the Annamite domains and which annually resulted in several cases of pillaging and murder. This moi population, which was designated by the name Katu, occupied the region referred
to as the Ataoat, stretching from the upper confluence of the Song Cai and
Laos, covering about 5000 km2 of unexplored mountains and valleys.
Equally unknown were the peoples who inhabited this area [...] only a single post of the Garde Indochinoise existed. It had had the duty of “containing the damage” in a defensive manner and did not exert much influence beyond the Vietnamese zone. (Le Pichon 2009: 53, my translation)

Le Pichon’s first assignment as an officer of the Garde Indochinoise in
Quảng Nam was thus to establish and fortify a new post, that of Ben
Hien, somewhat deeper within Katu territory. Up until then, the An
Diệm post was the furthermost properly established post (located just
outside the Katu territory). The French authorities were hoping that by
setting up a fort inside the Katu territory they would be able to exert
more control over the indigenous population.65 From the viewpoint of
the Vietnamese emperors, it appears that this “Hinterland” was considered part of their dominion, but, as mentioned, they had never been able
to actually exert any rule over this area.66 Not even the tough cac lai – the
Vietnamese frontier traders – ventured far beyond the An Diệm military
post.
However, within the span of only a few years Jean Le Pichon would rise
very rapidly through the colonial ranks and end up as a commander of the
Garde Indochinoise in 1947. The main reason for his rapid career progress,
however, would be the two years (1937–38) which he spent stationed
among the Katu. He would be given credit for having “pacified” one of the
most dangerous territories within the entirety of French Indochina – a
territory covering over 5000 km2 – in a very short period of time. He
65

Both the mandarin administration and the French typically referred to these indigenous
groups as moi (“savages”). The communists would be the first to question (and abolish) this
term of reference for upland groups.
66
Nominally, the Katu areas in Quảng Nam (what is today Tây Giang, Đông Giang and
Nam Giang) had long been part of the Vietnamese Empire ruled from Hué. In some sense
the claim may be seen as “historically valid”, since the Vietnamese emperors had subjugated
the Cham kingdoms whose influence, at some point in history, may have stretched all the
way to the current border with Laos.
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would be the first to establish some form of administrative rule over the
Katu living there and of mapping the area (together with his colleagues
from the Geographic Service).
Most of all, however, Le Pichon probably gained notoriety in the colonial administration because of the publication, in 1938, of his account
about the Katu and his work among them (The Blood Hunters [Les Chasseurs de Sang]).67 In this account, Le Pichon writes about how he befriended the Katu communities, using a single Katu chief as his gobetween and intermediary – chief Go of Bolo. He also claims that the
Katu liked him and showed him great respect. In the same account, although he attributes some form of “nobility” to the Katu, he nonetheless
portrays them as aggressive, warlike savages. This, of course, was to be
expected at the time, when the term moi (savage) was not considered a
controversial term of reference either by the French scholars or by the
mandarin (Vietnamese) intelligentsia.
But Les Chasseurs de Sang was written when Le Pichon was young. In
2009, another text by Le Pichon appeared (posthumously) under the title
Récits et lettres d’Indochine et du Vietnam 1927-1957. The book is a collection of introspective memoirs, letters and diary entries by Le Pichon,
many written later in life. Although Le Pichon stayed in Indochina for
over 30 years, the events from the two years he spent among the Katu
cover a full third or so of the entire book). Here, in texts written retrospectively by an older Le Pichon, the "blood hunts" – which were emphasised so strongly in the account Le Pichon wrote in his youth – are hardly
mentioned at all. Instead, the older Le Pichon appears to want to present
a more accurate and balanced picture of the Katu. The posthumous memoir provides many of the fragments missing in the original account from
1938. Most of all, Le Pichon, appears to be aware of the deep and painful
marks that history would subsequently inflict on the Katu after he left
them, and to feel remorse about the role he might have played in that
drama.
As mentioned, Récits et lettres, however, also provides us with many of
the fragments that were missing in Chasseurs. In particular, Le Pichon’s
day-to-day work among the Katu is far more exhaustively described: We
get a far clearer picture of the events that actually took place and how the
so-called “pacification” was actually made possible. In both the “new” and
67
This account, being an attempt to give an ethnographic portrayal of the Katu, would not
only add to his notoriety for having so efficiently pacified these aggressive tribesmen (sic.),
but also lent him fame among the ranks of the colonial scholars: The account was published
in Bulletin Amis du Vieux Hué, one of the prestigious scholarly journals in Indochina at the
time. As its title implies, there was a heavy emphasis on the Katu custom of “blood hunting”.
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the “old” texts, however, equal emphasis is accorded to the importance of
the friendship between Le Pichon and Chief Go:
That was how I made contact with Go who would attach himself to me
with a surprising friendship that would end only a few months later with
his tragic death. He was a seductively vivid character, but at the same time
disconcerting and difficult to grasp. A young man, only about 25, of medium stature but well proportioned, his elegant manners and strange visage were striking, as was also his fashionable [savant] hairstyle […] (Le
Pichon 2009: 60)

The fact that Le Pichon so vividly describes Chief Go in both accounts
should be considered in the light of the fact that the two men only
worked together for a few months before Chief go met his untimely and
unexpected death – at the hands of an enemy sorcerer who put a murderous spell on him. Chief Go dies suddenly, after having come back and told
his predicament to Le Pichon. There is nothing Le Pichon can do to console him, Chief Go dies in sadness. In fact, the mere arrangement of a
meeting with a Katu chief (such as Chief Go), the first step in Le Pichon’s
pacification plan, was far from a self-evident one: Le Pichon had to repeatedly petition his friend, the cac lai Dinh Mai, for the latter to attempt
to arrange this meeting. The cac lai were the Kinh frontier traders, the
only Kinh which had any true knowledge of the Katu. Dinh Mai feared
that they might be ambushed and killed. He suspected that Chief Go had
somehow been involved in an earlier attack, four months earlier, on a
column of the French Geographic Sevice (headed by Lieutenant Seigliere).
In Le Pichon’s own interpretation, the entire sequence of events – and the
eventual “submission” of the Katu – was set in motion following upon Le
Pichon’s first meeting with Chief Go. Le Pichon only narrates a few cryptic lines, perhaps highly significant, from this first meeting with the Katu
chief:
LP: Why [do you conduct] these expeditions to kill Kinh people?
Go: Would you allow a termite stack inside your house?
(Le Pichon 2009: 60)

After the two men have parleyed for a while, Chief Go then tells Le
Pichon:
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You talk to me as a friend and you invite me to your post, tomorrow you
will find me with a pick digging your road.
(ibid. 62)

But who was this Chief Go and why had he decided to help Le Pichon? It
was a Kinh cac lai trader who had arranged the meeting between the two,
but the trader himself feared that Le Pichon would be ambushed and
killed by the Katu (as they done with another Frenchman not long before). In Les Chasseurs de Sang, Chief Go is portrayed as a martial man – a
great warrior – who uses his martial prowess to subdue dozens of Katu
villages and “give” them to Le Pichon. But the account does not really
explain why Chief Go did all the things that he did for Le Pichon.
By contrast, Récits et Lettres actually gives a radically different – and far
more detailed – picture of the pacification process. Rather than being
subjugated by force by Chief Go and Le Pichon, it appears that the villages submit to Le Pichon through a completely bloodless process entirely
orchestrated by Chief Go. Chief Go, then, “delivers” the villages to Le
Pichon through parley rather than violence.68 All the villages which Chief
Go delivers come to Le Pichon peacefully.
The entire sector north of Ben Hien, between Chalang and Bana, had then
subdued. To be more precise; almost all the villages had performed the act of
submission. (Le Pichon 2009, my italics)

The remarkable success, made possible by Go, made Le Pichon feel that
the pair of them could pacify all Katu. However, despite Chief Go’s apparent zeal at conquering the Katu for Le Pichon, he actually only received a very modest salary from Le Pichon, nor did he seek any power
whatsoever for himself.69 Eventually, Le Pichon offered Chief Go to become the “supreme chief” of all the Katu of the three conquered cantons
68
Although Chief Go is helping Le Pichon, in the later account, he actually comes across as
an individual following his own agenda. What was Chief Go's motivation for working together with Le Pichon? That we will never know, but there are indications that he simply
had a premonition that his people needed to approach the "outside world" – that it could not
just passively observe while so many changes were taking place in the outside world. As Le
Pichon's account also hints, the Katu groups who submitted to him also appeared to have
their own longstanding enemies (particularly in Laos).
69
In essence, he makes the meeting of minds possible – the meeting between Le Pichon and
the Katu – by instructing Le Pichon about how to approach the Katu in a Katu way. Nor did
he ever act as if he considered himself an "employee" of Le Pichon: Chief Go came and went
as he pleased and never followed any specific orders from Le Pichon. Nonetheless, Chief Go
made many suggestions to Le Pichon about how to go about effecting the “pacification
plan”.
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(Le Pichon felt that he needed to appoint an overall leader for these
communities – a Katu king, as it were). But, Chief Go refused flatly; he
was not interested in becoming the leader of the Katu.
No. I want to travel, to see the world ... from the mountains of Bana one
can see the sea and big ships, and I have never been there. I want to go on
those boats and leave... (Le Pichon 2009: 75)

Chief Go, instead, suggested that the chief of Chalang village should become the Supreme Chief.70 Not long after, as we know, Chief Go suddenly fell ill and died; he was only 25. Significantly, Chief Go died before
Le Pichon had had a chance to mount an expedition into the pacified
territory (only three months after the first meeting between the two).
When Le Pichon began to survey the pacified domains, everything went
fine within the boundaries established by the late Chief Go. However, as
soon as Le Pichon attempted to subdue other villages – which had not
been contacted by Chief Go – violent conflicts arise. No pacification, Recits et lettres lets us understand, would have been possible without Chief
Go.
For example, when Le Pichon finally sets out exploring “his” domains,
he first visits Apat village. He has been informed that Apat village in fact
lies behind an earlier attack on a Geographic Survey team and is responsible for the death of its leader, Mr Seigliere. Nevertheless, when Le Pichon
goes to Apat to punish it – the villagers of Apat neither attempt to go into
hiding nor to ambush Le Pichon. It becomes clear that Chief Go had
already conducted discussions with Apat. As such, instead of attacking Le
Pichon, the village’s chief asks Le Pichon to punish him as he sees fit. The
chief of Apat also explains the circumstances behind the killing of Seigliere; they had been misled by a sorcerer to do so. In order to establish a
good relationship with not only Apat village, but all the villages in the
three cantons, Le Pichon asks Apat to simply pay a fine in the form of
corvée labour at his Ben Hien station. Apat accepts.
Le Pichon then continues his expedition to the village of Samo, the
place where Go had told him he would find the “King of the Katu”, but
the chief of Samo tells him that the man Le Pichon is looking for is not
him (i.e., the village chief) but another man, a man who lives further up
the mountains, and who is thenceforth referred to as “The Elder of the
70
Under the guidance of Chief Go, the apparent submission of the Katu came freely and
without neither coercion nor violence. Of course, there is no reason to assume that the Katu
considered that they were “submitting” themselves because, following Go’s arrangements,
the exchange between the Katu and the French was mutually beneficial to both parties: The
Katu had always traded with the lowlanders.
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Mountain” – it is this “Elder of the Mountain”, then, who is the man Le
Pichon should make his “Chief of all Katu”.
Unlike several French expeditions which had attempted to travel
through Katu territory before Le Pichon, Le Pichon’s expedition is not
met with any violence whatsoever. Despite the absence of violence, however, Le Pichon has the distinct impression that several villages are consciously avoiding contact with his expedition; as if they are awaiting the
outcome of his meeting with the “Elder of the Mountain”. Although the
expedition comes across many seemingly abandoned settlements on its
way to the “Elder”, they always encounter a few individuals who have
clearly stayed behind to show the party the proper direction to their destination. It is evident that the “Elder of the Mountain” is expecting him and
has been awaiting his visit. Finally, Le Pichon arrives to the “Elder’s”
village – which appears to be some sort of warrior outpost:
Here at last was the “Old Man of the Mountain”. He had waited until I
had settled down before coming to greet me. It was an elder of fragile appearance, virtually naked, carrying around his waist nothing but a simple
loincloth of cotton. His head was finely chiselled and ascetic-looking [...].
The conversation is engaged slowly, prudently. The elder is very attentive
and also asks me to explain my questions more precisely, but his answers
are always clear. His village comprises five hamlets, and about fifty men
who are all warriors... (Le Pichon 2009: 84)

Le Pichon asks the Elder why all of his men are warriors whereupon the
Elder of the Mountain replies that “if they were not warriors then there
would be no Samo village”. It is my impression, based on Le Pichon’s
account that the Elder of the Mountain’s settlement represented some sort
of front, a defensive settlement at the border with hostile territories: Some
time after Le Pichon’s arrival to the settlement, the Old Man explains that
he has been fighting with certain villages in Laos, but that he does not
want to go into detail.
Before making the formal peace ritual with Le Pichon, the Elder of the
Mountain carries out a series of meticulous divinations – to know if the
spirits agree with the alliance. Fortunately, the spirits appear to agree.
Of course, here too, we may understand that Chief Go’s parleys had
long preceded Le Pichon’s arrival. The Old Man of the Mountain welcomes and courteously greets Le Pichon and his expedition. Le Pichon,
on the other hand, has prepared suitable gifts which he offers in return.
Then Le Pichon formally explains his errand (somehow): Would the
Elder be prepared to “submit” himself? Would he be prepared to take
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responsibility for all the three cantons etc.? The Elder explains what he
considers acceptable terms, he explains that he does not want his villagers
to be forced to do labour duty far away but that he will willingly construct
a fort for Le Pichon in Samo. Furthermore, the Elder adds, he will supply
a group of warriors to accompany Le Pichon on his continued journey
and even includes his son as a member in the retinue he offers (Le Pichon
2009: 85-86).
But the Elder of the Mountain also warns Le Pichon that he cannot in
any way guarantee Le Pichon’s safety if Le Pichon chooses to travel further towards Laos (including towards the Katu of the Bung river source).
He is, however, able to guarantee the safety of Le Pichon in all the three
submitted cantons (roughly all of today’s Tây Giang and Đông Giang
district) (except the Bung area).71
Le Pichon’s “kingdom” was not meant to last. His rare efficiency,
however, means that he is rapidly elevated to more important positions
and that he is therefore transferred to more important provinces. Not
soon after, in 1941, the French colony is invaded and taken over by Japan. From 1941 up until the Japanese surrender in World War II, most
French soldiers and officials were withdrawn from whatever missions they
were engaged in, and thus Le Pichon’s work among the Katu ends.
After the Japanese surrender, in 1945, Ho Chi Minh’s guerrillas proclaim Vietnamese independence from France. It takes up until 1946 before the French gather sufficient strength to again attempt to reclaim their
former colony, and thus begins the Franco-Vietnamese War (the First
Indochina War). The war, one of the first significant wars between a colonial power and “nationalist insurgents” evolves into a tremendously
bloody affair, were many of the techniques later employed in a number of
“counterinsurgency” wars are first developed. Significantly, however, the
war is fought almost exclusively in the north and in certain coastal areas –
it never really reaches the Central Annamites (Trường Sơn) or the Central
Highlands. Effectively, France thus never reclaimed those territories after
the brief Japanese invasion.72
The final period of Le Pichon’s contact with the Katu is thus not mentioned in Chasseurs de Sang (which precedes the Japanese invasion) but is
71
The Old Man “rules” only by virtue of his relationships and good standing with the other
villages. As the text indicates, moreover, the Old Man of the Mountain had already called a
meeting with most of the allied villages – in the entire region – before Le Pichon's arrival.
The deal is sealed with buffalo sacrifices and at the feast Le Pichon is offered to eat the raw
heart of the buffalo – a great honour (we are told).
72
Most of the regions which were “liberated” (typically in a non-violent fashion), however,
would never really return either to French administrators, or to the US-Diệm administration
which later took the place of the French (in the South).
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touched upon in the posthumously published Récits et lettres. Nonetheless,
that brief flash of a moment which marks the end of Le Pichon’s time
among the Katu was perhaps to play a significant historical role.
Not long after his meeting with the Old Man of the Mountain, as Le
Pichon travelled first east (into Laos) and then south, towards the Bung
river (against the advice of the Elder of the Mountain), he was indeed
attacked by Katu warriors from nearby villages and hit twice with crossbow darts, one of which was poisoned. He barely survived. As a consequence of that event, the villages which Le Pichon thought were culpable
– namely the villages in what is today Bung commune – were punished
severely by a French punitive expedition.
Although virtually all the events that Le Pichon speaks of as having
taken place between himself and the A Vương Katu are non-existent in
the collective memory of the Katu of Quảng Nam, this last punitive exhibition (which was not led by Le Pichon himself) is remembered (see below). Although the villages that attacked him, Le Pichon notes, were
harshly punished, he also mentions that the villages on the Laotian side of
the border were punished far more severely (Le Pichon 2009: 127). Curious as it might seem today, colonial intelligence, in fact, connected a
large number of indigenous rebellions, stretching all the way from Kontum province and further south, to the Laotian hinterlands – involving a
number of different indigenous groups – as some form of unified rebellion (cf. Salemink 2003a). One of the identified leaders of this allegedly
pan-indigenous rebellion was a man known under the name of Kommadam, a rebel who was active in Laos (cf. Gunn 1990. It was for this
reason that the Katuic and Bahnaric groups on the Laotian side of the
Indochinese territory were punished the most severely. But why was Le
Pichon really attacked? Perhaps he was simply attacked because he entered
into a territory belonging to groups with which he had not attempted any
form of contact or negotiation. These groups were not traditionally on a
friendly standing with the A Vương Katu (and the Elder of the Mountain), nor had Chief Go, who was now dead, ever had the opportunity to
attempt to negotiate with them on Le Pichon’s behalf.
This last period of contact between the French colonial authority and
the indigenous groups of Indochina is shrouded in mystery. The presumed pan-indigenous rebellion, sometimes referred to as the PythonGod rebellion (or the Holy Water and White Chicken Rebellion73), appears to have been a fiction in the late colonial imagination – how could
groups which so evidently had very little contact with each other, were
separated from each other by vast distances, spoke different languages,
73

Le Pichon 2009: 97; Salemink 2003a (ch. 4).
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and often did not follow any higher authority than a the village elders,
have been united? There may have been figment of reality in the French
suspicions, but to have included the remote Katu in this suspicion indicates an emerging paranoia in the colonial apparatus.
To the French, however, this pan-indigenous rebellion was a reality,
and they also, somehow, read into it some form of communist ghost (cf.
Salemink 2003a).
As Le Pichon himself points out in Récits et lettres, the pains inflicted
on the groups which were perceived as being part of this rebellion would
later transform into a reality – as the communist cadres, a decade later,
found many communities who would willingly join the communist cause
among these many communities which had been punished by the French.
The punished communities thus became the vector of the subsequent
communist penetration in the mountains, explaining, for example, why
the Vietnamese cadres “work their way” into the Katu territory from the
Laotian side towards the Vietnamese side (Le Pichon 2009: 127).
Thus, in Katu collective memory, Le Pichon and his “pacifying mission” completely disappears in the “fog of war” of subsequent highland
history, just as the Katu also disappear from the history of the colonial
annals. When the Katu re-emerge in history, they do so in the annals of
communist Vietnam, and they have now become staunch revolutionaries.74 Indeed, we never met a single Katu who could remember anybody
by the name of Le Pichon, and we never heard any story which spoke well
of the French. Nor could anybody imagine that there could ever have
existed such a thing as a friendship between the French and the Katu.
There were a few incidents, however, which hinted at the possibility of
an alternative Katu history for at least some Katu. Elder Hå De, an inhabitant of Areh village and a decorated war hero from the Second Indochina War75, claimed to have been “with the French” during his childhood
(after which he had been “kidnapped by the Japanese”). He was overwhelmed with joy when he was told that I could speak French, and made
many passionate attempts to speak to me in French. So many decades of
not having used the language, however, had made his French incomprehensible.)

74

But note also Hickey’s field trips and interviews (1993: 110-112).
His funeral was even visited by an important former general from Hanoi, a general who
had previously spent many months trying to locate the whereabouts of his old Katu friend.
75
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The anti-colonial struggle and the beginning of
the America-Vietnam War
To recapitulate, during the course of the last century, Vietnam experienced two great wars. The first was the war between the Viet Minh and
France (1946-1954) and the second was that between the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (“North” Vietnam) and the Republic of Vietnam
(“South” Vietnam). This second conflict, in fact begins 1955 but it is only
in 1964-65 that the conflict takes on a truly massive scale, when the U.S.
enters the war wholesale. This is the war referred to as the Second Indochina War, as it involved not only the “two Vietnams” but also Laos,
Cambodia, Thailand, as well as a coalition of nations assisting the U.S.
(South Korea, Australia etc.).
In both conflicts, the external powers cast themselves as defending a
legitimate local authority: The French supported Vietnam’s last emperor
Bao Dai (whose imperial family had co-ruled with France throughout the
colonial period); the Americans supported Ngô Đình Diệm, a Roman
Catholic and member of the mandarin class (in other words; a man who
had made a career within the colonial-mandarin civil service).
Towards the end of the First Indochina War, between 1951 and 1954,
the French began receiving heavy support from the U.S. At the time,
what is today Vietnam was divided into three separate French protectorates; Tonkin, Annam and Cochinchina. The fates of the groups of the
study area of this thesis – who rallied with “the North” – is far less publicised than the hardships of the “Montagnards” in Central Highlands,
further to the south. (The term Montagnard is French for highlander and
was a term applied first by the French, then by the Americans, to designate all the indigenous groups of what is now the Tay Nguyen region.)
Since the Montagnards, at least for a period, cooperated with the Americans, their fates have been better documented (cf. Salemink 2003a). There
is no simple explanation why so little is known about the fates and experiences of the pro-communist indigenous groups during the war. The fact
is, however, that accounts which tell the story from an indigenous (and
communist) perspective are extremely hard to come by in contemporary
Vietnam.
As concerns the Katu of Quảng Nam I have had recourse to three
sources; (1) interviews with elders who experienced the conflict, (2) an
account written by Briu Liec, the current76 chairman of Tây Giang district
(himself a Katu) and (3) an account by Quach Xuan, a communist cadre

76

In 2009.
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who was himself stationed in Đông Giang (then Hien district) during
much of the conflict period. Both cadre Quach Xuan’s (Xuan 2001) and
Briu Liec’s (2011) accounts will be described in some detail below.
What is immediately striking with both of the “official” communist accounts is how vehemently anti-French they appear. The French “enemy”
appears more dominant in these accounts even than the U.S. This, of
course, is at odds with what we already now so far about the history of
the study region: essentially, there simply was no Franco-Vietnamese War in
this area; the French had already withdrawn from this region in 1941 (or
thereabouts).
Furthermore, even as cadre Xuan writes about the exact same period,
and sometimes even the same events mentioned by Le Pichon, the period
is described fundamentally differently in every aspect. Both the “communist” sources (including the source by the Katu official) also describe a
scene in which the Katu – as early as in the 1920s – not only hate the
French above everything else (which might have been true in a few areas),
but in which the Katu are already staunch revolutionaries during that
period! From what we know, however, cadre Xuan himself belongs to the
very first generation of cadres entering the region (in the mid-1940s) so it
is virtually impossible that the groups had already become such “revolutionaries” in the 1920s.
Le Pichon himself (whom cadre Xuan calls “Michon”), and his superior Sogny, are both described as cruel and hated by the locals. The resistance and hatred against the “lackeys” and henchmen of these French,
furthermore, is described as so strong that those Katu who cooperated
with the French would be promptly murdered by their own kinsmen and
fellow villagers (Xuan 2001). According to Xuan, even Vietnamese traders who associated with the French would, likewise, be murdered by the
Katu because of that association alone.
Xuan claims that such revolutionary murders took place from the
1920s onwards. Clearly, then, the communist picture is very different
picture from that which was presented by Le Pichon. In the end, however, I trust the picture presented in Récits et lettres more, particularly as
concerns the events preceding Le Pichon’s departure in 1938. I trust it
more for two reasons: Firstly, Le Pichon is a first-hand witness to the
events he describes, whilst cadre Xuan’s and Briu Liec’s accounts are both
attempts to reconstruct the events of that period based on the testimonies
and histories told by others (Xuan arrived later in the region; Liec himself
is a fairly young man [in his 50s]).
Secondly, I believe that the extreme emphasis on French oppression –
and widespread anti-French hatred – betrays the account as more a reflec-
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tion of mainstream Vietnamese anti-colonial sentiments than of Katu
experience. Because, again, Le Pichon simply did not have enough time to
make much of a lasting impression among the Katu. It is telling, I believe,
that in both Xuan’s and Liec’s accounts the anti-French sentiment is more
noticeable than the anti-American sentiment, despite the fact that the
region was far more affected by the U.S. than by the French. As concerns
the national Vietnamese memory, such sentiments are not strange: the
Franco-Vietnamese War was exceptionally brutal and the Vietnamese
suffering in that war entirely dictated the negative outcome, from the
outset, of the vain American involvement in the Second Indochina War.
In fact, despite Xuan’s and Liec’s accounts’ speaking vividly about the
fervent Katu participation in the “War against the French”, neither account actually describes any event that can with certainty be placed within
the time-frame of the Franco-Vietnamese War (1946–1954). Briu Liec
does mention some “revolutionary fights” against the French, but I believe those bloody clashes actually predate the outbreak of the FrancoVietnamese War and that they also predate the arrival of communist cadres to the Katu territory. In other words, they were the very same type of
attacks described by Le Pichon himself (attacks organised by “sorcerers”
rather than by revolutionaries…).
Here follows an extract from Chairman Briu Liec’s commemorative
text, compiled for the celebration of both the 81st anniversary of the
Communist Party and the heroic sacrifices made by Tây Giang during the
war. The account gives an indication of how Tây Giang’s Katu population
today look back upon their own wartime experiences, and how they place
these experiences in a larger context:
In the early 2011, it has been eight years since Tây Giang was reestablished. [...] We have continuously attempted to build up our district
and to raise it out of poverty according to the resolution 30a from the
government. While we aim to fully achieve our target, we do not forget
the achievement and contributions of our older generations. [...] As people
say, “remember those who planted the tree when you eat its fruits”.
Throughout 81 years from the birth of the Vietnamese Communist Party
(03/02/1930 – 02/03/2011), the Party has been leading its people from
victory to victory. Tây Giang together with the province and the whole
country have been developing steadily, step by step. [...]
During the revolutionary period, Tây Giang was a strategic region for our
army and [was also coveted by] our enemies. As we all know, after the
Nguyen dynasty betrayed [the people] in 1884, when the Nguyen dynasty
signed an agreement and accepted domination by the French, the French
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colonialists used various policies to render the people ignorant, and to divide the people in order to rule it [...]. They caused conflicts among the
different ethnic groups in Vietnam [and the Kinh]. They abused people by
calling them savages or uncivilized.
Despite all this, however, they failed; the masses stood up against them
and the fire burned slowly but steadily in the forests [a reference to the
slowly gradually intensifying revolutionary fervour among the indigenous
groups]. [...] In Tây Giang region, the [French] had only come to a few
places and only found a few followers who worked for them as their puppets. They organized three frontier posts: in Atu (Ch’am) village, Z’mo
[Samo] (Lang) village and Ateep (old Anong) village.
[...] Despite the fact that, in the early days of the Autumn Revolution, the
[communist party] had not yet supplied any concrete guidance [to the
groups in Tây Giang], the people of Tây Giang felt such hatred for the
[French] invaders that in February 1945 they attacked Z’mo post without
any request from the party.
They killed many of the enemies during the battle, including Proxong who
was leader of the post, and also collected many weapons. [Proxong is definitely not a Vietnamese name. In fact, I believe it to be a corruption of Le
Pichon! As we know, Le Pichon was attacked by some Katu fighters, but
he survived. Soon After being wounded in this attack, however, he was relocated to another province and did not return to visit the Katu anymore.
The attack took place in 1938.]
In June, 1945 a French platoon from Ben Hien operated to support and
reinforce for their posts on this region. They marched via Gop Teer in
Ma’coo’ih-Dang, then went from Lang Tr’hy Axan to Atu before they
turned to Laos. [This could be a reference to the punitive expedition sent
out after Le Pichon had been wounded not far from Atu village... but this
happened in 1938. That punitive expedition was also meant to quash the
aforementioned “Python-God” rebellion.]
During the operation, the French soldiers killed and raped men and
women mercilessly. But the Katu people did not submit themselves [to the
invaders] and used their primitive weapons and their courage to rise up
[and defend themselves].
When the enemies reached Abanh village (Tr’hy), young villagers in A’xan
commune had prepared poison arrows, crossbows, and other homemade
weapons, [then ambushing the French force] in Adhưn (Arang). Posing as
one of the porters [of the French], Mr Co’nh Bhlua (a villager of Voong,
Tr’hy), followed them. Once he realised that the enemy were about to
walk into the ambush that had been prepared, he quickly used his knife to
stab a French soldier in the knee.
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The French soldier fell down and right after that, Mr Alang Blaih (a villager of Abanh Tr’hy) used his weapon to stab another soldier in the chest,
the French soldier died directly. At the same time, the rest of the people
from the ambush burst out [from the forest] and attacked. A few more
soldiers were killed directly during the fight and many other enemy soldiers were wounded. We confiscated three guns and 50 bullets. However,
two of our people were wounded during the attack.
Before the Adhưn battle [ambush], there had circulated rumours that the
French could not be defeated because they were all tall, strong and had
magic. Some believed that they were the Sons of Heaven and that whoever
killed them would be punished by Heaven. This rumour scared many people. Thus when the news of our victory broke out it became clear that [the
French] could be defeated [i.e. killed]. People [...] rose up.
We even went to Laos to help our friends against the French in Da’dup
and Bha’noon, Gop Adau (K’lum), Tang Tr’lang (Dak’Chung). We encircled our enemies and downed many of them and then rescued the Laotian
captives which had been held by the enemy. We lost one fighter, Mr
P’loong Lo (from Axan). [I believe that many of the above events might
have taken place before 1945.]
(Briu Liec 2011, translation by Tam Thanh Trinh)

When the French lost the first Indochina War to Ho Chi Minh in 1954,
they had already long lost any influence or power they might have had
over Le Pichon’s districts. Although, according to the Geneva Accord,
Quảng Nam province (the core study area) fell to the Republic of Vietnam (“South Vietnam”), the communists had by then already begun establishing the revolution in many districts within that province. Meanwhile, the southern regime had hardly set up any administration whatsoever in the area (at the time). The Katu districts, consequently, become
“Liberated” several years before the south has even started to attempt to
assert control of the area. Some of these Katu districts were thus fully
“liberated” as early as 1949. In any event, the “liberation” of the entire
Katu territory had virtually been completed in 1965, when the U.S. enters
the war in full force. (Unfortunately this liberation process meant that the
entire area was also labelled a “free fire zone” for the U.S. and RVN air
forces in 1964 [Hickey 2002].)
Another reason why the communist accounts are so coloured by a narrative of anti-French struggle, furthermore, can be due to the great difficulty of Katu to actually distinguish between the French and the Americans (whom they perceived as physically identical).
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In sum, the process of historical reconstruction has been strongly influenced by the mainstream Vietnamese revolutionary narrative – which
actually does give a very strong emphasis to the long struggle for “national liberation” against the French whilst regarding the U.S. intervention as a mere continuation of that struggle). For example, the greatest
victory for Vietnamese will always be Dien Bien Phu (1954), through
which they gained their independence from France.
In the late 1950s, the Diệm regime of the South, begins its efforts to
attempt to assert control over Quảng Nam’s interior. Briu Liec writes
about this phase of the conflict:
[...] After Dien Bien Phu battle (1954), the North was liberated completely and the South initiated its struggle to liberate itself from the Americans [...] In December, 1954, In Hien district, the enemy started to chase
after the Party officers [Kinh immigrants] and also after local [Katu] party
members. They initiated a policy based on terror and manipulation [...]
The [Diệm] regime sowed fear and misery. [...] However, we managed to
keep our revolutionary bases, to see through their plots, and to defend our
civilians. During this period we still had only primitive weapons [such as]
bamboo spikes and crossbows.
(From Briu Liec 2011)

One of the dangers which emerged during this period, was the fact that
the Diệm regime had begun to offer the Katu bounty for killing “communists” (Arek village interview).
Although the French colonial conquest and subjugation of Vietnam
dates back to the 18th century and was completed in the 19th century, the
period of contact between the Quảng Nam Katu and the colonial French
was very brief. Furthermore, as opposed to the communist cadres which
would arrive only a few years after Le Pichon’s departure, the French
almost certainly never intermingled with the local groups.
I now move to the stories which were told to me directly by Katu elders, who had been told these stories by their parents (as even the oldest
Katu would have been very young children during Le Pichon’s time).
Those elders who did have recollections about the French were actually
very few – most stories would be indirect accounts told by others. Some
of these stories emphasised that the French had forced the Katu to work,
without even offering them proper food (“all the while the French themselves had been eating meat to their hearts’ content”). Although I personally did not record any story about the French attacking the Katu, I heard
several accounts of French armed units confiscating Katu livestock.
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One account, from Laos, told of how a French officer had told a village chief to keep the trail to the village well-maintained: Should the
French officer’s tall hat get stuck in some twig on his next visit, the officer
would decapitate the village chief.
In sum, the French did not make war with the Katu, but their haughty
demeanour was probably nonetheless significant, particularly when contrasted with the very simple lifestyles of the thousands of Kinh revolutionary soldiers and cadres which would later stay in and move through these
mountains: The communist cadres and soldiers certainly did not have
access to better food than the locals, nor did they treat them as inferiors.
On the contrary, their conditions were often so miserable that the locals
took pity on them; offering to share their food with them.
In subtle and somewhat strange ways, the French nonetheless did leave
some marks in the collective consciousness of the Katu with whom I
spoke. I heard several stories about the French carrying out strange activities in various spirit areas in the forested landscape. One spirit area, for
example, was centred on a “strange stick” left by the French (perhaps by
the Geographic Survey). Another story spoke of the French catching a
giant fish from a spirit pond high up on a hill, and how the fish’s spirit
killed many in the French party as they carried the fish down from the hill
(“but they still managed to carry it down from the hill” [Apat interview]).
The most curious story, however, was that of Bol Bac (Silver Hill), were
the French carried out small mining operations (or at least prospected for
ore). The story tells of how
One thousand Frenchmen went to Bol Bac (Silver Hill). They decided to
go down into the underworld to join the Redill [the underworld people,
who look like dwarfs, but who “eat by smelling”]. (Interview in Apat
2005)

It is unclear to what extent the initial violent encounters between the
French and the Katu were due to such tampering with the local ecology.
Le Pichon himself, however, according to his own account, tampered
with at least one Katu “taboo” place on his expedition (a waterfall were he
found ancient inscriptions in the Cham language [Le Pichon 2009: 103]).
On a side note, Salemink (2003a) traces some of the early Central Highland insurgencies back to French tampering with the spirits of sacred hills.
Salemink writes, quoting Huard (1937):
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The French military unwittingly “facilitated the birth of coalitions between
clans that are generally divided” when they established military outposts on
a plateau considered sacred by the Mnong. (In Salemink 2003a: 106)

Certainly, the People’s Army of Vietnam, when its soldiers started arriving in larger numbers after 1968, also tampered with the landscape spirits
on a great many occasions. The northern army, nonetheless, was itself
considered as a much more “moral” army than that of the RVN, and this
is significant in the context of how its transgressions were interpreted
(and why, seemingly, the revolutionary forces were often “forgiven” by
spirits etc.). Elderly Katu who recalled their memories from the war period, for example, would reminisce about how the northern army contained both women and men, but how “no woman in that army would
ever get pregnant” (i.e., both the men and women had an outstanding
level of morality and the men would not abuse women). They also commented on how the northerners were poor and had very little food,
whilst, on the other hand, the RVN army (whom the Katu referred to as
“nguy” – “puppet soldiers”) would have “everything” with them, “even
prostitutes”, but who, despite their wealth, could still not behave decently
or refrain from excessive violence etc.77
To summarise, I believe that the events now remembered (reconstructed) of Katu revolutionary hatred vis-à-vis the French are actually
memories of Katu pre-revolutionary fighting against the French, most
notably in Laos, but also memories of Le Pichon’s punitive expedition
(which he himself regrets in Récits et lettres). Later, as the French receded
from the region, those very Katu who were most negatively affected by
the French – through their subsequent alliance with the communists –
rose to power, bringing other Katu communities to their cause in a series
of interactions and perhaps violent clashes which, unfortunately, we still
do not know much about. We have no idea what happened to the Elder
of the Mountain, for example, after Le Pichon’s departure.
Not long after, the Katu really did transform into communists. The
communist administrators wanted all Katu united in the revolutionary
cause and worked ardently to quench all inter-village and intertribal conflicts in the region. This work was completed when the cadres were still
unarmed, and prior to the entry of People’s Army in the area (1968), so
the process of turning the Katu into revolutionaries had to be achieved
77
All of this was to contrast sharply with how the Vietminh (and Pathet Lao) communist
cadres, only a few years later would interact with the locals. Although some cadres preferred
to eat separately, they often lived just next to the Katu, shared many of the daily hardships of
the local people, and often stayed in the local area for very long periods. Many also learnt the
local languages (Pholsena 2008).
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through non-violent means. Many cadres spent several years in the area –
eating with the locals, attempting to learn the language, etc.
Returning to Briu Liec’s account, quoted above, I believe that the “unrequested attack” on the Z’mo (Samo) post referred to in his account
simply describes an attack by groups hostile to the French (or perhaps
hostile to the Elder of the Mountain) – not a “revolutionary” attack.
Nonetheless, the event is probably significant. The attackers, in all likelihood Le Pichon’s Katu enemies from the Laotian border and Bung area,
would soon emerge as the spearhead of the communist/revolutionary
cause. Although we do not know all the details from here on, we know
that these communist Katu did not wipe out the “Le Pichon Katu”, but
rather appeared to offer them the choice to join the revolutionary cause –
which they did.
Another curious twist of irony in the history of the revolutionary Katu,
is the fact that cadre Quach Xuan specifically mentions that one of the
[secret] bases of the communists was located in Bolo village [the home
village of Chief Go; Le Pichon’s ally]!
How and why these groups (which Le Pichon erroneously believed
had been more or less permanently “pacified”) came instead to join the
communist Katu groups, even though many of these latter had clearly
previously been their enemies (i.e. the enemies of the A Vương Katu), is a
testament to the extremely efficient policies used by Ho Chi Minh vis-àvis minority groups. Communist cadres in the A Vương area (Giang district at the time) would spend more than a decade in this almost totally
undeveloped territory before 1967–68 when the communists started to
establish a real military presence here. These first communist cadres, then,
even lacked the small military support that Le Pichon himself had had.
Contrary to the then mainstream American opinion about how the “Viet
Cong” controlled rural areas only through terror, these civilian communist cadres actually had very few means by which to force the Katu locals
into submission (and that, of course, would have been their strength).
One of the most important aspects of this policy appears to have been
the fact that Ho Chi Minh invited locals from all the different Katu
groups to come and visit Hanoi (courtesy of the Vietnamese Communist
Party) to study revolutionary theory there.
No doubt these Katu who visited Hanoi were awestruck, having never
seen a large city, and were impressed by the revolutionary program. Part
of this revolutionary program – perhaps the most important part – was to
instil in all the indigenous groups the notion that they and the Kinh (ethnic Vietnamese) all belonged to the same proud Vietnamese nation. This,
in fact, could rather efficiently be demonstrated by Ho Chi Minh by his
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making reference the “legend of the gourd”, a legend held in common –
albeit in slightly different forms – by the Vietnamese as well as virtually all
indigenous groups living in Vietnam (even those belonging to different
linguistic superstocks; cf. Proschan 2001).
The alliances (and non-alliances) made or not made during the war,
furthermore, can perhaps still be viewed from the demography of today’s
Katu landscapes. For instance, some of the areas – particularly some of the
border communes (the former enemies of Le Pichon?) became known as
“revolutionary communes” and many of these were resettled at a very
early stage (after the Second Indochina War) to the Katu areas closest to
Đà Nẵng city (where the revolutionary support would have been less tangible and the loyalty of the groups dubious). All along the road from Prao
town to Đà Nẵng city’s outskirts we thus now find “new” villages composed of Katu communities which would – prior to the war – have been
living near the Laotian border (or even inside Laos). Unfortunately, since
these districts and communes mostly lie outside the study area, we do not
have any detailed information about how the former inhabitants of these
districts coped with these newcomers.
In one such commune, however, which I visited in 2009, it was clear
that there were no “original” Katu at all: the villages were either made up
of revolutionary Katu (from the Laotian border) or of people who – at
least now – referred to themselves as Kinh.
It may also be noted that if there were any Katu who were aware of the
RVN-American orders for all Katu to gather in the specially prepared
“strategic hamlets” – or else be targeted as Viet Cong by the air forces – it
would have been these Katu communities. Perhaps some of these communities eventually returned from these camps as “Kinh” rather than as
Katu.
As Briu Liec’s account shows, the U.S.-Diệm regime military posts
were overrun by local revolutionary Katu, one after the other. At this
point, however, the locals still relied mainly on traditional weapons. Briu
Liec’s account mentions a sequence of engagements which led to the
abandonment of all the US-Diệm administrative posts in the region. Briu
Liec’s account claims that the area is “completely liberated” in 1965.
Thus, only a year after the “Gulf of Tonkin resolution” (which marked a
new, wholehearted U.S. military engagement in Vietnam), the southern
regime had already lost virtually all its political presence in the interior of
Quảng Nam.
To make a long story short, even before the People’s Army arrived to
this region, certain Katu guerrilla groups had already joined the revolutionary cause and, despite not yet possessing modern weapons, had suc-
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ceeded in dislodging – one after the other – the few military posts maintained by the RVN in the region:
We attacked the Apal/Galow post by poison […]. Our soldiers and the local people went to the jungle and found sixty dossers of poison leaves. We
crushed the poison leaves and soaked them in the stream. Many of the
enemies were poisoned and died. The rest called for help from the Atep
post. Atep post sent help as soon as they got the bad news from Apal. Our
soldiers and civilians in Anong commune took this chance to attack Atep.
Comrade C’lau Nam led the guerilla army and shot down the enemies with
poison arrows. Hoang, the post commander, was thus killed. After their
leader fell down, chaos reigned among the soldiers at the post. […]
That night, the 22th of February 1962 soldiers of Atep post withdrew
which prompted Apal and K’xah to do the same. From that moment, the
enemy [...] made sure that when they placed their bases in a mountainous
region, they would not use water from streams. From then on they would
always carry water from the low regions with high costs, and the water
supply would always be limited.

Briu Liec’s account (as well as some accounts I heard personally; cf. also
Luu Hung 2007) also speak of several very tough large-scale battles
against U.S.-RVN forces up until 1971. Curiously, however, I have
found no U.S. records of any of these engagements. Operations in the
mountains were typically the purview of U.S. Special Forces, and this
might explain the lack of records available. (But even such missions would
typically have been declassified by now.) Another, perhaps more plausible
explanation is that many of these tough and brutal engagements were
carried out by MIKE forces (indigenous militias created and managed by
the CIA), which means that few “historical traces” will have been left
behind. This is how Briu Liec describes some of the engagements against
the U.S.-RVN.
[…] Bringing into play our heroic traditions, under the leadership of the
Party Committee and the new administration, Tây Giang at the time consolidated its forces […]. Tây Giang’s forces and its civilians kept winning
as they engaged in the battle of Na Ahu. Here follow the details of the Na
Ahu battle:
Na Ahu belongs to Atieng commune [near the Vietnam-Laos border]. It
has a strategic position in military affairs as much as political affairs. The
enemy settled down here with […] the purpose to cut off the North-South
corridor. For this purpose they released more than 1000 war prisoners
here [!].
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For more than a month, they occupied this area, and also dropped thousands of tons of bombs into the area and the surrounding region. Despite
everything, however, through our courage and wisdom, we won against
the enemy. Five aircrafts [helicopters?] were shot down and several more
were damaged. More than a hundred enemy soldiers were killed, among
them a major commander who was in one of the aircrafts. We confiscated
their military equipment. [Note: This battle might be part of the Lam Son
engagement.]
[...] After their two defeats in the Ahu operations, the Americans and their
puppets were bitter but would still not relent in their attempts to occupy
Tây Giang. [...] They organised one last attack against the Tr’am Mountains]. On the morning 6th February 1965, we organized the final attack;
the enemy was forced to withdraw out of C’noonh, which meant that the
last base of American-Nguy was wiped out. [...] On February 6, 1965 Tây
Giang was completely liberated.

In Briu Liec’s account then, thus, the communists gain total control of the
population in the area early on, perhaps in 1964–65.
There were, undoubtedly, at least a few Katu groups who helped the
“wrong” side in this war, but nobody is willing to speak about them.
Cadre Xuan, tells us in his account that when the cadres asked the Katu
what had happened to such individuals (those among the Katu who had
opposed the revolution) he was always given the same answer:
[Such and such person] was bitten by a bear and died in the forest. (Xuan
2001)

To cadre Xuan this meant that the communist fervour of the Katu was so
intense that they executed these individuals swiftly and without even waiting for instructions from the Party. But, to be honest, neither we nor
cadre Xuan really know what happened to those individuals or how they
were dealt with. To this day, the Katu do not talk about such events.

Blood hunting and the revolutionary project: the
tale of a communist cadre
As we have seen, Le Pichon put heavy emphasis on the Katu practice of
“Blood Hunting” in his 1938 account of the Katu (Les Chasseurs de
Sang). What he refers to is the long-abolished practice of killing human
victims in distant villages for ritual purposes. Through this practice, Katu
men believed they could ensure prosperity and good harvests in the killers’
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own village. The killings would also grant the killers themselves great
prestige.
Later observers visiting Katu communities shortly before and during
the Vietnam-American War (Hickey 1993; Mole 1970; Costello 1993)
make brief reference to the subject, whereas Vietnamese scholars downplay or ignore it entirely.78 Although the Katu today are sometimes reluctant to expand on the topic, they openly admit that there was “fighting
between the villages” and that this fighting was often motivated by circumstances related to their spirit beliefs and ritual practices.
Le Pichon notes that blood raids were called for when certain spirits
needed to be appeased – as “when there have been bad deaths in the village, a shaman has died or a poor harvest has been suffered” (quoted in
Hickey, 1993:117). After drinking and performing divinations to know
the will of the spirits, the blood hunters set out on their expedition:
After talking, drinking, and singing all night, the blood-hunt party leaves
at dawn. Wearing blue mantles over their shoulders, they clutch spears
with sharpened blades and crossbows with arrows smeared with a poison
[…] [that is like] curare derived from the strychonose tree. […]
[They] march all day, avoiding the beaten path, slashing their way through
the brush to cross the mountain. […] [The Katu] never attack directly,
preferring to lay in ambush at nightfall by hiding in foliage near a trail
used by their intended victims. Whoever comes along the path is felled by
a poisoned arrow, and the raiders quickly emerge to spear the victim.
Blood must flow profusely to satisfy the spirits so each member of the
party spears the fallen victim. (Hickey 1993: 117-118)

Communist accounts of the practice are rare, however, and as we shall
see, the communist standpoint has sometimes been that the practice was
exaggerated by the French (to emphasise the savagery of the Katu) or that
the practice itself resulted as a kind of misdirected response to colonial
exploitation. Both of these notions, however, can probably – in the main
at least – be discarded. No doubt, however, Le Pichon’s emphasis on the
subject is meant to impress his colonial audience (which he certainly manages to do). But the communist cadres who first arrived to Giang (in the
late 1940s) were well aware of the practice and struggled to abolish it for
over a decade.

78
Obviously, even the recollection of a custom like “blood hunting” is not befitting the selfimage of this rapidly developing nation. Also, some Vietnamese scholars fear that mentioning this practice would further stigmatise the Katu in the eyes of the Vietnamese majority
population.
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One of the few accounts available of the work carried out by these cadres is a relatively short paper, entitled The Seasonal Raiders (Giac Mua),
written by cadre Quach Xuan (Xuan 2001 (this is the same paper, already
referred to, which details the conflict between the Katu and the French).
Xuan was himself stationed here during this critical period. Although it
seems evident from the content of the paper that Xuan himself has not
read Le Pichon’s Les Chasseurs de Sang, cadre Xuan also places very heavy
emphasis on the subject of the “blood hunting”. His title, in fact, also
alludes to that very same practice. Xuan thus provides a unique insight of
the period during which the Katu were transiting from "blood hunters"
(“seasonal raiders”) into "patriotic communists".
Interestingly, however, throughout the period which Xuan describes in
Seasonal Raiders (1947-1964), in which he describes his work and that of
the other cadres stationed in the district, it becomes clear that the communist cadres are operating quite openly and without much fear of being
targeted by the RVN troops (despite operating inside nominal RVN
territory). Instead, the constant fear of the communist cadres is that they
will be targeted by blood-hunting parties, and they are therefore constantly working to abolish the practice by subtly re-educating the Katu.
They do so by trying to teach the Katu about the revolutionary cause, but
also – simultaneously – by assisting the local people in a number of areas,
providing them with salt, agricultural tools and rudimentary health care.79
Cadre Xuan, gives a slightly different explanation of the blood hunting
tradition than did Le Pichon; to cadre Xuan it originated (at least as concerns the raids which took place between the Katu and the Ve people) as a
result of one village having been cheated by the other in a trade deal.
However, rather than taking revenge on the group which first “cheated”
(say, village A), the disgruntled village (village B) decided to exact revenge on a third village (village C) – all the while, however, making it
known to village B that the “original source” of the “blood debt” is village
A. The whole phenomenon is, in fact, reminiscent of the Katu asymmetric
marriage system (only in this case we are talking about an asymmetric
exchange of blood-debts80). Cadre Xuan gives a very vivid picture of what
the blood-hunting custom meant/represented to the local communities (a
picture perhaps even more vivid than that painted by Le Pichon). He
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Between 1945-52 Xuan’s account details, there are no incidences of blood hunts (that
Xuan’s cadres are aware of). However, in 1953 there are suddenly several murders of Kinh
cadres, striking fear into the entire Kinh revolutionary community in both Hien and Giang
district. Through a variety of measures, however, the cadres finally manage to convince the
Katu to stop the practice.
80
For detailed information about the Katu marriage system, see K. Århem 2010.
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writes how Katu mothers, in a lullaby they sang for their daughters,
would imprint upon them the heroic virtues of these blood hunts:
The Katu mothers sang:
Cadic amây bơơn zặc (Your husband kills the enemy)
Cadic amây tăc Bhêê (Your husband thrusts the Bhêê [Ve people])
“Zặc” simply means “enemy” in Katu, but Xuan goes to great lengths to explain
to us that it means “Frenchmen”:
When the daughters would grow up, they would seek husbands who
would kill Frenchmen and stab Ve people [with spears].

He also emphasises how the revolution finally saved the Katu from continuing this horrendous practice:
The animosity between the Katu and the Ve hurt both those peoples and
diverted their attention from their common enemy, the French colonialists
[...]. Without the revolution, without the Party, and without the policy of
national unity, this tragedy would never have ended. (From Xuan 2001)

Cadre Xuan also gives us a fairly detailed account of a “typical” blood
hunt. Most interesting is perhaps his description of what the (highland)
Katu called their “hunting dogs”. These “hunting dogs” were actually
Katu living in the vicinity of the lowlanders/Kinh who would help the
highlander raiding party to identify suitable targets to murder (in return
for money and gifts):
The direction taken by [the blood-hunting expedition] had to be carefully
considered: If the raiding party had gone west of Hoa Vang they would
have been able to get their revenge [for the original blood debt] but that
would also entail greater risks [...]. Since the people in that area were alert
and its villages were well defended, the raiding party might lose the fight
[...]
Furthermore, they would have to prepare themselves for revenge attacks
from those villages next year. This meant that attacking in that direction
would entail many hardships. Another possible direction, however, was
towards Kinh people. They could sneak up on and easily ambush Kinh
people. Those [Kinh] could be merchants, loggers, workers (who worked
in dầu tree plantations) or destitute farmers attempting to clear some new
land for cultivation. Those people normally did not carry weapons and
were unprepared for fights. Such Kinh groups were small, and did not
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have the custom of seeking revenge. This meant that the Katu would have
fewer problems if they chose to attack these Kinh.
[Through carrying out a divinatory procedure] the direction for the blood
hunt was made clear. But even to track down and kill Kinh people could
potentially be very dangerous. If the victims resisted or fought back, the
raiding party [if unlucky] could be caught and be tortured badly and then
sent to prison. So the Katu relied on [Katu] people living in the low region, who lived close to the Kinh, and conferred with them to know how
many Kinh would go up to the mountains and the exact whereabouts [of
suitable targets].
In order to receive help from these lowland [Katu] people, they would explain to them about their troubles [crop failures etc.] and would promise
the [lowland Katu] many gifts in the form of blankets, jars, and gongs as a
reward. [These were actually very expensive gifts.] They called the helpers
their “hunting dogs”. It sounds ironical but was a fitting term; they needed
these “hunting dogs” to lead them to their prey without provoking the
lowland authorities [too much]. As to the lowland [Katu] villages in the
low areas, if they did not help out with this, they might displease Katu
people in the highlands. They were afraid that highland Katu would think
that they no longer had any attachment to them – and that might even in
the future become the victims of raids themselves.
On the other hand, if they selected a victim for the Katu too close to themselves, it would affect their own trade, or even invite soldiers from the
French post to investigate them. Therefore, they would guide the highland
raiding party to a remote place, far away from both Katu and Kinh villages, were they would indicate victims who were poor loggers, plantation
workers and farmers – or Kinh merchants who were new and had just
started their businesses. (Xuan 2001: 71-106, translation by Tam Thanh
Trinh)

From what we have seen, it had almost become a “trend” to kill Kinh
people for blood hunts (this, as we may recall, was one of the main reasons why Le Pichon was sent to try to pacify the Katu), and Xuan does a
great deal of theorizing about how that trend came about. (Xuan arrives
at the conclusion that it was a misdirected response against French colonialism.) From my own interviews among the Katu, I did not get the impression that the practice was particularly targeted towards the Kinh. It
was also very clear that the practice was not about acquiring land or loot:
It was clearly a purely ritual practice, the purpose of which was to gain the
favour of one’s own village spirit (and forest spirits). Furthermore, as
Xuan states, the target communities were always located far away from
the blood-hunting communities’ own villages.
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Based on both Xuan’s account and our own interviews, we can perhaps
sketch some geographical borders between different “blood-hunting
zones” in the landscape. The Katu I visited in Nam Đông, for example,
claimed that the “most cruel of all Katu” were the Katu A Vương (i.e. the
core study communities). To my understanding, there were only limited
contacts between these Nam Đông Katu and the Katu A Vương (and
other Katu) in the pre-war era. Although Nam Đông district and Giang
(now Tây Giang and Đông Giang) border on each other, the ridge is high
and appears to have never been cultivated. Instead, many of the peaks and
streams along the border zone are regarded as potent spirit hills and/or
potent spirit streams.
One of these remote border streams (between Nam Đông and Tây
Giang) is still called the Kalurr stream, and appears to have been an area
you would only ever dare to cross/visit if you were specifically on a bloodhunting mission. (The Kalurr is a spirit plant which would be used by
blood hunters before they set out on raids; if no raid is carried out, however, a person who has used Kalurr may end up murdering his own. But
the Kalurr plant, allegedly, was to be found in not only such remote border areas; it was considered to exist even on powerful spirit hills close to
villages.)
Similarly, from what we may infer from reading Le Pichon’s Récits et
lettres, the Apat Katu (which in this context are referred to as part of the
A Vương Katu), appear to have had a reasonably amicable relationship
with the mid-A Vương villages, but not with the Bung Katu across the
Legom mountain ridge. Again, the high Legom ridge appears to have had
large tracts of uncultivated space with old-growth forests, and several of
its peaks were claimed to be endowed with potent spirits (see Chapter 8).
On the other side of the ridge, lived the hostile Bung Katu. There were
also hostilities along a north-south vector between the Nam Giang Katu
and the “Ve” groups. Again, there are ridges and uncultivated deep
(spirit?) forests between the factions.81 Another thing which may be
worth noting is that many of the most notorious and most populous villages (in the pre-war period) we located very close to these “border
zones”. Apat was such a powerful village (although located just next to
the Legom ridge). Ayay near the Giang-Nam Đông border also appears to
have been very large in the pre-War period (after the war, however, the
entire Ayay area was vacated and large parts of it are now regarded by
authorities as a primary forest core area [see Chapter 6]).

81

Unfortunately, the Nam Giang Katu here referred to were only briefly visited and I am
thus here relying on Xuan’s account.
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Bolo village, historically located towards the East and thus edging on
the lower plains, possibly constituted yet another border, marking the
eastern fringe of the alliance which I have hitherto referred to as the A
Vương Katu (despite actually being quite far from the A Vương river
itself). Bolo also appears to have been a large and powerful village – despite its not lying along any large river (etc.). The “alliance” that was established by Le Pichon, however, is evidence that it had reasonably
friendly relationships as far away as Samo (The Old Man’s village) –
which is not very far from the Laotian border. Bolo’s enemies/victims,
instead, appear to have been either the Ve to the South or the defenceless
Kinh plantation workers to the East (as Xuan and Le Pichon mention).
I presume that the reason why Xuan’s account bears the title “Seasonal
Raiding” (whilst speaking very extensively about very same practice which
Le Pichon calls “blood hunting”) is the fact that the eradication of this
custom essentially – to him – symbolised the civilizing mission which was
successfully accomplished by himself and his fellow communist cadres. In
the case of Le Pichon’s (1938) account, it seems the latter simply wanted
to excite and impress his readers with “Last Mohican”-style adventures.
For Xuan, however, the matter involved bigger stakes:
At Oc Caruong, in a hamlet on the Giut riverbank, a conference to rally
the whole commune was held. The conference included representatives
from the Katu, Bhee [Ve] and Stieng ethnic groups as well as Kinh merchants. At the conference, all of the representatives discussed ebulliently
and all promised to unite for the revolutionary cause and to permanently
stop the custom of the “head-debt” revenge. [They promised] to remain as
brothers, to help each other in business and in daily life. This Unity Conference, held in 1952, was a historical event for all the ethnic peoples in
Giang.
The hatred between the groups that had persisted for over a hundred years
had been calmed and soothed. The Katu and Bhee freely opened up their
[shifting] cultivation land to each other. Now, there was no more fear between the groups. From now on, when the Bhee went to barter and had to
pass through the Katu areas, they did not need to worry about being attacked. They would be invited to stay in the Katu villages when it was dark
on their way back. Some Bhee who crossed a river on the way to barter
and had drowned were found by Katu who buried them carefully, announcing their deaths to their family members in their home villages. […]
The word “unity” may sound hollow, but there was truly unity and happiness in these communities now. The new unity meant love and respect
reigned, and people were able now to lead happy and peaceful lives. Therefore they could go now walk together along the path of the Party, of Uncle
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Ho, to chase the French away and to have independence, freedom and the
right to control their forests.
Kinh people had never caused the Katu any trouble, so why had they become the victims of the seasonal raids? In their past history, the Katu had
been ruled by feudal mandarins, later on by the French colonialists; they
had been mercilessly exploited by both. They [the French and the feudal
mandarins] had chased the ethnic people towards the mountains in the
west were they encountered many difficulties. Their lives [in the mountains] were miserable. Although a staunch clan, who managed to settle in
the mountains and survive there, they were facing extinction because of illness and famine.
They therefore felt anger at the people who had brought them into this
difficult situation. Because of their limited level of knowledge, they could
not understand who their real enemies were, and so they killed […] Kinh
people. What was initially an act of revenge for the injustices which had
been brought upon them, gradually grew into a custom to take human
blood to offer Giang – to get a better life. [Giang is a Vietnamese word
which specifically refers to “God”, but which is only used in reference to
the religion of non-Kinh people.]82 (Xuan 2001: 71-106)

It should be noted that however exaggerated Xuan’s account may sound,
the communist policies would certainly have appeared far superior to
many of the policies which the RVN (South Vietnam) attempted to implement. To begin with, as Xuan details in his account, during the entire
period of the conflict, they do not impose any policies without local consent. Whatever assistance they ask from local groups (a little food for the
cadres) they pay back (with salt and agricultural tools). In fact, they only
provide benefits to the local groups and the only restriction they appear to
impose is the abolition of the blood hunts.
Even the prohibition against the “blood hunts”, however, was discussed at great length with the local indigenous groups at meetings. The
cadres attempted to convince the local groups to voluntarily abandon the
practice. Indeed, they even spent years trying to do so. Cadre Xuan, for

82
In some further passages in his text, also in line with the ethnonationalistic (i.e. the panVietnamese ideology) ideology formulated by Ho Chi Minh and his predecessors, Xuan also
mentions that the Katu have a “common origin” with the Kinh. Certainly, the Katuic groups
are linguistically and culturally related to the Kinh, but not in the manner suggested by
Xuan. It seems Xuan is transposing modern notions of nationalism into the past. Moreover,
it should be noted, just as the Vietnamese Katu today will tell you that they have a common
mythological origin with the Kinh, the Laotian Katu will tell you that they have a mythological common origin with the Lao Lum (the dominant group in Laos (who are not MonKhmer).
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example, writes how one Katu elder, at a meeting convoked by the cadres
to discuss the blood hunting problem, pointed out that
Since you Kinh are so numerous, could you not allow only a few of you to
be sacrificed to save us, who are so few? (Xuan 2001: 71-106)

The elder, again, is referring to the belief that the blood hunts could appease the angry spirit and insure good harvests and stop many misfortunes. The fact that these early cadres did not have any military force to
back them up also goes far to explain why they never attempted to enforce
their policies, during the early period at least, against the wishes of the
communities.83 This long-term, soft but committed, approach used by the
communists contrasts not only with the prevalent view held by the
Americans about how the Viet Cong worked (purely through terror). It
also contrasts sharply with the methodology used by the RVN/U.S. to
“win hearts and minds”.

Civilising, patronising, modernising: wartime
ethnic minority policies
... We flattened out over the target ... and I had a glimpse of three thatched
huts burning along the edge of some water. Then I closed my eyes and
could not open them again until we were several thousand feet up. Below,
the trees and huts were blotted out by a cloud of nauseous black smoke ...
On the second run I managed to hold my eyes open. As we pulled out
through the smoke, I saw the second napalm bomb a couple of seconds after it had burst. A ball of brilliant flame was rolling out across more than
200 feet, swelling like a giant orange cauliflower ... I asked the commander
about the target ... “Well, we don’t rightly know for sure”, he said ... “you
can’t rightly see much at those speeds ... But most times you can reckon
that whatever moves in the Delta is V.C.”. (From Neilands, J.B. 1970:
214)

After the French lost the critical battle at Dien Bien Phu, in 1954, they
had no alternative but to surrender their colonial holdings to the Viet
Minh. The peace was brokered at the Geneva Conference of 1954. At the
time when the agreement was signed the Viet Minh actually controlled
large parts of both North and South Vietnam all the while the French still
83
One should also consider also the presence of the anti-communist military posts nearby
which, during a span of time, were handing out money to anybody who would “kill a communist”.
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actually controlled several important cities in the North (such as Hanoi
and Hai Phong). Thus, the agreement stipulated, a major reshuffling
would take place: The French would give up all its holdings in the north,
all the way down what would later become the DMZ. Likewise, the
southern provinces under Viet Minh control would be – temporarily –
transferred to French control.
The South, thus, would not be transferred to the Viet Minh but would
“be allowed to determine its own fate” through a national referendum.
The French would maintain a presence in the south for a stated period of
time. The reshuffling meant that hundreds of thousands of “noncommunists” would relocate to the south while, similarly, many procommunists from the South moved to the North:
In 1954, France and the Viet Cong [Viet Minh] agreed at the Geneva
Conference that the State of Vietnam [later RVN] would rule the territory
south of the 17th parallel, pending unification on the basis of supervised
elections in 1956. At the time of the conference, it was expected that the
South would continue to be a French dependency. However, South Vietnamese Premier Ngô Đình Diệm, who preferred American sponsorship to
French, rejected the agreement. When Vietnam was divided, 800,000 to 1
million North Vietnamese, mainly (but not exclusively) Roman Catholics,
sailed south as part of Operation Passage to Freedom due to a fear of religious persecution in the North. (Geneva Accord, Wikipedia)

By rejecting the agreements from the Geneva Accord, Ngô Đình Diệm –
the interim head of state of the Republic of Vietnam (South) – made the
Second Indochina War all but inevitable. Ngô Đình Diệm, a Catholic and
also a former official of the colonial administration, strongly represented
the old Vietnam in the view of large segments of Vietnamese society. It
must be understood that – following the communist victory at Dien Bien
Phu – Ho Chi Minh’s popularity was immense in Vietnam. As such, the
national elections – promised by the French at Geneva – were never held.
The North had always had the reunification of Vietnam at the fore of
its agenda and as these events unfolded they initiated their contingency
plan. The North thus attempted, successfully, to re-activate all the communist elements which still remained in the south in an attempt to overthrow what they saw as a “puppet regime”. Given the heavy involvement
of the U.S. at this time, it was not difficult for the communists to make
the case that Ngô Đình Diệm’s regime was a “US puppet regime”.
In 1964, after the famous “Gulf of Tonkin” incident, the U.S. congress
ratified an escalation of U.S. involvement in the conflict (which begins to
gain momentum in 1965). The air war, however, had already been going
on for some time: defoliants (Agent Orange etc.), for example, had al-
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ready been used very extensively from 1962. The peak of the U.S.-led
effort was perhaps 1968, at which point the U.S. and their allies’ ground
forces actually far outnumbered the ground forces of North Vietnam.
Pure technological power, or even the superior troop numbers, however, proved not to be the decisive factors of the war. Rather, as the
Americans were well aware of, this was a war of “hearts and minds”. Very
early on, however, the “hearts and minds"” of the upland groups – a key
strategic factor in the conflict – were lost. Much of the U.S.-Diệm failure
to rally indigenous support has been attributed to the extremely unpopular “strategic hamlet programme”; a programme which forced indigenous
groups to resettle in camp-like, fortified and barb-wired villages, having to
abandon crops, property and even livestock in the process (their old villages would be set on fire and destroyed) (Hickey 2002). In these new
villages, survival depended completely on the communities’ receiving food
aid, but corruption among RVN officials sometimes entailed that the
communities ended up starving (ibid.). Of course, the southern regime’s
failures did not hinge on this programme alone, but on a whole series of
equally ill-informed policies which did more damage than good to the
indigenous groups (Hickey 2002). What is relevant for our analysis here,
however, is simply that – from a military point of view – the RVN could
not possibly win the conflict without a good working relation with “its”
ethnic minorities (cf. Prados 1999).
Curiously, although ethnocentric, Diệm’s minority policies were driven
by considerable developmentalist fervour. His American “counterpart”,
during this critical period, was the famous economist and political advisor
Walt Rostow (whose theories still constitute a dominant paradigm within
development economics). But Rostow’s theories did not work very well in
Vietnam, as the relationship between the developers and those who were
to be developed (in this case the uplanders) was very sour. John Prados
writes about the Vietnamese (RVN)–Montagnard relationship at the
time:
Vietnamese [RVN] did not have much good to say about the Montagnards, whom they regarded as primitives. The uplanders’ small societies,
their spiritual qualities, and their mastery of the forbidding darkness of the
jungle intensified Vietnamese [RVN] dislike. During colonial days France
had governed the Montagnards as a separate jurisdiction, and Saigon continued this paternalism after 1954. The Diệm government not only did little to help Montagnards, it also fostered settlement programmes to populate the highlands with Vietnamese. Part of Diệm’s interest in roadbuilding was precisely to facilitate this effort to reverse demography. When
the Montagnards protested, as they did in 1958, when a tribal group
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[FULRO] actually occupied the provincial capital Ban Me Thuot, their
leaders were thrown in jail [...] (Prados 1999: 48)

Militarily, the constant squabbling between the Central Highlanders (the
ethnic minorities in the southern part of the Annamite Mountains [today
Tay Nguyen]), and the Southern Regime, inevitably spelt the doom of
the latter. The U.S. (and the CIA, in particular) had very quickly identified these Montagnards as their only viable option to cut off the Ho Chi
Minh trails. In fact, the bulk of the “defence forces” who were present in
the uplands were constituted by little known indigenous militias (MIKE
forces). Hickey writes:
The year 1966 brought a vastly enlarged American presence in the highlands and a concomitant widening of the war in that region. The U.S. Special Forces [...] [established] twenty-two new camps along the Laotian and
Cambodian borders in the highlands. In addition, the Mobile Guerilla
Force was transformed into the Mobile Strike (MIKE) Force to be used in
guerilla operations. Company-sized groups of 150 to 200 men were taken
by helicopters into Communist-controlled areas to conduct operations, after which they were extracted by the same means. By October 1966 the total CIDG [Civilian Irregular Defence Groups], with 3200 in the MIKE
Force. At least half the personnel in these forces were highlanders. In Cheo
Reo there was at this time a Jarai girl who had a reputation of being particularly apt at improvising songs [...] which usually told of current events.
She sang sadly of highland boys going off in helicopters to distant places
[...] and never returning. (Hickey 2002: 194)

It has often been alleged that the southern governments (there were several), throughout most of the conflict, always kept their best regiments
close at hand near Saigon (in preparation for the frequent coups). More
importantly, however, the southern regime consistently refused to accommodate the demands for limited self-determination which the Montagnards (of the Tay Nguyen provinces) petitioned for. These Montagnards, however, were well aware of the heavy sacrifices they were making
– in blood – by fighting off communist guerrillas in the mountainous
areas and thus the RVN–“Montagnard” alliance eventually fell apart. Gerald Hickey, an anthropologist who worked for the RAND corporation
(but who claims to have become quickly disillusioned by the flagrant
American incompetence and the flaws of their political-economic strategies [Hickey 2002]), candidly describes one important meeting (The
“Highland-Lowland Solidarity Conference” in Pleiku, 1966) between
southern regime officials and Montagnards:
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Vietnamese officials and American guests began arriving on the afternoon
of 15 October. Riding into Pleiku from the new jet air strip built by the
Americans, they passed under signs that proclaimed “highland-lowland
solidarity,” and one sign (in English and Vietnamese) announced that “Big
Brother Vinh Loc is most eager about the future of the highland people”.
[Gen. Vinh Loc was the most senior figure of the conference]
[...] That evening a large dinner was held at the Phoenix Officer’s Club.
Vinh Loc sipped champagne at the head of the table with a Vietnamese
singer who was popular in Saigon (and was described as “his latest girl”).
[...] Of all the highland leaders assembled in Pleiku, only Paul Nur, head of
the new special commission for highland affairs, and his assistant, Col. Ya
Ba, were invited to the dinner. The entertainment began with a highlander
“fashion show” that consisted of Vietnamese girls in vinyl versions of highland clothes, a parody that amused everyone. Suddenly Ksor Dun, a young
highland leader, appeared in a loincloth leaping about the dance floor,
grimacing at the audience [...] and generally behaving in a simian manner.
At this point I left the party. Outside I encountered Touneh Han Tho,
Nay Luett, and other [Montagnard] leaders. They were insulted at not
having been invited. At their headquarters they explained that the whole
celebration was a fraud as far as they were concerned. [...] There was a
good deal of unrest among them because their quarters had no water, they
were not given blankets, and their food consisted of rice and watery soup.
No highlanders were involved in the planning of the affair. Ksor Dun appeared and, laughing bitterly, announced, "I played the savage for them."
(Hickey 2002: 192-193)

The passage above reveals part of the reason why most of the ethnic minorities (including the Katu) joined the communist resistance against the
South-Vietnamese regime and their American allies. It is therefore ironic
that many of the post-war development policies of the revolutionary government of the unified Vietnam are disturbingly similar to the patronizing
policies of the earlier RVN policies with respect to the ethnic minorities.
Thus, the strategic hamlet programme, the road-building projects and the
state sponsored migration of Kinh lowlanders into the highlands during
the Diệm regime (and subsequent South-Vietnamese governments) were
in many ways little different from post-war development and modernization programmes, most notably the sedentarisation programme which is
still in vigour.
However, post-war communist policies have been very different in different places. In the Central Highlands (the same provinces which Hickey
is talking about above), it has periodically caused hardship and political
unrest among minority groups. In the study area, on the northern fringe
of the Central Highlands, however, which remained pro-communist
throughout the war, the post-war state policies have been implemented
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far more sensitively. Thus, in Katu areas, the local government has allowed decades for their development policies to come to fruition -- as
opposed to the Diệm regime’s fast-track programme.
It is often forgotten today that, in the U.S., the Vietnam War was at
the time often glossed as a “Social revolution” or a “War against Poverty”
(President Johnson coined “War on Poverty” in his State of the Union
address on January 8, 1964 [Wikipedia]).
Just as in recent military interventions in Afghanistan against the Taliban, the U.S. in Vietnam believed that by implementing their rural development schemes, they would be able to win the war of “hearts and
minds” against the “false revolutionaries”. In Disk 13, in the series “A
Century of War (US National Archives 2009), clips from what appears to
be a movie originally produced by the U.S. Army are shown. The speaker
voice reads:
[This story] is a story about how war affects the people who live on this
troubled land [Vietnam]. But the untold story of this historic moment in
Vietnam is one of heroic adventure. It is a revolutionary undertaking by
the people of the Republic of Vietnam to transform their national life and
construct out of the chaotic legacy of the past a social order that will work
for the betterment of all. (US National Archives 2009)

Upon hearing these lines in the documentary, I was struck by the similarities between the American and the communist rhetoric. Just as more recently in Afghanistan and Iraq, USAID was in Vietnam an integral part of
this two-pronged “Social Revolution”. However, compared to the USDiệm regime, with its monolithic modernization programme and fasttrack development strategy, the communists in the North appeared subtle
and flexible in their policies towards loyal indigenous groups; revolutionary cadres even provided aid and food supplies as well as tools and education to remote indigenous communities.
Although the communists, from the very outset, also had their own
development agenda, it was far more sensitive to local conditions than
that of the Diệm regime – both on paper and in actual reality. Limited
autonomy was promised to certain ethnic groups and, as Hickey (2002)
shows, the “NLF [National Liberation Front] political programme also
granted the minorities the right to use their own spoken and written languages” (see Hickey 2002: 348-369).
In the end this promise was broken. No autonomous zones were established after the war (ibid.). In any case, in the study area, post-war minority policies were relatively lenient. The fact that, during and immediately
after the war, no radical social and economic development policies could
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be implemented (due to the poor finances and general social disruption of
the nation), should not be underestimated – a fact that in some ways
worked to the advantage of indigenous communities and in the end fostered a favourable attitude among them towards the Party and the government. In the study areas covered by this thesis, in any case, although
resettlement schemes were carried out, they did not generally carry the
indigenous communities very far away from their home areas.84
In sum, through the efforts of the first revolutionary Kinh cadres, of
men such as Xuan, a relationship of loyalty and joint commitment was
created between the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) and the Katu.
The Katu individuals who formed these first relationships are now mostly
already dead or very old. Yet everything that happens today in the Katu
territory would not have happened in the same way – and be perceived
and judged the way it is today – were it not for that close initial relationship. When a dam is constructed, or new policies or government regulations are implemented, they will always be accepted by the communities
simply because people recall the selfless work of those first cadres and the
bonds that were then forged in a common wartime commitment to the
cause of the Party and its leader, Ho Chi Minh.
In this chapter I have attempted – through three contemporary voices
– to give an account of the turbulent and violent decades during the First
and the Second Indochina Wars as they shaped the relationship between
the Katu and the principal powers that then imposed themselves on their
lives and invaded their lands – the French colonialists, the American and
South-Vietnamese armies and, above all, the communist cadres and the
subsequent state authorities of the post-war Vietnamese nation-state. The
present situation of the Katu in Vietnam and Laos has largely been defined and shaped by these relations as they were played out in the Central
Annamite region and eventually developed into the current peaceful postwar scenario characterized by a complacent but subdued indigenous minority population governed by two benevolent market-oriented socialist
development states.
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Furthermore, as hinted already in Chapter 1, the policies did not strongly interfere with
the cultures and livelihoods of the peoples – except where these posed a direct threat to the
revolutionary cause (as did the Katu custom of “Blood Hunting”). The communists, in all
likelihood, actually did not have any choice but to allow the indigenous societies to continue
their lives as per their traditions. Thus, unlike the Diệm regime, they saved all their largescale development efforts until after the War.
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5. Forests, Fields and Village: An
Overview of the Katu spirit world

I will begin this chapter by recounting two short fieldwork anecdotes. The
first refers to a walk in the forest on Adinh 3 village land. Adinh 3 was, at the
time, in many respects representative of the type of village which I refer to in
this thesis as “traditional”: It was small (with a population of approximately
80 people) and located high up on a mountain slope. To get to this village, one
had to ascend – with great effort – the ridges overlooking the A Vương River
far below in the valley and the recently constructed Ho Chi Minh Highway
running along the river. From the highway to the Adinh 3 was a tough onehour walk.

Poisonous places
As part of my investigation into the Traditional Ecological Knowledge of
the Katu, I was interested in knowing if there were any spaces in the Katu
landscape which were considered “forbidden” for human activity. As my
assistant and I accompanied the village headman’s teenage daughter to her
father’s distant swidden rice fields (which turned out to be located more
than an hour’s walk away), I asked her about such “forbidden forest” areas
along the way.
It turned out that the girl indicated far more such “forbidden” places
than I had expected. Few of these places, however, conformed to my preconception of sacred forests or groves as cultic places (as described, for
example, by Frazer): Villagers did not worship or carry out rituals in these
places; on the contrary, many of the forbidden areas indicated by our
young guide were associated with “bad death” (chet mop). In fact, she
explained that these places were not only taboo (dieng) but also “poisonous” (mabhuy). When she (and other Katu interlocutors) were asked to
translate the term mabhuy into Vietnamese, they did so using the Vietnamese word (“độc”; poison). But mabhuy, unlike the Vietnamese word
“độc”, does not mean poison in a general, substantive sense. For example,
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the poison of venomous wild animals is not referred to as mabhuy. Instead, the term mabhuy refers to the “poison” which is associated with
spirit places or emanating from spirit entities.
The long walk to the headman’s swidden fields followed a meandering
trail through the forest. Most of the forests which we traversed were not
what a biologist would term “primary forest”, although there were
patches along the way that could qualify as such. Rather, as Izikowitz
(2001) and Mouhot (2000) had indicated from other parts of the region,
the forest surrounding indigenous villages is largely secondary (fallow)
forest. Scattered seemingly randomly along the trail were the many “forbidden” or “poisonous” forest patches which the girl pointed out to us.
They included, she said: (1) a place where a stillborn child had been buried; (2) where a man had been murdered by his enemies; (3) where a man
sick with tuberculosis had formerly lived and died, spitting blood around
the place and thus transferring the disease to the soil; (4) a place where
the headman at the time had come across a strangely shaped stone which
had made him seriously ill. The headman eventually recovered after a
ritual sacrifice to the spirit of the place, but knowledgeable people in the
village decided that the site should never again be used for cultivation.
All of these forbidden places appeared to be rather small and bounded
zones in the forest. As noted, they were all associated with spirit-induced
illness or “bad death” – violent, unnatural and “bloody” death. If somebody had the misfortune to die such a death, his or her soul would not be
able to rejoin the ancestor spirits of the family or the spirit community in
the village, but must remain a “bad-death spirit”, perpetually roaming the
forest in search of food – the blood of a new victim of bad-death. However, the places indicated by our guide were not representative of all kinds
of “spirit forests” existing among the Katu; there are also large spirit forests, and some of a decidedly benevolent nature. Nevertheless, these forbidden “poisonous” forest patches highlighted the fact that places associated with “bad death”, even if not large, could possibly play a role in the
overall ecology of the local landscape: being tabooed and largely untouched for a long period of time, they could serve as small refuges and
seed repositories from which old-growth forest species could potentially
expand into the surrounding “secondary” landscape.
Eventually, we arrived at the headman’s field where we met up with
the headman’s other daughters, who were already working there. They
were clearing the debris on the recently burnt field, gathering the charred
pieces of wood into stacks at the edges of the field. Much of the burnt
branches and brushes could be reused as firewood and would be taken
back to the village. A considerable portion of the semi-charred wood,
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however, was also meant to stay on the field to fertilize the soil. All the
girls wore clothes that covered their faces, arms and legs: All forms of
work related to “clearing” a forest field is considered dangerous (though
planting and harvesting is not). There is a belief that people might easily
catch fever caused by the spirits which used to dwell in the now burnt
clearing. In the past, when modern clothing was not available, Katu
women covered themselves with a kind of bark cloth made from the
chapörr tree – the tree from which upland groups extract their dart poisons. The bark was also said to repel insects and other pests.
As always in traditional Katu forest clearing, the “head” (top) of a hill
was not cleared – its trees were left standing. Apart from the fact that
people know that clearing the trees on a hill top may cause erosion and
thus negatively affect the crops, this practice also has a cosmological, spiritual motive: villagers say that the spirit of the hill – just as the soul of a
human being – resides in the “head”.
On the way back to the village, our guide stopped to show us a particular plant – the laling. She told us that some people eat its leaves when
they wish to commit suicide. As a tragic epilogue to the preceding account, I learnt that in 2008 the same young girl – in a fit of desperation
after having become pregnant and then abandoned by her lover – had
actually committed suicide by eating the leaves of this particular kind of
plant.
Suicide is not only considered a bad death but a spirit-induced death. I
was repeatedly told how spirits would lead people to eat the laling leaves,
thus causing them to die. According to the person who carried the news
of the girl’s death to us, her death was but one of many tragic events that
had befallen the villagers of Adinh 3 after its relocation to a site along the
Ho Chi Minh Highway in 2006. The consensus among knowledgeable
people who knew about the Adinh 3 incidents was that these misfortunes
were due to the fact that the villagers, when moving to the new location,
had not carried out the correct series of rituals to appease the spirits of the
new area, nor had they, despite having committed many moral and ecological transgressions, asked the local abhuy for forgiveness by carrying
out the proper “cleansing ritual” (pöryööa buöl or cherbuhh taan).
The walk to the swidden field with the headman’s daughter and her
subsequent death may serve as a vignette to an account of the general
situation facing the Katu today: still in the hold of tradition, villagers face
momentous challenges not only in their relationship to the land and its
spirits but also in their encounters with the wider world. Thus the ultimate cause of the misfortunes in Adinh 3 was considered to be the failure
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of the village to fulfil its moral obligations to the abhuy – the master spirits of the landscape.
Moral transgressions (bad behaviour within the village) as well as ecological infractions (bad behaviour towards the enspirited landscape) have
presumably always taken place in Katu communities; even in the past,
villagers would occasionally have engaged in illicit relationships or cleared
forests in forbidden places. But, in contrast to what was the case in the
past, I was told, today’s villagers had become increasingly reluctant to
come together and organise the large village-wide sacrifices which were
occasionally necessary to placate the anger of the spirits after infractions
had taken place. This, of course, has to do with a number of factors:
changes in the social fabric of the villages (brought on, for example, by
the resettlement policy); the increased “monetarisation” of the local economy (and a concomitant increase in economic disparities between households), and a general decline in respect accorded to the landscape spirits.85
These changes have entailed that the “purification rituals” (cherbuhh taan
or pöryöah rituals) – formerly considered vital in maintaining the humanspirit relations in villages – are becoming increasingly rare. According to
several informants, this was the ultimate cause of the headman’s daughter’s death.

Another bad death
Nowadays, all Katu villages (indeed all upland Katuic villages) have elders
who are veterans from the America-Vietnam War. On important ritual
occasions, such as weddings and burials, the veteran uniforms are worn as
ritual attire – symbolising power and prestige. I was informed, however,
that many of the elders who today wore these uniforms had not actually
acquired the uniforms during the War. Indeed, many of them had not
actually served as regular soldiers at all (and therefore were not really entitled to wear the uniform). Instead, they had bought the uniforms after the
War. It was also not uncommon for elderly Katu to pose for itinerant
Kinh photographers wearing not only uniforms but also impressive arrays
of medals which had, very helpfully, been lent to them by the photographer. Disregarding the fact that many of these signs of wartime deeds
were actually false, the very fascination for uniforms and other military
symbols goes to show the importance of the War amongst today’s Katu.

85

All of these factors will be discussed in the coming chapters.
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One real hero of the America-Vietnam War was Elder Hå De who was a
resident of Areh village. When I first visited Areh village in 2004, it
seemed that I awoke in Elder Hå De some happy memories from his
earliest youth (six decades earlier) when Vietnam formed part of French
Indochina. Hå De’s life history did not conform to the typical collective
memory prevailing in Vietnam at large. Apparently Hå De had learnt to
speak rudimentary French as a young man. When he realized that I was
conversant in French he was visibly moved. Somehow, this fact alone
reminded him of his childhood when as he said, he had “lived with the
French”. Thus, he became something of an elderly friend who took every
opportunity to speak to me and invite me to his home while I visited his
village.
Hå De, several times, invited me to the best meal his poor family could
manage, complete with boiled eggs and liquor. And he then attempted,
ebulliently, to speak French with me. Unfortunately, because his French
had been in disuse for too many decades, I could hardly make sense of a
single word he said. As it turned out, Hå De was not originally from the
Areh village nor even born as a Katu, but his exceptional life history had
to all appearances turned him into a regular Katu villager. During the
1940s, he had been “kidnapped” by the Japanese and forced to work for
them. Eventually, like most other Katu, his fate had gravitated towards
the communist cadres in the region, and he had worked for them as an
“elite special forces soldier” and “sapper”. A story repeatedly told in the
village was that a “famous general from Hanoi” had once come to the
village to visit him (after trying long and hard to find out his whereabouts). When Hå De sadly died towards the end of my field period (in
2007), I was told that important military dignitaries, again, came to his
funeral in the small Areh village to pay him homage.
No one in the village, not even his sons, seemed to know much of Hå
De’s youth and his association with the French. He was a soul carried by
the turbulent waves of history who ended up meeting a Katu girl and
being adopted by the village of Areh. After his death, his widow implored
me not to ask questions about him and particularly not about his death;
lest his ghost would return to his home. But other villagers spontaneously
brought up the subject. Apparently, it was another case of bad death.
Villagers told me that, some time before passing away, Hå De had had
a dream on the night after he started to clear a field in the Rabuot valley,
an area traditionally forbidden for agriculture. In the dream, a spirit had
come to Hå De, telling him not to continue clearing the area: if he
burned this area he would end up burning the spirit’s house. According to
tradition, when clearing a field one should only clear a small area of the
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prospective field and then go home and dream so as to know the will of
the spirits (this is common practice amongst virtually all upland MonKhmer). It was thus clear that Hå De should not have proceeded with the
clearing, but he ignored the warning and went ahead to complete the
clearing. Not long after burning the field, his back started aching, and he
became severely ill.
He was rushed to the hospital but to no avail. Whilst he was still alive, four
spirit mediums from neighbouring villages were consulted and three of
them came to the same conclusion: Hå De was being punished for having
destroyed the forest spirit’s house. His back pain was the punishment for
having burnt the back of the spirit in the form of a snake. The Katu say
that underworld spirits – in the vision of human beings – take the shape of
snakes as they emerge above ground (and enter the world of humans). The
mediums had claimed that: If the body of the spirit can be found [in the
form of a burnt snake], then, perhaps, Hå De’s life can be saved. Otherwise he will die.

Accordingly Hå De’s relatives searched for any burnt snakes on the
charred field, but did not find any. Hå De succumbed to his disease not
long after.
This story is relevant to my concerns in this chapter because it exemplifies how Katu individuals and communities, even today, are allegedly
“punished” by spirits for carrying out ”ecological” infractions in the landscape. The area cleared (Rabuot Valley) had long been known to be a
spirit area by the elders in the village, but in recent times many people –
including, presumably, Hå De – had started to doubt the potency and
perhaps even the existence, of these spirits. We will face an entire catalogue of similar incidents related to the clearing and burning fields in the
”wrong areas” of the village-forest territory in the coming chapters.
Clearly, among all the behaviours that are forbidden among the Katu (and
other Katuic-speaking upland groups), the destruction of a “spirit-owned”
area appeared to be most severely punished by the powerful landscape
spirits.

The sacred landscape
This chapter aims at providing an introduction to the Katu spirit pantheon while also placing the spirits in the context of the village-forest
landscape in which they are said to dwell. We have already sketched some
of the characteristics of this spirit-imbued landscape, and the two stories
recounted above illustrate the role played by the spirits in the landscape as
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well as the dangers of breaking taboos – ecological and moral (which to
Katu are much the same thing). In the following, we also attempt to look
at how the Katu spirit universe is manifested in the spatial layout of their
houses and villages, and how it is reflected in the larger village-forest landscape. I believe that a good way to begin this exposé is by briefly looking
at a map created together with Katu villagers in the A Vương commune
(Map 5.1). The map gives an idea of the emic view or “cultural construction” of landscape. It is illuminating to compare this emic map with a
government map of a similar landscape (Map 5.2).
While the younger generations of Katu villagers in the study area may not
know the names of all the hills and streams in their surrounding landscape, mature men and women – and the elders in particular – will know
not only the names of all the streams and hills and other features of the
local landscape, but also the stories pertaining to each one of them (Map
5.1). Furthermore, these knowledgeable people (who often lack formal
education altogether) will probably know the exact boundaries of the
traditional territories of the twenty or so former (pre-war) villages in the
A Vương commune (now reduced to six) as well as the movements of
each of these villages over several decades – often going back more than
half a century in time.
As we have already mentioned, traditional Katu villages were never
fixed in one place over a long period of time, but moved at periodic intervals within a larger village territory. (Further details about these movements will be provided below). Most Katu elders could actually remember
every single place within the territory where their own village had been
situated during their lifetime, how long the village stayed in each place,
and the reasons why the village had moved. The places where a village had
been situated in the past were referred to as nang dong (literally “old
house yard”) such and such.
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Map 5.1: Participatory sketch map of the A Vương landscape with the local
names of hills and streams (and important spirits) marked.
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Apart from knowing the names and stories of each hill and stream, elders would also know which of the hill spirits were powerful and which
were less powerful. The “character” and “personal inclination” of each hill
spirit were known through the stories attached to the hill. As exemplified
below, the “personalities” of the hill spirits varied. It should be no surprise, then, that the prohibitions and taboos varied considerably among
different hills.
To illustrate in what manner Katu people are attached to the landscape, one phrase comes to mind. An elderly Katu man, Ong Rö, while
drinking with a Kinh friend in a roadside shed near the A Vương Commune Centre, said to me:
To know the names of the hills is to be a Katu.

Before Ong Rö and his friend started drinking, we had been interviewing
him for several hours about the spirits of the landscape. Now, he was
pondering the fact that even though his Kinh friend was married to a
Katu girl and had lived in a Katu village for many years, there were still
some things that set them apart: thus, even though his Kinh friend had
actually learnt to speak Katu language, he had always shied away from
working in the forest the way the Katu do. Instead, he had dedicated
himself to various small-scale business activities near the road.86 As a
result, his Kinh friend had never learnt – or even considered learning – the
names of the hills in the surrounding landscape. He had never really learnt
the way of the Katu – he remained Kinh.
Some of the major spirit places in the landscape are indicated on Map
5.1. The map shows a blow-up of the upper right-hand corner of the
map. In this blown-up image there is a place marked “Abhuy A’ul”; A’ul,
in Katu cosmology, is the Water Spirit (see below). The place thus named
on the map is perceived as one of the many places in the landscape ruled
by that spirit master. Likewise, other places were ruled by other spirits.
Bol Pöblow, Bol Mohh and Kong Dhư – all hills - are the names of such
spirit places.
In ensuing chapters I will compare this “emic” map with the scientific
maps produced by various government agencies as well as those of the
conservationists, so let me briefly reiterate some of the differences be86

The only Kinh men who spend longer periods in the forest are those who are engaged in
fulltime illegal hunting/gathering activities of high-value animals and plant species. Even
these Kinh, however – although highly efficient hunters – do not appear to have the same
amount of knowledge about the wildlife and plants in the forest as do the Katu (according
to interviews carried out by biologist Nicholas Wilkinson among some Kinh hunters living
in Katu districts [Wilkinson pers. com. 2010]).
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tween the emic view of the local landscape (as reflected, at least partially,
in Map 5.1), and the “outside” – etic – view reflected in official “government” maps.
Map 5.1 shows a spirit-imbued landscape, a landscape of work, history,
local myths and memories, not merely a landscape of physical forms and
natural resources. In fact, we may perhaps gain a better understanding of
the local view if we (urban Westerners) instead compare it with a cityscape – that is, how we understand a cityscape. To us cities are “living
spaces”, each part of which has some sort of meaning to us. The same
applies to the forestscape of the Katu – for them. The many names of
streams and hills on the emic map indicate the fact the places are known,
have been visited many times and have a history; we can compare them to
the street names we all easily remember in our cities. No place, then, in
the emic forestscape is devoid of human traces – signs of past events,
memories and the like. In this regard, the bulk of the landscape is best
portrayed as a cultural landscape – a “cultured forest”.
I would like to contrast map 5.1 with another map to emphasise some
simple but important differences between the high modernist government
view and the local perception of the landscape: Map 5.2 is a map which
can be found in public view on sign post in central Prao. It proclaims that
it is a “Plan of Prao township” and stands along the main road of the
small town. It is unclear who is to benefit from it, since it shows little
useful information (street names etc.). In fact it appears to simply differentiate between urban structures (in different colours) and the monocoloured natural landscape surrounding those urban structures. On this
map, seventeen hills are labelled as “high hill[s]” but are left unnamed
(“núi cao” means “high mountain” in Vietnamese). Of course, the streets
and buildings on the map are also left unnamed, and so we are left with
the impression that the map’s purpose is simply to illustrate and celebrate
the progress of urban development in Prao township. To the Katu, who
are still by far the majority population in this town, however, each of the
hills on Map 5.2 has a name.
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Map 5.2: Urban development in Prao township.
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Clearly, from the government’s point of view, the hills on map 5.2 have
no relevance beyond being geophysical elevations in the surrounding
landscape. Although map 5.2 is perhaps not particularly characteristic of
the maps currently being produced of the Katu landscape, all these government-produced “modern” maps have in common that they do not pay
attention to the names of the individual hills, streams, small waterfalls and
ponds in the landscape. Only the highest peaks or the largest rivers apparently deserve to be named on such maps. Instead, the “modern” maps
tend to identify and demarcate spaces in the landscape of instrumental
interest to the government – areas for urban development, agricultural
production, industrial forestry, forest protection etc. (see Chapter 6).

Picture 5.1: A somewhat weird “Altar of the Ho Chi Minh Highway”. The exact
function of this unnamed concrete slab is not known.
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The spirit world: hill, stream and village
Much of this thesis is centred on what the Katu call abhuy, a term that can
be translated as “spirit”. However while the Katu concept of abhuy encompasses some of the entities that we would refer to by the term “spirit”,
the English term does not cover all the spiritual entities that exist in Katu
cosmology. The term paradigmatically refers to what I have called “nature
spirits” or “landscape spirits”, including the Sky Spirit, the Earth Spirit
and forest-, hill- and stream (water) spirits.
The term abhuy, however, does not refer to the spiritual entity that
gives hunters their game (the Katu version of the Animal Master or
Guardian of Wild Animals, Kamorrbarr), nor is it applied to the supremely important ancestor spirits (yang) – the properly buried dead relatives who eventually turn into protective “house spirits” (yang dong) associated with the family house and the ritual family/lineage wealth. Apart
from its generic meaning of anonymous nature spirits, the term abhuy also
refers to individual and named powerful hill spirits and to the spirit of
certain trees (usually old and/or tall exemplars). It is also associated with a
handful of animal species – both real species, such as the tiger, and monstrous animals not recognised by science (particularly certain spiritsnakes).87 It is primarily the hill spirits/spirit hills which will be examined
in this thesis.
Generally speaking, Katu spirits (including the non-abhuy varieties) are
sometimes manifest, sometimes hidden, and are often perceived to live
lives not so different from human lives; they eat, sleep, grow crops and
hunt etc. This is why there is always a risk that humans will enter into
conflict with the spirits. Humans and spirits compete for the same resources; they both need timber, agricultural land, food and so on. But
what is “timber” and “rice fields” for the spirits will appear as something
else to the humans – and vice versa.88 For example, the “villages” of powerful hill spirits are often believed to be located in old-growth forests, i.e.,
in places virtually devoid of human presence and which are only to a
minimal extent shaped by human activities. In these places, Katu say, the
spirits have their core bases – their “villages”. These places are normally
not visible to humans, but the Katu believe that they are nonetheless
there; they can be perceived by individuals possessing magic charms or
exceptional knowledge and skills. In any case, for the exceptional person
87

The abhuy snakes, from the point of view of modern science, do not exist. These snakes,
for example, are perceived as being able to kill by merely catching the eyes of their victims in
their gaze.
88
This is, of course, a perfect example of what Viveiros de Castro has called “perspectivism”
(Viveiros de Castro, 1998).
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who does possess the capacity or the magical item necessary to see the
spirits, they will appear as ordinary humans.
By the same token, most wild animals, fish and other resources, are actually considered the property of the abhuy. More specifically, the wild
animals considered endemic to a certain hill, will be considered the livestock of the hill spirit residing there. In a similar fashion, fish are considered the “chicken” of the Water Spirit. Essentially, then, humans and
spirits see the world differently. The spirit world appears as an inversion
of the human world; spirits work when humans sleep and vice-versa, the
voices of spirits are “like echoes of human voices” etc. This idea is fundamental to the concept, among Katuic people in general, of the humannature relationship.89
Villagers claimed that the spirits are hierarchically organised (“just like
the government”). The Sky Spirit (Pleng) and the Earth Spirit (Katiec) –
often mentioned together – are both referred to as abhuy and belong to
the highest order in the hierarchy. Pleng (literally the Sky or Heaven)
would seem to be considered the most powerful being of all, since Pleng
is regarded as having a very direct role in controlling human fates. Pleng
is also said to monitor all human activities and to “pass on information to
other abhuy”. To the same level in the spirit hierarchy belongs, I believe,
Abhuy Krung, the Forest Spirit – a notion which I interpret as a generic
concept encompassing the “the sum” of all individual hill, forest and other
“nature” spirits in the Katu landscape.
Likewise, on the highest spirit level, I think we must place the Water
Spirit (Abhuy Dak) in its generic form. Abhuy Dak, however, is unique in
that he is never invited to village feasts. No sacrifices organised in the
village are ever directed to him. Abhuy Dak is thus considered apart from
the other grand abhuy. Despite this, in the forest-hill territory of each
Katu village, there will be certain places associated with Abhuy Dak. The
water spirit is associated both with large rivers (karung) and with stream
sources high up in the hills (see map 5.1 above). He is also associated
with the underworld, and with a gnome-like people who live there (the
Redill). In addition, the Katu associate the water spirit with “holes in the
ground”, caves, “dragon-crocodiles” (the mythic böyöa, who are said to be
his pet dogs) and pangolins.90 Abhuy Dak is often referred to in personalized form as Abhuy A’ul. No explanation for this latter name was given to
me.

90

Pangolins swimming in water are believed to be incarnations of the böyöa who, in turn, are
the pets of A’ul.
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As noted, and as opposed to the other three grand nature spirits (Sky,
Earth and Forest), A’ul is never invited to village rituals. That is, ritual
sacrifices meant to improve the wellbeing of the village are not offered to
A’ul. According to the knowledgeable elders I spoke to on this topic, the
main reason for this is that A’ul is a “deaf” spirit. A’ul is described as a
white-skinned individual, who “looks like a Frenchman” or a fair skinned
Westerner, sometimes also described as having red eyes. None of the
other grand spirits appear to have such a well-defined physical form in the
Katu lore.
The second spirit level in the hierarchy is that of the multiple named,
individual, hill and place spirits in the village-forest territories. It is these
individual hill spirits (abhuy A, B, C etc.) as well as the various tree and
animal spirits which may be found on these hills. As has been mentioned,
all such spirits are sometimes subsumed under the generic class of abhuy
krung (forest - or nature spirits).
Essentially, then, the abhuy seem to form a kind of nested hierarchy in
which the “lower-level” abhuy are comprehended or encompassed by their
corresponding entity at the higher level – spirits within spirits, so to
speak. This hierarchical scheme of encompassment can be exemplified
with the category of Abhuy Krung (Forest Spirit) as follows:

1st Order: Abhuy Krung (nature- or forest spirits in a generic sense).
2nd Order (components of Abhuy Krung): species specific and/or individualized nature spirits associated with particular places, objects or beings:
abhuy A (hill spirit A), abhuy B (hill spirit B), abhuy C etc.; the abhuy of a
particular stream source or other significant place (X, Y, Z etc.); abhuy of
certain powerful animal species (tiger, elephant etc.).
3rd Order (components inside an individual spirit hill: the abhuy of tree A,
B, C the abhuy of animal A, B, C etc.

When we think in terms of “nature spirits” among the Katu, the “second
order” of abhuy is probably the most relevant for our analysis. I thus understand all these “nature spirits” as, in some sense, specific representations of Abhuy Krung. These individual hill (or place) spirits, as we shall
see, may be considered as having many different shapes and forms, one of
them, which we will look at more closely in the next section, was described as having a “pangolin’s head”, another was said to be a “snake”
(e.g. the spirit of the hill named Bol Gun in Nam Đông). The next two
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chapters will provide detailed accounts of such hill spirits, and analyse
how they are distributed across the Katu landscape.
The distinction between Abhuy Katiec and Abhuy Krung is perhaps
significant. In major rituals, it is Katiec (Earth) that is always invoked
directly after Pleng (Sky). Katiec seems to be a more encompassing spirit
than Krung (Forest) and, thus, to include the latter. I would propose that,
whereas the domain of the Katiec spirit is very comprehensive, it is a deity
primarily invoked when land is converted from forest to farmland. In
contrast, we may perhaps view the notion of abhuy krung in the general
sense as primarily designating those parts of the forest which are not converted to farmland – i.e. the old-growth forest areas. However there are
no absolute or sharp boundaries between “Katiec” and “Krung”. All these
notions need to be understood in the context of the shifting cultivation
landscape where most borders between zones of different types of vegetation are always fluid.
One noteworthy characteristic of all the abhuy appears to be that they
“eat humans”. This applies to the grand spirits of the “first order” (Earth,
Water, Forest, Sky), but also to those of the “second order”- the individual spirit hills, certain trees, and the tiger. Most of all, I believe that the
definition of abhuy is a way to “trophically” organise the Katu universe,
placing them above the levels of humans (who eat creatures of lower levels). In other words, the trophic trope here expresses power relations; the
spirits are superior to humans who are posited as superior to game animals and fish, and so on. There is little doubt that the spirits rule over
men in Katu cosmology, even though – as we shall see – men can actually
cause harm to spirits, or even kill them (but humans were never seen as
able to “eat” spirits). There is thus both a sense of equity and hierarchy in
the Katu cosmos in which the “rule of thumb” is clearly that, if one harms
the spirits, they will harm one back.
The Katu also speak of the abhuy as the “spirits of the outside” (Vietnamese: “ma bên ngoại”), implying that all of these “man-eating” spirits
belong to the outside. These, outside spirits, then, are typically contrasted
with “those of the inside” – i.e., those of the family or house (what we
might want to refer to as ancestor spirits). Although these latter spirits,
the “inside spirits”, are generally considered much more benevolent – and
less dangerous – than the “outside spirits”, they too need to be treated
with great respect and deference. These “inside spirits”, or ancestor spirits
are referred to by a variety of terms, such as amaa and amehh (“father”
and “mother” respectively) or yang dong (literally “house spirits”). These
latter spirits, the yang may be seen as belonging to a lower level in the
spirit hierarchy, intermediate between abhuy and living human beings.
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The Katu notion of krung, the forest or the “outside”, overlaps with
the Western category of “nature” insofar as the term refers to the cosmological domain beyond the cultured realm of the village, thus justifying
my tentative translation of abhuy as forest or nature spirits. However, in
the generic cosmology of the Katuic groups there is no equivalent to our
own concept of an objective, “soul-less” domain of “nature”. Thus, the
Katuic dichotomy between different spirit domains (“outside” and “inside”) does not imply a naturalistic division between Nature and Culture.
To the Katu, both Forest and Village are inhabited by intentional beings,
human and non-human (animals, plants and spirits), who continuously
communicate with each other and whose existence and “wellbeing” depend on, and are defined by, the proper relation between the two domains. As we shall see, the two domains indexed by the contrasted categories of “inside“ and “outside” spirits are interwoven into a quite complex
pattern.
There is a close cosmological connection between the spirits of a given
hill, its forest and the streams flowing from it. As we have mentioned, the
bulk of the Katu landscape consists of steep hills covered by forests. These
hills, in turn, are separated from each other by named streams, each originating from a source on a particular hill. This means that it is fairly
straightforward for the Katu to conflate a particular hill with its forest and
its main stream. Thus, it is commonplace that a hill’s name is the same as
the name of its main stream (and the source from which it springs). The
nominal identification between a particular hill, a stream which flows
from it and the patch of forest it waters, suggests that each hill-forest-andstream “unit” forms a separate “spirit domain”, a domain dominated by a
particular named spirit or host of spirits, with which humans must negotiate if they wish to establish a settlement and cultivate in that particular
place.
As distinct from small streams (tam), forest areas and hills, which are
owned and controlled by particular forest spirits (abhuy krung), rivers
(karung) are ruled by an entirely different category of spirits, namely that
of the water spirits (abhuy dak) and their personalised Master – A’ul. It is
believed among the Katu that if a particularly malevolent and dangerous
spirit is afflicting a village community, then villagers can only escape by
crossing a river or large stream – that is, by moving the village to a safe
place on the other side of the river; it will not suffice for villagers to cross
a mere tam. This is so, since spirits cannot cross major waterways.
We may describe the Katu landscape as a “spirit landscape” with categories of spirits zealously guarding their particular domains – the entire
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landscape being divided into a grid-like pattern by larger streams and
rivers (karung), the latter constituting “absolute” boundaries between the
various spirit domains. The distinction between various spirits domains,
separated by large streams and rivers, and the belief that spirits cannot
cross rivers, suggest a conceptual division between “land spirits” (“forest
spirits”) and “water spirits” (stream spirits).
Water spirits (abhuy dak) are rarely placated with offerings or sacrifices
and, indeed, only when they are believed to have caused somebody to fall
ill. The crucial difference between a water spirit and other spirits is that it
will only “react” (harm villagers by making them ill) if a villager transgresses into its area – e.g., by crossing one of the spirits’ “water roads”. In
contrast, as we shall see exemplified further (below), many hill spirits
actively monitor the everyday lives of the villagers (at least within the
overall village territory). The water spirits are thus – relative to other spirits – rather uninterested in the human community. As with all of the most
powerful spirits, it is never entirely clear whether we are supposed to regard abhuy dak as a singular being (the Water Spirit), or a collective of
spirits ruling different streams and rivers. But, whatever the case, water
spirits certainly appear more removed from the human realm of the village
and its rice fields than are the hill spirits which are seen as monitoring the
moral behaviour of the villagers (see below).
Water spirits are generally regarded as dangerous. They can only harm
or, at best, leave humans alone; they never help humans. Note, moreover,
that since rivers – as opposed to small streams – do not appear to originate from any specific hill, dangerous water spirits are not associated with
any specific locality or stretch of the river. Rather, they are generally associated with the underworld and, as such, with the sinister spirits of the
unincorporated dead – i.e., bad-dead ghosts or deceased persons before
having been properly buried in the family grave. A’ul is often spoken of as
being singular, unique, whereas other water spirits – such as the böyöa –
(spirit crocodile) are legion. Nonetheless, these böyöa are in themselves
powerful spirit beings, and it may be these that the Katu refer to when
speaking of abhuy karung.
Any forest (krung) on or around a particular hill, and any flatland (klung)
watered by the stream originating from the same hill, will also bear the
name of that hill-stream. Moreover, any village established on (or at the
foot of) that hill will also usually bear the same name as the hill-streamforest. This was thus the case with the majority of Katu villages that I
visited: they were named after certain hills, which possessed namesake
streams. However, considering that villages rotated within a certain vil-
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lage territory in the past, it is important to note that villages retained the
names of the original place where they were once “established” rather
than acquiring a new name every time they moved to a new place. Practically none of the villages that I visited were thus now located on the hills
which had given them their names.
How, then, did villagers name these hills and streams in the first instance? We were told that in many cases (but not all), the name of a village had been revealed to the village founder or a medium by the actual
spirit of the place – usually in a dream or while becoming possessed by the
spirit in question. Some villages are named after streamless hills or flat
areas, which in turn have got their names after specific events, or simply
after certain prominent features of the site. A’urr village, for example, is
named after A’urr hill – a streamless hill. A’urr means “ant”, the hill being
thus named because its shape resembles that of an ant nest. Note that
A’urr village retains this name even though it moved away from the original A’urr hill about a century ago. In short, village names are names of
communities rather than of particular places.
It was my impression that, perhaps as a consequence of the very peculiar jagged relief of the Katu landscape, it was rare that a hill would harbour more than one stream. In any case, the spirit of a particular hill appears to be considered intimately connected to the presence of water on
that hill (and particularly to the stream source). Perhaps it is even inconceivable for Katu people that a hill can have a spirit if it does not have a
stream/stream source.
Importantly, powerful spirit hills often had waterfalls (trlahh), caves
and small lakes or ponds – (abokk).
In the following section we will look more closely at one particular
spirit hill, Kong Dhư hill, located about one km from Arek village. Kong
Dhư was considered the tutelary spirit of Arek. As such, it is representative of the type of spirits of central concern to my dissertation. Kong Dhư
is a forest spirit (abhuy krung), and yet clearly linked very closely to the
village.

Old Pangolin: the spirit of Kong Dhư hill
Not far from Arek village there is a hill which drew my particular attention after many conversations with its inhabitants. The hill appeared to be
important to people even from other villages in the area. The hill was
called Kong Dhư (kong is one of many Katu words used to refer to a particular kind of hill). Kong Dhư hill was considered to have caused many
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of the illnesses -- and even deaths -- in Arek village. As such, my initial
impression of the hill was that it was an “evil place” (Vietnamese: “khu
vực ác”). For example, not long before our arrival in the village (2004),
the hill spirit was said to have possessed the young wife of our host –
forcing her to act weirdly and cover her face in faeces. It is not uncommon that Katu women become possessed by spirits, but it is nonetheless
always considered a dangerous state for ordinary Katu to be in. It is believed that spirit possession can result in serious illness and even the death
of the victim.
A few individuals in the village, however, are possessed on an almost
regular basis. Such people are considered to be mediums (vessels of the
spirits) and diviners in cases of spirit-induced illness, since the spirits can
convey through them the exact cause of the illness afflicting the victims.
Although these mediums can be both men and women, it is far more
common that they are women. The two most reputed mediums in Arek
village, for example – Ba Bheng and Bon – were both women. There were
also a number of knowledgeable elderly men in Arek who claimed to be in
communication with spirits. These male elders, however, were rarely possessed by the spirits, but instead learned the will of the spirit through
dreams. Katu say that as soon as the cause of the spirit’s anger has been
removed, usually by means of an animal sacrifice, then the victim’s illness
will also disappear.
Let us now return to the incident when the wife of our then host in the
village had become possessed, behaving as though she had lost her mind.
Several people had been involved in trying to cure her, among them the
young but powerful woman named Bon. During this period, despite her
youth, Bon was considered the most powerful medium in the village –
both feared and respected. The mediums – who were of course voluntarily consulted by the family members of the possessed woman – all identified Kong Dhư hill as the cause of this possession.
The spirit of Kong Dhư was angry because there had recently been
“some brawls in the village” and some villagers had been watching “bad
pornographic DVDs”. The possessed woman (i.e., our host’s wife) had
not been personally involved in any of the activities which had angered
the spirit; she was punished simply because she was a member of the offending village community. In the eyes of the spirit, the inhabitants of a
village are always held collectively responsible for a member’s actions.
While the haunting stories about Kong Dhư conjured up the image of
a sinister spirit who, over the years, allegedly had killed over a hundred
people in neighbouring villages, it also soon became clear that the relationship between Kong Dhư hill and Arek had further dimensions. For all
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its “evil” (villagers described the hill as “aggressive”, “dangerous” and
“strict”), it eventually transpired that Kong Dhư hill was actually considered the tutelary spirit hill of the village. Thus during an interview, a
knowledgeable villager answered to my direct question:
Q: Which is the village spirit of Arek?
A: [Thinking carefully] … One can say, I think, that Kong Dhư is our village spirit.

Clearly, the villagers of Arek considered their fate closely intertwined
with, indeed subject to, the spirit of Kong Dhư hill.
Kong Dhư’s forest begins only a few hundred meters away from the
edge of the village ground but despite the hill’s proximity to the village,
the villagers did not dare to carry out shifting cultivation there. It needs to
be emphasised that Kong Dhư was different from the “bad-death places”
that we encountered during our walk in the forests of Adinh 3 village
(related at the beginning of this chapter). Those places were all small,
often comprising a mere grove. The forest of Kong Dhư hill, on the other
hand, comprised an area of about two square kilometres. This areal estimate is significant; I believe, it is an area sufficiently large to be of ecological significance in terms of modern conservation ecology.
In the pre-war period, the hill constituted the frontier between several
villages (Arek, Rarro and Charr), villages which were connected to each
other through marriage alliances. But, it seems, all those villages accorded
equal importance to Kong Dhư hill – meaning that the hill was a “tutelary
hill” for all those villages. (Today, those villages have been merged into
Arek village.) Moreover, in terms of its “biophysical” importance, several
streams originating from the Kong Dhư hill forest watered all these villages. Kong Dhư was actually a single peak on a relatively large forested
ridge, much of which – but not all of which – was considered protected
by the spirit.
The Kong Dhư area was certainly not sufficient to be able to constitute
“a viable habitat” (in itself) for any of the more notorious conservationist
flagship species – typically large mammals (tigers, saola) – but, as long as
it was connected to other core forest areas through forest corridors
(which it was during the study period), it was clearly a vital refuge for
many local animals. It was also sufficiently large to serve as plant-seed
repository for many wild tree species and as a bulwark against the bamboo landscapes surrounding it (young fallows are often dominated by
bamboo species). It was thus certainly an area big enough to enhance the
biodiversity levels of the local landscape (see map 5.1).
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Traditionally, both shifting cultivation and hunting were forbidden on
Kong Dhư hill and in Kong Dhư forest. However, with respect to hunting and trapping, the killing of certain animal species was considered
more dangerous than that of others. It was believed that the hill spirit had
a particular association with certain kinds of animals. As we shall see
throughout the next few chapters, it is common that different hill spirits
protect different animals. However, certain species commonly recur as
tabooed animals on spirit hills.
As concerns the cutting of trees, it was allowed (by the spirit) under
certain conditions – and for building houses only. It is possible that an
earlier, stricter taboo on cutting trees had been relaxed recently; during
my first visit in Arek some informants claimed that it was not allowed to
cut timber here at all, but later it appeared that the "spirit had begun to
allow" some timber cutting for house construction. In any case, the taboo
against hunting and clearing agricultural land (felling trees and burning
them) remained strictly enforced and continued to be enforced also during my last visit to the village in 2009. In light of the fact that so many
cultural changes took place between my first visit (2003) and my last visit,
I actually found it remarkable that the respect for Kong Dhư hill appeared
impervious to all these changes. As a general rule, valid for Kong Dhư as
well as for other spirit places, it was forbidden to speak or act "disrespectfully" (i.e., to utter bad words or defecate) in such areas.
Among the many stories about Kong Dhư, one related how a man, the
son of Ating Brol, had found a peculiar stone when he was clearing a
swidden field adjacent to Kong Dhư hill (there were fields around the
hill):
It was a white stone with a red bright spot in the middle. He took it back
home and didn’t tell anybody. One week later, when Ating Brol’s son was
sitting in his field sharpening his knife, a tree fell down on him. The villagers heard a loud and terrifying scream; some thought that he had caught a
large wild animal and was yelling for the villagers to come and help him
carry the animal home. Others suspected something bad had happened.
They went to find out what was the cause of the screaming and found Ating Brol’s son seriously injured. They carried him to his house. While he
was lying there mortally injured, one of the village mediums (Ba Bheng)
turned up. She had been possessed by the spirit of Kong Dhư and came to
Ating Brol’s son’s house. When she saw the dying man, Ba Bheng suddenly started to laugh. She said, with the sinister voice of the spirit: “the
tree didn’t fall down by itself, it fell down because you did something
wrong to me”.
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Later it became known that another wise man in the village, the blind
Elder Chön, had dreamt that a spirit talked to him about a week before
the accident. In the dream the spirit had told Elder Chön “to give the
stone back [to the spirit]”. Elder Chön had not known how to interpret
the dream at the time. In fact, nobody knew that Ating Brol’s son had
taken a stone from Kong Dhư except his wife, and it was only three days
after Ating Brol’s son had been buried that his wife showed the stone to
some elders in the village. They were all agitated and blamed her for not
showing them the stone earlier; they knew that the stone was extremely
malignant (mabhuy) and that – had they only known about it earlier –
they might have been able to save the young man’s life. 91
Other people, when asked about this event, added other details to the
story: It was explained to me, for instance that the young man’s field was
at the foot of Kong Dhư, just outside the “forbidden” zone, and that it
was while working on this field that the man had found the stone. However, they claimed, not only had Ating Brol’s son found a (spirit) stone
there, he had also caught a turtle in the forest near his field. He had done
this despite knowing that the spirit of Kong Dhư forbids people from
catching turtles, pangolins and snakes from its area. He had brought the
turtle home (perhaps with the intention of selling it at the Prao market),
but the turtle had mysteriously escaped. Later he had claimed to have seen
the same turtle again, but higher up on the forbidden hill. He did not
dare to catch it a second time. Kong Dhư is not the only spirit area
among the Katu of Vietnam which has a specific taboo against catching
turtles. Indeed, different spirit hills have different taboos, and turtle and
snake taboos seem to go hand in hand. This will be discussed further in a
later chapter.
On another occasion, also in recent memory, there had been a similar
event involving a turtle from Kong Dhư. Alang Ch’råå told us how, just a
couple of years earlier, he had caught a turtle on the hill and taken it
straight to Prao to sell (to the Kinh animal traders who are permanently
stationed there and who buy animals from the Katu which they sell to
exclusive restaurants and traditional medicine dealers in Hanoi, Saigon
and China). A few days later his three-year-old son was suddenly struck ill
and died. At the funeral, grief-stricken, he told all the people present
about what he had done; that he had secretly caught a turtle on Kong
Dhư and sold it. According to the other villagers, it was self-evident that
it was the action of the father that had brought on the death of the son.

91

I was not a participatory observer of these events; they were all narrated to me by an
informant.
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I asked the villagers about how and why Kong Dhư had become a
spirit hill and I was told various stories by different elders, all similar in
their general outline:
A long time ago there had been a settlement on Kong Dhư. The leaders –
the takah tahal – of the settlement had been two brothers named Bhuöp
Lua and Bhuöp Manao. The two brothers loved to play music with their
fine gongs. At one point, when one of the brothers (Bhuöp Lua) had gone
down to the stream to clean his gong, the string holding the gong snapped
and it had fallen down on some stones and cracked. The man cried out
loudly in anger and cursed his bad luck, and then went back to tell his
brother. A few days later, Elder Lua’s beloved daughter (her name was
Mat Me) suddenly died. Now, of course, Elder Lua grieved even more,
and began cursing even worse. He even began to curse the spirits of the
place where the two brothers lived [Kong Dhư]. His brother, Elder
Manao, joined him. It was the spirit of Kong Dhư that had caught Lua’s
daughter, and because the two brothers continued cursing, the spirit eventually caught the souls of the two brothers, killing them as well]. The
ghosts of the two brothers then became the “soldiers” of Kong Dhư. The
name of that spirit [the original spirit of Kong Dhư] is Elder Song Krohh
[Bhuöp Song Krohh, meaning “Elder Pangolin”].

According to one informant, there were many spirits dwelling on the
hill, but it was Elder Song Krohh that was the “chief” spirit, the Master of
them all. Not long after I heard the above story, I also learnt that the
name “Song Krohh” actually means pangolin. However, the only explanation for this name I was given was that the spirit had this name because
it “has the head of a pangolin”. I heard no other instances of hill spirits
being named after an animal species, although other hill spirits were described as looking like certain animals. I was told that villagers usually
learnt the name of a spirit the same way that they would learn the (true)
name of a place in the landscape: Somebody would become possessed by
the spirit who would claim to be the spirit of such and such a place. After
such a possession took place, the villagers would know the name of the
spirit and the place in question. However, the name Bhuöp Song Krohh
is also a seemingly descriptive name – probably derived from the assumed
pangolin-like appearance of the Kong Dhư spirit.
Elder Song Krohh (i.e., the spirit of Kong Dhư) was said to take care
of the wild animals that lived on the hill. Some said that the villagers were
not allowed to hunt animals on the hill. The villagers claimed that if a
hunter chased an animal in the forest outside Kong Dhư and it ran into
the Kong Dhư forest, even a wounded animal, “it would be impossible
for you to catch it” and, also, that the animal in question would immediately “be healed” upon entering the spirit area. Usually, when villagers
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expressed the idea that it was “impossible” to hunt animals in a particular
place (as in this case), it actually meant that they did not even try to do so
(similar notions also exist among the Katuic groups in Kaleum, Laos; cf.
Chapter 9). There were also certain trees – among them, the chölaar tree –
that should not be cut on the hill, no matter what the circumstances were.
What was categorically forbidden was to clear and burn on Kong Dhư.
The prohibition against clearing and burning was extremely strict. This
became clear from another interview:
Arek and Rarro are the two villages that have lost the most people to that
hill. All in all, perhaps fifty people from these two villages alone have died.
After the American War ended, because many bombs had been dropped
on Kong Dhư, some villagers had become convinced that the spirit of
Kohn Dhư had run away. They thought that it would be safe now to clear
fields on that hill. Some family members of those who tried to clear there
immediately became ill, however, so they quickly abandoned their clearings there. Then, in 2003, Ating Bo tried to cultivate there, but, again, the
spirit reacted and caused his daughter-in-law to become seriously ill. He
sacrificed a buffalo to save her and promised that he would immediately
abandon the field. [Author’s comment: the girl recovered.] (Interview
with a man in Arek, 2004)]

Despite their fear of the spirit of Kong Dhư, the villagers of Arek seemed
to maintain a relatively stable relationship with this hill. Had this not been
the case, the present village would probably not have been located so close
to the hill. The current village location is a consequence of an agreement
made between the local government and the lineages which currently
dominate Arek village. The present location of Arek village, only a few
hundred metres from Kong Dhư, was deemed reasonable by the villagers
of Arek who clearly never viewed the anger of Kong Dhư as striking the
village at random. (Indeed, in the pre-war period, several of the lineages
now living in Arek village had had settlements located even closer to
Kong Dhư.)
In other words, despite being fully aware of the power of Kong Dhư,
many of the lineages of Arek (particularly those derived from the smaller
pre-war villages named Arek, Rarro, Charr and Adjuong) had consciously
chosen to stay near Kong Dhư. Why was this so?
It was only in 2009, on my last trip, that I learnt why this was so: At
some point in the past, several communities living on the northern side of
the A Vương river had been attacked by a particularly strong and fierce
party of raiders. These raiders were variously referred by storytellers as
“Paco” (the name of another Katuic-speaking group) or simply as “Laotians”. These aggressive raiders had managed to defeat all the villages
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along the Mraang River and slaughtered many people. It was only when
the raiders reached the Kong Dhư area, where the surviving defenders
had rallied to make a last stand, that the raiders were defeated. With the
power of the Kong Dhư spirit behind them, the defenders finally managed to repel the invaders. The odds had been heavily unfavourable, but
the hill gave them magical aid. After that victory, the remnants of the
population in the villages of the lower Mraang basin (most of them fused
into the present Arek village) realised that Kong Dhư was their true spirit
master.
Kong Dhư, it was believed, had also assisted the adjacent villages during the America-Vietnam War. Particularly in the years 1967 and 1968,
elders claimed, the lower Mraang villages (now Arek) had been heavily
bombed by the Southern forces and had sought refuge from the bombs in
the shadows of Kong Dhư’s old-growth forest. Despite the fact that the
hill was bombed and much of its forest destroyed, only a single villager in
what is now Arek ended up wounded. In sum, although clearly viewed as
a stern and powerful spirit, Kong Dhư is also the village’s guardian and
protector.
It should also be noted that when the villagers of Arek – in a joint
communal effort 2006, in which I participated – decided to replace the
roof of their communal house, their guöl, the entire village went into
Kong Dhư to collect palm leaves for the roof. All villagers participated in
the work and walked together up to the peak of Kong Dhư. This was not
simply because the required leaves happened to grow on Kong Dhư hill;
it appeared that the roof and building materials of the communal house
should come from Kong Dhư – not from any other place. Indeed, the
central pillars of the communal house had also, for the same reason, been
taken from the forest of Kong Dhư. Of course, large trees could not be
extracted carelessly from such a powerful spirit area; they could only be
cut after the elders had carefully carried out the required ritual procedures
(see below).
In the period following 2004, the government imposed a new policy
on the village’s forest use, which entitled each household to cut a certain
amount of timber for making “stable” houses as a part of the national
poverty-reduction strategy – but also to alter the housing pattern more in
accordance with Kinh aesthetics. In the past, of course, the villagers themselves would decide when and where to cut timber. The new housing
policy granted “poor families” money and building material for constructing new, stable houses. Much of the timber for the house-building spree
that now followed was taken from Kong Dhư. But this, in contrast to the
taboo on clearing and burning trees, and catching turtles and certain other
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animal species, was apparently considered acceptable to the spirit of Kong
Dhư.
I would later observe other similar cases, concerning other hills, where
hill spirits could accept a “reasonable amount” of construction materials
being taken from their hills. Nor did the villagers, when collecting new
roof leaves for the communal house in Arek, act with much apparent
respect or solemnity; there was banter and a generally happy atmosphere
during the work, later ending in a big communal feast in the re-roofed
guöl.
The spirit of Kong Dhư was also described as a “clean” spirit. This attribute of the spirit explains why it was absolutely forbidden to urinate or
defecate on the hill, but also why, in local opinion, there were no leeches
on the hill (the exact connection between “cleanliness” and the absence of
leeches on Kong Dhư, was however never explained to me). The strictness of the hill seemed to have something to do with the fact that its spirit
was considered to be “deaf” (and thus either unable to hear the pleas for
mercy from the villagers or turning a “deaf ear” to them). In any case, the
notion that certain hill spirits were deaf was a recurrent one. It may also
be noted that other villages, among them the village of Dövil (which
would later merge with A’urr village (cf. Chapter 6), had more lenient
and “soft-hearted” tutelary hill spirits than Kong Dhư.
Like all the other hill spirits that I came to hear about, Kong Dhư was,
in a sense, defined by its “taboos” – i.e., by the actions that could not be
performed within its territory. In this sense, sacred hills had similarities
with the protected forests, forest corridors and zones which are now being
defined by modern conservationists and state foresters. In short, within
the spirit zone of Kong Dhư and other similar hills, human activities were
severely restricted. As opposed to the mind-set which prevails among
modern conservationists, however, the taboos of spirit hills are not in
place because the local groups claim to “care” for the forest or animals in
such places but rather out of fear and respect for the Master Spirits of
those places. Perhaps even stranger to the modern mind-set, however, is
the local notion that such spirit hills are regarded as agents who actively
care for and involve themselves in the daily business – and particularly the
moral behaviour – of the villagers under their protection and tutelage.
In sum, the forest on and around Kong Dhư largely remains intact until today despite being located close to several populous villages (by Katu
standards) and not far from the Ho Chi Minh Highway. It is my estimation that, had it not been for the local communities’ respect for the spirit,
the forest on and surrounding the hill would long since have been cut and
cleared for shifting cultivation – and most of its game extirpated. Ulti-
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mately, like a stern but responsible father, Kong Dhư hill was actually
seen as both nurturing and protecting the villagers of Arek – but also
punishing them if they faltered in terms of morality. What the stories
about Kong Dhư particularly illuminate is how “the village” in Katu culture is considered a single moral community and, furthermore, how
communities are inextricably tied to the powerful abhuy in the surrounding landscape.

Settlement pattern, spirits and bad death: is there
an ecological rationality in Katu traditions?
As mentioned earlier, Katu villages in the past moved every now and
then. Since, the main reasons for moving villages, according to elderly
informants, were “bad deaths” (chet mop), it is impossible to state any
exact number of years that a typical village would stay in one place. Based
on collected accounts by elders, however, it seems that it was not uncommon for villages to move at least once or even twice per decade in the
pre-war period. (During, the American-Vietnamese War, village movements became even more frequent.)
Many examples of bad deaths were provided by our informants. Both
the story about the poisonous places and the suicide of the “headman’s
daughter” in Adinh 3 and the story of Hå De’s demise (in the beginning
of this chapter) are examples of bad deaths which could have, in the past,
prompted a village to move to another location. Those two stories also
hint at the fact that the Katu, ultimately, view such deaths as caused by
angered spirits. Overall, the Katu concept of bad death refers to sudden
and violent death and “unnatural” or unexpected death more generally,
typically involving profuse bleeding. The prototypical case often given
was that of a young woman dying during childbirth; other cases included
deaths caused by accidents, drowning, murder, suicide as well as deaths
caused by certain diseases which are not deemed natural (cf. Luu Hung
2007). It may also be noted that a very similar concept of bad death exists
in mainstream Vietnamese culture (i.e. among the Kinh), as well as
among Chinese and, indeed, in Southeast Asia in general.
The common denominator in all stories about bad deaths that I collected is that they describe the same causal pattern: villagers anger local
spirits, either through immoral conduct among themselves or by neglecting an environmental taboo (most typically by cutting, clearing and/or
burning forests in spirit-inhabited forest areas). Although I have made a
distinction (for the benefit of the reader) between “moral” and “ecologi-
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cal” infractions, the Katu do not make this distinction themselves. Once a
local abhuy has been angered through misconduct by villagers, one or
more deaths in the village are likely to be interpreted as bad deaths – as
punishment by the spirits. From an “outsider’s” point of view, however,
there might not be anything remarkable about these allegedly “bad”
deaths.
We will look more closely at various stories of such bad deaths in the
next chapter. In fact, although certain deaths are considered “typical”
examples of bad deaths, any death may be interpreted as either “good” or
as “bad” depending on the collective “mood” of the village – whether any
inauspicious event happen after a death in the village or not. In other
words, whether a death is categorized as good or bad is a post-facto
judgement, given after the cause of death has been properly established –
usually by a diviner, spirit medium or other knowledgeable person in the
village.
As regards village relocations as a result of bad death, the distance a village moved when abandoning one location in favour of another was
claimed by most informants to be between two and five kilometres.
Thus, even when moving, villages would generally remain within their
ancestral village territory. Furthermore, at least in the study area, almost
every part of the total landscape was claimed by one village or another.
Village movements caused by bad death did not take the village out of the
traditional village territory – only out of the sphere of influence of the
particular abhuy which had been offended, usually a powerful hill spirit. It
was not uncommon that, after two or three decades had passed, a village
would return and settle in a place not far from a previously abandoned
site.
The abandonment of a village was an event that had a very substantial
impact on the village in a number of ways. To begin with, as described by
both Le Pichon (1939) and elders I interviewed, such an event would
entail the slaughter of a large fraction of the village’s livestock and poultry,
(buffaloes appear to have been spared, but the poultry and sometimes all
the pigs would be killed). Some informants claimed that all animals of a
certain colour had to be slaughtered to slake the thirst for blood among
the angered spirits (or perhaps to leave the curse behind with the dead
animals; the accounts are not very clear on this point). Sometimes, it was
also considered advisable also to get rid of the grain supplies and even the
family stocks of rice seeds. In all instances, following numerous animal
sacrifices and the abandonment of the old village site, the livestock herds
(and sometimes rice seeds) would need to be reconstituted by gifts or
loans from friends and relatives in neighbouring villages. All the houses in
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the old village would be left to rot where they stood. Although the house
structures could (possibly) have been disassembled and moved to the new
location, it seems that this was not the case. Instead, almost everything
(except household goods and ritual wealth such as gongs and jars) was
abandoned.
Villages would also occasionally be abandoned because of so-called
“medicine wars”, wars in which one village would strike another village
with a deadly plague by burning pieces of the magical chölaar tree in the
enemy village’s territory. So powerful was this “spirit poison” that it could
eradicate the entire population of a targeted village. Whatever the exact
reason for this “curse”, the Katu believe that the cursed village could escape the pursuing chölaar spirits only by crossing a karung, a large river.
Clearly, rivers represented strong boundary lines in the landscape – recall
the perceived grid like nature of the hilly forest environment, where rivers
and large streams form boundaries between local spirit domains. Note,
however, that a village territory contains numerous place spirits even if
only one is perceived as the “tutelary hill spirit”.92
In the past, Kinh communist cadres strongly opposed the practice of
abandoning villages following bad death. Not only did they consider the
sacrifice of so many animals wasteful, but they also could not accept the
notion that villages would become ritually closed to outsiders during critical periods of the year (or following upon bad death). The AmericanVietnamese War may also have played an important role in the eventual
demise of this custom; as one Katu veteran explained, there were simply
too many bad (violent) deaths during this time. If the normal procedures
following upon bad death had not been discontinued, the Katu simply
would not have survived. The wartime abandonment or slacking of many
of the customary taboos and rituals, and the campaigns directed against
them by the Communist Party after the War, have entailed that the most
conspicuous ritual practices from the past disappeared in the post-war
period.
One or two final remarks regarding the traditional practice of abandoning a village in the case of a bad death: presumably, this custom was
one of the main driving factors behind the mobile settlement pattern of
the Katu, forcing them to repeatedly look for “new” land to cultivate
while leaving abandoned settlements behind. But apart from this culturally motivated imperative, it is hard not to notice the similarity between
the practice of rotating swidden fields and the practice of rotating the
92

The stories about the chölaar “curse” did not state wether the targeted village would need
to leave the village territory or not.
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village location in response to bad death (at much greater intervals,
granted) – because villages often did return to sites which had been previously abandoned (but always several decades later, and after carefully
probing the will of the spirits).
Whenever possible, villagers prefer to clear swidden fields close to the
village rather than far away from it. However, the intrinsic logic of shifting cultivation makes it necessary every year to seek out new forest areas
to clear. If the village is stationary and fixed in one location, this means
that over time villagers will have to walk increasingly far to reach their
fields (see below). It is reasonable to assume that a growing distance between the settlement and its fields may motivate villagers to try to cultivate a place closer to the village, even if that place is believed to be under
taboo or spirit protection. In other words, this may well be one reason
why villagers ritually “test” (by means of augury and divination) whether
the spirit of the place will punish them or not. Since the government has
been responsible for making Katu post-war village locations permanent,
the government’s policy may be seen as one of the causes of more frequent “taboo-testing” in recent decades.
In any case the “rotating village” fits very neatly with the system of the
“rotating fields”, allowing the Katu to cultivate forest fields close to the
village without exhausting the surrounding forest. It is only in recent
decades, when villages are no longer allowed to move, that the long walking distances between settlements and swidden fields have become a predicament of Katu life. The traditional settlement mobility, in combination
with the rotational shifting cultivation, might well have ensured that fields
and forests were not over-used and that game animals and fish would be
able to regenerate in the forests and streams of the village territory. The
repeated movement of the settlement would thus cyclically alter the “centre of pressure” on these resources.
The environmental soundness of this mobile livelihood system was
thus guaranteed precisely by the “backward” and (from the point of view
of the government) “irrational” beliefs sustaining it – the beliefs in potentially lethal forest spirits and bad-death souls. The abandoned areas might
over time be transformed into dangerous “spirit forests”, off-limits for
cultivation while, at the same time, the curse of old “ghost-ridden” forests
would eventually fall into oblivion. Once the curse of a particular place
would be lifted (perhaps after many generations), it would again be used
for cultivation and/or settlement. The Katu village-forest landscape was
thus a “managed” and dynamic, continuously changing landscape, both in
a physical and spiritual sense.
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One might be tempted to assume that – given that bad deaths were a
common cause of village movement in the past – there could be no space
for a rational, ecological explanation for these movements. As suggested
above and further explored in the next chapter, bad deaths were (and
continue to be) largely culturally constructed – but this cultural construction can, I argue, be informed by sound and rational ecological observation on the part of local villagers. In other words, acute “ecological” observations of the local environment may strongly influence the way a Katu
community interprets any given death within the community. In the first
instance, however, a village would always try to find out if relocation
could be avoided by placating the spirits with sacrifices and by the elimination of any unwholesome behaviour taking place in the village which
might anger the spirit (incest, adultery etc.).
Very often, as we have seen, the reason behind a sequence of bad
deaths would be an infraction of an “ecological” or environmental type
(e.g. the infraction by Elder Hå De). Below is another account, told by a
man born in 1947 and currently residing in Thượng Nhật commune.
The story was told to him by his father, and explains why his village – at
about the time this man was born – had to be abandoned and moved to
another place. Note that, if the infraction of the villagers is very severe and
the anger of the spirits extreme, then a village might even consequently
change its name (not only its location). That is one of several reasons why
certain Katu villages have seemingly “disappeared” from the map:
I was born in 1947 in Rachim village in what is now Thượng Lộ commune. The lineages in the village included Arat Sot, Achiutt, Rapat and
Palang. When I was a child there were about twenty families divided
among six lineages in the village. I was told by my father that the same
year I was born our village left its previous location along La Ho stream.
Many people had died there because of a disease. The elders had said that
the disease afflicted the village because some people had caught and killed
prohibited animals. If a female porcupine is trapped when pregnant it
should be immediately released or, if already dead, left in the forest. It is
not easy to see whether an animal is pregnant, but a hunter must know.
One boy at La Ho stream had brought such a pregnant porcupine back to
the village. He had told his father about it. He said, “Father, look I caught
a pregnant porcupine”. His father replied “hush”. But other villagers had
already overheard the conversation and later several people in the village
got sick and died. It was said that they had been caught by the spirit of the
animal.93 (Interview in Thượng Nhật commune 2008).
93

There are two porcupine species in Vietnam, but the story might actually not be about
porcupines at all, but about another mammal species considered by the Katu to be a form of
porcupine. The informant used the Vietnamese word “nhim” in this story.
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According to this same informant, the “porcupine” caught by the hunter
had been caught in a particular place – a spirit-inhabited cave system. This
made the infraction (the breaking of the taboo not to catch pregnant porcupines) all the more serious. But it should also be noted that caves are
usually considered the abode of spirits, and that this particular type of
porcupine was said to thrive in caves. 94 Close to these caves, furthermore,
there were more spirit-associated animals, amongst them “freshwater eels
carrying eggs”. The informant explained that it was extremely dangerous
to catch eels carrying eggs because “they carry eggs very rarely”. One may
wonder how to avoid catching eels that carry egg. To the Katu, however,
it is a matter of avoiding catching fish or hunting in certain areas – as it
was in this story.

The village cosmos
From what I gathered after many interviews on the topic, the ritual procedures that had to be carried out before moving a village to a new place
were roughly similar to those carried out before clearing a “new” swidden
field. Such “new” areas, it should be emphasised, included areas which
may have been cultivated by the village in the past, but then left fallow for
many years. Villagers thus need to gauge the sentiments of the spirits of
those places – the master or “owner” spirits of particular hills and patches
of forest. Before clearing a new field, divination has to be carried out by
the prospective farmers. There are, however, a number of ways, the Katu
claim, to carry out such divinations. Luu Hung describes one set of procedures:
[The opening ceremony of the agricultural season is followed by a ritual
accompanying the selection and clearing of new forest fields (chac ha-ree)]
In the plots of forestland concerned, the head of the family puts sticky
[glutinous] rice in a fresh bamboo tube and offers the following prayers: I
am going to cultivate this plot of land; if the Heavens will give me a
94

In the description of their project, entitled “Unlocking archives of faunal dispersal in rock
deposits: the key to reconstructing palaeoenvironmental change and human dispersal in
Southeast Asia”, Kira Westaway, Mike Morwood and Gert van den Bergh, write that “During periods of rainforest expansion, porcupines were one of the main contributors to the
profusion of fossils found in Southeast Asian bone breccia deposits. These animals collect
bones and teeth from the landscape and store them in their ‘lairs’ (caves), where they can
become incorporated and cemented into breccias. Such ‘scavenged bone accumulations’
reflect the range of animals found in the surrounding landscape and occur within dateable
deposits. They provide crucial evidence for faunal sequences and evolution in Southeast
Asia” (from http://cas.uow.edu.au/projects/UOW095226.html).
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bumper harvest, cooked sticky rice will overflow this bamboo tube; if we
will face food shortage, the cooked sticky rice will not reach the rim of the
tube; if there will be crop failure, the tube will break. Thereafter, he burns
the tube on the fire, and tries to detect the final indictment of the spirit by
looking at the tube of [sticky] rice. Thereafter, he [spreads] some cooked
rice on the soil – which means feeding the soil first – and [offers] prayers
beseeching the blessing of Heaven for a good harvest, and only then would
he eat the rice. After finishing the meal, he sharpens his knife and starts
cutting the grass and plants. After a few minutes, he takes some minutes of
rest. He performs the same operation three times and then goes home. In
some places, people perform this operation for three days, while eliciting
the views and decision of Heaven. In some places, the head of the family
selects a place inside the plot of land, makes a fire, cuts a tree then puts his
knife or foot on the fire for a few seconds, while praying: I am starting a
slope field here, and I hope the forest spirit [Abhuy Krung] and the earth
spirit [Abhuy Katiec] [will] cause paddy to grow vigorously, and [will]
give me plenty of paddy. After performing this procedure six times, he
[will] go home (Luu Hung 2007: 80).95

Luu Hung also notes the importance of being on the lookout for all forms
of omens during this critical period:
The head of the family will be able to perceive the decision of [the] Heavens with respect to his attempt to cultivate the plot of land through the
symptoms he sees or hears on the way home and the dream he may have
that night. For example, a brook with muddy and yellowish waters in his
dream would mean ripe paddy, green grass or deep, limpid and still water
would mean bumper harvest, a sand shoal, a grave house, a big basket of
paddy would mean plenty of paddy, sugar cane and banana trees would
mean all members of the family are in good health and enjoy good luck,
and receiving paddy from someone as gift is also a good omen. On the
other hand, seeing a boar carried by two persons in his dream is equivalent
to seeing a dead man, seeing [one self] stark naked, [or] seeing heavy rains
and strong winds, floods, a big rock rolling down, falling trees, the cörboãch snake, [all signify evil omens]. During the trial preparation of the
hill and slope fields, if the knife or the stone for knife sharpening is broken,
that is [also an] evil omen. Only if he sees good omen would the Katu inhabitant concerned set about clearing the plot of land and cultivating it.
They make it a rule not to have hill and slope fields near a banyan tree (rerey) [strangler fig], because the banyan spirit might cause such illnesses as
swelling of limbs or body, ulcerous skin etc. If he inadvertently comes up
against a banyan while cutting grass and branches in his hill and slope
field, the [farmer] must hold a ritual at the root of the banyan tree, involving a chicken and prayers beseeching the banyan spirit to refrain from giv95

Note that Luu Hung’s usage of the term ”Heavens” here may be due to the Katu using
the Vietnamese word Ong Trời, a word which also has the more generic meaning of ”God”.
”Heavens” would thus imply “gods”.
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ing harm, to move to another place and allow the family to cultivate the
land. The Katu believe that the body of persons who make fire with firewood from banyan trees and eat mushroom from the same would go
numb due to the punishment of the banyan spirit. (Luu Hung 2007: 8081)

The “dreaming-process” is probably the core part of the divinatory
procedures. Although the lengthy divinatory procedures are sometimes
deemed unnecessary (as when the spirit of the place is “familiar” to the
farmer and his lineage), any prospective farmer will nonetheless clear a
small section of the plot initially, and then await any dream message from
the spirits of the place.
Moving now to the divinatory procedures which need to be carried out
before moving an entire village to a new place, we find that these procedures are very similar to those reviewed above. Again, there are several
alternative procedures, one of which involves two snails:
The takah tahal [village elders] perform the ritual as follows: Together
with a group of villagers they walk to the new area where they want to settle and catch two snails. They cut a banana leaf and put the two snails on
each half of the leaf and pour water on each half. This divination is called
ngö shaah. While putting the snails on the leaf, the takah tahal says: “we
want to live here, if you [the spirit] don’t allow us to live here, show us
your will”. If the snail from the far half of the leaf comes to this half of the
banana leaf (passes the “bone of the leaf”) then it means that the spirit does
not allow the people to settle there. The side of the leaf closest to the person performing the divination is thus the “side of the humans” and the
other side is the “side of the spirits”. If the snail from the spirit side of the
leaf moves away from the human side it means that it is alright to settle in
the area. (Interview with elder in Arek, 2005)

In snail divination, at least one of the snails clearly represents the abhuy
(the “outside” spirits) as a unified cohort. As in virtually all other Katu
divinatory procedures, there are two “sides” at hand, and it is imperative
that the abhuy side’s “agent” move away from the human side for human
endeavours to be prosperous:
If the new village site is deemed haunted by spirits, the village elder and
other elderly people must, on behalf of the village community, hold a
ceremony dedicated to the forest spirit (bhuèi crung) at the site. This ritual
would involve the mixture of the blood of a goat, dog, and chicken with
liquor and cooked glutinous rice as offerings, while a piece of Katu cloth is
held high to provide a “sacred space” and offerings are put on a bamboo
screen. A sharp bamboo stick with fringes is thrown on the piece of cloth,
and if it sticks on the cloth and does not fall down on the ground, it means
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that the forest spirit has accepted the aspiration of the village to stay at this
site. Thereafter, all the villagers must observe a number of taboos (dieng)
for six straight days before they can start the process of settlement. Each
Katu inhabitant selects a site for building his house by engaging in divination. At first, he clears a corner of the site, then plants a tube of bamboo
on the ground, and puts a slightly perforated egg on it. Then he offers a
prayer, saying: It is my intention to build a house at this site. To this end,
I will burn this egg. On my side are [the] human [beings], and on the
other side are the spirits. If I am allowed to stay safely in this site, the water of the white part of the egg should pour out in my direction. And if I
am not allowed to do so, the water of the egg should pour in the other direction, the direction of the spirits. Thereafter, he burns a fire under the
egg which boils up, and he starts watching in which direction the egg
pours out in order to [learn] whether he is allowed to build his house in
this place or not. (Luu Hung 2007: 58-9)

In this last procedure involving an egg, I believe that some speculative
remarks are warranted. The egg might be seen to represent the crops and
the fertility of the land in the new site (which require fire according to the
logic of shifting cultivation). If this interpretation is correct, the white of
the egg would be the crops (sprouting out of the ground). The negative
outcome of the omen could mean that the “crops” remain reserved for the
spirits – and the site will accordingly be left alone. These elaborate ritual
procedures prior to constructing new houses (in a newly established settlement) appear to be the responsibility of lineage heads. This would indicate that each individual lineage in a village is responsible for establishing
its own functional relationship with the spirits of the place. (In the past an
entire local lineage group could inhabit a single long house.)
The construction of the family house, as outlined by Luu Hung above,
is also predicated on an array of geomantic notions, prescribing the direction of the front and back side of the house etc. (Luu Hung 2007). Importantly, the rituals described above are merely those required before the
house construction is begun. Further rituals are then required for every
stage of the actual construction process. All in all, the house construction
requires four consecutive rituals all involving animal sacrifices.
During the construction of the [family] house, the rituals which focus on
four stages and are all officiated by the family owner. After his family
members have cut trees in the forests and made a column and a rafter, the
house owner must conduct the buèih ta-mo ritual to seek the approval of
the spirits, a ceremony which usually involves the sacrifice of a chicken and
[a] prohibition to receive guests. In conducting the ceremony, he offers
prayers requesting the spirits to give him blessings and promises that if
things are smooth sailing and do not involve any accident he would offer
the spirits a buffalo or a pig, and in witness thereof he puts aside a bottle
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of liquor. He expects a dream when night comes, and if the dream is good
– the spirits giving approval – tree cutting would start on the next day and
the construction would go on. If the dream is bad, he must wait for a few
months before seeking again the approval of the spirit. (Luu Hung 2007:
59)

The amount of rituals deemed necessary during the process of constructing houses should perhaps be viewed in light of the fact that house construction is one of the few occasions in which Katu will cut timber (and
we might presume that many households will be going about this task at
about the same time). As I stated in the Chapter 3, shifting cultivation
does not necessarily involve cutting a large number of trees. Above all,
however, I believe that it goes to show that the house construction process is seen as inseparable from agricultural activities planned to be undertaken in the new area. Indeed, as I witnessed in the Dövil settlement,
fields are often cleared in such an area one or two years prior to the actual
movement of the village to the area – a process that would thus give ample hints to the local spirits about what was to come. The extensive series
of rituals associated with relocating a village to a new place and the elaborate house construction rituals, however, emphasise that the establishment
of a settlement is a far more serious undertaking than the mere practical
task of clearing an area for agriculture and building new dwellings.
Eventually, the family houses become the abode of the “inside” spirits
(yang). Moreover, as the procedures outlined above indicate, the house
construction process indicates a lengthy and continuous association with
the “outside” spirits (abhuy). The house spirits are also intimately associated with large Chinese jars which were placed on the “altar side” of the
family houses (the same Chinese jars mentioned in Chapter 4, often decorated with dragons or crocodiles). Some Katu informants affirmed that, in
the past, the ancestor-cum-house spirits resided in sacred objects kept in
these jars, and that these fetishes could be natural objects (usually
strangely shaped stones) found in the forest.
The largest house in the village is the communal house, the guöl. This
structure was, in the past, reserved for young unmarried men and men in
certain ritual states as well as guests from other villages. It also served as
the stage for important communal rituals (carried out by men). As a male
space, the guöl was the embodiment of the village as a unified spiritual and
political entity. Its construction – just like that of the family/lineage
houses – involved a whole series of rituals. However, as opposed to the
family house, the guöl is symbolically linked with the abhuy of the forest.
At an aesthetic level, this can be appreciated by the fact that the inner roof
of the “sacred side” of the guöl (the side away from the door) is covered
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with ritually decorated skulls from the wild animals killed by the village
hunters. Rather than being mere trophies, the skulls are said to harbour
the souls of these animals, meticulously placed in the communal house
through the buoihh addah ritual which follows after every successful hunt
(Århem, N., 2009; Århem, K., 2010).
Two powerful spirit agents are intimately associated with – and said to
reside temporarily in – the guöl: one is the Animal Guardian, Kamorrbarr
(or abhuy addah); the other is abhuy buöl, the enigmatic Village Spirit.
The spiritual entity most closely associated with the village itself, abhuy
buöl, is described in some detail by Luu Hung:
[Villagers believe that] each community is mythically connected with a supernatural power, similar to a “guardian angel”. It lies in an object which is
regarded as sacred and is usually preserved in the guöl house as a collective
talisman. Such objects have peculiar shapes or are seen or secured in unusual circumstances. For example, in the past an inhabitant of Ra-lang village (of Ra-cong commune, Nam Giang district) found in the forest a
white stone which was similar to a dog and was regarded by the village as a
common sacred object. Another example, in the past A-rang village (Axan
commune) planted a magic plant (ca-lur) which was also regarded as a sacred object. If and when some signal came from the sacred object, the villagers assumed that it was upset or “angry”, which means that something
may go wrong in the village (epidemics, death, fighting and killing, illicit
relations between boys and girls) and the villagers must assess the situation
and take appropriate measures that are in keeping with the “hints” of the
sacred object. Before a battle, villagers held a ceremony beseeching the sacred soul to accompany them and bless them (Luu Hung 2007: 56)

When describing abhuy buöl, the Village Spirit, Luu Hung in fact describes two sacred objects universally and commonly both associated with
powerful Katu villages in the past: on the one hand a white stone, on the
other, a magical plant. The first of these objects – the magical stone – is
the object sometimes referred to as Djerriel Acha Baak (literally “the
White Dog Stone” – an abhuy in its own right). The other object – the
plant – is what the Katu refer to as the kalurr plant (also considered to be
an abhuy). Both of these objects, thus, represent the Village Spirit. The
White Dog Stone was kept in the communal house, the guöl, at the centre
of the village (while the kalurr plant would probably be planted in a secluded place near the settlement). It is important to realise, as we move to
the next two chapters, that powerful hill spirits – hills covered with extensive areas of old-growth forest – are also often described as harbouring
such acha baak (white dog) stones and/or kalurr plants. This indicates a
strong conceptual link between the Village Spirit and the powerful hill
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spirits in the village-forest landscape. Indeed, as noted above, when asked
“who is the village spirit?” a knowledgeable interlocutor in Arek village
answered: “Kong Dhư”, the spirit hill of Arek.
Luu Hung also mentions the “guardian of wild animals”, Kamorrbarr,
as intimately associated with the guöl house. Kamorrbarr can be understood as the female hypostasis of the souls/spirits of killed game animals
which have been ritually incorporated in the community of “inside” spirits. During the communal ritual following every successful hunt, when the
skulls of the newly killed animals are placed among the skulls of previously
killed animals in the guöl house, the soul of the killed animal is transformed into a spirit ally of the village hunters, helping them to trap and
kill game animals in the future and thus to secure for the village a steady
source of game meat.
Putting these ritual, cosmological, ecological and spatial aspect of the
village landscape together, we obtain an idea of how the Katu imagine the
connections between village, forest and spirits (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Schematisation of traditional Katu settlement showing the interconnectedness between village and forest (the village-forest landscape).
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In cosmological terms, there are two “villages” – one superimposed on
the other. On the one hand, there is the human settlement, on the other,
the “village” of the forest spirits, visible as the landscape surrounding the
settlement and enveloping it, thus constituting the entire village territory.
Both villages are structured according to the same concentric pattern: the
family/lineage houses in the human village, arranged in a circle around the
communal house at the centre of the village. The guöl is the abode of the
Village Spirit but also a space of the forest inside the village, indexed by
the skulls of killed game animals associated with Kamorrbarr. Similarly,
the grander village of the spirits, the village territory, is imagined as a
circle of hills at the outer periphery of the village territory, inhabited by
the forest spirits and constituting the boundary to other, similar village
territories. At the conceptual or imaginary centre of the territory is the
protective spirit hill of the village, the guöl of the forest spirits, as it were –
at the same time represented by the guöl at the centre of the human village.
Inside the human village space, the circle of houses is linked to a nested
series of concentric spaces encircling the settlement: first, close to the
settlement, granaries and tombs; further away, swidden fields and fallows
belonging to the village – dotting the forest in the pattern of a harlequin’s
dress. Towards the outer limits of the village territory villagers assume the
existence of a ring of spirit hills – the true abode of powerful outside spirits (abhuy) – forming the liminal space between one’s own village and that
of another. Yet, as noted, this liminal core forest is linked to the human
space of the village through the guöl house in the centre of the settlement
– the primary space for rituals dedicated both to the Village Spirit and the
abhuy of the deep forest.
In this way, Village and Forest are recursively constituted as mutually
interdependent cosmological domains. There are village spaces in the
forest and there are forest spaces in the village, creating a multi-layered
and cosmologically complex village-forest landscape. The interdependence
of these distinctive but interconnected metaphysical domains is reflected
in the ritual life of the village: the “outside spirits” need to be invited into
the village at all important collective events. Smaller, private rituals are
carried out for the inside spirits in the family houses, but also in the rice
granaries and in the swidden fields of individual households. But weddings and funerals are the concern of the entire village and require villagewide communal rituals involving buffalo sacrifices to the Sky Spirit and
the many lesser spirits of both the outside (forest) and the inside (village).
Life in the village, then, is inextricably bound to the wellbeing of the
hill- and forest spirits in the “village of the forest” – that is, the land and
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forest of the entire village territory. As the government strongly disapproves of large-scale sacrifices – particularly buffalo sacrifices – the link
between the village and the outside spirits is becoming increasingly
strained. This is particularly evident today as buffalo sacrifices are becoming scarce and families increasingly unwilling to spend money for large
sacrifices, as the sale of cattle is one of their main sources of cash income.

Linking the village cosmos to the village ecosystem
We have already briefly mentioned Jean Boulbet’s fieldwork among the
Cau Maa people of the Southern Annamites in Central Vietnam – a Bahnaric-speaking Mon-Khmer group, linguistically and culturally closely
related to the Katu. During his several fieldwork periods among the Cau
Maa, Boulbet (1967; 1975) made detailed sketched maps of the landscapes belonging to the villages he visited. Also, in several of his publications, he used aerial photographs of those same village landscapes.
Boulbet’s maps and photographs make clear the point I have just tried
to make – that the old-growth forest surrounding the village also forms a
part of the village; it is not only external to it. The maps and photos
show, for example, large patches of clearly anthropogenic forest which are
”dotted” or ”blotched” by primeval old-growth forests here and there.
The anthropogenic parts of the landscape are what the Cau Maa (and
other Bahnaric groups) call saar – “forest to be eaten” – fallow land of
past and future cultivation. The old-growth dots and patches are what the
Cau Maa call rlau yang, “forest of the gods or spirits”.
The ethnographic studies carried out by Boulbet further flesh out this
picture. The Cau Maa consider these old-growth spaces as sacred relics of
a primeval “god-period”, remnants of the time of creation and of an era
before humanity (Boulbet 1967). The Cau Maa do not consider these
places as “belonging” to humans, but to the gods. Indeed, the Cau Maa
appear to consider the entire landscape, including the saar and the cultivated fields, as the property of the gods – “leased” by humans. The rlau
yang, the old-growth forests, however, are vital reserves of the spirit world
– spaces retained by the gods for their own uses.
This raises, again, the crucial question of how we need to understand
the concept of “village” among the upland Mon Khmer in general (including both the Katuic and Bahnaric groups). The observations made by
Boulbet resonate strongly with my own observations among the Katuic
groups. Based on interviews among the Cau Maa, Boulbet shows that the
emic concept of “village” refers to much more than merely the settlement
area with its physical structures – houses, granaries, cemetery, pastures
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and rice fields. The village also includes large swathes of forest, both anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic. Boulbet’s accounts also show that
not only living wild creatures of the forests are part of the village, but that
the dead and the spirits also are, as it were, members of the village. Indeed, the spirits (of the landscape) are the Rulers and Owners of the village land in its most inclusive sense. A similar cosmology, as we have
seen, appears to be extant also among the Katu.
According to this local perception of “village” (both amongst the Cau
Maa and the upland Katuic groups), the spirit agency is most concentrated and powerful in the old-growth forests. But the spirit agency of the
old-growth forests (and the forests in general) has a direct bearing on the
human communities living within the shared human-spirit-forest landscape space. The spirits of the old-growth forest are a fundamental part, a
key element of the total structure of the village in its fullest and deepest
sense.
This contention inevitably leads us to draw another important conclusion: the Katu, just like the Cau Maa, essentially conflate the meaning of
the word “village” with that of “landscape” – i.e., the land politically and
ritually claimed as village territory. In this sense, the village is at the same
time a political-ritual unit implying exclusive use rights over a defined
forest territory (for cultivation, hunting and gathering of forest produce)
and an ecological-economic management unit – a “village-ecosystem".
The notion of the “village-ecosystem” enables us to illuminate an aspect of the shifting-cultivation specialisation which, to my mind, has not
been sufficiently emphasized in the Southeast Asian anthropological literature. Most studies of shifting cultivating societies have focussed on the
system of agricultural practices, and how this system – in order to be
functional – requires both a small portion of active fields and a much larger area of fallow-forests (i.e. the forested areas intended to be re-used in
the future). However, Boulbet’s accounts of the Cau Maa, show us that
we must also take into account the “great forests” – i.e. the climax or oldgrowth forests, and include them in our view of the total village ecosystem. These “great forests”, in the local mind-set, are vital to the functioning (both spiritual and ecological) of the “village”.
These systemic properties of the village-forest ecosystem translate into
a propensity in these societies not only to clear fields in a large zone of
fallow forest considered as “forest to be eaten” (saar among the Cau Maa;
see also Condominas 1994 [1957] for the Mnong Gar) but also to set
aside a considerable area of primary (old-growth) or “great forest for the
gods and spirits” (rlau yang among the Cau Maa). In the case of the Cau
Maa, the “great forest” is considered to be a reserve of the original land-
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scape created and ruled by spirits and gods, and people know in detail the
myths which are associated with each particular area within this great
forest. In the case of the Katuic peoples today, origin myths seem not to
be as well-known and specific as they appear in Boulbet’s account but
there are arguably remnants of such myths still present among the Katu.
The practice of setting aside a large portion of the landscape for the abhuy
among the Katu appear to conform to the same principle, suggesting that
it is a universal feature of the upland Mon-Khmer peoples – and, indeed,
of the indigenous upland peoples in Mainland Southeast Asia at large.
Even if the division between spirit forest (rlau yang) and fallow forest
for human use (saar) should not be translated as an equivalent of our own
nature/culture division, it still represents a fundamental emic cosmological
dichotomy. Understanding these two aspects of the landscape will help us
to understand many other aspects of Mon-Khmer and particularly Katuic
culture. It should, however, be reiterated that despite this dichotomy, the
two cosmological domains are intimately connected and functionally interdependent. The prosperity of the village depends on the forest (and it’s
outside spirits), the fecundity of the forest on human ritual action.
Being the focal point of this link between Village and Forest, between
“inside”- and “outside” spirits, the communal house – the guöl house of
the Katu – may be seen as a “church of the forest” in the middle of the
village. Fundamentally connected with old-growth forests, wild animals
and forest spirits, the guöl was traditionally reserved for men. This should
be understood in the context of women only rarely going to the oldgrowth forest areas; women typically carry out most of their daily activities within the cultural-forest zone, thus steering clear of the spirit forests
beyond. This means that there is a “male” spirit vector connecting the guöl
house with the powerful old-growth forest and spirit hills far away from
the village, while there is another “female” vector connecting the family
houses inside the village with the rice granaries and swidden fields outside
the settlement – and thus with the rice spirit, the Grandmother of the
Rice who animates the growing rice and protects the harvested grains in
the granaries. Accordingly, the female family heads manage the relationship to the Rice Grandmother [Ayikk Avi] whilst the male family heads
(elders) negotiate with the forest spirits as well as manage the relations
with the village and house spirits (yang).
I suggest that this type of village-forest landscape can also be understood in terms of the yin-yang symbolism of ancient Chinese cosmology:
the necessary unity of the opposite but complementary cosmic and existential principles of yin (sun, male…) and yang (moon, female…) is expressed by the interposing and analogical association of the two principles
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so that in every yin-element there is a complementary yang-element and
vice versa. There is not enough space here to develop these analogies or
the many other ways in which Katuic thought echoes the principles of
ancient Chinese cosmology – including shared notions of geomancy, ritual
calendars, divination and so on – but this is certainly a theme worth exploring.
Let us note in passing, however, that the upland Mon-Khmer in Vietnam share a number of significant features with the Kinh (Vietnamese)
lowland civilization (and Chinese folk culture in general) (cf. Cadière
1958; Granet 1968; Schipper 1993). Moreover, as it was pointed out to
me once by a somewhat frustrated conservationist working in Laos (Dickinson 2009: pers. comm.), the upland Mon Khmer village forest landscape in itself looks a bit like a yin-yang symbol; a clearing may appear in
what looks like a primary forest zone while at the same time some spots of
old growth forest remain within (what looks like) the agricultural zone.96
Unfortunately conservationists and government agencies are trying to get
rid of such “messy” tendencies – since they are deemed “illegible” and
difficult to manage from an administrative point of view. As we shall see
in the coming chapters, the governments of both Laos and Vietnam attempt to map and standardize not only the forests but also the human
communities in them precisely in an effort to make these communities
more legible.

96

As Boulbet explains (1967), for example, when he describes the Cau Maa traditional land
ownership pattern, it is very much in line with the above metaphorical imagery: In the Cau
Maa village Bördee, for example, Boulbet explains, all the land was divided/owned by three
principal “Master of the Earth” lineages. This power was enacted through the lineage heads
of these respective lineages. Although other lineages might use the land of these three principal lineages, the three lineage heads would make all final decisions as to where the land
tenants may and may not clear forest land, and these lineage heads would carefully inspect
and make sure that no ecological transgressions take place. The lineage heads, would also
carry out all the major rituals for the spirits of the land, and meticulously maintain cordial
relationships with these spirits. In turn, it would be the relationship with these powerful
spirits that would legitimise these lineages as the owners. In a sense, then, it seems that these
landowners are not really the ultimate owners of any land, but that they have been empowered to act as such (i.e. as land managers) by the spirits. A similar land ownership system was
in place among the Katuic groups until recently. The system, however, has now become
severely eroded due to the imposition of the current land and forest laws.
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6. Cosmology, Politics and Landscape in
the Mid- A Vuong River Basin

In the last chapter we presented an overview of the Katu spirit landscape
and demonstrated the importance of the notion of spirit hills – hills inhabited by powerful “outside spirits” (abhuy) acting as guardians of
neighbouring Katu villages. Indeed, we quoted one Katu elder in the A
Vương commune who succinctly expressed this idea by saying: “to know
the names of the hills is to be Katu”. To exemplify the significance of
spirit hills in the Katu landscape and daily life, we took a close look at one
particular spirit hill, Kong Dhư’ hill in the Mraang basin of the A Vương
commune along the middle reaches of the A Vương River.
The analytical concern of this chapter can be formulated in two questions: (1) how does the relationship between people and landscape spirits
affect settlement and land-use patterns – as exemplified by the recent settlement- and land-use history in the Mraang basin and (2) how has this
human-spirit relationship been affected by the forceful implementation of
a variety of land/forest-related government policies in recent decades? The
first half of this chapter thus provides a detailed exposé of the activities of
this new, powerful actor – the state – in this particular landscape, while
the second half of the chapter, in contrast, shows how the indigenous
communities attempt to cope with the two powers that define their relations with the land – the state, on one hand, and the spirits, on the other
The first part of this chapter outlines how post-war government policies, particularly the sedentarisation programme – the Fixed Cultivation
and Settlement Programme (FCSP) – and the new Land Law and Forest
Legislation (1992 and 1993 respectively) have fundamentally changed the
traditional (pre-war) settlement and land-use pattern in the uplands of
Vietnam generally, and more particularly in the study area. The second
part of the chapter narrows the geographical and thematic focus, and
traces the complex settlement history of the Mraang basin from pre-war
times to the present. Thus, the latter part of this chapter, which amounts
to a collage of stories told by two locally influential elders, follows the
movements of a group of closely related families inhabiting the Upper
Mraang area. These latter stories are meant to convey the local perception
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of the very same landscape which, through an analysis of cadastral maps
and land-use plans produced by the government, is described in the first
half of the chapter.
The local narratives demonstrate vividly how concerns about the landscape spirits and commitment to state policies combine to influence settlement movements. The stories tell how communities try to navigate in
the spirit-animated landscape while, at the same time, attempting not to
diverge too far from the government policies. This is no easy task: on the
one hand, they have to comply with the government’s often strict land-use
regulations; on the other, they must abide by the age-old taboos (dieng)
of the landscape, the traditional pre- and proscriptions defining where
people can and cannot clear and burn the forest, settle, cultivate or hunt.
As one of the narrators put it: “we are caught between the powers of the
state (“nha nuoc”) and the spirits (abhuy)”.

The policy context
The sedentarisation programme in upland Quảng Nam
When the war ended in 1974, the government initiated a massive sedentarisation and resettlement programme (FCSP) covering most of the highland areas in Vietnam – including the Katu territory.97 Virtually no Katu
community was left unaffected by the programme. Thus, all our study
villages in the middle A Vương area were resettled during this campaign,
which was most intense in the years immediately following the war, from
1975 until the early-mid 1980s. However, the programme continues,
somewhat less zealously, under the umbrella of the national povertyreduction strategy into the present. The programme is part and parcel of
the state’s modernization policy – to bring the remote highland communities “down from the mountains and out of the forest”, into the presumably fertile valleys and flatlands where wet-rice cultivation can be sustained
and replace the allegedly unproductive swidden cultivation.
Another stated goal of the resettlement programme is to relocate and
concentrate the scattered upland communities in permanent villages along
roads and near markets and thereby integrate the upland population into
the market-oriented national and international economy. This resettle97

The acronym FCSP is derived from the Vietnamese (Chương trình định canh, định cư),
translated into English as Fixed Cultivation and Sedentarization Program. I here refer to it
alternatively as the resettlement and/or sedentarization program (or vice versa).
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ment and sedentarisation programme (FCSP) was introduced in Chapter
3. In this chapter we will look at how it played out specifically in Tây
Giang district and A Vương commune.
From its inception, the sedentarisation programme has been a keyelement in the government’s campaign to eradicate shifting cultivation but
also a centrepiece in the post-war administrative structure, where permanent villages would come under the full control of the state organisation –
through provincial, district and commune authorities. Only in this way, it
was assumed, could the state reach out to the remoter corner of the country and bring the blessings of modernization – formal education, health
services, clean water and sanitation, electricity and other social services.
Settlement relocations involved both long-distance and relatively shortdistance, local movements. In Quảng Nam province, the long-distance
relocations are perhaps best exemplified by the large-scale resettlement of
scores of Katu villages from the high area along the Laos border (known
locally by its war-time denomination as Zone 7) to the lower hills and
river valleys in the interior of the province. Thus, a large portion of the
villages currently located in the fertile Song Con River Basin and along
the Prao-Danang Road (in what is today the Đông Giang district) actually
hail from the high border area with Laos. The same goes for the Katu
communities strung along the newly upgraded Road Nr XX in the Bung
river basin, connecting the Nam Giang district with the HCM Highway
and the economically bustling free-trade zone at the border-gate to Laos.
Part of the rationale for moving the high border villages inland was
military: to strengthen the control over the border region and reduce the
“risk” of anti-government ethnic rebellions – such as that of the FULRO
movement in the Central Highlands which emerged in the aftermath of
the war and re-erupted in the early years of the present century (Hickey
2002; HRW 2002). To my mind, however, this military-strategic logic
underpinning the sedentarisation policy was misdirected, given the fact
that the Katu were steadfast allies to the revolutionary forces throughout
the war and after.
Such partly security-related long-distance and large-scale settlement relocations radically reshaped the social landscape and ethnic matrix in all
the Katu districts in the province. Communities belonging to distinct
segments of the larger Katu ethnic constellation – often speaking widely
different dialects and diverging significantly in local customs, perhaps
even belonging to traditionally and mutually hostile tribal factions – now
became closest neighbours and had to overcome deep mutual suspicion to
establish manageable inter- and intra-village relations. Almost invariably,
the land which came to be occupied by the resettled community was al-
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ready claimed by another village, and agreements had to be worked out or
were enforced by the commune or district authority. This was also true
for the relatively shorter, local relocations where villages located away
from a road or rural market centre were “encouraged” to move closer to
the road or market. Thus, many settlements that had, for generations,
inhabited and managed separate village territories were now either forced
to move into the traditional land of another village or cede part of their
territory to a relocated village.
Equally, or even more consequential in social terms, was another feature of the resettlement policy: the political urge, strongly enforced by
local authorities, to fuse small, adjacent communities into larger, composite and permanent administrative villages. The former adaptive mobility of
settlements was thus definitively curbed; villages – including human settlements and land – became geographically fixed administrative units,
although fields continued to shift according to the logic of the rotational
system of swidden cultivation. Lineages and alliance groups that formerly
had formed autonomous communities in separate localities now became
factions of a single, larger and composite village – often composed from
three or four or more original settlements.
Hence current villages tend to be divided along factional lines, each
faction being constituted of an original and formerly autonomous settlement unit. Such factional tensions make it increasingly difficult for villages
to come to an agreement over village-wide, collective sacrifices (e.g. buffalo sacrifices to the village spirit which were traditionally fundamental to
ensure village solidarity and cohesion), or to perform the communal hunting feasts when killed game was shared among all the households in the
village. In many parts of the Katu territory in Vietnam, the latter ritual
has disappeared (although still vigorously celebrated in the Mraang basin).
How, then, did the massive sedentarisation and resettlement programme play out in the A Vương commune – and, in particular, in the
Mraang basin? Map 6.1 shows the approximate pre-war distribution of
village territories in (what is today) A Vương commune. The southern
part of the commune – below the broken line on Map 6.1 – was occupied
by eight villages, each with its bounded territory. The northern part,
which constitutes the larger part of the Mraang basin, comprised thirteen
villages and their land. Thus, the entire area basically consisted of a cultured and managed forestland, inhabited by twenty-one villages, evenly
distributed over the whole area and subsisting basically on carefully managed rotational swidden cultivation of upland rice and manioc, complemented by hunting and fishing (Map 6.1).
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Map 6.1: Approximate distribution of pre-war village territories in the area of the
present A Vương commune.
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Map 6.2: The distribution of current administrative villages in the A Vương
commune. The map shows the location of the village settlements and the boundaries of the village territories in the Mraang basin (Arek and A’urr villages) in the
northern part of the commune.
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Map 6.2 shows the present (2011) distribution of permanent, administrative villages in the A Vương commune. The northern part (the Mraang
basin) consists of two villages (Arek and A’urr) and their quite extensive
lands. (Arek village has just recently, 2010, split into two neighbouring
sub-sections – but they still consider themselves parts of a single village
with one headman). The demarcation of village lands in the Mraang basin
(the territories of Arek and A’urr villages) is based on an official commune map (drawn and signed by village elders in the two villages).
The comparative smaller southern part of the commune is divided into
seven autonomous and spatially separate administrative villages: Aplo 1
and 2, Xa’öi 1, 2 and 3, Taghe and Apat. Apat village, although composed
of three different sections, is – like Arek – officially regarded and locally
perceived as a single, large village which it historically seems to have been
for a long time, perhaps for hundred years or more (cf. the map in Le
Pichon, 1938). The map shows the location of the seven current – official
and spatially “fixed” – village settlements in the southern part but I have
been unable to obtain any official information on the extension of the
respective village territories and the boundaries between them. The total
Katu population in A Vương commune is today (2011) 1818 persons.
We can draw several tentative conclusions from a comparison of the
two maps, complemented by available population figures from 2011:
1. There is a significant overall reduction of villages in the commune.
The twenty-one pre-war villages of 1974 have now been reduced
to nine. Five of the most populous of these villages are located
along the HCM Highway. This means that almost half of the total
commune population now inhabit roadside villages (Tây Giang
district book, 2011).
2. The thirteen pre-war villages in the Mraang basin are now reduced
to two administrative villages. As will be detailed below, this is
mainly due to the relocation of the communities in the upper part
of the Mraang basin to a resettlement zone in the neighbouring
Thừa Thiên–Huế Province. As a result, the Mraang basin is today
(2011) effectively split into two halves: the upper Mraang basin,
occupied by A’urr village (95 inhabitants), and the lower Mraang
basin, occupied by Arek village (402 inhabitants). The latter village, Arek, situated relatively close to the HCM Highway, is four
times bigger than A´urr village, which is located in the midst of
the vast and roadless forest area of the upper Mraang basin. This
demographic imbalance between the upper and lower parts of the
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Mraang basin is thus due to the post-war resettlement and sedentarisation programme.
3. In 1975 the population of the upper Mraang basin was
practically evacuated as part of the sedentarisation and resettlement
policy. The nine pre-war villages on the upper Mraang were relocated across the Bach Ma Mountain Range and into the lower and
more accessible terrain in the present Nam Đông district in Thừa
Thiên–Huế province. At the same time the four pre-war villages
on the lower Mraang (Rarro, Charr, Arek and Adjuong) were
concentrated in a single village, which is the present Arek village
(see Maps 6.7 – 6.9 below). In the late 1980s, a fraction of the resettled population from the upper Mraang returned to their original homeland in upper part of the Mraang basin to establish the
current officially recognised A´urr village.
A review of the post-war relocation of the settlements in the Mraang basin
and its aftermath serves as a background to the narratives in the second
part of the chapter and allows us to summarize some of the most salient
social and environmental consequences of the sedentarisation programme
for upland ethnic minority groups in Central Vietnam. As noted above, in
1975, the entire upper Mraang population was enjoined by the local authorities to resettle in a relocation zone in the adjacent Nam Đông district,
prepared for the purpose with certain amenities such as a school, a market
and road access. The area was already populated by Kinh immigrants,
assumed to function as “vehicles” of modernization and development. In
the resettlement area, shifting cultivation was strictly forbidden while land
for gardens and wet-rice cultivation was allocated to the newcomers.
However, agricultural land and water for irrigation soon became scarce
and, according to relocated villagers themselves, insufficient.
The upshot was that many of the newcomers suffered hunger and
hardships. Therefore, part of the diaspora, after about a decade in the
resettlement area, decided to return to their home area on the upper
Mraang – thus disregarding official directives not to do so. Thus it happened that the upper Mraang forests, after having been evacuated for
more than a decade, again became populated by groups of returnees who,
in several successive waves from the 1980s and onwards, formed various
transient settlements in the area which eventually congealed, in 2010, into
the present village of A’urr – the single village in this vast forest area.
In sum, the post-war sedentarisation and resettlement policies resulted
in the total transformation of the social and natural landscape of the A
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Vương-Mraang area (i.e., the present A Vương commune). The entire
Mraang river basin is divided between the two villages of Arek and A´urr.
The latter village, A’urr, covers an area which is almost twice as large as
that of Arek, although its inhabitants amount to less than a forth of those
of Arek village. On the other hand, an estimated 90% of the forestland in
A’urr village is classified as Special-Use Forest and Protection Forest, thus
excluding any form of cultivation (see below for an explanation of the
terms; cf. Maps 6.5 and 6.6 below). Arek village has slightly more land
available for limited swidden cultivation, intensive wet-rice farming and
industrial tree-cropping.
Both villages emerge as small enclaves of human settlement in a vast
area of forest which over the past decade has been rendered increasingly
inaccessible for the villagers through the implementation of the new land
and forest legislation. Yet, all this land, only 35 years ago, was village land
– a cultural landscape occupied by some 7-900 people distributed between
13 villages and managed under a traditional regime of rotational swidden
cultivation.98
The post-war development and conservation policies have transformed
the Mraang landscape into a thoroughly modern landscape: one “cultural”
part reserved for human occupation and use (the lower Mraang basin),
destined for development and modernization – intensive agriculture, cash
cropping and industrial agro-forestry; another, separate and “natural” part
(the upper Mraang basin), reserved for forest conservation and biodiversity management (and, possibly, future timber extraction). As a result, people are separated from forest, culture from nature – all in accordance with the dichotomy that dictates the modern development vision:
development and conservation form separate and opposite domains rhetorically united under the banner of sustainable development.

Making the A Vương landscape legible:
government land-use and forest maps
This conclusion is amply evidenced and, indeed, codified in official landuse and forest-cover maps of the A Vương commune, as their examination will reveal. However, to decode the map material we need first to
review the current land and forest legislation.
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The round figure for the pre-war population in the Mraang basin is based on estimates by
elderly interlocutors and extrapolations from recent village census data (2003-4) discussed
Århem, K. (2010, Appendix 2).
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The New Land Law of 1993 devolved land-use rights to individual
households on a 20-year lease for the (continuous) cultivation of annual
crops, and on a 50-year lease for production of perennial crops, on agricultural production land. The following year (1994), use rights in forestland were also legally devolved to households on a 50-year lease. Both
reforms implied a move towards privatization of land tenure and the establishment of a land market; leases on land could now be bought, sold
and transferred.
For administrative and cadastral purposes, land was classified into three
broad categories – agricultural land, non-agricultural land and unused
land – along with a number of sub-categories. Agricultural land, somewhat erratically, comprises both “agricultural production land” and “forest
land”; non-agricultural land essentially refers to urban and rural “residential land”, including land for industrial and commercial development;
unused land, finally, constitutes something of a residual category, comprising “unused flat land” (suitable for intensive crop cultivation) and “mountainous and hilly land” (unsuitable for intensive crop cultivation). This
seemingly incongruous terminology is the one used in legal documents
and policy contexts, and should be understood as an “administrative”
vocabulary which has little to do with the common-sense meaning of the
terms.99
The law thus makes a juridical distinction between “agricultural production land”, intended for continuous crop production, and “forestland”
which excludes agriculture. Forestland, in turn, is subdivided into three
categories (already alluded to above): “production forest”, mainly intended for industrial timber and pulp production, including tree plantations of exotic species such as acacia and eucalyptus; “protection (or conservation) forest”, reserved for water-shed and biodiversity protection;
and “special-use forest” (SUF), including forestland set aside for nature
reserves and National Parks. No legal allowance is thus made for shifting
cultivation. Indeed, this was one express purpose of the new land and
forest legislation.
In one stroke, the new land and forest legislation removed the legal basis of all forms of swidden cultivation and, in effect, did away with any
remaining control on the part of indigenous swidden farmers over the
forests they had managed for generations as their principal source of subsistence. As it turned out, however, for pragmatic reasons, the government has seen itself forced to allow limited shifting cultivation on land
classified as production forest since alternative land-use forms have failed
99
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to provide sufficient returns – either in food or money – to support local
economies in forest-dependent indigenous communities. Nevertheless,
swidden-cultivating upland groups such as the Katu have seen their traditional resource base dramatically shrink as a result of the new land laws.
As noted above, around 90% of the forestland in the Mraang basin has
been taken away from the local villagers in the name of forest protection
and bio-diversity conservation, including the recently gazetted Saola Reserve now forming part of the buffer zone of the Bach Ma National Park.
To compound their subsistence difficulties, the devolution of forestland through the FLA (Forestland Allocation) process brings a train of
serious problems to indigenous upland communities. While devolving and
officially certifying use rights over specific and limited areas of forestland
to individual households, by issuing the so-called Land Use Rights Certificate (LURC) or Land Tenure Certificate (LTC), more popularly referred to as the Red Book, the process also excludes households from the
use of forestland beyond their allotted and certified pieces of land. By
statute, the allotted individual parcels of forestland should not exceed 2-3
ha per household, thus substantially reducing access to swidden land and,
by fixing a previously flexible tenure regime and significantly crippling the
entire traditional land-use system. The whole concept of privatization and
certification of forestland works against the economic and environmental
logic of the rotational swidden system. In addition, the evident inequity of
the land-allocation process, and a disturbing degree of corruption linked
to its implementation, the process generate increasing social tensions and
economic inequalities – even the emergence of a class of landless paupers
– in local communities.
Before we turn to the maps, a note on the provenance, purpose and
character of the maps is in place. The administration and implementation
of land and forest policies is divided between the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment (MoNRE) and the Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development (MARD). The division of labour between the
two ministries is not entirely clear and, as has been pointed out by critics
(VDR 2011), this is the source of some confusion in land management.
In principle, the administration and implementation of the land law and
land-use policies fall, since 2009, under the Department of Land Administration of MoNRE, while forest management – including the technical
procedures relating to forest inventory, forestland classification and forestuse planning – is the responsibility of the Directorate of Forestry of
MARD.
The result of this rather arbitrary and somewhat unclear division of
tasks is that a mass of information, including technical, cadastral and ad-
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ministrative maps and land use plans, is found in either or both of the two
ministries – sometimes in slightly different or even significantly divergent
versions, often making it difficult to trace the provenance of this or that
map. The overall impression is that there is a bewildering redundancy of
information gathering and storing, and a distressing lack of coordination.
As will become evident in the following, it is not easy – when it comes to
forestland maps – to distinguish between what is supposed to be technical, descriptive maps showing the actual vegetation cover or land-use
forms, and what are political maps projecting the current or planned policy vision on supposedly technical bio-forest or land-use maps. Much of
the available map material seems to be a hybrid of both.
The map material in this section comprises six maps, of which two are
reproduced in colour (Plates 6.1 and 6.2 in the portfolio of colour plates
at the end of the thesis). Map 6.3 is a black-and-white copy of the original
map in colour (Plate 6.1). Issued in 2007, it shows the forest status in A
Vương commune. It appears to be the most detailed forest-status inventory in the commune, and serves as a base map for a series of other forest
and land-use maps with reference to the commune (Maps 6.4 and Plate
6.2). Map 6.4 is essentially a visually more accessible, slightly simplified
and expanded version of Map 6.3 – also showing the forest cover in the
neighbouring communes of Ta Lu and Prao township – while Plate 6.2 is
a land-use planning map, duly simplified, and based on the same source
map (Map 6.3); it shows forest areas marked out for protection, production and reforestation. It also identifies other land categories, notably land
labelled as “unused hill-land”. A comparison of Plate 6.2 with Maps 6.5
and 6.6 reveals significant divergences between the preliminary land-use
zoning in Plate 6.2 and the actual forestland classification in Map 6.5,
which suggests that Plate 6.2 (derived from the 2007 forest-cover source
map) actually represents a draft or proposal for what eventually became a
rather different official (politically dictated) forest-cover and land-use
classification in the commune (Maps 6.5 and 6.6). Unfortunately neither
of these two maps is dated.
The most remarkable fact regarding this set of maps from an anthropological point of view is that none makes any mention of shifting (swidden) cultivation in the commune despite the fact that swidden cultivation
of upland rice is the basic and by far the most widespread land-use form
in the commune. Surprisingly, land used for swidden cultivation (upland
rice) is marked out on Plate 6.2 for the neighbouring communes of Ta Lu
and Prao – both located in a different district (Đông Giang). Clearly, the
two districts have chosen to map the same reality in different ways: what
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is represented on Plate 6.2 as “unused hill-upland” in A Vương commune
(Tây Giang district) is called for what it really is in Đông Giang district –
namely land principally used for upland-rice cultivation (swidden farming). On Map 6.4, however, the same land area in A Vương commune is
simply marked as “other (type of land)” (cf. also Map 6.3).
By marking swidden cultivation as “unused hill-upland”, the Tây Giang
district authority affirms and reproduces the invisibility and legal nonexistence of swidden cultivation – although it is the locally dominant form
of land-use. This opens up for the introduction of alternative and legally
recognized forms of land-use (such as cash-crop farming and industrial
tree plantations) on lands that are presently used for mainly for domestic
food production. Obviously this was one of the main goals of the new
land legislation, and it is precisely what is now happening: since 2010 a
large-scale rubber-planting scheme has been introduced on the “unused”
land (effectively the land formerly used for swidden cultivation) in Arek,
Aplo, Taghe and Apat villages (Map 6.6).
In an analogous way, Map 6.4 and Plate 6.2 also show that the different districts use different keys for technically categorizing the same forest
type. This would seem to reflect an uncertainty concerning how to label
certain forest types or otherwise, and more likely, different policy visions
in the districts. Hence the political nature of seemingly technical/descriptive forest-cover maps is affirmed. Thus, the same type of natural forest along the entire border between A Vương and Ta Lu communes
is classified on the bio-forest map (Map 6.4) as “medium forest” (neither
“poor” nor “rich” in biodiversity) but, on the other side of the border – in
Ta Lu commune – as “rich forest”. Meanwhile, on Plate 6.2, the same
stretch of forest is revealingly classified as “natural forest for production”
in A Vương commune but as “protection forest” in Ta Lu commune.
One cannot escape the conclusion that the different district and commune authorities have chosen to “render technical” (Ferguson 1994) their
different policy plans. By technically defining the A Vương forest as “medium forest” – of only relative conservation value – the commune authorities in A Vương (Tây Giang) render it suitable and politically justifiable to
classify it as production forest. By contrast, the commune authority in Ta
Lu (Đông Giang) defines the stretch of forest on their side of the district
border as “rich” forest, which justifies its protection.
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Map 6.3: Forest-status map of A Vương commune. A black-and-white reproduction of the source map in colour (Plate 6.1). Source: MoNRE 2007.
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Map 6.4: Bio-forest map of A Vương commune and adjacent communes (Ta Lu
and Prao township) (cf. Plate 6.2). Source: MARD: Forest Directorate.
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Map 6.5: Forest land-use zoning in A Vương commune and adjacent communes.
Source: MoNRE.
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Map 6.6: Land-use plan for A Vương commune 2010-15 (Source: Tây Giang
district office). The map shows the Saola Reserve and Rubber Project (initiated
2010), super-imposed on the 2007 forest-status source map (Map 6.3 and Plate
6.1).
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A comparison of Map 6.4 and Plate 6.2 further shows another strategy
of hiding reality. A large area of the middle/upper Mraang basin is shown
as “bare lands with sparse trees” on Map 6.4, roughly corresponding to
the land-use category “land for reforestation of protection forest” on Plate
6.2. Again, this is essentially the swidden land – fallow land in different
stages of regeneration or land under actual cultivation – of the past and
present settlements on the Upper Mraang. The seemingly objective label
of the “bio-forest” map (Map 6.4) – “bare land with sparse trees” – is an
utter misnomer: most of this area is, on the basis of my own observations,
today deep and tall forest. As we noted above, the Upper Mraang forests
were practically uninhabited and untouched for about 15 years between
1975 and 1990, and since 1990 it has been the home of only a fraction of
its earlier population – a trickle of returnees from the Nam Đông diaspora,
numbering from two or three families around 1990 to the present 95
inhabitants of the (New) A’urr village.
Map 6.5 shows the extension of the three official classes of forestland –
special-use, protection and production forest – in the A Vương commune
(and the adjacent communes in Đông Giang district). It is immediately
evident that this administrative (and juridical) classification very substantially restricts human land-use in the commune – and to an even greater
extent in Ta Lu commune. In the A Vương commune as a whole, about
61% of the forestland is classified as conservation forest (Special Use Forest and Protection Forest), precluding human use (Tây Giang District
Book 2011; quoted in Quang Anh 2014). In the Mraang Basin, the special-use forest (the recently created Saola Reserve) alone covers 5,163 ha
(51.63 square km), amounting to about 62 % of the entire Mraang basin.
Together with the substantial area demarcated as protection forest, I estimate that at least 75% of the Mraang forests today are legally off limits
for cultivation of any sort.100 For the Ta Lu commune the corresponding
figure is even bigger, probably between 85-90% (Map 6.5).
In short, almost all of the land in the Mraang basin, which, in pre-war
times, was locally considered forest under village control and managed
under a rotational regime of swidden cultivation, has today been legally
taken away from the local inhabitants. The traditional subsistence base is
thus confined – and, indeed, only provisionally allowed – to small enclaves
in the parts of the forest classed as production forest.
At the same time, it should be recognized that, given the fact that
swidden cultivation is prohibited by national law, local authorities have a
flexible and pragmatic attitude towards this traditional and predominant
100

The estimates are based official commune statistics in the Tây Giang District Book for
2011, quoted in Quang Anh 2014.
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form of land use by allowing swidden cultivation in limited zones of land
designated as “production forest”. They also allow the felling of trees for
house construction as well as subsistence hunting and fishing in both
production and protection forests. Judging from the demarcation of the
different forestland categories in the A Vương-Mraang area, there is a
clear and intentional pattern to forestland classification: each permanent
village is surrounded by, and thus granted access to, a fair stretch of contiguous production forest and smaller patches of agricultural production
land (signalled as “other land” on some of the maps) for rice cultivation
and commercial tree plantation. Yet it is equally clear, particularly in Map
6.5, that villages and their adjacent production land are enclosed by much
larger areas classified as protection and/or special-use forest, which, accordingly, are effectively closed to them.
This effective exclusion of villages from large expanses of “natural” forest, legitimized by current land laws, is adversely affecting indigenous
communities in the upland forest of Vietnam and Laos. It is a result of
the progressive privatization and commodification of forestland, a process
which is exasperated by the ongoing FLA process – the allocation and
certification of forestland to individual households. With its land registered and certified in the Red Book, each household is bound to abide by
certain land-use restrictions and to confine cultivation strictly to the allotted patches of forestland (and any additional land purchased or legally
acquired by other means). The extensive and flexible use-pattern characteristic of the traditional system of rotational swidden cultivation is
thereby doomed to disappear. Instead, a transitory pattern of intensive,
short-cycle fallow cultivation is taking its place, the result of which is falling productivity, increased land degradation and forest depletion on lands
surrounding the permanent upland villages.
The tragic irony of this “development” is that much of the land that little more than a quarter of a century ago was village land, locally managed
by a dispersed and frugal population of swidden farmers, is today considered “natural” core forest, reserved for bio-diversity conservation and,
thus, closed to the local communities that until recently had managed and
preserved it. The rich forests of the Upper Mraang, featuring the Saola
Reserve as global natural heritage site, were bequeathed to the world by a
dozen small communities of swidden farmers and subsistence hunters at
the price of their own exclusion and, very possibly, future eviction.
In conclusion, the maps we have examined reveal a disconcerting conflation of policy vision and on-the-ground reality; plans and policy visions
seem to contaminate reality and, indeed, hide it behind a veil of apparent
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facticity. The map becomes, as it were, the territory. The purportedly factbased process of map-making turns out be part of a political process, a
political programme of reengineering the landscape. All the maps we have
studied are political maps, tools for constructing policy landscapes – development and conservation landscapes which do not always agree with
each other. And here, in the apparent proliferation and confusion of
maps, there are signs of diverging visions and differences of interest, a
struggle over the representation of the future: the developmentalists’ vision of the landscape does not appear to sit very comfortably with many
conservationists, who would prefer to see far less of the landscape turned
into production forest.
In other words, even among the different government agencies, there
is no complete consensus about how this landscape “ought to be used”.
Conservationists would prefer to see more “protected forest” and less
“production forest”. MARD’s vision for the landscape, however, appears
to prioritise pulpwood production (and, lately, rubber production; see
Map 6.6). Ultimately, MARD’s vision – one which yields state revenues
from cash-crop and pulpwood production would seem to have the upper
hand over those who would prefer to have more ”protected forest” to
enhance the biodiversity value of the forest.
MARD is concerned first and foremost with the implementation of
"rural development" and of increasing the "productivity" of the landscape,
essentially transforming it into capital (cf. Hall et al. 2011). There are
many stakeholders in this process, not least the local district and provincial
government agencies, which need gradually to increase the level of revenue that they are generating. The real drawback of shifting cultivation,
from the government point of view, is that it remains a subsistenceoriented farming method which generates virtually no revenue for the
government.
In the following section we will hear the other side of the grander development and conservation narrative we have discussed above, namely
the stories of the past and present local inhabitants of the Upper Mraang
forests and how they interpret and perceive the landscape they inhabit.
These stories reveal a conceptualisation of the natural environment which
is very different from that of the state and international development and
conservation actors, and provide a partial explanation for the fact that the
Upper Mraang population was able to uphold the high biodiversity values
of their forest surroundings. Above all, however, the voices presented in
the following tell the story of how the resettlement policy of the state
dramatically affected life in the upper Mraang river basin and how the
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villagers tried to accommodate the demand of the government while abiding with the strictures of tradition.

Life and Death on the Upper Mraang River: a tale
of three settlements
In the high areas of the Upper Mraang River, there were three Katu settlements in 2004: A’urr, Dövil and Galai (Map 6.9). However, from the
point of view of the district government, there was only one administrative village, named after the largest settlement, A’urr. The two other settlements, Dövil and Galai, were officially regarded as satellites, expected
(indeed required) to merge with the larger A’urr settlement. While A’urr
had a population of some 45 persons, Galai and Dövil were inhabited by
only a few closely related families. Yet, to their inhabitants, these two
small outlying settlements were independent settlements – in effect, small
villages.
All three settlements had distinctive histories, reflecting the internal
and external pressures on Katu communities at the time; each of them had
chosen to navigate the government and spirit landscapes differently. The
original inhabitants of A’urr and Dövil villages had, for over a decade,
reluctantly endured resettlement in Nam Đông district in Thừa Thiên–
Huế province but finally resolved to return to their homeland on the
Upper Mraang in several waves between 1984 and 1990. Meanwhile, the
inhabitants of Galai never moved. All three settlements were isolated,
surrounded by deep, roadless forest. Footpaths connected them to each
other and to the new HCM highway some 15 km away through the forest.
The A’urr settlement had, in fact, only been “founded” in the previous
year, 2003. However, at the time of my first visit in 2004 its houses had
just been completed, and had the characteristic metal-sheet roofs provided
by the district government. The settlement nonetheless exuded a very
traditional atmosphere compared to the roadside villages I had previously
visited: the spatial layout of the village – a semi-circle of houses on top of
a hill – and its remote location contributed to this atmosphere. The settlement was an amalgamation of families from several of the pre-war villages originating from this area (the Upper Mraang area).
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Map 6.7: Pre-war villages in the Mraang basin (the northern part of the current A
Vương commune).
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Map 6.8: Effects of the 1975 resettlement campaign on the population of the
Mraang basin. The map shows the evacuation of the Upper Mraang population
and the concentration of the four villages in the Lower Mraang basin.
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Map 6.9: Settlement movements on the Upper Mraang between 1988 and 2010.
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Maps 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the complex movements of the villages
and settlements in focus in this section. Map 6.7 illustrates the location of
the thirteen pre-war villages in the Mraang basin and the division between
the villages of what I call the Upper and Lower parts of the Mraang basin
– a spatial division whose relevance will become evident in the following
pages. (Note also that the ancestral A’urr village was located on the west
side of the Upper Mraang River). Map 6.8 shows the aftermath of the
evacuation of the entire Upper Mraang population as a result of the enforced relocation in 1975 of all its nine villages to a resettlement zone in
what is today Nam Đông district (Thừa Thiên–Huế province). In the
Lower Mraang basin, the four pre-war villages of this area were, at the
same time and as a result of the same resettlement campaign, fused into a
single large village, Arek, named after one of its component villages.
Map 6.9, finally, shows the successive movements of the two larger settlements in focus of the story that follows – A’urr and Dövil – as they
emerged and settled in different locations between 1988 and 2010. They
were all composed of closely related families that progressively returned
from the diaspora in Nam Đông from the early-mid 1980s and onwards.
Since the two settlements moved to different locations during this period,
I will, for simplicity, refer to them by numbers that indicates the order of
movements. On this map we find A’urr first located on Perrlah hill to the
east of the Mraang River, where it was established in 2003. I refer to this
settlement as A’urr 2, since it was locally understood as a re-constitution
of the original, pre-war A’urr village (A’urr 1) west of the river. Eventually, in 2010, the A’urr 2 village moved to the Yavöa stream where it joins
the Dövil settlement and forms what I refer to as the present A’urr 3 village. Locally, however, it is simply known as A’urr (since the majority of
its members come from the A’urr 2 village).
The Dövil settlement, shown on Map 6.9 as Dövil 1, was established at
the foot of Dövil hill on the Dövil stream – a small tributary to the Yavöa
stream. It was established in 1988 by Bling Chen and his father. As will
be recounted in the following, Bling Chen’s father had returned to the
Upper Mraang area in the early 1980s and temporarily stayed in various
locations in search for a good place to settle before he was joined by his
son, Chen, and his family in 1988, when they eventually settled on the
Dövil stream (Dövil 1). In 2007, however, Dövil 1 moved higher up the
Yavöa stream and formed the Dövil 2 settlement (known locally simply as
Dövil after the site where the original settlement had been founded). In
2010, as described above, it was joined by the villagers from A’urr 2 and
became a part of the now officially recognised larger village of A’urr (lo-
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cally known also simply as A’urr but here, for clarity, referred to as A’urr
3).
When I first visited A’urr village in 2004, the settlement had just been
established on Perrlah hill the previous year (A’urr 2 on the map). The
settlement contained ten houses of closely related families from Galai and
Dövil 1. Galai was the oldest and smallest of the three settlements, located
only a short distance from the A’urr 2 settlement. Here lived the parents
of Alang J’rreng (the headman of A’urr 2 – a main protagonist in this
narrative), the hundred-year-old Mr Lip and his elderly wife together with
their youngest son, Phot, and his wife and children. In 2006, the old man
(Lip) died, and only months later his son Phot also died; he was then only
in his mid-forties, and his death was sudden and unexpected. As a result,
the Galai settlement was abandoned; the two widows and Phot’s children
joined the A’urr 2 settlement the same year.
Dövil 1 was the most remote of the three settlements, located at the
foot of Dövil hill about two hours walking distance from A’urr 2 through
leech- and snake-infested forests. The trail leading to Dövil 1 was narrow
and winding, at some sections cutting into the steep hillsides, at others
crossing swift streams, and continuously alternating between almost vertical ascents and precipitous descents. In 2005, a new, broader and more
level trail – from the HCM highway to A’urr 2 – was prepared by the
villagers with support from the district government. It was only after the
new trail had been completed that “development” began in earnest in the
area: two teachers took up residence in A’urr 2, and district and commune
officers started to arrive on brief visits. Dövil 1 and Galai, however, continued to remain out of reach for the government extension workers.
Before the America-Vietnam War, each of the nine traditional villages
in the Upper Mraang area had a well-defined territory providing the necessary resources to sustain its population – forest for shifting cultivation
and hunting, and streams for fishing and the daily water supply (Map
6.7). The pre-war population of some 500 people on the Upper Mraang
suggests an average settlement size of about 55 persons (cf. estimates in
Århem, K., 2010: Appendix 2). The villages, we were told had all been of
the traditional type, circular in layout, centred on a traditional community
house; they were widely dispersed and mobile – each changing location
within its specific territory in accordance with the availability of game and
fish and the requirements of their rotational system of shifting cultivation
(with 10-12-year fallow periods).
Bling Chen, the elder of Dövil 2 settlement (the other main protagonist in the unfolding events recount here), recalled that, when he was a
teenager, there was plenty of wildlife in the Upper Mraang forests, includ-
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ing bears and gibbons and even tigers. But about that time, beginning in
1958, the “revolution” (“cach mang”) came to the area. Communist cadres brought large quantities of guns to the communities “to help fight the
enemy [the South-Vietnamese Army], but also for hunting”. It is likely
that the early cadres arriving in the area were interested in having a share
of the game meat procured by local hunters; food supplies were notoriously scarce for the revolutionaries and they generally had to survive on
local foods. From then on, there was, according to Chen, a massive increase in hunting – and a concomitant decline in wildlife in the area.
Vattana Pholsena (2008), writing about the encounters between the
Vietminh and the Katuic communities across the border in Laos, in the
early 1950s describes how the Vietnamese cadres attempted to change the
customs of the local people they met:
[…] The Vietnamese encouraged young villagers to eat game meat during
the field-clearing period, despite this being considered a serious breach of
the local customs. The youngsters complied with the wishes of the Vietnamese, and after noticing that none of them had any ominous dreams despite the customary breach, the youngsters decided to abandon the custom
altogether. (Pholsena 2008: 629, my translation)

Pholsena cites the document History of the Revolution in Sekong, 1945-1975
which describes how the local customs were progressively transformed:
[…] the youngsters stopped filing their teeth and piercing their ears,
stopped wearing silver and copper rings around their necks and wrists. The
women and girls started wearing skirts and shirts […] and the families
[learnt how to] drink and eat in good hygienic conditions. (Pholsena
2008: 629, my translation).

Pholsena’s article deals with the Vietnamese cadres active in Sekong
(Laos) at the time, but the situation would have been very similar across
the border in Vietnam. As opposed to the French, the Vietminh did not
force villagers to feed them with domestic animals, but their presence in
the villages was, on the other hand, far more lasting and their impact
more pervasive; it was not uncommon for small groups of communist
cadres to stay for several months or even years near Katu villages (long
before the North Vietnamese Army started moving southward en masse)
trying to “convert” the villagers to the revolutionary cause. As a result,
and as the conflict escalated, the local communities would inevitably become more and more entangled in “the Struggle for National Liberation”.
According to Elder Chen, it was in 1963 that the first “South Vietnamese” (RVN) and American soldiers (whom Chen referred to simply as
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“dich”, literally “enemies”) came to the Upper Mraang area and the war
broke out in earnest. Villagers saw themselves forced to disperse in the
forest to avoid bombing and enemy attacks. Some Katu joined the North
Vietnamese Army (VPA) in fighting South Vietnamese and American
bases in the area, and losses were heavy. As the violence receded, villagers
moved back to their previous settlement sites, trying to resume the regular
routines of everyday life. The supply of wildlife and fish was severely depleted as a result of the war. Hunting appears to have, in fact, intensified
during the entire conflict period, with both soldiers and locals killing animals in great quantities.
In 1974, when the conflict had subsided and the end of the war was
near, the sedentarisation programme was introduced in the area. The
entire Upper Mraang population was urged to move and resettle in a
government-sponsored resettlement scheme in Nam Đông. Elder Cheng
relates:
Of all the villages that used to live in this area, only two people stayed; Mr
Lip and his wife on Galai hill. Even Mr Lip’s children moved [except for
his youngest son who stayed to take care of his ageing parents]. District
officials from Nam Đông came here to inform us that we had to move
down to the lowland area. The state supplied the rations for the trip to the
lowland. The mobilisation [effectuated in 1975] took three or four days to
complete. Not a single person was allowed to stay behind.
[Before the relocation] the villagers met to discuss the situation; some
were for moving, others were against it. The majority were probably for it;
we were told that the government would provide us with everything we
needed; there would even be vehicles and houses for us. Those who had
“revolution cards” [proof that they had participated actively in the resistance] would be given money. But to be honest, nobody had any clue
about the real conditions awaiting us. If we had known, we would never
have gone there. My family did not want to move. We did not like it down
there; we just like the forest.
There wasn’t any suitable land for cultivation [in the resettlement area]; it
was impossible to cultivate rice there. We had to survive on cassava all year
round. Even when the rice grew nicely, the harvests still failed; it was too
dry there, there was no water. There were some amenities though [shops,
schools...], but food was a big problem; we just could not figure out how
to get food. My father tried to do shifting cultivation but ended up being
fined, and he had to cut grass for days on end. He was very tired. In 1984,
he decided to return to his homeland (in Achieu).101
101

Short-fallow “shifting cultivation” was apparently permitted in specifically designated
areas but did not yield sufficient crops; the soils were too poor. It was implied that many
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We stayed there [in Nam Đông] almost fifteen years. Nobody wanted to
stay there but the [authorities] did not permit us to return. In the end, the
conditions were so difficult that many families decided to risk coming back
without permission. Thus, in 1988-90 – some years after my father had
left – around thirty more families left. I also decided to leave and rejoin my
father. […] Fifteen of those families came to this area, near their home villages. Most settled at a place called Klung Mbaang, the settlement was
called Saliep. At about the same time, in 1988, my father and his family
moved from Achieu to a place on the Dövil stream on Axan land. I joined
my father there in 1988. In 2001, the families in Saliep were ordered to return to Nam Đông, and most did so. My family and a few other families
refused to go. In 2003, district cadres came again and urged us to resettle.
We made an agreement with them to settle in a permanent village and follow the government policies – but in our own territory. The new village,
which was established on A’urr land, was named A’urr [A’urr 2] after the
old village. But most of the inhabitants of the original A’urr village were
still settled in Thượng Long (Nam Đông); they did not return to their
homeland. (Bling Chen in Dövil 2, 2009).

To recapitulate: by 2003, there were three small settlements in the Upper
Mraang area: A’urr 2, Dövil 1, and Galai. These settlements – representing only a fraction of the pre-war population in the area – were inhabited
by closely related people native to the area who, defying government dictates, had returned from exile in the neighbouring Nam Đông district in
Thừa Thiên–Huế province. In 2006, the small Galai settlement dissolved
as a result of the death of its two male family heads.
The following year, 2007, the Dövil settlement relocated on the upper
Yavöa stream where it is found today (Dövil 2 – now fused with A’urr 3).
In an unexpected move a few years later, in 2010, the inhabitants of A’urr
2 abandoned their settlement on the Perrlah Hill and joined the Dövil 2
settlement on the Yavöa stream. The stories that follow account for these
movements in the words of the two narrators: Bling Chen and Alang
J’rreng, traditional leaders of Dövil and A’urr settlements. As we shall see,
the spirits of the landscape are deeply implicated in these movements.
The account of the unfolding events in the Upper Mraang basin is
based partly on my own interviews with the two narrators just mentioned
during a week in the summer of 2009 – with some flashbacks to earlier
visits in the two villages – and partly on recorded interviews made in April
2011 by research assistant Pham Hoan working on the follow-up project

people – including Chen’s father – tried to carry out shifting cultivation further away, but
they were repeatedly caught and penalized.
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to the Katuic Ethnography Project which were kindly made available to
me through my continuing association with the project (see Chapter 1).102

Chen and the angel of Pöblow Hill
Bling Chen, as recounted above, returned from his exodus in Nam Đông
in 1988. He and his father chose to settle on the now empty Axan land
rather than in the territory of their old village, Achieu. The justification
for settling on Axan land was probably a matter of preferences: Chen’s
father – who was the first to return – simply regarded it as the best land in
the entire Upper Mraang area. In fact, upon his return, he had, with the
appropriate divinatory procedures, “tested” the disposition of the spirits in
various locations in the Upper Mraang area – inside and outside the territory of his own home village (Achieu). He eventually found the spirits
positive to his settling on the Dövil stream flowing from the nearby hill
with the same name in the territory of the pre-war Axan village.
Bling Chen was a man of few words, especially during my first visits to
Dövil 1 in 2004, but he could be very straightforward when talking about
spirits. Thus, Chen was the first Katu who explained to me that Katu
settlements were guarded by “spirit hills”; one hill in particular would take
on a “tutelary” or protective role for the village. He explained that the hill
protecting his own settlement (Dövil 1), was called Pöblow and that its
spirit (also called Pöblow) actually controlled him and his work (“quan
ly”). He described how he and his father had carried out all the proper
ritual procedures for settling down in the chosen place, and how they had
then gradually come to know the spirit of Pöblow hill. The spirit had
come to them in dreams and, on a few occasions, it had possessed Chen’s
father; it had let them know that it was the spirit of Pöblow, that it lived
on Pöblow hill, and that it would take care of them. (Pöblow was one of
several peaks on the Dövil hill where the stream of the same name had its
source).
There were other hills with spirits in the Axan-Ayay area, but Pöblow
was the spirit that had come forth to Chen and his father. As Elder Chen
explained:
As far as I know, in this [Upper Mraang] area there are three hills that
have abhuy: Pöblow on the Dövil stream, Bol Lomooc near the mouth of
102

The editing and interpretation of the material is entirely my own; however I have
discussed the material with my father, Kaj Århem, who, as lead researcher and project director, was present in the villages during all the 2011 interviews.
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the Yavöa stream, and also one peak next to the A’urr 2 settlement; the latter spirit is called Kuinn Hook [which is also the name of the peak].

Chen explained that the relationship between himself (including all residents in the Dövil 2 settlement) and the spirit of Pöblow was similar to
that between the Arek villagers and the spirit of Kong Dhư (see Chapter
5). Just as the Kong Dhư spirit controlled and protected – but also punished – the inhabitants of Arek village (and, indeed, other, adjacent villages), so did also Pöblow protect and punish the Dövil community.
Likewise, Elder Chen explained, the villagers of A’urr 2 had a relationship
with the spirit of Kuinn Hook – the tutelary spirit of that area. All these
tutelary hill spirits are said to share the same characteristics; they take care
of the villagers under their control but also demand their dues” (Vietnamese: “doi quyen loi”).103 In any case, when, in 2007, he moved from the
Axan land to the Ayay land, he was made aware of the fact that he was
leaving the jurisdiction of Pöblow and actually entering the territory of
another spirit – a spirit which bore the name of Palenng:
When I first moved from my old settlement (Dövil 1) to this place [on
Yavöa stream], I dreamt that the Pöblow spirit and the spirit of this place
[Palenng] argued with each other. Pöblow insisted that even if I moved
into Palenng’s area [Dövil 2], I still belonged to him, to Pöblow, and that
he would continue to take care of me even here in the new area. In the
dream there were many people [spirits] present, not only two. The people
were divided into two groups, one group represented by Pöblow and the
other by Palenng.

Furthermore, according to Chen’s explanation of his dream,
[…] just as it is in human society – that one person cannot carry out a lot
of different jobs alone and must divide work between several people – so it
is among spirits. Both privileges and duties have to be divided among the
spirits.

At this point, Chen paused and asked if there are any abhuy in Sweden. I
said that there used to be, but now there are not many. Hearing my reply,
he said

103

Chen did not know whether, before the resettlement in 1975, all the villages on the
Upper Mraang had had their own “unique” spirit hills or not. Perhaps, he said, some of
them had “shared” the same hill spirit, like the villages on the Lower Mraang share Kong
Dhu hill (as their tutelary spirit hill).
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There are still abhuy here, but they are not as strong as they were before
the war; during the war the abhuy were scattered (“phan tan”) everywhere.
The war changed everything.

Elder Chen explained to me on several occasions that Pöblow was a very
kind and friendly spirit; it did not ask for more than he (Chen) could
give. On the other hand, Chen told me, the spirit of A’urr village (A’urr
2), Kuinn Hook, was very difficult to satisfy: the villagers of A’urr, he
told me, fed Kuinn Hook with one or more buffaloes every year but they
still had had problems with illness and deaths (more about this below).
Chen furthermore explained that A’urr had had all these problems despite
the fact that their takah (traditional headman), Elder J’rreng, strictly complied with many taboos which Chen personally found rather unnecessary
and even a bit ridiculous, for example some food taboos which forbade
women and children to eat certain kinds of food during certain periods.104
However, despite his open-mindedness about food taboos, Chen was
always meticulously careful when it came to his relationship with the
“landscape spirits”, particularly his “guardian angel”, Pöblow.
As we have seen, Chen and his father returned from the overcrowded
communes of Nam Đông without any permission from the authorities.
Similarly, Chen’s later decision to remain in Dövil (rather than join the
other families in the government-sanctioned village of A’urr) was also
made without consultation with the district authorities. But, as regards
the abhuy, Chen consistently followed the traditionally prescribed procedures.
In 2004, Elder Chen – although still settled in Dövil 1 – started cultivating land on the upper Yavöa stream that formerly belonged to Ayay
village. However, before clearing the forest and cultivating in the new
area (which would become Dövil 2), he had carefully inquired into the
will of the spirits of the new area.
When I came here [to cultivate on Ayay land], I had to make all the appropriate preparations [sacrifices], from small to large, from chicken, to
dog, to pig, to goat, to buffalo. I had to sacrifice the animals and ask the
abhuy here for permission to stay. I did not ask the people from Ayay because when they left for Nam Đông they abandoned this place, they don’t
manage it any more. I have only asked the abhuy, not the authorities of the
state (“chinh quyen”).

104

An array of food taboos, sometimes related to particular periods of the year or on gender
and age, formerly pervaded Katu culture. Most of these have now been abandoned. These
taboos, then, are not (directly) related to the abhuy we are discussing here. To Chen, these
latter taboos were just invented by the old men to keep the best meat for themselves!
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In 2007, the small community on the Dövil stream moved to the new
site, situated on flat and fertile land some two hours’ walking distance up
the clear Yavöa stream, where the new settlement (Dövil 2) was established. What began as a swidden and temporary settlement now turned
into a full-fledged and long-term settlement for Chen, his youngest son
and his aging and increasingly frail father, and their families.

Tension in A’urr and the move to the Yavöa stream
Now let us move back from Chen’s settlement to the other – slightly more
populous – settlement of A’urr 2, some four hours closer to “civilisation”
(in terms of the time it took to walk to the two respective villages by
footpaths from Arek village, situated near the HCM Highway). In early
2010, much to my surprise, despite having constructed an impressive
traditional communal house in 2006 and having a village school in operation since 2007, the villagers of A´urr decided to abandon the site on
Perrlah hill (A’urr 2) and move to Chen’s remote outpost on the Yavöa
stream – a small and isolated settlement with no electricity, no school, and
quite out of reach to district and commune officers. Why this surprising
move?
A’urr 2, by modern Katu standards, was of modest size; most of today’s roadside Katu villages have between 250 and 350 inhabitants, while
A’urr 2 had only 45 (in 2005). Moreover, its establishment in forests that
had not been cultivated for more than 25 years meant that it had ample
access to far better swidden land than most current Katu villages, and
although relatively remote, it was not completely isolated from the amenities of modernity: it had a school and, thanks to its new trail (completed
in 2005); it was visited by district and commune officers; and its villagers
could walk down to the commune shops without too much effort. Dövil
and the former Galai settlement, by contrast, were disconnected from all
these amenities.
What, then, prompted A’urr villagers to abandon their relative comfort
and move to Chen’s remoter settlement in 2010? One might also wonder
why Chen never joined his relatives and in-laws in A’urr choosing instead
to live in an isolated outpost community. Most intriguing, however, was
perhaps the choice of the old Mr Lip, J’rreng’s own father, who – as long
as he lived – had remained in his small and isolated settlement on Galai
hill, refusing to join the village where most of his children and grandchildren lived, i.e. A’urr. This was particularly conspicuous since Lip was
exceptionally old, and since A’urr 2 village had begun to profit from many
modern amenities. Why did these three settlements not simply merge
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with A’urr village – the largest by far of the three communities – as the
district government had wished them to?
When I first visited A’urr 2 in 2004, there was an open conflict between Lip and his eldest son, J’rreng, the takah of A’urr 2. The father,
who resided on Galai, I was told, accused his son of not adhering to traditions and to “pretend to be a Kinh” – an ethnic Vietnamese. It even went
so far that old Lip publicly cut the ritual ties between his own settlement
(Galai) and A’urr by refusing to share wild game meat with his relatives
(including his own adult children) in the other village. Considering that
such a break of the ritual ties between close kinsmen and affines is very
rare in Katu communities, the whole situation seemed a mystery. Surely,
for the old man, one would think that life in A’urr – close to his children
and grandchildren – would be preferable to remaining isolated on his
remote hilltop.
These vexing questions would prove to be related and would soon find
their answers; but the answers were not what they first seemed to be.
Thus, when, in 2011, Elder J’rreng was asked about the reasons for abandoning the settlement on Perrlah hill (A’urr 2), he explained that the villagers had decided to move because there was “not enough land for cultivation”. The answer seemed odd, since only a few years earlier there had
been no talk about any land shortage. On the contrary, as we have seen,
A’urr 2 was unusually well endowed with good forestland. Rather,
J’rreng’s answer would seem to be a reflection of the increasing government pressure on villagers to abandon swidden cultivation and take up
wet-rice cultivation. Although A’urr 2 had in fact an abundance of forestland, it had very little flat and well-watered land suitable for wet-rice farming and gardening.
The new A’urr settlement on Yavöa stream (A’urr 3), by contrast, had
plenty of good garden land. In light of the pressure from the government,
the relocation of A’urr was thus very reasonable. But there were more
complex motives behind the move. As we shall see, the location of the old
settlement on Perrlah hill had long been considered inauspicious, and
some of the places in the vicinity of A’urr 2 that were potentially suitable
for wet-rice cultivation and gardening were considered potent spirit
places, mabhuy, and thus off-limits for any cultivation. The government
pressure towards increasing commercial farm production started tipping
the villagers against the local spirits.
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The death of J’rreng’s wife
In a subsequent recorded conversation with Elder J’rreng, he expanded his
earlier explanation and conceded that the move to the Yavöa stream
(A’urr 3) had not only – nor even mainly – been motivated by a lack of
land (although the government had, indeed, stepped up its pressure on
the village to give up shifting cultivation in favour of intensive wet-rice
and garden cultivation). The principal reason for the move, J’rreng now
explained, had to do with the villagers’ relationship to the local spirits.
A’urr 2 – although seemingly traditional in its hill-top location and circular layout – had been established on a site which had until then been
considered forbidden (dieng). The Perrlah hill, where the village was established in 2003, J’rreng said, was an inauspicious place, ridden with
malevolent abhuy. Although swidden cultivation and hunting were allowed in the surrounding forest, to actually settle on the hill itself had,
according to his father and grandfather, been forbidden for centuries.
J’rreng’s disregard for this age-old taboo when deciding to settle on the
hill was, it turned out, also the root cause for his conflict with his father.
J’rreng went on to explain us of the sequence of events that gradually
made him realise his mistake and, eventually, abandon the ill-fated site
and move to the Yavöa settlement. Elder Chen, for his part, in a separate
interview, told a similar story about the same events. It all began with the
sudden death of J’rreng’s long-time wife. Her death in 2009 had served as
a kind of wake-up call for J’rreng; it was only after his wife’s unexpected
death that he could connect all the signs and omens that had preceded it
and understand the true cause of her death.
About a year before her death, J’rreng had been clearing trees around a
small natural spring, an abokk, located not far from Perrlah hill. An abokk
has no visible inflow but is nonetheless perennially filled with water. Near
the spring, there stood two old tarr trees, and J’rreng had resolved to get
rid of them so that he could convert the place into a wet-rice field and
vegetable garden.105 He had thus peeled the bark from the base of the two
trees with the explicit intention of killing them. He had also cleared some
of the undergrowth around the abokk and, while doing so, inadvertently
cut and killed a black and white snake with his bush knife.
One day, about a year later, when checking the trees, he saw that one
of the trees had died while the other was still alive. He decided to cut
down and remove the dead tree. After returning to his house that night,
he had an ominous dream. In the dream, two people (both of which, he
judged, were spirits) warned him: “If both the trees die, so will your fam105

I have not been able to identify this tree species.
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ily dry up and die”. Although the two men in the dream were spirits, one
looked very much like his dead father and the other like an “elderly Westerner” (with light skin, white hair and a beard). The latter appeared to be
the abhuy of the tarr trees. It was however, the former spirit, the one that
looked like his father, who had spoken. The pale one remained silent.
Although J’rreng was shaken by the dream, he shrugged it off. Shortly
afterwards, however, his wife suddenly died. She was in her mid-fifties,
and had always been strong and healthy. J’rreng was devastated. The
night after her death, the two spirit persons returned to him in a dream:
[Again one of them] looked like a “Westerner” and was deaf-mute [“diec”];
the other looked like my dead father. They wore loincloths. The one that
could talk said that we had to move the village – we must go to live somewhere else, we could not stay in this place [on Perrlah hill] any longer.

It was then that he realised that he had committed a serious offense
against the local spirits:
Just before my wife’s funeral, my younger sister [the wife of Mr Chen] was
possessed by a spirit (“bi ma nhap”) who repeated the same message “the
village has to move, it cannot stay in this place”. It was again the same two
spirits. They insisted that we were not allowed to stay.
We knew this from before; it was nothing new to us. For many generations it had been said that this place should not be inhabited. My grandfather had told my father, and my father had told me.
After my wife’s death, I sacrificed a pig, a dog, a goat and a buffalo to ask
for forgiveness, because I had already cut one of the trees. People have
come to this area to cut trees for their houses and to clear swidden fields,
but there has never been a settlement on this hill – not for hundreds of
years.

Realising the consequences of his offense against the spirits of the place,
J’rreng now went to plant a new tree next to the tree that he had cut
down. He also carried out a series of animal sacrifices to appease the aggrieved spirits – but to no avail. Soon after his sacrifices, a vine started to
grow on the tree he had planted. When J’rreng saw the vine, he cut it,
believing it would harm the growth of the planted sapling. However, after
doing so, he again dreamt about the same two men: the one that looked
like his father asked him “why did you cut the vine – it is the road for us
[the spirits] to climb the tree”.
More portents were to follow. About a year after the death of J’rreng’s
wife, Elder Ating Avi died in 2011. Avi was the last really old man alive in
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the village. In itself, Avi’s death would probably not have been regarded
as ominous. However, his death was a long and agonizing process, lasting
several weeks during which the old man became increasingly paralysed –
“he was like a living dead man. He was alive but could not move, or
speak...” Then, at about the moment of Avi’s death, Elder J’rreng suddenly had a violent seizure. Furthermore, after Ating Avi’s funeral, two
dogs were observed eating from the tray of funerary food offerings. This
is a well-known bad omen among the Katu. Dogs that eat from burial
offerings are considered to be possessed by malevolent spirits and must be
killed. Some villagers even considered that the (possessed) dogs had
caused Avi’s death.
But J’rreng saw it as a final warning; the time to heed the spirits’ warnings was long overdue. He explained why, for so long, he had been reluctant to acquiesce to the demands of the spirits. (The following account is
given by J’rreng during an interview with Phan Hoan carried out in the
abandoned village site on Perrlah hill [A’urr 2] in April 2011, when he
along with the entire A’urr settlement had already moved to the new site
[A’urr 3] on the Yavöa stream):
To be honest, we knew that we were not allowed to stay here [on Perrlah
hill]. But in 2003, when we decided to settle in this place, we could not
find any suitable flat area for the village. We were divided. Chen and his father did not want to stay here and my father chose to remain on Galai. We
were all supposed to live here together, but those elders did not want to
join the new village. My father also continued, for a long time, to insist
that our village should not stay in this place.
From the very beginning we had seen bad signs: first, when we started
clearing the place, we were stung by bees – but we still did not believe.
Those were not honeybees; they were arang bees [a smaller bee without
honey or, more probably, a kind of wasp]. Secondly, when we completed
the village school we carried out the usual chicken sacrifice and the divination with the chicken’s leg – but the sign was bad [“no bi bam”]. Thirdly,
about two weeks after that, a dog chased a muntjac straight into the village
and its horns got stuck under a house. We certainly knew – from the old
days – that, when a muntjac runs into the village, that is a very bad omen.
I understand now all these signs and I believe in what the spirits were trying to tell us – otherwise I would still be living here [in A’urr 2; by this
time J’rreng had moved to the new site on the Yavöa stream]. It was difficult to stay here [on Perrlah hill]. The government was giving us trouble
and the spirits too. The problem with the authorities was that there is no
place here for growing wet rice; they really wanted us to cultivate wet rice
and vegetables. The problem with the spirits was that they did not want us
to stay here at all. So, we had to move.
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Elder J’rreng wrestles with the spirit of the tarr trees
To understand J’rreng’s account, we need to go back to the way the story
began, with the clearing of the tarr trees around the abokk (the pond) near
A’urr 2, and J’rreng’s attempt to create a suitable “ruong” (wet-rice field)
in the vicinity of the village. In the interviews recorded by Phan Hoan he
had made clear that there was enough land around the settlement for
shifting cultivation, even without entering into the “protected forest”
which the government had forbidden the villagers to clear. But, as a matter of policy, the government wanted them to give up shifting cultivation
in favour of wet-rice and vegetables.
Since, as J’rreng explained, the spirits of the place had not – in the past
– forbidden people from cutting trees or even from clearing swidden fields
in the forests surrounding the village, the clash with the spirits really came
to a head with J’rreng’s seemingly insignificant meddling with the tarr
trees. Even so, the cutting of the trees would probably not have been
considered dangerous by itself – were it not for their proximity to the
abokk. Small forest ponds, usually placed on high ground on the top or
high slopes of forested hills, are (or were, in the past) considered privileged dwellings of powerful abhuy. But the longstanding conflict between
the community and its “guardian spirit”, Kuinn Hook, also played a role
here: the villagers had long been aware that the settlement was situated in
a “forbidden” place.
In another interview in 2011, J’rreng talks about his late father, and
what his father had taught him:
My father taught me which places [in the forest] I could not clear for cultivation, nor even enter. He also taught me, when I was still young, that I
should not marry too quickly; first I should learn to clear and burn the
swidden fields [“lam ray”], how to make a house, how to get money to
buy things for making a living […] He taught me how to look for honey,
how to chisel a hole in a tree for bees to nest, how to cut rattan, “hai cau”
and collect “chay” roots…, and how to trade these things in the lowland,
because in the past there were no roads or shops like now. One had to
walk for five days to go there; that was during the French period, before
Liberation […] Without a bush hook, without an axe, without salt, without mats, without a loincloth – how was I supposed to marry? But my father only taught me the beginnings, the basics, he didn’t teach me everything […]
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But most importantly, my grandfather taught my father, and my father
me, which places – from the olden days – have spirits, which places are
burial grounds, and which places have trees which are “kept” [owned] by
the spirits. For example, there are places where there are ponds with an
underground water source, where there is no grass [around the pond];
around such [spirit ponds] we find mounds of litter/straw [“rơm rác”], as
if there were an underground cave from which the water comes; near those
places we may not set fire […] [And there are] valleys where we can see no
water; we cannot burn near such places. If we burn there, they will make
us feel pain. We will feel hot in the body, hot in the stomach; as we finish
burning [“dot xong”], we will feel hot, but not hot as with a fever.
We don’t know the spirits that live in those places – they are underground
spirits. It is only while dreaming that we know about those spirits, but we
cannot see them clearly. It is very rare to see the underground spirits; they
are not like the spirits above ground. The abhuy under there, we don’t
know their names nor their signs [“in the”], because they do not speak at
all. They are abhuy blang [deaf-mute spirits]. Even when we dream, we
don’t know; we just know that when we burn there, we feel pain in our
guts. To be cured, we have to go and cut medicine [“but thuoc”]. We have
to bring them [the spirits] rice grains and a bamboo tube which is black
inside […] and ask them for forgiveness.

J’rreng then relates what his father taught him about certain trees and why
people cannot cut them:
We may cut most kinds of big trees, but there are a few kinds that we cannot cut: the first is the fig tree [“cay da”]; its leaves are like the leaves of the
jackfruit tree, and its sap as well. If [the trunk] is as big as this cupboard
we cannot cut it. The second is the prao tree; then there is the chörun tree
[“forest mango”], then there is the cheyel – “cẩm lai” – tree [possibly Dalbergia oliveri]. When these kinds of trees have grown large, spirits enter
them, and don’t let us cut them; therefore, we don’t dare to cut them or
burn them, the spirits keep them. In A’urr [3] there is a big tree – a “cẩm
lai” – behind Elder Chen’s house; we do not dare to cut it.
It is just like the story I told you before about my dreams. There is a man –
who looks like a bearded westerner – who keeps that tree: it is just like
when people plant a lot of “mit” trees [durian fruit]; we don’t mind if buffaloes come and eat from the smaller trees, or if the children come and pick
fruits from those small ones – we only really care about the old, big trees.
If some of the small trees die, we don’t mind. But the big tree – the tree
that already has lots of fruit – we want to protect it and we don’t let anybody cut it…; that’s how it is with the trees kept by the spirits.
We don’t know the name or shape of that spirit. We just call them all abhuy. In this place [A’urr 3] there is only that tree, the cheyel tree behind
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Elder Chen’s house that has a spirit. We name the abhuy after the particular
tree it keeps; if it enters a chörun tree, we call it abhuy chörun, if it enters a
prao tree, then we call it abhuy prao – just like [we give names to] people.
Some time ago I had a dream: I saw the abhuy of that tree [the cheyel tree
behind Chen’s house], it wore a loincloth like people and it came down
from the tree and said to me “elder, don’t let the children scream around
me, it is too noisy, my ears are hurting”.

An earlier conversation with Bling Chen in Dövil 2 sheds further light on
J’rreng’s falling out with the spirit of the tarr trees:
Abhuy used to stay in those tarr trees – in the trees and in the pond. Elder
J’rreng’s wife died because he peeled the skin off the fig tree and the tree
dried up. Then, when he saw it was dry, he cut it. The fig tree is “poisonous”; it is kept by the spirit. We call it tarr. When Elder J’rreng went to
sleep, he dreamt of the abhuy telling him “when the tree dries, then your
family will die”.
That was true: when the fig tree dried up, his wife died. There were two
trees, he peeled the skin off both, one died but the other survived. After his
wife died, he carried out many sacrifices to ask the spirit for forgiveness.
Then, one day, when one of his children was taking a buffalo into the forest [for grazing], it suddenly broke loose and ran away. People went looking for it for three days but couldn’t find it. Then, Elder J’rreng had a
dream; abhuy told him “come and pick up your buffalo, I have tied it here
to the tree”. When the children went to look there, they saw it next to the
tree, as if frozen.
Elder J’rreng knew about that place all along, but when he carried out the
sacrifices, he still pretended that he didn’t know. What I mean is that Elder
J’rreng did believe in the abhuy of that place [near Perlahh hill, where
A´urr 2 was located], but he didn’t want to believe; he wanted to erase his
own as superstitions [“niem tin”] – his belief in the abhuy. But after those
events took place, he carried out sacrifices, and pretended he hadn’t
known.
Question: are there any other places like that around A’urr 2?
No, there is only that place, because that is the precise place of the “ho nho”
[literally ‘small lake’, referring to the abokk]. From the old days, the “fortune-tellers” [knowledgeable people, diviners or spirit mediums] have said
so. In the past there were people that stopped there; then, when they came
home, some people felt pain, others died. When they went to see the fortune-teller, he told them: ‘in those trees there are abhuy, you cannot clear
there…’ then people let everybody know that the place had abhuy.
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Then, Chen, enters into a more complex discussion which leads to the
heart of the matter – what it is that makes a place inhabited by spirits:
In this area [the Upper Mraang area], there are a few places that used to
have abokk but which no longer have it. In Dövil [1], for example, if you
go up to the top of that hill, there used to be an old forest there, so there
was an abokk there… [In the past] there were fish in that pond. The abhuy
there is very strong; nobody dared to go there, but it seems that the spirit
– I don’t know – left that place and went elsewhere. [One day] when we
went there to clear the brush, the pool had dried up.
As far as I know, there are three such spirit places around here: the first is
Bol Pöblow [the tutelary spirit of Dövil], the second is Bol Lomook and
the third is Kuinn Hook, the peak above A´urr [2] settlement. [Bol in
Katu means “hill” or “peak”.] But now those pools have disappeared. The
water of these places has disappeared. According to me, if there is still water, there is still abhuy. The abhuy disappeared because the water disappeared. Sometimes I used to hear the sounds of gongs and drums from
these hills. At first, I thought that the sound came from other villages, but
no, it didn’t; it came from those peaks
Question: But if the Pöblow spirit has disappeared, how can it still “control” or
manage you and your work (as Chen had explained in an earlier conversation,
recounted above)?
As I see it, the spirit is still there. The fish106 that the abhuy used to raise in
the pond has disappeared; the water has disappeared, but the spirit [of the
abokk] is still there… Every village has an area which the abhuy manages
[controls, protects]. For example, if we live near a hill, the abhuy of that
hill will manage us…

Chen then repeats his idea (expounded above) that several abhuy coordinate their efforts to manage an area, that a single abhuy cannot manage a
large area (with several settlements):
The tutelary abhuy is not in the valley, nor under the water but on the top
of the high hill. As I see it, it is like this: one man cannot hold several offices [“kiem nhieu viec”], work has to be divided in order to be efficient and
for some to be able to enjoy relief [“huong tro cap”] while others work.
Thus, all must receive part of the payment [“lương bổng”]. Similarly, when
the spirits of different places receive “payment” from people [in the form
of offerings or sacrifices], they must share the offerings between them. If,
106

It is somewhat unclear whether he is talking about a single fish or several fishes. But,
based on other conversations about ”pools on hill tops” (e.g. with J’rreng in A’urr and an
elder in Nam Đông (who talks about Bol Gun), Chen could well be talking about a single
fish.
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for example, the people in villages A, B and C only pay tribute to the spirit
of a single place, say A, then the abhuy of the other places would receive
nothing. [Moral: when you sacrifice, you should offer to all the tutelary
spirits in the larger area where you live, not only to your own particular tutelary hill spirit].

On several occasions during my early trips to A’urr 2 (2004-2005), Elder
J’rreng had denied that there was any tutelary hill spirit in the A’urr area
similar to Kong Dhư in the Arek territory (mentioned above). It was only
later, when he understood that I was genuinely interested in Katu spirit
beliefs and realised that I had heard of spirit hills in other villages, that he
mentioned the peak of Kuinn Hook and that the villagers of A’urr regularly sacrificed animals to that hill. But he did not mention the abokk and
the tarr trees – not until the tragic death of his wife.
Thus, his account of his wife’s death in 2009, and the events which unfolded and eventually prompted his village to move and merge with the
Dövil 2 settlement on the Yavöa stream, came as a surprise. It seems to
me that his account actually reflects a personal feeling of disorientation
and uncertainty which came to a head with his wife’s death. Elder J’rreng,
I think, was torn between the beliefs of his forefathers and the requirements of the new situation emerging as the Katu were increasingly becoming integrated into Vietnamese mainstream society – a reality very
different from that in which he grew up, and one increasingly imposing
itself upon him and his people. His struggle with the spirit of the tarr
trees was thus, I believe, a struggle with himself – an effort to come to
grips with the changing situation evolving around him.
On one of my first trips to A’urr (2004), J’rreng talked about “sacred
trees” (this topic was apparently not as sensitive as the questions about
“spirit hills”). Some of the things he said then I reported in an earlier
publication (Århem, N., 2009). He mentioned several kinds of spirit trees
but emphasised that some were more dangerous than others. Frequently,
he used the word “độc” in Vietnamese (meaning “poisonous”) to convey
the kind of danger associated with these spirit trees. (He used the Katu
word mabhuy, a word exclusively used for “spirit poison” rather than
“natural” poison.)
The two most poisonous kinds, he said, are the cheyel (Dalbergia?) and
chölaar trees. But he also mentioned prao chörun (“forest mango”), bölut
rerey (strangler fig) and lepaang. He further mentioned the devönn (some
kind of vine believed to connect the tree with the underworld) and the
chapörr tree from which dart poison is extracted (evidently the deadly
power of chapörr is believed to derive from a spiritual source).
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About prao trees he said:
Prao trees are not poisonous in themselves; they become poisonous if a
spirit comes to live inside them. Some prao can be cut, others not. Tall and
big prao trees cannot be cut; they have abhuy. If a person wants to cut a
prao he has to check whether it has abhuy or not by first clearing the undergrowth around it, then returning home and waiting to see if he feels ill.
If he gets sick, it means the tree has a spirit and he cannot cut it. If there
are many prao trees in an area, the abhuy only possess one tree and people
can cut the others.
Once my younger brother was clearing an area which had a prao tree; he
made one cut in the tree and then went home. That night, in his dream, he
saw a person [spirit] who told him that if he cut that tree, he [the
spirit/person] would not have anywhere to live. My brother decided not to
clear on that hill.

In hindsight, there is one particular remark made by J’rreng about the
prao tree that comes to mind as I now try to make sense of J’rreng’s stories
about his wife’s death and the subsequent events:
If you really want to cut down a prao tree, there is a kind of medicine that
you can use. You apply it to the tree that you want to cut. Later, after returning home and falling asleep, you will fight with the spirit in your
dream. If you lose, the spirit keeps the tree. If you win, the spirit leaves the
tree to you … but you still have to give the spirit a year before cutting it so
as to give the abhuy time to settle somewhere else.

I find the last line in the above quote particularly interesting; it indicates
that the spirit can actually relocate if given time, just as a plant can regenerate – if given a proper chance to do so (cf. Howell’s discussion of the
Chewong view on the “soul” of manioc plants [Howell 1989: 127-138]).
Ultimately, I do not know who won or lost the wrestling match with the
spirit of the tarr trees near the A’urr village. It would seem that, ultimately, both Elder J’rreng and the abhuy had to pay a high price for
J’rreng’s audacity.107
The narratives I have presented in the preceding pages speak, I believe,
for themselves through the voices of our two Katu interlocutors. I have
tried to show how reality is perceived and experienced by people living an
107

However, in the local view, the price paid by the villagers for this particular infraction
against the abhuy was not considered high. In the oral history of the Katu, there are many
stories of villages which have been wiped out completely as a consequence of infractions
against hill spirits.
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animistic ontology – or, how an animistic cosmology is actually lived and
expressed in everyday life. The chapter highlights the fact that, despite
strong pressures from the Vietnamese state for modernisation and cultural
integration (in effect, Vietnamisation), the local belief system has still not
been asphyxiated – despite its essential incompatibility with state policies
and the ideology and cosmology underpinning them. The stories show
the great efforts made by Katu villagers to navigate between the two
powerful “regimes” that govern their lives – that of the spirits, and that of
the state. But also how state policies increasingly tip the people against
their environment – a conflict Katu perceive as a confrontation with the
spirits of the landscape.
At a more general level, the narratives allow us to discern the contours
of an indigenous ecology, an animistic understanding of the living dynamics of the landscape. As such, the balance our Katu protagonists seek to
achieve in their dealings with the spirits is representative both of a specific
cultural ethos, a moral attitude towards “nature”, and a profound practical
understanding of the local forest environment.

Cosmology as ecology
In the past, settlements moved every few years. Le Pichon documented
this extraordinary mobility of Katu settlements in the 1930s; during periods villages seem to have moved every other year (Le Pichon, 1938), and
the village histories collected from elderly Katu in several villages confirmed Le Pichon’s findings (Århem, N., 2009). Both my own interlocutors and those of Le Pichon cited bad death, serious illness, epidemics and
ominous deaths – a series of deaths in the village over a short period of
time – as major causes of village relocation and the abandonment of an
old village site.
The two deaths described in the narratives above are not properly
speaking bad deaths but rather ominous, inauspicious deaths which, as
they occurred in sequence, were interpreted as being caused by the anger
of powerful local spirits. The deaths eventually led to the relocation of the
A’urr village to the site of its “companion settlement”, Dövil on the Yavöa
stream. The new composite settlement was renamed A’urr (A’urr 3 in my
terminology).
The case material shows how the deaths of takah J’rreng’s wife and old
Ating Avi in A’urr occasioned a search for the causes and meanings of the
deaths – a search which engaged key concepts of Katu cosmology: human-spirit relations, human-environment relations and the connection
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between spirits and the landscape in Katu thought – in short, the complex
field I refer to as moral ecology. In their interpretations of the deaths,
villagers in A’urr invested events in the past with new meanings; events
that, when they occurred, were seen as relatively insignificant, now became loaded with ominous significance, pointing toward the eventual
misfortune – the successive death of two villagers. Even the two deaths
which – each in itself – might not initially have been regarded as ominous
became regarded as such on account of the relatively short period between
them and owing to the events that followed (J’rreng’s dreams) and the
memory of those preceding them (the portent signs that had been ignored).
So what is it that turns all these deaths, and the other random events
into “signs” and “portents” of misfortune? It is, I would argue, the context that does it; it is the villagers’ “collective bad conscience” – collective,
since many villagers were involved in the process of gradually interpreting
the deaths and the other misfortunes. Moreover, in the local interpretive
framework, the village was held responsible, as a community, for infractions vis-à-vis the spirits.
Infractions against the spirits may be of two kinds: they can either be
bad human-to-human conduct (as in the case when, for example, there are
adulterous affairs in the village) or they can be human-environment misconduct. In either case, the infraction is regarded as offensive to the spirits. But from the many stories I heard of ominous deaths – and I use ominous here really only to refer to those deaths in which it was believed that
spirits were involved – almost all could ultimately be connected to some
form of “ecological” infraction, or alternatively, as due to the village’s
failure to uphold the contract between themselves and landscape spirits
(for example, if the village did not carry out the appropriate sacrifices). In
either case, there is an intimate connection between the fortune of the
village and its relationship with the surrounding forest and its spirits.
In order to begin to understand why certain deaths are (re-)interpreted
in terms of infractions against the spirits of the landscape, we need to
understand what the perceived link between “spirit” and “landscape” is. In
other words: what is an abhuy? As J’rreng explained when he talked about
the trees that have spirits, and Elder Chen when he described how the
strongest spirits of the landscape were concentrated in certain types of
places (notably hill-tops and hill-pools, the abokk), Katu culture pinpoints
certain places as particularly important – indeed vital – to the spirits.
Hence, Katu individuals are “predisposed” to interpret any human intervention in such a place as more dangerous than an intervention in other
places in the landscape. As such, what might perhaps be considered a non-
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ominous death in one context (following the clearing in one part of the
forest) might be considered a spirit caused death in another (following the
clearing of spirit forest, or any other spirit area).
In light of the intimate connection between a village’s misfortunes (due
to infractions of an ecological nature) it is warranted to explore carefully
why certain places are considered more vital to the spirits than other
places, and I believe that both Elder Chen and Elder J’rreng have provided vital clues.
Some comparative observations are pertinent here. Thus, when Howell
(1989) discusses the notion of ruwai (soul) among the Chewong, (a
Mon-Khmer speaking group in peninsular Malaysia), she mentions that
her interlocutors explained the meaning of the term by reference to a
cassava plant: one can cut the plant itself but as long as the regenerative
capacity of the plant remained intact (in the roots etc.) its ruwai was intact. I think it is useful to look at Elder Chen’s statement about what kept
a spirit-hill intact in light of the Chewong explanation of the concept of
the soul. For a tutelary spirit such as Pöblow or Kuinn Hook to stay in
place with a benevolent attitude towards to its human protégées, according to Chen, its core areas (the old-growth forest at the hill top, its water
pool etc.) must be left intact.
The same Chewong notion can also help us understand why – in Elder
J’rreng’s words – one can wrestle and “win a fight” against a tree spirit –
but one must still give it “a year to relocate” – that is, move to another
suitable old tree. Just as the cassava can survive being cut down, certain
elements in the forest can with time also revitalise themselves – given
certain conditions. I believe that these examples show how Katu cosmology – just as Chewong cosmology – is also an ecology.
From these assumed connections between morality (the human world)
and ecology (the natural world) we can conclude that these two domains
of the cosmos are really collapsed into a single whole among these peoples
– a totalizing and unified moral ecology. However, since this moral ecology is underpinned by a deep and practical understanding of the interconnectedness of natural processes and phenomena in the landscape, it
must also be understood that, in the case of the Katu, neither their cultural notion of seemingly random occurrences of bad death nor the “spiritual” motives for the traditional mobility of settlements can be regarded as
irrational or “superstitious”. The interpretive framework which produces
ominous deaths, the movements of villages, the avoidance of clearing
particular areas of forest, and so on, must thus be regarded as systematically connected to practically grounded knowledge of the environment
and the proper way of relating to it.
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In other words, what might seem utterly irrational in a modernnaturalistic ecological perspective may, in fact, be a rational system of
forest management which connects religion to resource use and settlement
mobility in an integral village-forest landscape.
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7. Spirit Polities and the Networks of Spirit
Hills

From the landscape surrounding the village of Arek on the banks of the
lower Mraang stream, I learnt much about the “constitution” of the Katu
sacred landscape. From the stories about Kong Dhư, we learnt that certain hills play a pivotal role in the social life of the village: not only did
Kong Dhư monitor the moral behaviour of the villagers but also the villagers’ behaviour in and towards the forest and its non-human inhabitants. From the stories about spirit hills on the Upper Mraang in the previous chapter, we also learnt that different spirits could have different
dispositions – that some spirits were benevolent and lenient while others
were harsh and aggressive. We were also told that hills could talk and
discuss village matters with each other.
Of the many powerful spirit hills which existed in the pre-war period,
however, only a few remained relatively ecologically intact, and it was
believed that only these ecologically intact hills still retained their powerful spirits. The War, Katu villagers claimed, was the single most important
reason why many of these spirit hills had been “destroyed” (by defoliants
and bombs). But post-war development interventions had also taken their
toll on the landscape, as described in the account of how the area now
surrounding the A Vương commune centre was destroyed by road construction and post-resettlement agricultural clearings (Chapter 4).
This development push is most intensive, and its impact most conspicuous, in the central part of the A Vương commune – along the A
Vương River and the highway following its course. Because this section
of the commune is accessible and, in parts, suitable for the development of
wet-rice farming, the government has long regarded this valley-road vector as the natural place for human settlement. As we saw in previous chapters, this vision of the appropriate space for human settlement has meant
that other parts of the landscape – the mountainous areas located away
from this road-valley vector – have progressively become depopulated and
many communities from higher areas relocated to the valley-road zone.
This is the reason for the sad fact that the forested hills of this central part
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of the landscape are virtually all denuded and that their spirit masters are
believed to have either been destroyed or moved elsewhere.
In this chapter I will tie together some of the ethnographic and analytical strands from Chapters 5 and 6. I will also widen my “cartographic
gaze” in an attempt to synthesise into a single conceptual “map” all the
information on spirit areas I gathered in the course of my fieldwork in
Vietnam (mainly in the A Vương commune, Quang Nam province). In
particular, I am interested in how the different spirit hills were said to be
“socially organised” and interconnected with each other. Just how far
could such spirit relationships – relationships such as those described in
Chapter 6 by Elder Chen on the upper Mraang – extend?
Since I have already provided detailed accounts of the major hill spirits
of Arek (Kong Dhư) and the upper Mraang basin (Pöblow and Kuinn
Hook), this chapter will focus mainly on the landscape south of the A
Vương River (here referred to as the Legom zone) and that located further to the east (which I call the Chörrging zone). I have named these
locations after their most important spirit hills (Legom in the south;
Chörrging to the east; see Map 7.1). I will also briefly describe some
spirit places in the area of the Aplo villages along the highway (I refer to
this area as the Gagyiir zone after one important spirit hill in this area)
and revisit Kong Dhư on the Lower Mraang. It appears that the master
spirit of this hill (Kong Dhư) plays an increasingly important role for the
villagers in the whole commune as the power of the other landscape spirits is now waning (see below).
In terms of the extension and number of spirit hills considered in this
chapter, we will cover a far greater area than we did in the previous chapter. This is intentional; in this chapter, our goal will be to try to understand the dynamics not of individual hills but of entire networks of spirit
hills and to see how these spirit areas interact with each other. Another
question raised in this chapter is the question of what defines the “master
spirit” in such a network of landscape spirits, and how that master spirit is
differentiated from other, lesser and “subservient” landscape spirits.
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Map 7.1: Spirit zones. The map shows the five spirit zones discussed in the chapter: (1) Gagyiir, (2) Legom, (3) Bol Bac, (4) Kong Dhư, and (5) Chörrging.

In terms of “spirit-zones”, a core concept to be explored in this chapter,
the geographic area shown on Map 7.1 covers five different spirit zones:
(1) The Gagyiir zone in what is now the area surrounding the commune
centre of A Vương (i.e. the area of the Aplo villages); (2) the Legom
zone, covering the area of the two villages Apat and Taghe; (3) the zone
of Bol Bac hill (near Taghe village); (4) the Kong Dhư zone, covering the
traditional territories of the lineages now living in Arek village, and, finally, (5) the Chörrging zone in the Xa’öi-Adinh area.
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However, as we shall see in the following, due to the fact that the
power of several of these former spirit hills has now collapsed (notably the
Gagyiir and Chörrging hills), some locals have begun viewing those collapsed spirit zones as subservient to the power of Kong Dhư hill, suggesting that they are now perhaps best understood as forming part of a single
larger spirit network.
I will begin with a brief description of the Gagyiir area, followed by a
detailed description of the Legom zone. The section about Kong Dhư
presents some information from conversations with elders in Arek which
supports the notion that the Kong Dhư hill spirit is a central node in a
wider network of hill spirits rather than an independent agent. This account also tells us something about how post-war social and economic
changes have transformed the lower Mraang landscape and the Xa’öi and
Tamöi area to the east (Zone 5).
The final part of the chapter moves away from the A Vương altogether, and introduces a couple of intriguing stories about a hill spirit in
Nam Đông district – the spirit of Boho Mountain. This account, at the
end of the chapter, provides new angles on how we might understand the
local notion of hill-spirit communication. Thus, the chapter outlines a
possible answer to the questions raised by the enigmatic stories – first
related to me in Taghe and Apat villages – about hills that communicate
and interact with each other as if they were social agents in a network of
kinship and marriage relations.

The Gagyiir zone
The “Gagyiir landscape” or the “Gagyiir spirit zone” – today populated
by a string of three closely related villages named Aplo 1, Aplo 2 and Aplo
3 – was probably once an ecologically rich area on both sides of the A
Vương River and comprising several formerly protected spirit hills and at
least one low-lying spirit area – Klung Masoi (the Masoi flatland). Today,
however, most of what I call the Gagyiir zone is heavily degraded – both
ecologically and “spiritually” – by the post-war resettlement program and
the resulting population concentration and agricultural intensification
along the highway – perhaps most dramatically manifest on the bare hills
and flatland around the A Vương commune centre (cf. Chapter 4).
It was only towards the very end of my fieldwork that I realised that
this part of the A Vương had, in the past, been endowed with just as
many – or more – spirit places than the less accessible forest areas north
and south of the HCM Highway. As a result my data from this large area
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is rather scant. Nonetheless, even the sketchy account I am able to give of
this “spirit zone” provides some interesting details that add to the overall
picture I attempt to give in this chapter. For lack of more precise knowledge about the landscape spirits that ruled this central part of the A
Vương landscape, I have (rather arbitrarily) named it after one of the
formerly important spirit hills of that area – Gagyiir. It may well be, however, that other spirit places were once as potent as the Gagyiir hill/spirit.
Today, this area is inhabited by the three Aplo villages.108 The names,
however, obfuscate the fact that the major lineages of the Aplo villages
actually originate from a number of distinct pre-war villages, among them
Blo (the name from which the “vietnamised” village name “Aplo” derives), Aphal (Apal), Galow (Galau), Gagyiir, Talang and Kadang. To the
south of these villages, there was also Laba village (see below) and,
probably further back in time, Dhött village. Most of the settlements in
these pre-war village territories were located on high ground at some
distance away from the A Vương River and the present-day roads cutting
through the landscape.
Bol Gagyiir (Gayiir hill) functioned as the tutelary hill of the village
with the same name. During the War, the Gayiir hill also gave its name to
a separate commune comprising the central part of the current A Vương
commune (including the Blo, Galau and Gayiir villages). Another important spirit hill in this area was Bol Atarr.
Just as the clearing of the Masoi flatland to accommodate the current
commune centre had caused the spiritual defilement of the place, so the
Gagyiir and Atarr hills, too, had now lost their spiritual status as a result
of the ecological degradation they had suffered during the War and the
following decades of intensive socio-economic development. Bol Atarr
was spiritually linked to the Ta’ehh stream, and according to local accounts, it was formerly taboo to catch snakes, song prihh (a kind of civet),
and a particular kind of terrestrial bird which the Katu call akraat (“ga
go”) on the hill. Locals furthermore claimed that the hill was “destroyed”
in 1988, after which “the spirit allowed anyone to cut and hunt anything
[on the hill]”.
On Bol Gagyiir (Gagyiir hill) there were also formerly a number of
animal species and families prohibited to catch and kill, including gibbons, langurs, macaques, peacocks, song prihh (a kind of civet), song korrung (possibly another kind of civet) and song buy (unidentified). The
name of the hill itself is derived from a species of hardwood tree that used
to be the most emblematic feature of its vegetation – its large concentra108

The Aplo 3 village was barely under construction at the time of my last fieldwork trip to
A Vương commune. Therefore the maps I use in the thesis show only two Aplo villages.
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tion of gagyiir (“kiền”109) trees. Unsurprisingly, custom also forbade the
locals to cut or harm these trees.
Gagyiir hill was said to be bounded by the Kerrvienng stream to the
northwest (whose source was a spirit area in itself) as well as the Galow
stream to the east. To the south it bordered with the Panng stream and
Kong Kermaak (another hill). The spirit of Gagyiir was believed to have
been “destroyed” (“killed” or evicted) in 1969, when the area was subjected to defoliant spraying by U.S.-RVN forces. According to my interlocutors, the spraying of toxic defoliants had led to the progressive drying-up of the gagyiir trees and their eventual death. A few years later some
families cut down a considerable number of the remaining gagyiir trees to
clear land for farming on the hill.110
Notwithstanding the general belief that Gagyiir’s spirit had been “destroyed”, not all families who came to farm and/or cut trees for house
building in the Gagyiir area were left unscathed. Ating Ky of Arek village,
who had relatives in the former Gagyiir village, claimed that some of his
relatives had suffered bad death after using timber from that hill.
Note that only a few of the spirit places I learnt about in Vietnam (and
later in Laos) were associated with a taboo on hunting gibbon (and/or
langurs and macaques). According to the present villagers in the area, the
Gagyiir hill had once had a teeming gibbon community. Villagers also
claimed that the former spirit of Gagyiir had been “physically” similar
(when appearing in dreams) to the gibbons living on the hill. People who
had “seen” this spirit, I was told, had described him as an “old man with
white hair but with fur on his body, like an ape, but very big and tall”.
This ape-man spirit would appear in dreams and tell people not to cut or
hunt on the hill.
Apart from the habitat destruction on and around the Gagyiir hill during and after the War resulting from the spraying of defoliants and the
clearing of land for cultivation, there were two other factors contributing
to the disappearance of the gibbon community on the hill: on the one
hand, the excessive timber poaching of large old-growth trees on the hill
and, on the other, the hunting of gibbons to obtain their bones (allegedly
of curative value) which were then sold to Kinh traders.111 In other words,
individuals in the nearby villages openly broke the area’s taboos to obtain
cash or coveted trading goods.
109

The Vietnamese name given for gagyiir trees was “kiền”.
It is unclear whether these families were local Katu or immigrant families from elsewhere
in the region.
111
The bones are sold to Sino-Vietnamese traditional pharmacists (in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh
City, and elsewhere).
110
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I would like to add here, that during the fieldwork period, the inhabitants of some of the villages further away from the Highway, such as
Arek, Taghe and Apat, claimed that whilst they themselves only hunted
for communal consumption (as per the tradition), “the Aplo villages
[Aplo 1 and 2) only hunt to sell”. In other words, they were saying that
the villages located right to the Highway deviated from Katu customs and
traditions.
The pre-war village of Gagyiir period was dissolved during the War.
Its disappearance as a community was related to the fact that RVN forces
had set up a small military fort near this village. This led to divided loyalties within Gagyiir village, with some of its families making acquaintances
with the personnel in the fort (whilst other families supported the communists, who held sway in all the other surrounding villages). As the fort
was eventually overrun by a local force loyal to the revolutionary army,
the problem of divided loyalties within Gagyiir village was also dealt with,
leading, eventually, to the eradication of the Gagyiir village name. The
details of these events, however, remain a closely guarded secret (among
the descendants and survivors of the event) – to this day.
There is also an interesting story about the fate of the Dhött village
formerly located to the south of what is today the commune centre, i.e.
comprising the area between the commune centre and the A Vương
River. The Dhött villagers, the story goes, used to carry out bloodhunting raids on Ta-Oi people, another Katuic-speaking group living to
the north and north-west of the A Vương Katu. In retaliation, the Ta-Oi
people used the perrång poison to exact revenge on the Dhött community,
causing many Dhött villagers to die from disease and the survivors to take
refuge in other villages.112 Thus, the village was obliterated and its name
all but forgotten.

The Legom spirit zone
Taghe village, a fairly small offspring of the large Apat village, is situated on the right bank of the A Vương River about 1.5 km south of the
HCM Highway. Although many original Katu settlements have been
relocated to roadside locations, very few were relocated next to a large
watercourse (karung) – Taghe was one of them. Such riverside locations
were traditionally not chosen by the Katu for their village settlements;
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The perrång poison is caused by the burning of the chölaarr tree, described elsewhere in
this thesis.
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they are generally averse to locating settlements near large rivers.113
Taghe’s location was thus rather exceptional. Despite its riverside location,
however, the village did not appear to have specialised in any way to a
riparian lifestyle. For example, Taghe village possessed no boats and its
villagers preferred fishing in smaller mountain streams in the upland forest
rather than in and along the adjacent river.
In Taghe and Apat we learnt about Bol Legom – a mountain ridge
which dominates the entire landscape south of the A Vương River (see
Map 7.1). It is one of the highest ridges in this entire area, and it is, to a
large extent, still covered by dense forest (currently classified as Protection
Forest). The ridge appears to have served as a boundary between warring
Katuic groups in the past. On the other side of the Legom ridge we find
the villages of the Bung river system. As we know from Le Pichon’s account from the late 1930s (see Chapter 4), the Bung villages were not, at
the time, on friendly terms with the A Vương villages. Elders I interviewed in various A Vương villages spoke of their ancestors’ blood hunts
in the Bung river basin. To some extent, then, the mighty Legom ridge
thus constituted a border zone between two sets of mutually hostile villages.
I first heard about Bol Legom whilst interviewing an elder in Taghe
village about hunting rituals. He explained to me that the Taghe villagers
ritually addressed not only Kamorrbarr (the female Animal Guardian) and
the usual panoply of generic nature spirits but also the spirits of Bol Legom during the hunting feast. This was the first time I heard of a spirit
hill/hill spirit actually being named in village rituals. The invocation of
Legom also struck me as noteworthy given the fact that the Legom Range
was fairly distant from the Taghe settlement and, indeed, well beyond the
boundaries of the Taghe village territory.
Apat village, by contrast, is located on the gently undulating northern
foothills of the mighty Legom Range, upstream the A Vương River from
Taghe and following one of several tributaries to their sources in the Legom hills. The large Apat village was one of the few villages that had not
been relocated to a more accessible location under the Resettlement and
Sedentarisation Program; it remained in its old location (seen on Le
Pichon’s 1938 map) and, at the time of my first visit in 2004, still had no
road connection.114
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This statement holds for the Katu in Vietnam. It may not be equally valid for the Katu in
Laos.
114
In 2008, a rudimentary tarmac road was completed connecting Apat with the HCM
Highway.
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As noted, Apat is a very old village (mentioned frequently in Le
Pichon’s account) and, according to its current inhabitants, has stayed put
for over a century. From Le Pichon’s text, and also from what we learnt
from elders, Apat had always been a strong and comparatively large village, today numbering more than 300 inhabitants. It is perhaps worth
noting that large and powerful villages like Apat were, in the past, often
located precisely in high places, in sharp contrast to today’s large resettlement villages all ideally situated near roads on level, low-lying land.
At the time of my first visits to Taghe and Apat villages (2004-5),
Taghe was undergoing dramatic changes. New Kinh-style houses were
under construction, the national power grid had just reached the village
and clean-water taps had been installed. A small dirt road (allowing motorbike travel) was being upgraded. However, underneath this “modern”
varnish, the village turned out to be quite traditional; elders were profoundly steeped in old traditions, the whole panoply of Katu rituals was
celebrated and many ancestral taboos were strictly respected. For instance,
in 2008, when asked whether something important had happened recently in the village, a young villager I knew from before answered:
Yes, we have had really bad hunting luck this hunting season. [I: why is
that?] - Because a woman in the village has had an illicit affair with an outsider.

It transpired that a group of Kinh road workers had been stationed near
Taghe village (while upgrading the road connecting the village with the
HCM highway), during which time some of the workers had had intimate relationships with a couple of young women in the village (allegedly
promising to marry them). The relationships, however, had not resulted
in marriages, and after the road workers had left the village, one of the
women became pregnant. The moral of the story above was that the illicit
relations had spoilt the hunting luck of the village hunters because the
transgressions had annoyed the Forest Spirit.
Taghe village still retained a traditional guöl house, and village-wide
rituals were still regularly held. And despite its riverside location there was
no wet-rice cultivation in Taghe – the village was still totally geared towards shifting cultivation on mountain slopes. In 2005, I followed some
villagers as they were harvesting their swidden rice in the month of August. The harvesting was done by hand on the steep hillsides not far from
the village, but the field that was being harvested was surrounded by
patches or corridors of forests on all sides – some of which appeared to be
old-growth forest.
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I asked a couple of the locals why those patches of forest had been left
standing. One of them answered that it was because of government restrictions, but the other gave a different answer, claiming that the forest
patches had been left uncleared because there were “crocodiles” in the
forest. At this point in my fieldwork, I did not know that “crocodiles” to
the Katu actually represented a spirit creature (see Chapter 4) rather than
the “real” animal. I was puzzled. However, the topic of “spirit crocodiles”
was a recurrent one in Taghe, and I soon gained a deeper insight into this
enigmatic matter. But before delving into the subject of Katu crocodile
lore, we must describe the Legom Mountain.

Legom Mountain
In my early interviews about the spirit hills of the Apat area, Legom was
described as a benevolent and protective spirit (understood as the master
spirit of the entire Legom Range but, as I later realised, contextually associated with one particular peak – referred to as Abhuöp, “Grandfather”).
As a benevolent spirit, Legom was contrasted with certain other, aggressive spirits inhabiting the Legom Range, among them a pair of spirits
referred to as Amoyn and Adöll. However, and somewhat confusingly,
this aggressive (“bad”) pair was also contrasted with another benevolent
pair of specific hill spirits, the (“good”) Atopp and Chörrnong spirits.
Furthermore, in other interviews in Apat and Taghe, yet another pair of
names was used by villagers when talking about the spirit agency of the
Legom Range, namely that of Kuann Ech and Kuann Pirr.
In this latter pairing, Kuann Pirr was referred to as the “bad” spirit,
while Kuann Ech was the “good” spirit. During one interview, my interlocutor – a knowledgeable elder – clarified that “Kuann Ech is Legom”. In
other words, Kuann Ech was the name of the master spirit, while Legom
was actually the name of the entire mountain ridge over which the spirit
(Kuann Ech) “ruled”. In rituals addressed to the spirit, the “place name”
and the “spirit name” were used interchangeably. The same was true for
the other names of peaks/places and spirits interchangeably used when
talking about the Legom Range, making it extremely difficult to follow
and make sense of the villagers’ accounts of the landscape and its spirits.
The gist of the stories I heard seemed nevertheless clear: although
Kuann Ech and Kuann Pirr were of different dispositions, they collaborated all the same (just as did the Amoyn and Adöll spirit pair with the
Atopp and Chörrnong pair). The villagers claimed to know all of this –
i.e., about the dispositions of, and relationships between the different hills
– through dreams and possession; in particular, my interlocutors empha-
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sised that people in Apat and Taghe had been possessed by these particular spirits for generations.
Significantly, all spirit mediums that I encountered, or was told about,
were women. Often multiple spirits could possess the same woman, allowing for people being present during the possessions to hear entire
conversations between the spirit and the medium as well as between different spirits relayed by the medium. Usually, the possessed woman
would be a well-known spirit medium in the community, and the possession would generally take place when another person in the village had
been afflicted – typically by being struck with serious illness – by a particular spirit.
From such possessions (which had been happening for as long as the
villagers could remember) they had gradually come to learn the dispositions of each and all of the areas’ different landscape spirits. The medium
– whilst possessed – would then reveal the reason why the victim had
been “caught” or “held” by the spirits. The reason would always boil
down to some form of infraction or transgression on the part of the human victim. Through witnessing and hearing such “spirit conversations”,
the villagers had gradually come to learn that Kuann Ech (Legom) “always tried to save peoples’ lives”, whilst Kuann Pirr (and other bad spirit
hills) “always wanted to kill the [afflicted] person”.
Such transgressions could be either “social” – the breaking of a fundamental social norm – or “ecological” (the breaking of an environmental
taboo – e.g., clearing forbidden forest or hunting forbidden animals). One
example given was that of a family member of a deceased person going to
work in the forest before completing the obligatory ritual mourning period. Yet again, this example makes it abundantly clear that hill and forest
spirits care about the moral behaviour of the villagers. There is, however, a
combination of factors at play in this example: it is when the offender
enters the forest that the real danger arises.
Moreover, it was believed that this type of infraction could potentially
put anybody in the village at risk, but the most likely victim of spirit affliction was nonetheless the transgressor himself (or a member of his family).
It was also important where the culprit was caught. If he were caught
within the domain of an “aggressive” or “bad” spirit, then it would be
difficult for the “good” spirit (in this case Legom-Kuann Ech) to intercede and plead for his life to be spared.
My conversations with villagers about Legom and other hills in the
Apat-Taghe landscape also brought to the fore the question of how the
villagers interpreted the apparent “social” relationship existing between
the spirits – how they perceived that the different spirits related to each
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other. Some informants described certain hills as related to each other by
marriage (as couples). Others, however, likened the relationship between
certain spirit hills with marriage alliances (similar to those existing between Katu lineages), i.e. as a relationship between a wife-giver lineage
and a wife-taker lineage. Given the fact that many pre-war villages were
single-lineage villages, this would suggest that the spirit hills were seen as
a sort of as spirit villages which, in turn, implied that, like human villages,
spirit hills were interconnected into larger networks of (asymmetric) alliances covering wide geographical areas of significant spirit places – a veritable geography of spirits.
The Katu use a number of different words to denote the meaning of
“hill” (bol, kong, etc.) sometimes depending on which aspect of a hill they
wanted to emphasise. Interestingly, they also used regular kinship terms
to address and refer to hills. Thus, some spirit hills were called Abhuöp
(as was the case with Legom), which means grandfather in Katu. Another
peak (the infamous Kuann Pirr) was referred to as Abo, meaning “ancestor”.
It should be added that the same respectful terms referring to senior
kin are also used for other “familiar” spirit beings; thus, the male consort
of Kamorrbarr115 is usually referred to as Avua (great grandparent) and
the female Rice Spirit as Ayikk (grandmother). Some hills, furthermore,
were simply called Abhuy (as in Bol Abhuy) – “Spirit”. Importantly,
however, there also appears to exist a set of distinctive “kinship terms” for
addressing and referring to hills. Thus a number of spirit hills are called
Kuinn or Kuann which, I learnt, means “father” (as in Kuann Ech, “Father Ech”). However, these terms are not used for humans; they exclusively refer to spirit hills – they are kinship terms specifically for hills.
The antagonistic hills Kuann Ech and Kuann Pirr recurred in several
accounts about spirit hills not only by the people in Taghe and Apat, but
also by inhabitants in the Adinh and Aplo villages. Kuann Ech who, as we
may recall, was a “good” and benevolent spirit, was identified as a peak in
the Legom Range, while Kuann Pirr was a “bad” and aggressive spirit. I
was never able to locate the actual peak to which the spirit name referred,
although this peak was also known as Kong Abo (see below). There was
however another spirit hill, separate from, and some distance to the north
of the Legom Range, called Kong Derruong that was also described as
“aggressive” (just as the aforementioned pair of hills, Amoyn and Adöll).
Could it be that Kong Derruong, indicated on Map 7.3, was the “bad”
Kuann Pirr? We may never know for sure.
115

The female Animal Master.
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Be that as it may, Elder Abing Roi of Aplo 2 village told me the following interesting story of the antagonistic pair of Kuann Ech and Kuann
Pirr, an account which introduces a political dimension to the relationship
between spirit hills:
Kuann Ech has a policy; he controls people. Kuann Pirr, on the other hand
does not. On Kuann Pirr there are places where you are not allowed to
catch birds. If you catch birds there the abhuy will kill you. Some people
who ate birds from that hill died. After that, people realised that it was better not to catch birds on that hill. There is a saying in the villages near
Kuann Pirr: “eat one bird [from that hill] and one person will die”. Kuann
Pirr is only a soldier; he only kills.
Kuann Ech is Bol Legom, Kuann Pirr is Kong Abo. Kong Abo is the
name of the hill while Kuann Pirr is the name of the hill’s master spirit.
In the past, the birds that you could not catch on Kuann Pirr were: jungle
fowl [achim kabröll], snakes, sa luong [a monstrous snake], böngaa [another
monstrous/spirit snake], Owston’s civet [song derruong], langurs [sava] and
gibbons [avo].

Note here the interesting notion that certain hills – seemingly the most
powerful hills in any given portion of the landscape – have a “policy”,
whilst other, less powerful (and “bad”) hills, do not. This idea reiterates a
theme expressed by Elder Chen from Dövil in his description of the “benevolent” tutelary hill spirit of his village – Bol Pöblow (Chapter 6). We
will return to this topic shortly. Unfortunately, in the story above about
Kuann Pirr and Kuann Ech we are not told what the two names mean
(Ech and Pirr) – if indeed the names have any meaning. Note also that a
series of taboo animals were mentioned in connection with Kuann Pirr,
but none at all for Kuann Ech. The narrator (Abing Roi) went on to
comment that the strict taboos against hunting certain animals in the area
of Kuann Pirr were progressively lifted during the War:
During the war, bombs and poison was dropped on that hill [Kuann Pirr].
Later, after the war ended, the villagers made a special ritual to enable
them to enter the hill and use it for cultivation. They had begun learning
from Kinh people not to be afraid of spirits anymore – to be only a little
afraid. Up until now, however, the top of that hill has not been cleared.
People now feel that they can catch anything they want on that hill. But, in
fact, all the large animals are now long gone from that hill – there are no
more gibbons and langurs there as there used to be.
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Nevertheless, the Kuann Pirr spirit remained an aggressive and lethal
spirit for humans, and villagers had better not enter his dominion. The
narrator continued:
But Kuann Pirr still sometimes captures people. Kuann Pirr is the spirit
that controls Kong Abo. When Kuann Pirr catches people he doesn’t say
anything; he has no policy (“chính sách”). Kuann Pirr and Kuann Ech are
friends with each other. If people in the village say bad things, then the
two spirits will have a meeting with each other to decide whether somebody in the village should be punished. Kuann Ech always wants to let
people live. Kuann Pirr, by contrast, always wants to kill people. If people
are caught in Kuann Pirr’s area, they will die, but if they are “caught” in
Kuann Ech’s area – they survive.

Elder Dhiet who now lived in Adinh 3 village was born in Apat village
and for many years had been a headman of this village. Adinh 3 was actually mainly inhabited by members of his own lineage segment, all hailing
from Apat. During many interview sessions, Elder Dhiet taught me about
the spirit geography of the Apat-Legom area. He sketched a map of the
Legom Range on which he indicated the peak of Abhuöp (Kuann Ech?)
or Bol Legom at the western extreme of the Legom Range. As he talked,
Elder Dhiet used the names Abhuöp (grandfather) and Legom interchangeably. Nevertheless it was clear that by the term Abhuöp he meant
the spirit of the specific Legom peak/hill (Bol Legom) who was also the
master spirit of the entire Legom mountain range. At the opposite, eastern extreme of the Legom Range, Dhiet placed Görrheng hill (see Map
7.2 and 7.3). He also mentioned Kong Derruong as well as Bol Bac (“Silver Hill”) – a hill closely associated with the Water Spirit which will be
further described below.116
Most interestingly, however, Elder Dhiet claimed that one of the
“spirit centres” – a “place which is the centre of many spirits” – in the
Taghe-Apat region was an area located right along the newly built tarmac
road between Taghe and Apat (completed 2008). The name of this area
was Atööp (could it be the same Atopp that was often paired with
Chörrnong and mentioned in conjunction with the Legom spirit?).
116

Furthermore, Elder Dhiet mentioned two tree species which were protected by the Katu
because they were mabhuy: the cherun tree and the ayiirr tree. We know from other accounts
(cf. Chapter 6) that there were also many other such spirit species. He also claimed that the
origin of the “Adinh” village name originated from the name of this tree (ayiir). It was fairly
common that village were given names after tree species, often species considered to be spirit
abodes (prao, gagyiir etc.). The fact that many Katu lacked the appropriate Vietnamese
terminology to describe plant species in Vietnamese leaves much to do for future research
endeavours into the Katu TEK.
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Atööp, he said, is not a hill but a narrow river valley (“thung lũng”), enclosed by steep cliffs into which a small rivulet debouch, forming a cascading waterfall (see Plate 7.1).
The Atööp valley was a section of the Härrla stream. Some villagers
had recently begun venturing into this area to catch “ca meo” (catfish) – a
fish which today fetches a high market value - but, not many years ago, I
was told, the entire Atööp area had been forbidden for fishing, hunting
and, of course, agriculture. Even today no local Katu would dare to fish at
the very centre of the Atööp valley. And there was still a substantial “nonagricultural perimeter” surrounding the Atööp spirit zone which had been
protected “from ancient times” until now and, therefore, full of very old
and large trees. The soil, I was told, was black, moist and fertile – but
nobody dared to clear the forest for cultivation.
Unfortunately, the new Taghe-Apat tarmac road had been constructed
straight through this old-growth forest area, implying that many of the
massive old trees had been logged as part of the salvage logging that always takes place in conjunction with road-building (see Chapter 9). Despite this logging and destruction, however, elder Dhiet claimed that the
local villagers still feared and respected the spirits of the Atööp area. Villagers would use the new road for travel but not stray into the forest on
either side of it. (Note that dynamite is regularly used in the region for
road construction).
To summarise my impression of the spirit landscape that gradually
emerged from all these interviews, it appeared as a landscape dotted with
strong spirits (sometimes located on hills on hills, sometimes in valleys or
even marshy flatlands), which together formed zones of protected oldgrowth forest and which were often connected to each other through
forest tendrils or “corridors” – which passed between the zones cultivated
by humans (both present swidden fields and fallow forests). This spirit
landscape was clearly not what it had used to be, but it is still distinguishable – even today.
Abing Roi, now an inhabitant of Aplo 2 village and a former party
chairman of A Vương commune, was born in the Klung Bhlu (Bhlu flatland) in what was then Laba village. (Laba village is marked on Le
Pichon’s 1938 maps). Today, however, Laba village has ceased to exist as
an independent community, and Abing Roi gives us an explanation for
the disappearance of that village. The Klung Bhlu area is located between
Bol Bac and the HCM Highway (Map 7.2 and 7.3). As we can see, the
Bhlu flatland is located in the border area between Aplo, Taghe and Xa’öi
villages (cf. Map 7.1). Abing Roi explained that his village of origin disappeared because of a combination of moral and ecological infractions:
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At that time, when I was a small child, my village [Laba] was located near
Klung Bhlu. After the village settled there, it experienced many misfortunes. There were a number of bad deaths in the village. The superstitious
people [“người mê tín”] in the village attributed these bad deaths to the
fact that some people had cleared and burnt forest in the wrong place, in a
place which had poison [“độc”; mabhuy]. Some families moved away, but
the “già làng” [village patriarch] and his lineage stayed. All those who
stayed eventually died.
The superstitious group also blamed the bad deaths on some villagers who
had engaged in illicit relationships, what the Katu call rappey. We believe
that, if such illicit relationships take place, then a fine must be paid to the
spirits and a ritual must be carried out to “clean” the village and ask the
spirits for forgiveness. This is the cherbuhh taan ritual. Normally, those
who commit an offence would be obliged to pay for this ritual, but if they
were not known, the whole village would have to share the cost of this ritual.

It appears that in the case described above, the infractions committed by
the Laba villagers were not properly dealt with. Perhaps the infractions
were too severe, or the compensatory sacrifices insufficient to make
amends with the spirits. Whatever the case, the spirits which were active
in the Bhlu area continued to punish the villagers who remained there.
Ultimately, it was only the families which Abing Roi describes as “superstitious” – those that moved – that survived.117 (One of these surviving
families was evidently Abing Roi’s own family.)
I only had the chance to interview Mr Roi once, so there are several
points in his account which remain unclear. Later in the same interview
he talks about Kong Derruong, another spirit hill of the Apat-Taghe
zone. We may recall that this hill (indicated on Map 7.2) was mentioned
as a particularly “aggressive” spirit hill by earlier interlocutors.

117
Most of them moved to Bol Ra-at and eventually to Klunng Achöyy. These families are
now the surviving remnants of Laba village, dispersed in the villages of Xa’öi 1 and Aplo (12).
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7.2: Spirit hills associated with the five spirit zones discussed in the chapter: (1)
Kong Dhư, (2) Gagyiir, (3) Pikk Mraang, (4) Kong Kaparr, (5) Bol Bac, (6)
Abhuöp [Legom], (7) Kong Derruong, (8) Bol Görrheng, (9) Bol Vön, (10)
Chörrging. (The Atööp spirit zone, not indicated on this map, is located roughly
between 5 and 6.)
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Map 7.3: This map is simply Map 7.2 superimposed on a base map which shows
the jagged relief of the landscape.

It is possible that the “ecological” infraction committed by some Laba
villagers, was actually committed when these families cleared and burnt
forest in the Kong Derruong area. This would explain why Abing Roi’s
story quickly moved from an account of how the Laba village ceased to
exist in the Klung Bhlu area to a description of Kong Derruong and the
taboos pertaining to that hill:
The name of the spirit of Kong Derruong is Krro. Certain animals could
not be hunted on Derruong hill. Among those animals are snakes, song
prihh, jungle fowls [“ga rung”], a kraat [“ga go”; another type of terrestrial
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bird], pangolins [song krohh]), wild cats [“meo rung”] and dholes [“cho soi”;
a ching]. The spirit Krro would enter a woman and say “you cannot eat
those animals, they belong to me”. However, the spirit permitted people
to hunt gibbon [avo], langurs [sava], wild pigs, deer [“nay”], muntjacs
[“mang”], tigers and “sơn duơng”.

Roi explained that, on this hill, the “chon” (civets) were the “dogs” of
Krro while the jungle fowls were his “chicken” (and the “wild cats” his pet
cats). The spirit also “fed” and “raised” the pangolins on the hill (as were
they domestic animals). Most intriguing, however, in Roi’s description of
this hill, is the way he claims that the hill’s small snakes were the spirit’s
“rua” (bush hooks) whereas the big snakes where his “cối” -- his mortars!
The Vietnamese word “cối”, just like the English word “mortar”, has several distinctly different meanings:
Receptacle of hard material, having a bowl-shaped cavity in which substances are reduced to powder with a pestle.
Any of various mechanical appliances in which substances are pounded or
ground.
A cannon very short in proportion to its bore, for throwing shells at high
angles.
(From http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/mortar)

Although Roi did not explain this explicitly, the name of the spirit hill is
mentioned sounds very much like the name of a kind of civet (Owston’s
civet: song derruong).
What remains somewhat unclear, however, in the case of Kong Derruong, is whether it still retains any power whatsoever in its current –
severely degraded – condition. We know from other accounts that large
parts of the hill were cleared and burnt for cultivation after the War.
Before leaving the Legom zone, we must also note an important detail
mentioned by elders in Taghe and Apat villages. They claimed that, on the
Abhuöp peak in the Legom Range, there was a place in the forest where
the kalurr plant grew. As we shall see, this was perhaps the single most
important sign that a given spirit hill was the abode of a master spirit. The
plant, it was claimed “grows on a stone” and was described as looking
“somewhat like a pineapple plant”. However, the plant would only rarely
“make itself visible”. Instead, for the most part, it would remain hidden
from peoples’ view.
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The Bol Bac spirit zone
During our first couple of visits to Taghe, a female Katu villager assisted
us in our work as an interpreter from Katu to Vietnamese (this was an
unusual arrangement, but this woman appeared to have a unique status
given the fact that she had a child but appeared to have been abandoned
by her ethnic Vietnamese/Kinh road-worker “husband”). At one point
this young woman told us a story about the conspicuous hill, Bol Bac
(Silver Hill) that lay on an island in the middle of the A Vương river,
only about a hundred yards from where the river passed by the village.
People don’t cut trees there because in the middle of that forest there is a
big and very beautiful lake. The bottom of the lake looks like a mirror and
in the lake there are many crocodiles. So if anyone dares to go into that
forest they may be killed. Before, there was a man who died when he cut
and burned trees there for cultivation. If anyone sees a crocodile [i.e., a
böyöa] in the lake, he/she will die after two, three days. My father saw a
crocodile in that [lake] and after coming back home he had to kill a pig to
offer to the crocodile in order to prevent death. My father told me this
story and taught me never to go near that lake. He also told me that many
people had already died there in the past because they had gone too close
to that lake. (Taghe village, 2005)

The crocodiles referred to in this story are not ordinary animals, they are
spirit crocodiles (böyöa). According to the Katu the mere sighting of such
a “crocodile” may entail the death of the spectator. In fact, these “crocodiles” are the Katu equivalent of the dragons depicted on the Chinese jars
which can be found in most traditional Katu houses. As was stated in
Chapter 4, Chinese dragons on jars were, indeed, described by the Katu
either by the Vietnamese word for “crocodile” (“cá sấu”) or the Katu
word böyöa.
However, some of the dragons decorating Katu jars are described as
böngaa and, just as Chinese dragons are sometimes contrasted with phoenixes, the Katu böyöa were sometimes contrasted with the böngaa. Both
creatures could switch between many shapes, one of which is a snake-like
or reptilian form. The Katu word böngaa even suggests a direct affinity
with the concept of the naga – a mythological snake/dragon motif prevalent across Southeast Asian.
I was also told that Bol Bac had a cave system, and that caves and
“deep holes in the ground” (and at the bottom of rivers and streams) were
typical abodes of A’ul, the Katu “Water Spirit” and Master of the Underworld.
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A’ul is said to be shaped like a man, albeit with white hair and white
skin (features which only albino Katu might possess). He was sometimes
described as “very rich” and as living in a “village of stone” under the
ground. Not only was there a close association between A’ul and the böyöa
(“crocodiles”), but there was also – at a more general level – an association between A’ul and snakes. There was also a highly intriguing association between A’ul and certain hill spirits. For example, one of the spirits
which appeared in Elder J’rreng’s dreams (narrated in Chapter 6) had an
appearance remarkably similar to that of A’ul. And just as A’ul was described as a “deaf-mute spirit” (abhuy blang), so were a select few of the
hill spirits.
Creatures associated with A’ul/böyoa included: snakes in caves; pangolins in water (see below); crocodiles; large, unusual fish, and cave porcupines/porcupines found living in caves.
The böyöa, then, – the “crocodiles” that several villagers in Taghe had
told us about – were merely the “dogs” of this womanising, pale watercum-underworld spirit – A’ul. River fish, at least in certain places, were
said to be A’ul’s “chicken” which he breeds in “water farms”. The böyöa
“herd” these fish for A’ul:
The böyöa live in the water and are very “thiêng” [sacred, holy]. When you
travel by raft, it can pull you into the water. You have to use a knife or
spear to fight it because the böyöa fear steel and iron. They live in the
stream, but during floods they sometimes come up on land to collect
leaves which they use to build their nests. The böyöa control the fish in the
river and if people can catch a lot of fish in the stream it means that böyöa is
away and therefore unable to protect their “poultry”. If böyöa is present
you can’t catch a single fish even though you see them swimming around
you. (Alang J’rreng, A’urr village, 2005)

According to the Katu, these böyöa could also, at will, assume a number
different shapes, including those of a pangolin and “a buffalo swimming
in the river, although you only ever see its head…” Interestingly, it was
the former incarnation, that of a pangolin, that informants claimed was by
far böyöa’s most dangerous apparition. One story related how a man had
gone to check his traps:
After returning home the man told his wife that he had caught a pangolin
in his trap and asked her to come and see it [presumably because he sensed
that something was strange about the pangolin…]. She too saw the pangolin. After they came back to the village they told the villagers not to go to
that place [i.e. the place where the pangolin had been caught], and after
that they both died. (Interview in Areh village [Ta Lu Commune] 2008)
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Böyöa assuming the form of pangolins were, I was told, the most dangerous, because this was the shape that they would take when they were actively hunting for humans… And the böyöa were well aware of the fact
that Katu in recent years were eager to catch pangolins to sell to traders.118
In other words, when the böyöa were hungry for human souls, they would
attempt to lure humans to come to them. However, I was also told that
an attentive hunter could distinguish between “normal” pangolins and
böyöa in the shape of pangolins. Böyöa-pangolins were either pangolins
spotted in water or seen emerging from water. (Biologists, however,
maintain that all pangolins occasionally go for a swim.)119
The general idea among the Katu that certain animals in certain places
are dangerous to hunt extend, as we have seen, far beyond these böyöapangolins. Certain gibbons, muntjacs and even wild boars could potentially be spirit animals that would lure hunters to follow them – so that
they could later catch the hunter rather than the other way round. There
was a Katu saying that “if the spirit wants to catch you, it will arrange to
meet you”. This is one of the reasons why proficient hunters need to
know the difference between “normal” animals and spirit animals. (With
an almost direct nod to Mary Douglas, the Katu qualify spirit animals
variously as anyuhh [dirty or “spirit-dirty”] or as mabhuy [spiritpoisonous].)
The böyöa of Bol Bac (Silver Hill) would seem to be closely associated
with the particular physical and geographical features of the hill itself and
the particular place where it was situated – on an island in the middle of
the A Vương River, near the mouth of one of its tributaries. According to
locals, there was a beautiful pond on the hill and a cave system at its foot.
The hill also has a special history. Villagers in the area say that, the French
administration prospected for silver on the hill (or even initiated some
mining activities) in the early decades of the twentieth century. This is
perhaps the background to the story, recounted in Chapter 4, that “a
thousand Frenchmen went down into a hole on the hill and disappeared
into the underworld” where they joined the Redill, a pale dwarf race, servants of A’ul. There is an evident connection between this story, the notion of caves and holes, the alleged presence of böyöa and the Water Spirit
and Master of the Underworld – A’ul.
In all likelihood, Bol Bac and the adjacent river banks and forest surroundings formed a distinct spirit jurisdiction, separate from the other
118

Pangolins are considered “medicine animals” by urban Kinh and Chinese and can be sold
live for $25-40/kg (2008-2009 exchange rates).
119
For more böyöa accounts, see also N. Århem 2009.
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spirit zones in the region. Hill spirits were generally described as abhuy
krung, forest spirits, but the spirit of Bol Bac was a water spirit, abhuy
dak, in the service of A’ul. In this sense, Silver Hill was disconnected from
the larger spirit network, formed by the abhuy krung and comprising all
the other spirit hills mentioned in this chapter.
But the water spirits had their own network, which stretched under the
ground and through subterranean waterways across the landscape. Alongside the “normal” spirit hills (belonging to the different avatars of Abhuy
Krung), there were water-spirit places dotting the landscape, some of them
on high ground and, particularly, in or near stream sources. Such spirit
places were manifest as cavities, springs and caves on hills and mountain
slopes. They were understood to be connected to the rivers (karung) – far
below – into which the smaller hill streams flowed. Although each such
“A’ul place” seemed rather small at ground level, the underground network of A’ul’s domain was obviously a much larger one. However, only
the karung, the large rivers, were the visible dominion of A’ul. The smaller
forest streams belonged to individual hill spirits and the particular hills
from which the streams originated.
In some places, however, the subterranean “roads” and waterways of
A’ul would cross ordinary streams, forming invisible but dangerous passages along which A’ul and his water spirits moved. If people happened to
cross a stream in such a place, they could potentially annoy Abhuy A’ul
and fall ill. Penance would have to be made by means of a “mock” sacrifice of gong effigies near the place of transgression. However, no full-scale
sacrifices were ever offered to the water spirits or A’ul himself. Yet, they,
too, played a role in shaping the Katu landscape insofar as their assumed
presence in the landscape, like that of hill and forest spirits, enjoined people to abstain from certain subsistence activities in certain areas – out of
fear and respect of the spirits.

The Kong Dhư spirit zone revisited
Although I habitually asked questions about Kong Dhư when visiting
Arek village between 2004 and 2009, I only later realised that I really had
barely scratched the surface of the extensive lore of that hill. In 2011,
Phan Hoan, a research assistant participating in the Katuic Ethnography
Project revisited Arek village and probed further into the mysteries of
Kong Dhư hill. Her interviews were recorded and carefully transcribed
before being translated. In the following I quote excerpts from some of
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those interviews as they revealed several new and interesting aspects concerning this important hill.
In my own early interviews about Kong Dhư, informants had repeatedly stressed the “evil” (“ac”, “doc ac”) or aggressive character of this hill
spirit. In the later, 2011 interviews, these belligerent connotations of
Kong Dhư had virtually disappeared. Instead, Kong Dhư emerged as a
stern bur protective spirit guardian of the Arek village. Whether this shift
of character in the object of our interest was a translation issue or, as I
believe is rather the case, a more rounded account of the hill spirit in
question as a result of our continuous probing, we will never know for
sure.
In any case, in the interviews carried out in 2011, Elder Ajucc (a
knowledgeable local healer who had not been interviewed on this topic
during previous visits) used the Vietnamese term for “Buddha” (“phat to”)
to designate the spirit of Kong Dhư. Elder Ajucc explained that:
On Kong Dhư, there exists a “Buddha” [worshipped and/or respected by]
both Katu and Kinh people. If we harm this Buddha, then [he] will retaliate and harm us, but if we respect the Buddha of Kong Dhư and leave him
alone, he will protect us.

Furthermore, Elder Ajucc explained that (the spirit of) Kong Dhư controls the inhabitants of the two villages of Arek and Rarro (both of which
form part of the current, reconfigured Arek village constellation). Most
interestingly, however, Elder Ajucc makes it clear that Kong Dhư’s influence extends far beyond the actual territory of the Arek villages.
Ajucc also mentioned another spirit place not far away from Kong
Dhư and right above the newly established village of Arek 2.120 The name
of this place was Gerrvakk – an assemblage of rocks and protruding cliffs
on the steep hillside above the settlement (See Plate 7.1). Gerrvakk was
the abode of a prominent spirit, whose name, according to Ajucc, was
Görrhanh. The spirit was greatly feared and respected in the village, something I had noticed during my earlier stays in the village. What was new
in Ajucc’s account of Gerrvakk was that its spirit “belonged” to Kong
Dhư and the network of spirit hills centred on and “ruled” by (and from)
Kong Dhư.
Elder Ajucc furthermore mentioned several other spirit places which he
claimed were intimately connected to Kong Dhư, among them the place
where the Mraang flows into the A Vương River, a flatland area from
120

In 2009, the Arek was split into Arek 1 and Arek 2 and the two new villages were moved
to two separate hills. The two new villages remained located very close to each other, however.
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which rises a conspicuous conic hill known as Pikk Mraang. He also explained that Kong Dhư “discussed” with the Gagyiir hill (in the territory
of the current Aplo villages; see above) as well as the relatively distant hill
of Chörrging (located in the Tamöi river basin) in the present Ta Lu
commune (see below).
In his detailed account, Ajucc conveyed the idea that the spirits of
Gerrvakk and Kong Dhư were like “twins” in that “they carry out the
same kind of work, but are responsible for different areas”. Gerrvakk is
responsible for the area east of the lower Mraang River, Kong Dhư of the
area west of the river. (See Plate 7.1: Gerrvakk is a located very close to
Arek village, to the east. It has now been thoroughly degraded as a consequence of the reconstruction of Arek that began in 2008 [see thesis
cover].) However, Ajucc quickly qualified the characterisation of the two
hills as twins by emphasising that Kong Dhư was the superior spirit hill
and that Gerrvakk’s power was inferior to that of Kong Dhư. Exactly the
same kind of relationship, he added, existed between Kong Dhư and Pikk
Mraang (at the mouth of the Mraang river) and between Kong Dhư and
Gagyiir hill towards the western border of the Mraang basin.
Despite the considerable distance between some of these hills, Elder
Ajucc insisted that Kong Dhư and these other hill spirits always acted
together (and not as independent or individual spirit agents). But, according to Ajucc, the spirit of Kong Dhư spirit was more important and more
powerful than the other hill spirits. In fact, he compared the Kong Dhư
spirit to the “central government” (of Vietnam) and to the “Communist
Party Headquarters”.
Furthermore, Ajucc referred to these other, lesser hill spirits as Kong
Dhư’s “watchmen” or emissaries – claiming that all these spirit places in
the lower Mraang basin were within “the administrative zone” of Kong
Dhư. As noted, Ajucc likened Kong Dhư hill with the government and
the Party HQ – the “political centre” of the entire lower Mraang area. As
had other interlocutors in other villages, he, too, contrasted the powerful
master spirits representing the “spirit government” with the non-political
spirit places (e.g., Gerrvakk and Pikk Mraang) which he compared to
“soldiers” or “the army” serving the central government. In the past, he
explained, some of the lesser spirit hills had been just as powerful as Kong
Dhư. Now, however, they all belonged to the “administration” of Kong
Dhư.
This notion that certain powerful spirits ruled over other, lesser spirits
in the landscape as well as monitored and protected the human inhabitants within their domains – as expressed by the political imagery used
(government vs. army, the central government and Party HQ, spirits with
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and without a policy) – is both significant and illuminating. It suggests
that widely recognised master spirits such as Kong Dhư are conceived of
as powerful but benevolent rulers in their domains. Their task is to guide
and discipline their human subjects – to make them follow the “rules of
the land.” Another interlocutor expressed the same idea thus: “A strong
spirit makes a village clean and the villagers healthy.”
When Ajucc explained that the lesser spirit hills, located towards the
perimeter of Kong Dhư’s spirit domain, served as soldiers and envoys of
Kong Dhư, passing information to their Master at the centre and executing his commands, literally described them as the “watchdogs of Kong
Dhư”. This was no mere metaphorical image, because these watchdog
spirits were, in fact, materially identified with small crystalline and “dogshaped” stones called djerriel achaa baak (“white dog stones”) which he
insisted could be found on these “watchdog hills”. These stones, he further claimed, would literally bark if a villager committed any serious infraction within the territory they guarded.121 The barking of the “dog
stones” would thus seem to be an essential part of the communication
system within this network of spirit hills.

The Chörrging spirit zone
The Kong Dhư spirit complex also encompassed a few important hills on
or near the Tamöi stream (notably Chörrging Hill), i.e. in the area now
belonging to some of the Xa’öi, Adinh and Adjuong villages. This area,
north and east the A Vương River, consists primarily of the basin of the
Tamöi River – a tributary to the A Vương River of approximately the
same dimensions as the Mraang stream.
I now turn to some interviews carried out in Adjuong 2, one of the villages now located on the lower Tamöi River, close to the HCM Highway
inside Prao prefecture (in what I have earlier referred to as the Xa’öi section of the A Vương landscape). The Mraang and Tamöi river basins are
separated by a high forested ridge, forming a watershed between the two
stream systems which constitute the boundary between the A Vương and
Prao-Ta Lu communes (see Map 7.1). Despite this geographical barrier
between the two river basins, the spirit hills in the two areas were said to
be closely related. In fact, both Elder Ajucc and villagers in Adjuong 2

121

In this particular story about Kong Dhư, as told by Ajucc, only the minor spirits (the
“army only” spirits) had such djerriel achaa baak stones on them. Hence, while Gerrvakk and
Pikk Mraang had this type of stone-spirits, the master spirit of Kong Dhư did not.
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claimed that Kong Dhư was the protective hill spirit of the Adjuong villages and the “ruling” master spirit of the hills in the Tamöi basin.
One reason for this close association between Kong Dhư and the Adjuong villages is that the ancestral village of Adjuong was located on the
Aket stream in the Mraang basin (Aket is a small tributary to the
Mraang). In other words, the original territory of the Adjuong village is
in the Mraang basin, east of the Mraang stream and adjacent to the present village of Arek. The land and people of Adjuong village were thus
originally part of the Kong Dhư spirit constituency and under the protective dominion of the Kong Dhư spirit. In my interviews with villagers in
Adjuong 2, they claimed that although Kong Dhư no longer exerted the
strong power over them as in the past, the Kong Dhư spirit still communicated with several hill spirits in the Tamöi basin, most notably with the
Chörrging hill (on the middle Tamöi stream). This hill was described by
an old man in Adjuong 2 in the following terms:
[Near Chörrging hill] there are three large boulders which are laid in the
form of a huge fireplace. Two of the stones have spirits. One of the stones
is red and bigger than a village drum. Sometimes this stone makes the
noise of a forest pig.
When somebody dies in the village they hear the sound of drums from that
place. The dead people go there to have their feasts [“an mung”].
Chörrging hill talks to Kong Dhư hill. The top of Chörrging is still old
forest and has many big trees.
There used to be a kalurr plant there [on Chörrging]. But the plant disappeared during the War. Now only Kong Dhư [in this entire region] still
has kalurr. If you want to see [the kalurr plant] you have to kill a chicken
and make a ritual. People did this ritual in the past before going to kill
people. Normally, people cannot see a kalurr even if they know where it is.
Only the fortune-teller [“thay boi”] can see it. Abhuy Kalurr lives in the
kalurr tree. Its spirit enters people. When possessed, [mediums] speak [in
the voice of the Kalurr Spirit] and their hands start shaking. Chicken and
pig sacrifices do not satisfy this spirit, so [in the past we had] to go and kill
faraway people for it. We had to get some human blood from those victims on the spear tip or knife [and bring it back to offer to Kalurr].
The leaves of the kalurr plant look like banana leaves. If one leaf falls to the
ground then one person will die in the village. [The kalurr plant] looks like
a jar with a long neck. It is about a metre in height. Often the plant is
green with only a few leaves. You only take a small piece of one leaf when
you go to kill. People planted it on the mountain a long, long time ago.
One must plant it very far away from the village, where nobody normally
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goes. It is very dangerous, and only a few elders [in the past] knew how to
[plant it].

In another interview, the old man explained that there was a waterfall on
the Chörrging hill that was surrounded on both sides by massive cliffs and
stones. The water fell into a deep whirling pool which was teeming with
fish. However, fishing in this pool was prohibited and dangerous (as was
the case in the Atööp river valley between Apat and Taghe). The deepest
area of the pool had to be avoided, and fishermen could not sleep anywhere near the waterfall for fear of disturbing the hill spirit.
Aside from the fact that waterfalls – along with springs and ponds –
appear frequently in accounts of spirit areas, the story above provides
clues to one of the most intriguing features of the Katu spirit landscape,
namely the apparent fact that in the most potent spirit places kalurr plants
grow. The story also tells that “drums and gongs” could be heard from
such places whenever a villager had died. This notion of gongs and drums
being played on the spirit hills is a clear allusion that something goes on
in these places that is akin to the large village-wide rituals held by the
Katu themselves at weddings, funerals and when large game have been
caught and brought home to be shared in the village. Indeed, the direct
connection between the ritual music heard from the spirit hills and a
death in the (human) village suggests that the souls of human beings are
to the spirits what wild animals are to humans. And just as humans celebrate with gongs and drums when they have caught a wild animal, so the
hill spirits announce their “kill” – the death of a human person – with the
sound of gongs and drums when they are about to consume their spirit
food (the human soul).
The analogy can be elaborated further: since ritual music in the human
village always emanates from the guöl house – the large communal house
at the centre of the village – the story insinuates that important spirit hills
are, in fact, conceived of as the guöl houses of the spirits, the ritual centres
of the spirit polities. But, unlike the “human” guöl houses, which are emblematic of the prototypically human space of the village, the spirit guöls
are invariably associated with the forest and prototypically “natural” places
– hills with old-growth forest, springs, ponds, waterfalls and other spirit
places – which all are (or were) protected from human activities by what I
have called “ecological” taboos.
However, it should also be noted that the story recounted above suggests that a spirit guöl can only exist as long as there exists a kalurr plant
or grove on such a hill and that ecological degradation will inevitably lead
to the disappearance of the hill’s kalurr plant (and, thus, its spirit). What
may seem paradoxical though, from a human point of view, is that these
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powerful hill spirits are perceived as benevolent and protective (since they
are compared to “the government” and “the Party”) while at the same
time believed to “prey” on and “consume” human souls! I leave this apparent paradox for the reader to ponder.
Returning briefly to the topic of Kong Dhư Hill, my elderly interlocutor
in Adjuong 2 village described Kong Dhư hill in terms very similar to his
account of Chörrging hill. He claimed that there were two peaks at the
top of Kong Dhư, and that there was a stream with a small waterfall between the two peaks. He said that when “drums and gongs” were heard
from the peak to the east, it meant that somebody “within the [Kong
Dhư] area would die”. However, “when the sound was heard from the
eastern peak, somebody from outside this area would die”. It is unclear
what “inside” and “outside” precisely meant in this context; it could be
that “outside” here referred to the larger area which is today under Kong
Dhư’s influence (including the Adjuong village on the lower Tamöi
River) while “inside” referred exclusively to the Arek village territory.
Unfortunately I did not pursue this issue further at the time.

Encroachment causes the power of Kong Dhư to grow
As should be clear from our earlier discussions about Kong Dhư hill,
villagers in Arek regard this hill/spirit as utterly powerful; indeed, the
Kong Dhư master spirit is the guardian spirit of Arek village (abhuy buöl,
literally the “village spirit”). Villagers in Arek actually maintained that the
hill spirit had grown more powerful, or, to be precise, more dangerous, in
recent decades. They claimed that, as the destruction of many of the surrounding hills had gained pace, many of the spirits of those now destroyed or degraded hills had “fled” and were now settled “as refugees” on
Kong Dhư. This process of spirit resettlement meant that these spirits
were now concentrated on the hill, and that the hill therefore was “more
poisonous [mabhuy]” than before.
Reflecting on the changes that had taken place in the lower Mraang
landscape during his lifetime, Elder Ajucc in Arek village emphasised that
the “American War” (referring to the bombing raids and spraying of defoliants during the War) had been the most prominent and destructive force
of eco-spiritual change. The concentration of spirits in the Kong Dhư area
had made this area more dangerous than before – evidenced, according to
Ajucc, by the “fact” that the hill spirit punished transgressions (including
ecological infractions) more severely in recent years.
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In my interpretation, the accounts of spirits moving away from disturbed and degraded areas towards unspoilt and protected hills and forest
areas actually portray ecological processes in the landscape as well as spiritual changes in the life of its inhabitants. Spirits are, as it were, inseparable
from the biological life in the landscape. For example, as the gagyiir trees
were cut down of Gagyiir Hill, the gagyiir trees on Kong Dhư became
even more protected (and more strongly forbidden to cut) than they had
been before. In the concluding sections of this chapter I will attempt to
further substantiate this contention.
First, however, let me highlight some salient points in the preceding
discussion. Despite the fact that so many hills are/were considered to
communicate and take orders from Kong Dhư, it was not the case that all
spirit hills talk to each other – i.e. that all spirits are interconnected in one
huge political network or “administrative organisation” (to use the local
metaphors). Instead, there was a definitive limit to the power wielded by
each spirit centre or “master hill” – including Kong Dhư.
On Plate 7.1 I have attempted to show the approximate extent of these
different spirit networks or domains. In my understanding, Legom hill
represents a central node in such large network of interacting hills; Kong
Dhư is another in a different network. (Bol Bac, as I understand it, is
relatively independent from these other and larger networks.) Although
the power of Kong Dhư extends over a large area in the lower Mraang
basin and even reaches into the Tamöi basin, it apparently does not extend
to the hills of the upper Mraang area (i.e., to the spirit hills of Kuinn
Hook, Bol Pöblow and others discussed in the previous chapter). In this
respect the Kong Dhư spirit network does not duplicate the close social
connections that exist between the current villages on the lower and upper
Mraang – Arek and A’urr, respectively – which do in fact constitute a
single and closely knit network of marriage alliances.
Plate 7.1 shows the the “administrative zones” of Bol Legom and Kong
Dhư. Note that the hill of Görrheng appears as an enigma in this matrix –
elder Ajucc clearly states that it is part of the Kong Dhư network, but the
villagers of Apat and Taghe also viewed it as a part of the Legom network. This hill, possibly, might thus be viewed as a contact point between
the two different spirit networks in the landscape. Future research might
perhaps determine what such perceived relations are predicated upon; is it
perhaps on flora or fauna? That is, the notion that two hills which display
certain similarities in terms of floral indicators, might be interpreted as
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“communicating” with each other (and as belonging to the same network/“political structure”)?

The different spirit faces and the diversity of
ecological taboos
Finally, we need to analyse the alleged physical features (the “body”) of
the different hill spirits, and consider to what extent those features may
have a connection to the animals listed as forbidden within their spirit
domains. I can only provide a preliminary outline of this complex issue
here and leave it to others to complete this work in the future.
In the case of Kong Dhư, the hill I know best, I was told that its “master spirit” had the “head” (or “face”) of a pangolin. Two other hills were
associated with a master spirit described in Vietnamese as “đười ươi” or
“ape-man” – i.e., a large upright and hairy ape.122 On hills associated with
this apelike spirit creature, e.g. Gagyiir Hill, it was typically forbidden to
hunt gibbons and langurs. This was also the case with the sacred hill of
Gööp Terr in Maccoih commune (Đông Giang district). None of these
hills, however, has any surviving gibbon or langur populations today.
The pangolin-like appearance of the Kong Dhư spirit was also, in all
likelihood, not unique (a similar appearance was hinted at in discussions
about one of the powerful spirits in the Upper Mraang area). This spirit
type was associated with a taboo against catching snakes, turtles and, of
course, pangolins.
Finally, a third type of master spirit appeared in the form of a snake.
This was the case of the Bol Gun and Boho hills in Thượng Nhật commune (Nam Đông district; see below) and also of one of the two spirits in
(yet another) “good-evil” spirit hill “pair” located in Maccoih commune –
the Gööp Terr and the Gööp Chriik hill pair. Both these hills are now
severely degraded following a resettlement process which took place in
Maccoih villages in the wake of the construction of the A Vương 1 hydropower complex (2006). In any case, the master spirit of one of these
hills – Gööp Chriik (Hate Cave) – was associated with large snakes (böngaa), while the other (Gööp Terr) was associated with “đười ươi” (large
spirit ape-men). Both of the hills were thus named after caves (gööp).
Chriik (the snake hill) was referred to as “bad”, while Terr was referred to
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Many Vietnamese, however, consider the “đười ươi” to be a real creature. To add to the
confusion, “đười ươi” is also the name (in Vietnamese) for orangutans. Yet, orangutans have
probably not existed in Vietnam in historical times.
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as “good”. It was also explained that Terr had once been the “Gate to
God”.
In several places “ruled” by snake spirits, a whole list of other animal
species were also forbidden to catch and kill, including certain fish (particularly big fish and eels) and turtles. The “snake-hills” also seemed to be
associated with caves and conspicuous cave systems. In sum, the three
recurrent types of spirit incarnations mentioned above – the simioid, the
pangolin and the snake type – appear to be associated with distinctive sets
of tabooed animals. The logic of the association between the type of master spirit and its specific range of tabooed animal subjects remains, however, opaque and deserves further study.
It is well to recall here that the crocodiles said to serve the Water Spirit
(A’ul) could also assume the shape of pangolins, and that the böngaa spirit
snakes often took the form of forest fowls and peacocks.123 Likewise, in
the case of the “pangolin-faced” master of Kong Dhư hill, we should
remember that the pangolin form was one of the many incarnations of the
böyöa – the monstrous water dragons of Abhuy Dak. This “water association” perhaps makes the prohibition on hunting not only pangolins but
also turtles and snakes on the same hill more understandable; A’ul is thus
simultaneously the master of the rivers, the underworld and caves which,
in turn, are associated with all manner of snakes.
In sum, the imagined shape and bodily affects of a certain hill spirit –
the way it appears in dreams to ordinary villagers or during possession to
a spirit medium – may perhaps be correlated to the class of animals protected by the particular master spirit (i.e., a pangolin-faced spirit will protect pangolins but also other animals which, in some way, are symbolically
or mythologically linked to the master spirit). It may also be the case,
however, that because villagers know that certain kinds of animals (for
example, gibbons) live on a particular hill, they tend to imagine or dream
about the master of that hill in the shape of an ape-like being (as was the
case in Gagyiir Hill).
In all these cases, however, master spirits are said to assume the form
and shape of spiritually potent animal species. Gibbons and langurs, for
example, are not considered “ordinary” animals in Katu ethnoclassification; they are attributed very particular spiritual powers (cf.
Chapter 9). The same is true for pangolins and snakes. It is also, and particularly, the case with the tiger (usually referred to simply as abhuy,
“spirit”) and elephant, although the latter two animal kinds never seem to
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It is perhaps in this light that we should understand the prohibition against catching both
snakes and terrestrial birds on certain spirit hills.
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occur as the incarnated form of hill spirits or any other type of forest spirits.

Questions about communication and ecology
To summarise, Kong Dhư, Chörrging and a number of other spirit areas
all represent nodes of a single spirit network, a network whose vectors of
communication pass through various relay stations. Messages in such
networks of spirit hills travel both outward from the centre to peripheral
nodes and relay stations (minor spirit hills), and inwards from minor hills
to the master spirit in the centre (Kong Dhư being one of those centres).
The distance between communication nodes (spirit hills) can be quite
considerable but communication rarely seems to take place across major
rivers such as the A Vương River.
Typical spirit areas within these networks represent different microecosystems, some types being more common than others: hills with oldgrowth forest and, in general, areas of high biodiversity and ecological
complexity, stream estuaries, areas with waterfalls, watering holes and/or
ponds, to mention a few. At this stage of research, I can only guess what
these spirit areas and networks of spirit hills represent in ecological and
biophysical terms, but we may be quite certain that the HCM Highway,
as well as its many feeder roads, which now cut through the landscape
have had, and continue to have, a great impact on the integrity of this
spiritualised landscape.
We should also note that each spirit hill has a particular set of taboo
animals considered to be the subjects or “domestic animals” of that particular master spirit and, therefore are prohibited to hunt. Even though
some taboo animals recur in the accounts of different spirit hills, the lists
of taboo animals typically varies between different spirit hills.
When questioned about this observation, villagers explained that it was
generally the animals which “had their homes” on a given spirit hill that
would be protected by its master spirit, while more wide-ranging animal
species would (typically) not be forbidden hunt or protected by the master
spirit of that particular hill.124 The overarching rule would seem to be that
the species which are considered endemic to a particular locality (at least if
the locality is regarded as a spirit place/hill) would be protected by a hunting taboo on that particular hill.
I suggest that it might be pertinent to view this “spirit protection” of
(locally) endemic species in light of notions from modern conservation
124

Of course, certain species – such as the gibbon – that did not naturally occur on a given
hill would be listed as “permitted” game on that particular hill.
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biology. As we shall see exemplified in Chapter 9, the destruction of the
ecosystem of a single hill (e.g. by the clearing of a significant portion of its
old-growth forest) can lead to the collapse of entire communities of animals dependent for their survival on the forest in question which, in turn,
may spell the extinction of one or more species within the entire territory
of a given village. This is so because certain species are adapted only to
survive in very particular ecosystems.
Again, gibbons and langurs may serve as an excellent illustration of this
point, since they represent a type of animal that tends to inhabit a select
few localities in the village-forest landscape – and disappears from an entire area if its habitat and feeding places are disturbed or destroyed. Such
disruption might be caused by the cutting down of a few dozen large and
old forest trees (cf. Chapter 9). By contrast, more wide-ranging species,
such as wild pigs, muntjacs, and tigers would not be affected in the same
way. Accordingly – or so it would seem – these latter species do not appear in the “taboo lists” in my material on spirit hills (although they may
be taboo for other reasons).
In this regard, the local notions I have discussed above are in line with
modern conservation logic. There are, of course, also serious differences
between the two viewpoints, one of which is that the scale or “scope” of
the two perspectives is very different. The scope of conservation science is
global; its aim – like that of Biblical Noah – is to save species on a global
scale. Most conservationists, of course, will also be concerned with the
flora and fauna on a regional or even local scale. They might, for example,
be looking to save species within a particular Ecoregion (e.g. the Greater
Mekong Ecoregion), or within a smaller section of an Ecoregion (e.g. the
Central Annamites region). Rarely, however, will modern conservationists
be concerned with the micro-scale corresponding to, say a Katuic villageforest territory – and even if they are, their aim would most likely be to be
able draw conclusions generalizable on a larger scale.
Yet, the aims of conservationists and Katuic villagers are not entirely
different from one another. They are both concerned with maintaining
the ecological functionality of the landscape. But while the work of modern conservationists is aimed at making an entire ecoregion ecologically
viable and functional (particularly for certain “flagship species”), the
“cosmological scope” of Katuic villagers will be much smaller.
Having said that, it should also be noted that Katuic villagers are
keenly interested in the ecology of places even hundreds of kilometres
away, and collect and memorise “eco-spiritual” (or “moral ecological”)
information (myths, legends and travellers’ tales) about such faraway
places as well. For example, many of the A Vương Katu could tell stories
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about the A Luoi valley (located quite far away in the neighbouring Thừa
Thiên–Huế province). This might be an indication that Katuic cosmology
could operate on a larger scale, just as the conservationists who also consider the A Luoi as a very important locale in the Central Annamitic Ecoregion – partly because it comprises the source and headwaters of the
Sekong River.
Evidently, the hill-spirit networks or “spirit polities” discussed in this
chapter indicate one relevant scale of Katuic eco-cosmology. Operating on
a level above individual village territories, these networks of spirit hills
link together various village-forest landscapes into supra-local ecological
management units or eco-cosmological domains. Yet, my thesis in this
work is that the village territory is the basic unit in Katuic animist ecology. One important reason for this assumption is the religious-ritual
foundation of the village territory. Thus, the territory of every pre-war
Katu village (and, indeed, many current villages, including the villages in
the A Vương commune discussed in this chapter) was, in local perception, defined by the ancestral village founder who gave it its name. This
original village founder claimed the land from its true and ultimate owner
– the hill or forest spirit ruling the area.
When establishing the village on its original site, the founding group
requested permission from the spirit owner (master spirit of the territory)
to settle on the land and to cultivate, hunt and fish in the area. In return,
villagers pledged to respect and honour the master spirit of the land by
performing regular sacrifices to the spirits, and abiding to the “laws” of
the land and ethical codes of Katu culture (including the moral-ecological
pre- and proscriptions). In short, the village land ultimately and unconditionally belongs to the spirit owner (and his lesser spirit followers). The
human tenure of the land is conditional and ephemeral, best understood
as a “lease” – a “contract” between villagers and the spirit owner and master of the land, subject to the spirits’ continual approval and benevolence.
Villages can change and ritually renegotiate this contract – but only
with the approval of the owner spirits in question (see Chapter 6). While
entire (human) villages can “die” and their names become extinguished,
the spirit owners of the land cannot; they remain the guardians of the land
– its hills, forest and streams – as long as the land remains intact. However, when and if certain core places (tree constellations, ponds etc.)
within these spirit areas are destroyed, the owner spirit of the village
spaces may abandon the area – or disappear for good.
The mosaic of bounded village territories in the A Vương commune discussed above thus articulate the unchangeable boundaries between differ-
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ent spirit polities and, taken together, constitute a federation of such polities whose boundaries and alliances are ultimately defined and negotiated
by the spirits themselves. The key question that remains to be answered in
light of the preceding analysis is: what are the – ecological or other – factors that define the boundaries between the different spirit policies; what
is it in the landscape or the local cosmology that determines the boundaries that separate one spirit domain from another?

The Princess and the Jade
Throughout this and the previous chapter, there has been repeated mention of the fact that hill spirits communicate with each other and with
humans. Thus, hill spirits talked to each other and relayed messages back
and forth about their human subjects’ behaviour and misbehaviour (audible as the “barking” of the “dog stones”); commands were also emitted
from the master spirit (“central government”) to the outposts of lesser
spirits (the “army”), and the latter executed eventual punishments and/or
other sanctions directed towards the humans subjects within the master
spirit’s domain. Direct communication between spirits and humans usually took the form of: possession; spirits causing people to fall ill; spirits
influencing the outcome of divinations and other mantic practices; and,
above all, spirits appearing in peoples’ dreams.
One of the most intriguing stories about the communication between
spirits was told to me by Bling Putt, the adolescent son of one of my key
informants, Bling Chen in Dövil (on the upper Mraang). After finishing a
long interview with his father, who had left the house to do some other
work, Putt suddenly uttered:
Last year one princess went up into the sky. There were many people who
saw it. (Dövil settlement, 2009)

Somewhat puzzled by this statement, I urged him to elaborate on his
cryptic utterance. It transpired that Putt was talking about Boho Mountain (in Nam Đông district, not very far away from Dövil village where we
were staying at the time). He explained that there was a cave on Boho
Mountain, in which “jade” (“ngọc”) abounded. This particular mountain,
he continued,
[is] the house of King Katiec. Every four of five years, the jade flies slowly
from Boho Mountain to Changää Hill. Then, after four or five years he
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flies back to Boho. [Putt evidently identifies King Katiec with the Earth
Spirit (Abhuy Katiec) and the Jade Mountain]125

Eventually, Elder Chen himself returned to sit down with us and confirmed that his son’s account was correct. He also added some further
details to the story, explaining how “the Jade” (King Katiec/Boho Mountain) and “the Princess” travelled. First, he said, every four or five years,
the “Jade” would move (presumably through the sky, just like the “Princess”). The “Jade” would move from Boho Mountain to Changää Hill.
Then, after a few days, the “Princess” would follow the “Jade”, also travelling from Boho to Changää. The same journey would then take place after
four or five years, but then in the reverse direction (from Changää to
Boho). Chen and his son both described “the Princess” as a “very beautiful girl in white clothes, floating slowly through the sky”. However, as
soon as people tried to fix their eyes on “the Princess”, she would disappear from view. The two protagonists in the story, the Princess and King
Katiec (or “the Jade”/Jade Mountain) were evidently engaging in some
intricate interplay with each other.
Elder Chen also explained that Boho Mountain had a kind of door:
On Boho there is a cave, a big hole [in the mountain side]. You can see it
from afar. But you can only see this hole once a year. People say that Boho
“opens the door”. Sometimes the door opens for a short time, sometimes
for a long time. When the door opens, many bats fly out. This year [2009]
the door opened once in March. Now it is closed.

In an earlier interview (A’urr, 2005), Boho had been described as follows:
Every year during “Tet” [the Chinese New Year celebrations – in February
according to the lunar calendar], a gate appears in the huge stone at the
top of the mountain. A black gate. From afar you can see two girls carry
water into the opening of the stone. But when people come closer, the two
girls disappear. In the late afternoon you can see swarms of bats fly out
from that stone gate but people, who have gone there to try to catch bats,
have failed to find any bats. They only find an empty cave.

The two brief accounts above tell of different cyclical events taking place
on Boho Mountain. One of the cycles is annual (the opening of the
gate/door), the other – the one involving the peculiar movements of King
Earth and the Princess – takes place every four to five years. The latter
125

Bling Putt here mixes Vietnamese and Katu languages: he uses the Vietnamese word for
king (“vua”) but the Katu word for soil/earth, katiec.
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cycle is particularly interesting since it neither follows the solar nor the
lunar cycle.
For some reason, perhaps because it was so different from other Katu
tales, this simple story struck me as one of the most interesting ones I had
ever heard among the Katu. But what was it really about? Could there be
some real event or natural process underpinning this story? It seemed that
the very foundation of the story was that many Katu in Nam Đông insisted that, in 2008, they had actually witnessed “the flight of the Princess”.
It turns out that there is one major natural event which happens in
Southeast Asia every four to eight years, namely the flowering of the Philippine mahogany tree. “Philippine mahogany” is a commonly used shorthand term referring to all hardwood trees of the shorea genus, a Southeast
Asian tree family.126 The flowering is described as follows in an authoritative account:
Another [remarkable] phenomenon takes place every fifth to eighth year,
when the forest cover in the Malaysian rainforests changes shape.
Thousands of trees simultaneously explode in an intensive blooming as if
they had sent silent messages to each other. They are followed by thousands of other and then yet more thousands, all in rapid succession. Fallen
flower petals in nuances of creamy yellow and yellow will cover the
ground, sometimes over surfaces of hundreds of square kilometres. […]
[Producing] an almost suffocatingly strong scent. […]
This event does not only involve one species but a number of different species. They all, however, belong, to the […] shorea species family. […] The
mystery [of this mass blooming] became even stranger when it was discovered that several other dipterocarp species also have mass bloomings.
The species within a particular dipterocarp group do not bloom exactly at
the same time, but seem, instead, to succeed each other [in a specific order]. […] (Gamlin and De Rohan 1996: 102, my translation)

The remarkable pollination process described above is actually carried out
by huge swarms of tiny thrips – described by Gamlin and De Rohan as
“plankton of the air in the rain forest” – which fly towards the scents excreted by the trees, but which are also partly blown in random directions
by the wind. The thrip swarms also seem to “bloom” as they multiply
massively during the aforementioned tree-blooming period.
126

Varieties of this tree family are highly valued by the timber industry, and individual trees
can grow to heights of 80 m.
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My connecting the story about “the Jade” and “the Princess” to this
spectacular natural phenomenon is, of course, speculative, but clearly a
phenomenon of this magnitude is likely to leave a marked trace in local
lore and imagination. And, no doubt, this remarkable natural phenomenon seems to match Chen’s and his son’s mythologized accounts well.
But there is more to it. Both Elder Chen and other Katu informants
claimed that Boho Mountain had actually moved in the past. This, as opposed to the events described above, was not something that had happened recently, but rather some eighty years or so ago, during the time of
Emperor Bao Dai (Vietnam’s last emperor). Elder Chen thus claimed that
Boho Mountain had previously been located in Song Kon district, some
twenty kilometres from its present location (in Nam Đông district). In
this location, the Boho Mountain had had two peaks known as Ralanng
and Radönng.
This, of course, was confusing; how can mountains move? After further inquiries, it appeared that what moved was not the mountain as a
geo-physical formation but its soul, the spirit inhabiting it. It was the
Boho Mountain spirit that had moved. How could this be known? Was
the movement visible to human spectators? Bling Chen explained:
[…] whereas the Ralanng and Radönng peaks had previously been forbidden areas (spirit hills), it was now Boho [and Changää] that became forbidden places [that is, strongly protected by spirits which punished all
forms of ecological infractions]. (Dövil 2009)

Moreover, many tree species which had previously been prevalent on
Boho Mountain in the original location (in Song Kon), now appeared –
after the “mountain move” – in the new location (in Nam Đông).
According to the story, “movement of the hills” had been caused by
Emperor Bao Dai. This particular detail was told to me during one of my
earlier visits (in 2005). The gist of this earlier version of the story is that
Emperor Bao Dai and his administration had literally “cut down” the
twin-peaked Boho Mountain (alias Ralang-Radönng) in Song Kon.
Interestingly, Emperor Bao Dai may have really appeared in this region
at about the time when Elder Chen claimed that the Boho Mountain “was
cut down” and “moved”. As can be verified by old photographs and journal articles, the Emperor enjoyed big-game hunting in Quảng Nam’s
forests in the 1920s and 1930s. The Emperor enjoyed hunting tigers and
elephants, among other game animals. Given his expensive taste and luxurious ways, his hunting expeditions would certainly have required the
development of some infrastructure and forest destruction in these vast
mountain forests.
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It could also be that the Ralanng and Radönng mountains actually refer to Bana Mountain (now a famous mountain resort west of Danang
city), where a notorious hill station was constructed by the French in the
1920s and visited in ensuing years by Emperor Bao Dai and other Vietnamese and French dignitaries (see picture 7.1, below).
Given the lack of distinction, in common Katu parlance, between a
mountain (or hill) as material body and spiritual agent, and assuming that
Emperor Bao Dai really had areas of forest cleared on the original Boho
Mountain (alias the Ralang-Radönng peaks), we can begin to understand
why my Katu interlocutors could speak of this imperial and/or French
forest-clearing activities as “cutting down” the Boho Mountain (in its
Ralang-Radönng incarnation) and thus causing it to “move” from its
original location in Song Kong to the current location in Nam Đông. In
other words, when Emperor Bao Dai/the French administration disturbed
(the ecology of) the Ralanng-Radönng peaks, its spirit moved to the
Boho Mountain (in Nam Đông).
From the discussion above, I believe we can tentatively conclude that
when Katu speak of mountains that move and (mountain) spirits that
ascend into the sky and travel from one location to another, there tends to
be an empirical and/or ecological referent that motivates and anchors it, as
it were, in the visible and material world – as I have proposed for the
story of King Earth/Jade and the Princess, and the story of the mountain
that moved (Boho Mountain). I also venture to suggest that my interpretation of these stories is reasonable in light not only of the biological and
historical context provided above, but also in light of what we know
about Katu notions about hill and tree spirits that move and relocate to
other hills and trees as a consequence of major environmental interventions – such as war-time destruction, post-war infrastructural developments, deforestation and logging activities, repeatedly attested and referred to in the course of this thesis.127
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Recall how tree spirits need to be forewarned one year before they are to be cut, “so that
they have time to relocate”; cf. Chapter 6). See also Howell’s description of the Chewong
notion of ruwai (soul) in Howell 1989.
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Picture 7.1: A picture of the young emperor Bao Dai found in a book written by
Henri de Monestrol (Chasses et faune d’Indochine: Édition Portail, Saigon [1952]).
Henri de Monestrol, apparently, was in Bao Dai’s service for a number of years.

A final note about Bao Dai’s adventures
It is far from certain that Bao Dai actually ever hunted in the study area.
Nonetheless, it is interesting that he has become a symbol of powerful
environmental destruction in the Katu body of myths. On a website I
stumbled upon on the web, one of Bao Dai’s old bodyguards, Mr No, is
interviewed and passionately describes Bao Dai’s hunting prowess:
[…] there was a huge variety of animals [in the highlands], especially, tigers, elephants and bulls in Dak Lak forest. Most of them were very big
and weighed several tons, and were plentiful, not like nowadays when they
are rare and small.
[…] During the time that I served the emperor, he shot hundreds of tigers
and he was very brave, unlike the locals who put up shrines to the tigers to
ensure that they were not attacked by them.128
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http://emperorcruises.com/index.php/en/2012-12-13-08-52-53/bloger/75-a-guard-sstory-recounting-the-tiger-hunting-trips-of-emperor-bao-dai.html
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On the river plains of Đông Giang district, I was told, there formerly used
to roam large herds of elephants. As has mentioned in a previous chapter,
this low area was shunned by the Katu in the pre-war period, who instead
preferred to construct their villages in higher areas. Some elderly Katu,
which I interviewed in Maccoih district, explained to me that most of the
elephants died or disappeared during the War, perhaps because of U.S.
defoliant spraying, which was intense in this area (cf. Plate 7.2). The elders, however, explained that the communist forces also hunted elephants
(during the War) and that Katu participated in these hunts. Whilst the
communist soldiers ate the meat sur place “they always sent the tusks to
Hanoi”. After the War many villages were resettled precisely into this flat
landscape once defined by its elephant herds.
Tiger hunting, is a topic which, unfortunately, there is not sufficient
space to cover in this thesis. I would, however, want to point out that – in
the pre-war period – although tigers very often moved through the village-forest landscapes of the Katuic groups, it appears that they only
rarely killed domestic livestock. It was very rare that humans were killed
by tigers, and also that tigers were hunted by the Katu. On the rare occasion that a tiger was killed – a ritual was called for that was larger than any
other ritual – often the entire “commune” of marriage alliance-related
villages would gather at such feasts. The tiger’s meat had to be consumed
completely during the ritual, and the gong-gongs and drums were not
allowed to go silent during the entire event (until the tiger’s meat was
consumed). If the musicians would stop playing the ritual music, it would
instead be the tiger’s soul that consumed the villagers. The tiger’s complete skeleton would then be buried deep in the forest. The name for tiger
in Katu language is abhuy.
One part of this large ritual consisted of a theatrical enactment in
which one villager explained to the tiger (played by another villager) that
it had stumbled into the trap by itself; that it had not been intentionally
trapped (which may or may not have been true). The tiger character
would agree (cf. Århem, N. 2009).
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8. Sustainable Forest Development: The
SUFORD Project in Southern Laos

A major issue of this and the following chapter is how the indigenous
system of forest use in the Central Annamite region fares in a comparison
with – and when overrun by – a typical modern forest-management
model applied to the same landscape. Such a comparison is relevant in
light of the fact that much of the landscape in the region, today, has already been placed under the aegis of such management regimes. In both
Vietnam and Laos the state claims ownership over all national forests. The
current forestry policies and management plans in both Laos and Vietnam
have generally been designed in close co-operation with foreign donor
organisations and expertise. A close-up view of one such jointly managed
forestry project in Laos is therefore relevant in the present context; it
gives us an understanding of general trends and features of the forestry
sector in the region and, more particularly, of how the state, aided by
transnational donors, interact with indigenous communities “on the
ground” – far away from the boardrooms in Hanoi and Vientiane. In a
sense which will become apparent as we proceed, this chapter will provide
a “map” of the forest according to the modern state-supported forestry
sector, while the next chapter will provide a “map” of the same area according to the indigenous perspective.
During the last three months of 2009, I had the opportunity to work
as a Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) Advisor for a forestrydevelopment project entitled SUFORD (the acronym standing for Sustainable Forest Development) – a “multilateral cooperation” between the
Government of Laos (“GOL”), Finnida (Finnish International Development Agency) and the World Bank in Laos. This project – henceforth
referred to as the SUFORD project or simply “the project” – was carried
out in selected areas of every province in the country.
The SUFORD project was essentially a reincarnation of an earlier project known as FOMACOP (standing for Forest Management and Conservation Project). It inherited many of its central features from the earlier
project, including its main donors (the World Bank and the Government
of Finland). Many of the international staff which had previously worked
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for FOMACOP also became involved in the SUFORD project. When the
FOMACOP project was abruptly ended in 2000 after only five years (instead of its projected 15-year lifespan), the World Bank and Finnida temporarily withdrew from the Laotian forestry sector while considering how
best to move forward. It took until 2003 before the new cooperation was
proposed, now labelled SUFORD. The SUFORD project came to be
executed in two consecutive phases. When SUFORD phase I began implementation, in 2004, it was by far the single largest internationally invested forestry project in Laos: The project’s foreign donors pledged to
put forward USD 18 million for the first stage alone (SUFORD AF Project Implementation Plan, Vientiane, Oct 22, 2008). This first stage
(2004-2008) entailed operating Production Forest Areas (PFAs) in the
Laotian provinces of Champasak, Khammouane, Savannakhet, and Salavan. It included the areas which had formerly been FOMACOP areas.
As the initial project phase came to its end in 2008, and since the first
stage of the project was interpreted as a success, it was decided that the
World Bank and FINNIDA would fund a second 3-year phase of the project (2009-2011). The government of Lao PDR thus proposed with its
international partners to scale up and extend the project through the “additional financing instrument” (AF). This second phase was entitled the “SUFORD Additional Financing Phase” (SUFORD AF). The project now
moved its emphasis away from the original territories and established eight
new PFAs in five new provinces (Xayaboury, Vientiane, Bolikhamxay, Sekong, and Attapeu) (SUFORD EIA 2008: 6). The main project beneficiaries were to be the villagers who live in remote districts. The SUFORD
Implementation Plan from 2008 details some of these ambitions:
Project Development Objective
To achieve the sustainable management of natural production forests for rural poverty reduction
Specific Objectives
a.
Improve policy, legal and incentive framework to expand Participatory Sustainable Forest Management (PSFM) throughout the country
b.

Bring the country’s priority Production Forest Area under PSFM

c.
Improve villagers’ livelihoods through benefits from sustainable forestry, community development and development of viable livelihood systems
(SUFORD Project Implementation Plan 2008: 8)
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During its first phase (2004-2008), the project included eight PFAs covering an area of 656,000 ha, encompassing 412 project villages. The new
PFAs included in the project during the second stage (SUFORD AF)
represented an additional 626,709 ha of forest and 329 villages (in 16
districts).129 These new villages constituted a population of about 150,000
people (SUFORD SIA: 11). I entered the project as a TEK advisor during this second phase.
Although the original Phase I PFAs had also been established in areas
where ethnic minorities were demographically dominant, the Phase II
PFAs were even more strongly characterised by districts predominantly
populated by indigenous groups. The Phase II areas were also more
mountainous than the original PFAs. (This meant that they were less
attractive to the timber industry than flat, equally forested areas.) This fact
is fundamental in order to understand the rationale behind the generous
international funding for the project’s Phase II – and the sense of enthusiasm (or at least urgency) felt by the international donors: In the donor
community there is a prevalent belief in the notion that Laos’ ethnic minorities are suffering from deep or “absolute” poverty. The second phase
of the project thus had an even more strongly marked emphasis on this
“poverty reduction” aspect.
My consultancy work was designed to cover as much of the geographic
and ethno-linguistic variation within the project as was possible within the
limited time of my consultancy. Fieldwork for the project was thus carried
out in Sekong, Attapeu, Bolikhamxay, Xayabouri and Vientiane provinces
(in 2009 and early 2010). However, I will focus here primarily on the
fieldwork I carried out for the project in the Kaleum and Lamam districts
of Sekong province, since they are primarily inhabited by Katuic (and
closely related groups). The villages I visited in the Sekong PFA (Huay
Pen) were inhabited primarily by Nge-Kriang, Katu and the Chetonng
groups (Katuic speaking), but also, to a lesser extent, by Alak communities (North Bahnaric). In my discussion I also make reference to one of
the PFAs that I visited in Attapeu province (Nampa Houyi). This PFA is
inhabited by Alak and Talieng communities. All of the aforementioned
groups are Upland Mon Khmer.
The results from my work in Laos provide a different perspective on issues central to the thesis. Firstly, because I used a different set of methods
during my fieldwork in Laos for SUFORD, relying heavily on community-based mapping activities and “forest walking” (this will be described
further in Chapter 9). Secondly, the SUFORD project provided a case in
point of a “clash” between the instrumental rationality of a modern for129

SUFORD Project Implementation Plan (2008: 6).
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estry project and the animist moral ecology of indigenous forest management. Thirdly, it also represented a particularly pointed clash of interests
between the state and the forest-dwelling indigenous communities – between the state interest in the national forest as a source of revenue and
the interest of indigenous communities in the forest as a source of subsistence and survival. Both this chapter and the next are thus based on my
work for SUFORD. Whilst this chapter (Chapter 8) will cover mainly the
project’s “vision” of its Production Forest Areas, the next chapter (Chapter 9) will delve into the local views of the same forest landscape.
The following table shows a list of all the PFAs recognised during the
second Project Phase (SUFORD AF; see below). The PFAs which will be
discussed in more detail in this chapter and the next have been marked in
bold. (For a map showing the SUFORD production forest areas, including that of Huay Pen and Nampa Houyi (discussed in this chapter and
the next), please refer to Plate 8.1.)
Table 8.1. Area Statistics for the Eight SUFORD-AF PFAs (2008)
PFA

Total Area (ha)

Total Forest (ha)

0
Forest<25 Slope

Phouphadam

95,029

63,973

46,447

Phou Youy

100,117

66,676

62,008

Nongpet Naxang

69,228

57,861

40,540

Phoupaxang

49,551

25,227

23,923

Phakbouak

112,759

88,975

70,040

Houay Pen

89,531

49,168

31,334

Ban Bengvilay

38,577

35,089

30,911

Nampa Houyi

74,937

51,689

46,945

TOTALS

539,629

438,658

352,148

Source: SUFORD EIA 2008: 30-31
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Aims and themes of the chapter
The SUFORD project was conceived – and regarded itself – as a model
project, not only representing a modern state-of-the-art forestry project –
possessing the very best in international forestry expertise and considerable funding – but also adhering to all the latest standards in terms of
environmental sustainability and inclusiveness (i.e., local participation).
Indeed, the mere fact of the project hiring somebody to investigate the
TEK of the indigenous groups could be interpreted as an indication that
the project management was, in a sense, progressive – or at least wanted
to appear so.
Yet, in the course of this chapter I will try to demonstrate that the project suffered from a series of inherent structural contradictions that inhibited the realisation of its ambitious goals and eventually led to its failure.
Four such contradictions became apparent to me very early in my work
with the project:
1) The efforts to attain the ambitious project goals, set according to
international standards of modern forestry and drafted by the team
of experts originally designing the project, were almost immediately defeated by the fact that the implementation of the project
was assigned to the State Forestry Service130 at the national, provincial and district levels (MoAF, PAFO, DAFO131). To understand the debacle that ensued we need to know that precisely the
State Forestry Service has for decades been implicated in the mismanagement and destruction of significant parts of the rich forest
areas in Laos, including areas in which the project was to operate,
through dubious dealings with private timber companies and
powerful elements of the local political elites. In other words, there
was an overhanging risk that some of the forestry officers employed by the project had their own agendas and would pursue interests that opposed the long-term goals of the project. Consequently, there was a contradiction between the practical, on-theground implementation of the project and its lofty goals, concretely expressed in the persistent distrust on the part of local
communities towards the project.

130

Actually, the Forestry Service in Laos is not separate from the Agricultural Service.
Hence, the topmost agency in the Laotian forestry hierarchy is the Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry (MoAF). I use the expression “State Forestry Service” simply to convey the
arguments easier.
131
Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office and District Agriculture and Forestry Office.
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2) There was also a structural dissonance between the project’s ambition to establish a forest management regime according to modern
international standards and its necessary accommodation to national policy goals. Ultimately, then, the project had to align itself
to the overarching state policies of Lao PDR. This was particularly
evident with regard to the issue of swidden cultivation. Despite the
fact that, on the one hand, rotational swidden cultivation in fallow
forests has been demonstrated to be a sound, rational and efficient
form of land-use in the region and, on the other, that it continually
supports the large majority of the forest dwelling indigenous
communities that constituted the project’s target group, swidden
cultivation could not even be considered or discussed as a possible
form of forest management by the project, since it is by decree
outlawed by the state. In other words, the project’s dependency on
the cooperation with the Lao government considerably reduced its
freedom to manoeuvre – and, thus, the attainment of its stated
goals.
3) A third problem was the persistent miscommunication between
Project officers and local, indigenous villagers – the failure of the
project to understand the point of view of the villagers and the
widespread indifference on the part of project officers towards local perceptions of the forest and their practices of forest use. This
indifference or incapacity was particularly disconcerting in view of
the fact that “participation” was one of the project’s explicit and
primary goals. Accordingly, the project had detailed a set of practical mechanisms intended to realise this “participation”. Clearly, no
project of the magnitude and scope of the SUFORD project could
even hope to attain its ambitious goals if the target population – in
this case indigenous communities – had neither a voice nor ownership in its implementation, still less so if the supposed benefactors
of the project did not understand its purpose and full implications
which, in fact, turned out to be the case as we will see below. In
the end, this failure of communication between project staff and
target population manifested the underlying dissonance between
the overriding commercial (and environmental) goals of the project and the subsistence interests and existential concerns of the indigenous communities. Of course, the “miscommunication” between project officers and villagers and the failure of securing local
participation in the project – must also be understood against the
backdrop of the predicaments already outlined: the long history of
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complicity between the State Forest Service and private timber
companies which, for decades and with the tacit approval of state
officials, has mined the forests surrounding indigenous villages for
the most valuable trees. This pattern of state-sanctioned forest exploitation for profit has only added to the mistrust among the ethnic minorities towards private logging companies and state forestry programs. The SUFORD project was therefore locally perceived as just another manifestation of the unequal relationship between state agencies and powerful private actors in the forestry
sector, on the one hand, and the marginal and powerless indigenous communities, on the other.
4) There was also an inherent contradiction between the development
and conservation goals of the project – the goal to eventually
achieve efficient (and sustainable) timber production on an industrial scale while, at the same time, safeguarding forests of high
conservation value in terms of both bio-diversity and cultural significance. As it turned out, much of the forest with high commercial production potential was either fallow land, and thus used by
villagers for subsistence, or forest regarded as “spirit forest”. Assigning land already used for subsistence cultivation for commercial exploitation would defy the participation goal of the project
while classifying “spirit-forest” as production forest would violate
its conservation goal. In actual fact, project officers would generally not even detect areas of spirit forest because of the failure of
communication between project officers (foresters) and indigenous
villagers.
In this and the following chapter I will be concerned mainly with the
latter two related problems (points 3 and 4 above) since they most closely
bear on the topic of the thesis: the ontological clash between the highmodernist state policies of Laos and Vietnam and the non-modern animist mode of apprehending and relating to the forest characteristic of the
indigenous upland communities in the Central Annamites. The SUFORD
project – placed in the context of Laos’ national development policies –
provides an example of a high-modernist forestry scheme while its indigenous target population embodies the animist mode of relating to the forest.
I will explore this ontological confrontation from the angle of “map
making”. Mapping is in itself a significant feature of modernity and the
modern state project; it is an aspect of what Scott (1998) refers to as the
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specifically modern issue of “legibility”: maps make landscapes and territories legible; they draw boundaries, exclude or include people, and locate
what from the state’s point of view are regarded as significant places.
Maps and mapping are indispensable tools of modern statecraft (cf. Pickles 2004).
Mapping was a key activity in the implementation of the SUFORD
project. In this chapter, I will focus on the project’s attempt to systematically categorise the landscapes into what it considers relevant categories,
and its efforts to meticulously define those categories. I will argue that the
project’s top-down categorisation of the landscape, in and by itself, can
sufficiently explain why the project could not possibly achieve one of
stated aims – to be “participatory”.
I take this process of categorising and defining the landscape (with
categories clearly rooted in a particular ontology) to be a form of mapping. The chapter suggests that the way the project categorizes the forest
is ill-suited in the larger, complex social and natural landscape at hand – a
landscape inhabited by indigenous swidden farmers dependent on the
forest for virtually all their needs. Was, in fact, the entire project a forestry
production plan more fit for the empty forests of Finland or Sweden?
In the next chapter, seeking to highlight this complex issue further, I
also attempt to contrast the “mapping activity” of the project with a modest experimental method of “counter-mapping” (cf. Peluso 1995) of my
own.132 My method of “counter-mapping” attempts to combine the “objective”, cartographic point of view with the “emic”, animistic perspective
of the local indigenous population; the result is a kind of hybrid maps
which locate socially and spiritually significant places and activities in the
physical landscape. These counter-maps reveal in a particularly pointed
form the contrast between the modern forestry point of view and the local
perspective on forests and their use.
The project labelled its own comprehensive and detailed mapping procedure – its categorisation of the different spaces within the Laotian forests – FLUZ (Forest Land-Use Zonations). It was partly by means of this
FLUZ mapping process that the project was to achieve its goal of making
the forestry sector “participatory” (see below). In fact, it was the local
communities, through so-called “VFOs” (Village Forest Organisations)
that were to carry out much of the actual labour which the planning process required (by, for example, executing the required forest inventories).

132

It should be noted, however, that I learnt most of my community mapping “techniques”
from a biologist, Nicholas Wilkinson (Kent University).
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The issue of shifting cultivation
One thing that immediately set the project areas (PFAs) in southern Laos
apart from those in northern Laos that I had visited earlier was that the
ethnic groups in the south were still, to a much greater extent, dependent
on shifting cultivation. From the state’s point of view these southern
communities were less developed than the northern project villages –
which basically amounts to saying that they (the southern PFA villages)
had retained their traditional lifestyle and culture to a much larger extent.
It also, as we shall see in this chapter, posed a problem in terms of the
project’s ability to implement its goals (while abiding to its alleged commitment to being “participatory”).
The term “participatory” certainly implies that the local communities
should have some influence over the project decisions and not merely act
as the project’s labour force. Despite the mechanisms which were in place
to make the forest zonation process participatory, however, the project
had great difficulties in accommodating local views. There was a deeply
entrenched divide, as it were, between the “cosmology” – the understanding of reality – of the foresters, on the one hand, and that of the local
communities, on the other. To compound this problem, the relationship
between the project and the local communities was a very asymmetric
one, where the former – functioning as an extension of the government –
had all the power of decision-making. The project and the government of
Laos (GOL) were, of course, not synonymous, but in the larger scheme
of things, the project appeared to the target communities as a mere extension of the GOL. In this respect, the project did not in any way alter the
pre-existing relationships between the Laotian forestry department and
the indigenous communities. However, the project appeared to regard
this state of affairs as a minor issue.
From the point of view of both the government and the project, timber was an essential resource in order to secure and promote national
development, and this national development was also perceived, rightly or
wrongly, as ultimately benefitting local communities. When stricter regulations were imposed on local forest use, which was virtually always the
case when the GOL attempted to improve its level of control over forests,
reference would invariably be made either to the importance of these
measures for national development, or the importance of environmental
protection, or simply of the necessity of helping local communities escape
their “backward” customs and agricultural practices. The government
considered shifting cultivation not only environmentally destructive, but
also as an unwanted obstacle to community development.
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To summarise: the project was seen by its champions as a means to
bring some order to Laos’ chaotic forestry sector by introducing and applying the advanced forestry know-how from Europe and the U.S. to
Laotian forests. But were these methods actually more rational or efficient
than the rotational shifting cultivation of the indigenous groups? That is
highly doubtful. In any case, it is precisely these “diverging points of
view” between the foresters and the indigenous groups that we want to
explore in this and the following chapter.
The foreign staff of the project operated the project together with their
Laotian counterparts, who retained ultimate project ownership. The relationship between them was sometimes uneasy but remained functional
during my time with the project. As will be detailed further, not only did
the Laotian state need forestry revenue, it also made sure that it got it,
one way or another. The project plan was to make the forestry sector
more transparent, more efficient and sustainable by not only focussing on
timber extraction but also on the aspect of restocking forests with timber
in the long term. The forest usage of the indigenous swidden farmers
produced no revenue at all to the state coffers. From the state’s point of
view, then, shifting cultivation was only a nuisance (and therefore invisible in land- and forest-use plans). I shall attempt to illustrate, in this chapter, how this “invisibility” was concretely “produced” by the project.
Although they were described as the project’s foremost beneficiaries,
the local indigenous upland communities certainly posed a problem for
SUFORD. What was to be done about their shifting cultivation practice?
The methods of Western scientific forestry have typically been developed
to deal with landscapes emptied of their human inhabitants. By contrast,
in many of the project areas, shifting-cultivating communities were still
entirely dependent on their forests. How would these communities be
integrated into the project?

A note on sources
My understanding of the project is based in part on my participation in
the project as a short-term TEK consultant (most of the time of which I
spent in the field). This chapter, however, also makes extensive reference
to the “operational documents” of the project. For convenience, I shall
use acronyms when referring to these “in-house” documents (see Table
8.2).
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Table 8.2: List of main project reports and policy documents consulted.
Acronym
OM (2008)

EIA (2008)

Full name (as found in the
list of references)
SUFORD AF Operations
Manual for Participatory
Sustainable Forest Management in Production
Forest Areas
SUFORD AF Environmental Impact Assessment
Report

SIA (2008)

SUFORD AF Social Impact Assessment Report

Toolbox (2008)

SUFORD AF PSFM Toolbox: A compilation of tools
for use in Participatory
Sustainable Forest Management in Production
Forest Areas
SUFORD
AF
Project
Implementation Plan

IP or Implementation
Plan (2008)

Comment
Vientiane, Lao PDR, September 2008

Prepared by the Postgraduate and Research Division;
Faculty of Forestry; National University of Laos;
Department of Forestry;
Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry
Prepared by James Chamberlain et al. (September
2008)
Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry (December 2008)

Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, Lao PDR (October 2008)

I also make reference to some reports, papers and articles from outside the
project. Some of these make explicit reference to the project (notably
Hodgdon 2006; Hodgdon 2007) whilst others address the Laotian forestry sector more generally (cf. Baird and Shoemaker 2008; Jerndal and
Rigg 1996).

Critical voices against the project
To understand the raison d’être of the project one must place it in the
context of the rapid deforestation that has taken place in Laos in recent
decades. In the case of Laos we are not talking about clear-cutting, or,
necessarily, about wholesale forest conversions but primarily of a very
rapid extraction of the more valuable trees in the forest – in other words, a
very rapid vitiation of the commercial value of Laos’ forests (Baird and
Shoemaker 2008). Was there a way to stop this? The Laotian forestry
sector has been notoriously inept at regenerating their forests. A somewhat cynical reading of GOLs interest in the SUFORD project, then,
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would be that, although they needed no help in extracting valuable timber
at a very rapid pace, they wanted all available expertise (and additional
funds) when it came to regenerating the forest stocks – i.e., extracting it at
desired rates, but sustainably.
As can be read in the SUFORD Operations Manual (2008) and the
Implementation Plan (henceforth OM and IP), and as is common knowledge among most foresters, for such regeneration to be possible one must
enforce strict limits to how much and where timber should be extracted.
Some detractors of SUFORD have pointed out that, when it came to
extraction of timber, the GOL never appeared fully committed to reining
in its operators (see e.g. Hodgdon 2006). It was one of the stated goals of
the project to make the timber of its PFAs certifiable by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). If the project could achieve its aim of being both
environmentally sustainable and participatory, its timber should – in principle – be thus certifiable. However, this did not actually happen (cf.
Hodgdon 2006; Hodgdon 2007).
Following a “leak” from within SUFORD, which detailed a number of
very serious issues with SUFORDs FSC certification process, Hodgdon –
one of those involved in the certification – wrote a detailed critique of the
entire Laotian forestry sector and the foreign projects involved with it
(Hodgdon 2006). Hodgdon pointed out that the Laotian forestry sectors
shortcomings were of a deep-rooted, structural nature.
Hodgdon traced many of the SUFORD project’s problems all the way
back to the project’s controversial “rebirth” from the ashes of the earlier
FOMACOP project (which had been abruptly discontinued by the GOL).
He claimed that many of the problems in the certification process
stemmed from the confusion between the earlier FOMACOP project
(which Hodgdon considered to have been “a very progressive community
forestry project, which put a high premium on villager control over all
aspects of forest management” [Hodgdon 2007: 39-40]) and its later
SUFORD incarnation (which Hodgdon considered far less “participatory”). To illustrate the difference between FOMACOP and SUFORD,
Hodgdon quoted a project document which sums up the notion of “village forestry” – the “core concept” championed by FOMACOP:
Whoever manages decides. Whoever decides plans. Whoever plans collects
the needed information. This means that the villagers, who are the forest
managers, formulate and implement the long-term management plan and
annual operations plan, and make all management decisions” (Hodgdon
2007: 40).
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As Hodgdon points out, the two projects employed a virtually identical
“rhetoric”. SUFORDs “Participatory Sustainable Forest Management”
(PSFM) concept simply replaced the “Village Forestry” concept (championed by the earlier FOMACOP). Yet, the (new) PSFM system was actually very different from the previous “Village Forestry” system. Hodgdon
writes:
[…] villager control is significantly reduced [under SUFORD]. […] Under FOMACOP villagers were given complete management rights over the
so called “village forests” but in SUFORD that control has been completely revoked and taken back by government agents. What remains of village “control” is simply the right of the villagers to form so called VFGs
(village forest groups) who are to act as the local labour force for the state
forestry sector. In one blow, then, they had been reduced from “owners”
to mere labour. (Hodgdon 2006: 2)

In other words, the “Village Forestry” concept was progressive, innovative
and promised to be truly participatory – but was discontinued due to
Laotian government’s dissatisfaction with the FOMACOP. The later incarnation of the project, i.e. the SUFORD project, was much less participatory. It purported to be participatory – to embrace local needs and aspirations – but did not concede control over the forests to local communities. In the end Hodgdon laments the failure of SUFORD when he states
that it could have been a good thing for Laos; it could have provided
transparency and a modicum of “sustainability” to the country’s forestry
sector – but ultimately did not.
Hodgdon, summarises the structural problems of the SUFORD enterprise as follows:
The whole process of FSC certification – and indeed the development of
PSFM and its enabling legislation – does not enjoy widespread support
among central and provincial-level government officials […] [because] it
represents a threat to a major source of personal income for government
officials, and because it runs counter to the dominant political philosophy
of Laos. PSFM and certification was only accepted because the World
Bank tied acceptance of certification, PSFM and the SUFORD project to
its guarantee of the Nam Theun II hydropower project loan. […] Many
high level officials in the government did not like FOMACOP, feeling that
it gave villagers too much control in forestry decision making […] (Hodgdon 2006: 3)

Yet even if these conflicts of interest were to be resolved, I argue that
there was also an entirely different range of problems facing the project,
namely the failure of communication and “cultural translation” – the
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mismatch between the high-modernist forestry perspective and the local
animist or “dwelling” perspective of the indigenous target population.133
Hodgdon’s critique of SUFORD may serve as an appropriate background
for the next section, where I will give a brief “eyewitness account” of
some of my first impressions of the Laotian forestry sector’s activities in
Lamam and Kaleum district, Sekong Province.

Timber extraction in Sekong 2009
I spent almost 80 days in the field while working for the SUFORD Project in Laos. The time was divided between five different provinces, in
both the north and the south of the country. Most of that time was spent
in villages inside or adjacent to the project’s PFAs (Production Forest
Areas). As a consequence of Laos’ resettlement program, which had been
carried out in the same way as in Vietnam, the vast majority of the villages
were located very close to paved roads. Hence I had a fairly good view of
the traffic passing through the districts I visited.
In all visited provinces, one could occasionally watch timber trucks
passing by, loaded with large logs of timber. It was only in Sekong province, however, that I witnessed entire caravans of timber trucks passing
through - day in and day out.
By corroborating my observations with the information I gained at village meetings, I was able to identify a certain pattern that connected intensive logging of hardwood trees with local infrastructure development.
This type of logging appeared to be ongoing in the most remote districts
that I visited, and had earlier taken place in most other locations. The
timber extraction focussed on large and valuable tree species and appeared
to follow a “moving-frontier” pattern – since, in every locality, there was
only a finite amount of such large, valuable trees, available for immediate
extraction. Whilst the actual frontier was thus pulsating with timber extraction activities, the activities rapidly subsided “behind” the frontier, in
the areas that had already been logged. Lamam and Kaleum districts in
Sekong, in 2009, appeared to be in the centre of such a logging frontier.
Villagers in Lamam and Kaleum indicated that logging had taken
place, often very recently, in their forests as “payments” either for gravel
roads leading up to their village or, alternatively, for the construction of
village schools (such accounts could be heard in all provinces visited).
133

The ”dwelling” perspective here refers to Ingold’s notion of the ”dwelling mode” of
perceiving and relating to the environment which he takes to be typical of hunting-andgathering peoples – but also to animistic ontologies more generally (Ingold 2000).
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That is, the companies that logged in the village-forests sometimes offered
services in return, such as the construction of connecting roads or schools.
Generally speaking, these offers were offers that could not be refused,
since the companies had obtained official permits to log timber anyway.134
Far from all villages, however, were even compensated in this modest
manner for the loss of their forests. The headman of Nangyong village,
for example, told us how the Vietnamese loggers who had logged his
village’s forests a couple of years earlier, “had only offered [him] a few
packs of cigarettes”. (He also expressed deep regret at having helped them
locate the valuable forest patches that they had sought.) The fact that
most of the operators logging timber in Sekong are Vietnamese, is a
noteworthy detail in this context (cf. Baird and Shoemaker 2008: 176194).
Sometimes the trail of these loggers was, literally, still reeking when I
arrived to some of the Sekong villages. In Songkhon village (Lamam), the
villagers were burning a huge tree stump which had been left quite close
to the village by one of the logging companies. My interpreter cum assistant –himself a forester – expressed surprise that the company had left so
much of the (now burning and reeking) stump. He claimed that even the
wood left on the stump would have been worth a substantial sum of
money in Vientiane. Obviously, the local villagers had no clue of the
commercial value of the stump.
Most of the SUFORD project’s PFAs had been established several
years after this “frontier timber extravaganza” had already taken place in
those localities. As we shall see below, the PFAs allocated to the project
were mainly situated in (relatively) “degraded areas”. However, at least
one of these PFAs, that of Huay Pen in the Kaleum and Lamam districts
(Sekong), appeared to be an exception; here the project was being implemented whilst this unregulated timber extraction was still rampant.
This on-going timber extraction on a massive scale – parallel to, and
outside the scope of, the project activities – was simply not meant to exist
from the project’s point of view. Since the SUFORD project was merely
in the planning phase in these two districts, and since the project’s own
steering documents claimed that no timber extraction should take place
until the PFA in question had been fully inventoried, this conspicuous
logging was clearly embarrassing to the project officials. That does not
mean that it was illegal, however – there were all manner of legal ways in
which the central authorities of Laos could bypass the rules set up by the
134

Technically, villagers did not have any legal ownership to the forests surrounding their
villages, so the “deals” made between the logging companies and local communities were
actually deals already arranged beforehand between the GOL and the companies.
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bilateral project (cf. the discussion in Baird and Shoemaker 2008: 176194).
If I had already begun doubting the received wisdom which claimed
that shifting cultivators were the biggest threats to the old-growth forests
in the Central Annamites (cf. Chapter 3), it now became obvious that
commercial timber extraction was far more destructive. The most noteworthy detail in this context was the sheer size of the logs being taken out
by the companies; the logs seen on the trucks were rarely less than 80 cm
in diameter. Despite having visited many dozens of active (Katuic) shifting cultivation fields and recent fallows (on which the stumps of cut trees
are easily visible) I had never seen a single tree stump of such large diameter on any of those fallows (see picture 8.1).

Picture 8.1: Logging truck passing through Lamam (Sekong).

The largest trees on swidden fields were virtually always left standing and
even those trees were smaller than those that had evidently been cut by
state-sanctioned logging companies in Laos. It should be evident, from
this observation alone, that indigenous shifting cultivators did not habitually clear their fields in this kind of old-growth forest.
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In addition, there is no place for such large timber logs in the traditional building culture of the Katuic groups.135
As I entered Kaleum district for the second time, having witnessed the
quantity of timber trucks passing in and out of the district, my role as a
consultant for the project became uncomfortable and controversial. The
project’s purpose, ultimately, was to make possible a sustainable and controlled extraction of high-value timber from village forests, as opposed to
the wanton logging that had previously been carried out by other, less
scrupulous actors. Nevertheless, the controlled logging that was to result
after the establishment of the PSFM regime was undoubtedly going to be
far more intensive than the modest timber extraction exercised (mainly for
building purposes) by the indigenous villagers. But, on the other hand,
were it not for the project, the timber would be left for the other logging
actors – who were decidedly more destructive. It could be argued that the
extraction under the project regime “was the lesser of two inevitable
evils”.
This, however, was not how the expatriate staff at the project viewed
their efforts; they certainly did not perceive their project as destructive in
any sense. Part of the reason that the project staff did not realise the negative effects that the project would have on the local communities was, I
believe, that the local reality was not “readable” through the project’s
synoptic vision. Scott’s (1998) “legibility” argument is, again, highly pertinent in trying to make sense of all this.

The Master Plan
The entire SUFORD project might be described as an attempt to introduce a new forestry master plan for Laos, a master plan relying very heavily on foreign capital for both its planning stage and its implementation.136

135

In the vernacular architecture, only house frames are made of timber, and house poles
were rarely of a diameter exceeding 30 cm. (House walls and floors were made of bamboo
and roofs were made of leaves.) The single exception to this rule was the central pillar of a
village’s communal house – which could sometimes be made of a considerably larger trunk
(40-60 cms in diameter). The difference in the “demand” for large timber trunks between
the timber companies and the local communities should nonetheless be evident: whereas a
typical Katuic village might require such a trunk once every two-three decades (whenever a
new communal house was constructed), the companies needed entire caravans of trucks
loaded with such trunks – daily. Of course, this resource was quickly depleted in each locality
where such extraction took place. Hence, the frontier was moving. How the “sustainable”
project and the unsustainable operators were able to operate almost side-by-side is discussed
more toward the end of this chapter. That problem, however, is not central to my analysis.
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The key elements in the project Plan were the delineation, “zonation”
and management of the PFAs (Production Forest Areas) which had been
assigned to the project. As shown in Table 8.3 (below), the smallest of
these PFAs covered 37,862 ha whilst the largest covered 110,706 ha.
Although the project had both the development of “sustainable forestry” and “village development” as stated goals, it was my distinct impression that it was the development of the forestry sector that was the
primary objective, and that village development was a secondary objective.
SUFORD AFs objective was thus to create and manage PFAs (Production Forest Areas) from which timber could be harvested – that is, to
establish a system to “sustainably” produce timber. This also meant that
the project would have to establish a strict harvesting quota system for all
the PFAs, as well as zones were timber stocks could regenerate.

Operationalizing the Master Plan
The SUFORD Operations Manual divides the project’s work into three
stages; (1) Planning, (2) Implementation and (3) Assessment. My discussion here mainly concerns the Planning Stage (1). In my opinion, this
stage was the most important of all the three stages. The Planning Stage
includes not only the selection and establishment of the PFAs (including
introducing the PSFM concept), but also the preparation of the various
long-term management plans for each PFA and also the detailed annual
management plans. In other words, the outcome and actual form of the
subsequent Implementation and Assessment Stages hinged largely on the
first Planning Stage.
The first part of the Planning Stage was the correct selection of suitable
PFAs. The selection process was largely about making sure that the potential PFA fulfilled a number of criteria. After first rejecting the PFA selection made by the government of Laos, SUFORD AF, using more stringent criteria, initiated a slightly different PFA selection procedure. SUFORD PFAs should thus only be established on areas
136

All the foreigners working for the project were thus attempting to etch out this plan. As a
source of foreign currency for the Laotian government, as well as providing generous perdiems to Laotian foresters at all levels in the hierarchy of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, the foreign experts working for SUFORD – who were chiefly responsible for the
overall design of the project’s design – were certainly not without influence. It is important,
however, that we understand that the Laotian government (GOL) always retained complete
authority and ownership over “its” forests. The international experts in the project were
never anything but advisors to the GOL. Regardless of how the project documents were
worded, the interests of the GOL certainly prevailed over the interests and aims of these
expats (in the cases where the two did not converge).
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[which] contain relatively concentrated blocks of evergreen/semi-evergreen
forest of at least 7,500 ha on slopes of 25 degrees or less”, “[and where]
forest blocks […] constitute at least 40% of the total PFA area. (EIA: 29).

Furthermore, any given PFA
[should] only be considered where potentially operable forest is within 15
km of an existing district road; and within 75 km by district road of an existing processing facility and the provincial capital to ensure economic viability of hauling and easy management and control by authorities” (ibid.).

Finally,
[the project’s PFAs should not be] restricting access to traditional resources or
result in potentially negative impacts to local communities. (Ibid. my italics)

But did SUFORDs more stringently selected PFAs really adhere to the
criteria that the project itself had set up? At least as concerns the last criterion listed above, the answer must be in the negative: as will be shown,
there can be little doubt that the project’s PFAs did impact traditional
resource use in a strongly negative manner.
Although SUFORDs management plans encompassed the entire areas
within the selected PFAs, far from all this territory was designated as production forest areas (i.e. for timber harvesting and timber regeneration).
Rather – just as in a shifting cultivation system, some of the PFA forestland was meant to be used for forest regrowth – whilst only a smaller
portion of the total PFA land was to be used for timber harvesting on any
given year. (The total percentage of the harvestable area varied depending
on how much of the PFA was considered to be sloping more than 25
degrees).
We will soon review in more detail how SUFORD “divided the land”
(below). Suffice to say here, that the major difference between SUFORDs
forestry system and the shifting cultivation system, was that SUFORD’s
aim was to produce timber to generate state revenue, whereas the local
cultivation was aimed at producing food for the local communities. SUFORD’s operational documents are vague on the issue of revenue sharing
with local communities. (The foreigners and the MoAF disagreed on this
issue.) Until the time that I left Laos, the local communities had received
virtually nothing in payment for extraction of timber from what they
considered their forests.
Within the project space (i.e. the PFAs), furthermore, all agriculture
and most gathering activities (such as rattan collection) were to be con-
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fined to the zones formally defined as suitable for such activities by the
project. Shifting cultivation was generally not accepted as a legitimate agricultural activity by the project (see below).
Accepted agricultural forms (as defined by the Project Management
from the outset) were to be confined to the zones defined by the project
as “village use land”. Agricultural activities would not be allowed in areas
reserved as the project’s timber zone (the latter which included both the
areas for timber harvest, and the areas for timber regeneration). Finally,
agricultural activities (and many gathering activities) would also be excluded from areas defined by the project as “strict protection forest”.
Overall, the imposition of these “categorisations” and “definitions” on the
local village-forest landscapes meant that the total area available for shifting cultivation was dramatically reduced.
The second part of the Planning Stage involved preparing the land-use
maps for each PFA; i.e. the classification of the spaces within each PFA.
This was done by first producing “preliminary maps” of all the PFAs using satellite imagery. Then, district staff used these preliminary maps to
make a rapid ground-check that the preliminary maps were correct. Supposedly, at this stage, they would also make consultations with the local
communities. Once this ground-check had been completed, the mapping
staff (GIS staff) at the national forestry office in Vientiane would enter
any corrections and adjustments, and produce the final maps of the
PFAs.137 These “ground-checks” had to be dealt with very quickly, since
the real project activities could not commence before this step was finished. For this purpose, district forestry officers, doubling as SUFORD
representatives, had to quickly travel around the villages, organise Village
Forest Groups and make sure they “agreed” with the preliminary zonations of their village landscape (by collecting signatures from a specified
number of VFO members in each village).

137
The PFAs (which could cover several districts but would always be confined within a
single province) would also be subdivided into sub-FMAs (sub-Forest Management Areas),
all of which would be located within particular districts (never overlap district borders). In
terms of the organisation of the local communities for forestry work, these sub-FMAs appeared to be the relevant unit.
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Table 8.3 (left/top) and Table 8.4 (right/bottom): The SUFORD AF selected PFAs in 5 provinces and details of forest
management planning area. Source: SUFORD AF Implementation Plan 2008: 6.
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In sum, SUFORD’s PFAs had been selected in areas which were considered as having neither “too much” ecologically valuable forest (since
this would preclude timber extraction) nor “too little” harvestable forest
(because then they would not be economically viable as PFAs). To exploit
timber in areas considered of very high ecological value would have run
counter to the Forest Stewardship Council’s and WWF’s jointly established forestry standards and thus precluded FSC certification (which
SUFORD wanted to attain). The safeguard mechanism used to make sure
that timber was not harvested from ecologically and culturally valuable
forests was based on the concept of High Conservation Value (Forest)
(HCVF). It was understood that the project would apply this concept
when it identified “protection forest” areas within the PFAs.138
The main categories used by SUFORD AF to identify the relevant
spaces within its selected PFAs are outlined in Table 8.4. As can be seen
in the table, the Implementation Plan has calculated how much of the
total area of each of the PFAs is made up of each of these forest categories
(in percent). Some of the most relevant categories for my analysis are:
“production forest area”, “regeneration forest area”, “degraded forest
area”, “DD forest area (village use) [DD stands for dry dipterocarps]” and
“protection forest area” (Table 8.4). I find it very interesting that these
categories have already been so clearly defined at the very outset of the
project. Also, note that the percentages that have been applied to all the
new PFAs are the same. That is, all the PFAs have exactly the same percentage of “village use land” and “protection forest” (etc.) from the very
outset of the project. This would imply that the territories of all the PFAs
were really identically structured in terms of these percentages.139
Even if the PFAs had been carefully selected precisely to fulfil these
percentage “quotas”, it is extremely unlikely that the social fabric of the
landscape should conform precisely to these percentages (cf. the fact that
“village use” land is defined as 30%). Indeed, even as concerns the “protection forest area” it is highly unlikely that all the PFAs – de facto –
would have exactly the same percentage of particularly ecologically (and
culturally) valuable forests (as per the HCV concept, see below). In other
words, these categorisations are part of a plan to be imposed on the landscape, rather than a map of the landscape.

138

For details about the Forest Stewardships Council’s HCV forest concept, see Forest
Stewardship Council (2014).
139
Admittedly, the project has identified that different the different PFAs have a different
percentage of sloping land, and hence, ultimately different (total) percentages of “production
forest”, since “production forest areas” are calculated only for land sloping less than 25
degrees.
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Categorising the forest: controlled-use zones
The Operations Manual provides a series of detailed “specifications” to be
used as guidance when categorising the space within the PFAs (and subcompartments). These categories are shown in Table 8.4. Importantly, the
manual divides these various categories into “controlled-use areas”, “production forest” areas and, finally, “conservation/protection forest areas”.
No other conceptual slots existed (OM: 4). These latter categories do not
completely overlap with those presented in Table 8.4. For example, “timber production”, livestock grazing, (“controlled”) agriculture and NTFP
collection, was to take place within the “controlled use zones”:
Controlled-use zones
a)

Timber production zone. This zone should have a stand volume
(counting those trees with DBH 20 cm and above) of at least 70
m3/ha for lowland forests or at least 60 m3/ha for upland forests.

b)

Future timber production zone. This zone includes regeneration forests, which have stand volume (counting those trees with DBH 20 cm
and above) of at least 30 m3/ha but below 70 m3/ha for lowland forest, or at least 30 m3/ha but below 60 m3/ha for upland forest, and
degraded forests, which have stand volume (counting those trees with
DBH 20 cm and above) that is below 30 m3/ha.

c)

Village-use production zone. Dry dipterocarp forests are typical of
this zone. Timber harvesting is allowed for customary uses, i.e. for village and household construction, but commercial timber production
is not allowed because of the slow growth of trees in these forests.
Nevertheless, high canopied dry dipterocarp forests are relatively fast
growing and may be managed as a part of the timber production
zone.

d)

Forest plantation zone. This zone includes former degraded forests
that have been converted to forest plantations. (OM: 18)

From the point of view of the project, the vital category of course was the
production forest zones; it was here that the revenue-generating timber
extraction would take place. It was towards this end – the generation of
state revenue – that the entire project eventually aimed. If the project did
not generate timber revenue, the GOL would simply discontinue it. The
other over-arching category, was that of the “protection” zones, subdivided into “strict protection zones” and “zones where forest utilisation
may be allowed”. These zones are based on the High Conservation Value
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concept outlined briefly above. The OM outlines the HCVF areas as follows:
HCV1. Forest areas containing globally, regionally or nationally significant concentrations of biodiversity values (e.g. endemism, endangered species, refugia). […]
HCV2. Forest areas containing globally, regionally or nationally significant large landscape level forests, contained within, or containing the management unit, where viable populations of most if not all naturally occurring species exist in natural patterns of distribution and abundance. Contiguous forests with a total area of at least 10,000 ha, which are not fragmented or contain only light fragmentation, can be considered as HCV2.
HCV3. Forest areas that are within or contain rare, threatened or endangered ecosystems. Lao PDR still has considerable areas of lowland forests
which should be protected and maintained, as well as limestone karsts forests. […]
HCV4. Forest areas that provide basic services of nature in critical situations (e.g. riparian buffers, watershed protection, erosion control, wind or
fire protection). Protection forests when found in a PFA fall in the category of HCV4.
HCV5. Forest areas fundamental to meeting basic needs of local communities (e.g. subsistence, health). Lao forests constitute an important source
of NTFPs which villagers rely upon for basic needs. If villagers decide that
certain forest compartments are their main NTFP collection sites, those
compartments should be considered as HCV5.
HCV6. Forest areas critical to local communities’ traditional cultural identity (areas of cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance identified in cooperation with such local communities). HCV6 inside PFAs include sacred forests and spirit forests. (OM: 15)

Recall, however, that the PFAs had already been selected such that they
would be located within areas which did not have an excessive percentage
of “protection forests” (as per Table 8.4). In other words the PFAs were,
generally speaking, demarcated in forest areas already considered and
defined as “degraded forests” and which were assumed not to have very
large areas set aside for protection (Table 8.4 specifies 10%), nor very
large areas reserved for village use (Table 8.4 specifies 30%). Furthermore, the OM specifically states that HCV1-3 should defined by project
staff at provincial level or national level since these areas are “biodiversity
related” (ibid.).
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Most importantly, most of the human uses were assumed – according
to the plan – to take place within the “village use areas” (as per Table 8.4).
This in itself, was highly controversial. We will return to this point later.
Furthermore, as evidenced by the categorisations outlined above, there
is no mentioning of shifting cultivation at all. Despite this, it will be my
contention that most (but not all) of the project’s “production forest areas” (which were confined to the controlled-use zones within the forest
areas designated as either “degraded forest” or “regeneration forest”)
were, by project design, located within the forest areas that had previously
been used for shifting cultivation.
Finally, we should note the somewhat paradoxical but central notion
that all these production forest activities were to take place within “natural
forest”. SUFORD AFs task was the sustainable production of timber
within “natural forest”.
According to the project’s technical definition, a “natural forest” was a
[f]orest established by natural processes over a long period of time resulting in a community of plants and animals and other bio-physical condition, as opposed to a forest plantation established in a few years by seeding
or planting seedlings of usually a single or a few species. (Toolbox: VII)

The “natural forests”, as has already been stated, also included what the
project defined as “degraded forest”:
A [natural] forest or a part thereof whose underlying condition is deemed
well below that required to meet a given objective, usually timber production. Using stand volume as criterion, a forest is said to be degraded if its
average stand volume has fallen below 30 m3/ha. (Toolbox: IV)

In other words, in the technical forestry perspective guiding the project,
natural forest is contrasted with forest plantations (i.e., industrial forest
plantations), not with fallow forests. However, the local understanding of
fallow forest, which constitutes the basis for the shifting-cultivation practice, is not commented on or discussed at all – presumably because of the
aspirations of scientific objectivity of the project documents. And yet,
these ambitions come to nought as is evidenced in the second concept –
that of degraded forest – which partly overlaps with that of natural forest; it
is defined not in terms of its objective, ecological properties but in relation to a given economic objective – i.e., the production of a specific volume of timber in the context of industrial forestry. Although the actual
forest labelled as “degraded” is likely to include fallow forest as under-
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stood by local swidden farmers, that possibility is not considered by the
project.
In sum, the production forests were thus, simultaneously, defined as
both “degraded” and “natural”. There is nowhere in the project’s operational documents (OM; IP; Toolbox) any analysis of how and why the
supposedly “natural forests” were “degraded” in the first place. The main
answer to this mystery, of course, was that these forests had been (and
were being) used by local communities for shifting cultivation – for generations.
Although, shifting cultivation is not mentioned anywhere in the discussion about “controlled-use areas”, it is mentioned cursorily when the
details of “forest protection” are outlined
Forest protection plan
A forest protection plan should cover all kinds of destructive agents that
may operate in a sub-FMA and should include the following elements:
a)

Protecting natural forests from unplanned conversion.

b)

Reducing and putting an end to shifting cultivation.

c)

Protecting trees, other plants, and wildlife from illegal harvesting or
poaching.

d)

Protecting against destructive forest fires. Protecting against forest
pests and diseases, particularly if the sub-FMA includes forest plantations of a single species. (OM: 23).

As is evident in later sections of the Operations Manual, the project does
technically define a specific subset of degraded forest as “fallow land” – but
with a definition which is in no way based on local views – namely land
that contains
[…] less than 10% of original forest cover […] [and] less than 100
trees/ha” (OM: 34).

It is my estimation (based on discussions with my assistant-cum-forester
as well as definitions provided in the operational documents), that such a
definition of a “fallow forest” actually only corresponds to fallows which
are about 2-6 years old or younger. By implementing such a definition the
project was thus forcing the locals into an extremely short-cycled pattern
of shifting cultivation. Furthermore, during my fieldwork in Sekong, I
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was invariably told by the villagers that project staff had instructed them
not to expand cultivation into areas with trees “thicker than a man’s
thigh” (roughly the equivalent of DBH 20cm – which was part of the
project’s definition of “natural forest” as opposed to fallow forest). Of
course, this excluded villagers from the use of many good fallow forests.
Whatever negative effects the project had, although none were foreseen,
they were assumed to be offset by the “Village Development Component”
of the project. That unit was tasked with helping the communities set up
wet rice agriculture, cash-crop farming, and pulpwood schemes in the
appropriate sections of the PFA spaces (or outside the edges of the PFAs;
the project counted villages located close to the edges as project villages).
I cannot judge whether the Village Development Unit was ultimately
successful or not in its tasks. What can be said for certain, however, is that
the project was hostile to shifting cultivation as a livelihood form.
To summarise, what we see is that the project imposes its own definitions of the forest and landscape on the local communities. Ultimately,
these definitions – once they are strictly enforced – will inevitably cause
the shifting cultivation system to collapse: rotational shifting cultivation
cannot be functional without large fallow areas. Through the imposition
of technical definitions such as the project categories discussed above,
based on notions derived from industrial forestry, much of the traditional
resource base will, de facto, be taken away from the shifting-cultivating
communities.

High Conservation Values (vs local perceptions)
While detailing the step by step procedure of the Planning Stage, the
Operations Manual strongly emphasises that it is of utmost importance
that project staff carefully respect the concept of High Conservation Value
Forests (HCVFs) when doing their mapping and inventory work. The
HCV categories, outlined above, have been defined jointly by the FSC
(Forest Stewardship Council) and the WWF, and are meant to ensure not
only that both ecologically important and culturally and economically
valued forest areas are left undisturbed by timber production enterprises
who wish to label their timber with the FSC label.
Although the HCV(F) concept is mentioned frequently in many of the
project documents listed above, probably because of its importance as a
safeguard that the project’s forestry activities would be both “sustainable”
and “participatory”, the HCV concept does not in any way take shifting
cultivation into consideration. The HCV5 concept could perhaps have
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been interpreted to include shifting cultivation, but, instead, only mentions NTFPs (non-timber forest products):
HCV5. Forest areas fundamental to meeting basic needs of local communities (e.g. subsistence, health). Lao forests constitute an important source
of NTFPs which villagers rely upon for basic needs. If villagers decide that
certain forest compartments are their main NTFP collection sites, those
compartments should be considered as HCV5.

I take the fact that the HCV5 concept considers NTFPs but ignore shifting cultivation, to be a direct consequence of the assumption that NTFP
gathering (or even production) was not competing with the primary objectives of the project, i.e. timber production. As opposed to shifting cultivation, which is usually a non-sequitur in discussions with conservationist
and development agents, there is often a much more open-minded attitude towards the harvesting of NTFPs. Thus, both developers and conservationists seem to agree that local communities should be entitled to
continue using “non-timber forest products” and that these collecting
activities should not have to suffer because of interventions in the forestry
sectors. Reasonable as this might seem, such a definition boils down to a
political act, one which removes villagers’ control over the large trees
within their village-forest territories (cf. Emery and McLain 2001; Foppes
2004a; Århem, N. 2010). Again, the NTFP concept, a concept which
separates the large trees from non-tree “products” is an external concept
imposed on villagers from outside. The concept defines what can be discussed (at “participatory” meetings) and what cannot. In fact, it is fairly
obvious that precisely the trees were the most commercially valuable
product within the village-forest territories.
The Environmental Impact Analysis of the project (EIA) recognises
the importance of non-timber forest products in the project area. It also
emphasises that that NTFP collection is often – among most indigenous
groups – a female activity. It also recognises, despite this fact, that the
project had not been successful in achieving female participation in the
project activities. Furthermore, the project was aware of the fact that
state-authorised timber extraction had already taken a severe toll on the
existing NTFP resources in many project areas (see, for example, SIA:
25). The project also hired one of the foremost experts on NTFPs in
Laos, Joost Foppes, to advise the project on these issues. In a paper produced prior to his engagement with SUFORD, Foppes points out not
only the paramount role that NTFPs play in guaranteeing the health and
food security of rural groups, but also that the NTFPs need to be considered as an integrated part of the rotational shifting cultivation system of
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the upland indigenous groups (Foppes and Ketphanh 2004b). Unfortunately, in 2010, under unclear circumstances, the project saw itself obliged
to fire Foppes. As was the case with the EIAs and SIAs warnings that
proper attention must be given to shifting cultivation in the project communities, it seems that, again, the operational plan of the project only
heads these warnings to some extent (in the case of shifting cultivation,
however, the issue is simply ignored).
The question arises, given these “safeguarding mechanisms” of the project (particularly, the HCV concept), in what manner could the local
communities retain any control of their real forests? It would seem that
the only HCV concept that, at least in theory, could allow communities
to protect certain forest areas, would be the HCV6 concept:
[…] forest areas critical to local communities’ traditional cultural identity
(areas of cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance identified
in cooperation with such local communities) [would be respected]. HCV6
inside PFAs includes sacred forests and spirit forests (OM: 15)
But, alas:
Maintenance of religious and cultural practices is usually not a primary or
secondary objective since sites for these purposes are usually small […]
(OM: 17)

Furthermore, the Operations Manual makes it clear that, within the PFAs,
the protection of HCVs “should not usually be ranked as primary objectives” (OM: 17). In fact, only those objectives related to timber production, are listed as “expected” to be of primary importance. This is to be
understood in light of the fact that the PFAs had – presumably – already
been appropriately delineated (for production purposes) from the outset.
It is also added that the DOF or DFMU (forestry units) may add
changes as they see fit. In theory, then, the villagers, through their VFOs,
were supposed to be able to influence how the zonation of their forests
was carried out. In reality, however, the local project staff instructed the
villagers how they ought to use the landscape (remember, that almost all
direct interaction with villagers regarding the zonation process was carried
out in the field, far away from the international project staff in Vientiane).
In sum, the line of reasoning of the project’s operational documents
(which, in my impression, were the documents which directly shaped the
project’s implementation on the ground) manifests an unwarranted confidence in the correctness of the project’s initial design – at the very outset.
For example, in the villages of Kaleum district, this presumption about
the relative insignificance of spirit forests was plainly wrong. It is correct
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that, in other regions of Laos, most of which have already been heavily
affected by resettlement campaigns and logging operations, many communities maintained only very small forest patches as their sacred “village
grove”, but in Kaleum we could observe that large swathes of forest were
considered “spirit forests” (see the next chapter). Indeed, in the Kaleum
communities, most of which were still almost completely dependent on
shifting cultivation, there appeared to be only two types of forest, namely
one type that was reserved for the spirits (and could be used also by humans for hunting and/or gathering – but not cultivation), and another
that was reserved for rotational shifting cultivation (cf. Chapter 5).
Furthermore, in the Kaleum communities we visited, shifting cultivation was often a sine qua non without which many of the important
NTFPs would not be available to the local communities (much as harvestable grasses and other plants in certain European landscapes were, and still
are, only available in meadows kept open by livestock grazing or periodic
farming/harvesting activities). Other NTFPs were only available, or primarily available, in the spirit forests, but the project specifically opposed the
notion that HCV1 or HCV6 (forest areas with high biodiversity value
and high cultural value respectively) could simultaneously be considered
as HCV5 (areas crucial for subsistence needs).
Despite the fact that large portions of the Kaleum landscape are perceived by the villagers as “spirit forests”, they have not been able to use
that concept to protect these culturally and, for them, economically important forest areas. Indeed, it seems that, prior to the SUFORD project,
precisely the spirit forests were the first to be targeted by commercial
timber companies which – with permits from GOL – entered Kaleum to
extract timber. Given the level of exploitation that had already taken place
(or was still going on) when the SUFORD project entered the scene, it is
hard to say whether the project’s overall impact on these communities has
been – or will be – positive or negative.
At a more general level, however, what can be said with some certainty
is that, for the reasons discussed above, the indigenous communities targeted by the project stand to lose a great deal from the establishment of
production forest areas within their village territories. Whether villagers
might eventually gain something in compensation for what they lose is
still very much in the clouds. The concept of High Conservation Value
(HCV) and its role in the implementation of the project is mentioned
here only as a case in point, an example of how problematic technical
concepts such as HCV, NTFP and others (discussed above) could actually
be. The HCV concept, purportedly, was designed to protect both “natural” and “cultural” values, but it also defined the democratic or participa-
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tory space within which villagers could or could not influence project
decisions and assert their rights and interests.
In theory, the local communities could perhaps have argued that they
wanted a certain area to be excluded from the project’s area because they
needed the area for NTFP collection, or because they considered the area
“culturally important”. All of this, however, would presuppose that the
local communities understood what the project was really about and what
rights they had under the project regime – which, I claim, they generally
did not. The local communities were never properly informed about the
objectives of the project.

The “village-use areas” controversy
One of the most noteworthy aspects of the operational documents, however, was the manner in which they had defined “village use” land/forest.
As we may recall from Table 8.4 (above), this category was defined at a
fixed 30% in all the PFAs of the project. The IP manual states that the
village-use land is to be located on “DD forest areas” (dry dipterocarp
forest). In the OM, we may read:
Village-use production zone: Dry dipterocarp forests [DD forests] are
typical of this zone. Timber harvesting is allowed for customary uses, i.e.
for village and household construction, but commercial timber production
is not allowed because of the slow growth of trees in these forests. Nevertheless, high canopied dry dipterocarp forests are relatively fast growing
and may be managed as a part of the timber production zone. (OM: 18)

The rationale for the selection of the DD forests as the village-use land, is
laid forth in straightforward terms: these are areas of little interest for the
timber harvesting component of the project. It also happens to be that the
total percentage (for all the new PFAs) of DD forests is 32 % (IP: 5). So,
voilà: “village use area”.
Of course, in some regard, these figures are meant to be target figures,
rather than the final figures. But how much would the project allow reality to differ from the plan? In any case, this way of categorizing the village-use land highlights – perhaps more than anything else that has been
mentioned so far – the problematic nature of the project’s Master Plan.
In all the shifting cultivating Katuic and North Bahnaric villages that I
visited in both Sekong and Attapeu provinces, which were located in or
adjacent to dry dipterocarp forests, the local inhabitants claimed that they
did not – and could not – use the DD forests for shifting cultivation (cf.
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Århem, N. 2010).140 Such forests were simply unsuitable for shifting cultivation and they had never been used for shifting cultivation in the past.
Furthermore, villagers in some of the communities visited claimed to have
formerly resided in non-DD forest areas, i.e. in moist forests, and to have
been resettled out of those areas by the GOL.
Many of those resettled villages continued to carry out shifting cultivation in the moist forests of their former village lands – but their farming
was now illegal. Their moist “home-forests” were now classified as either
protection forests or timber production forests managed by SUFORD
and GOL. In other words, with a simple technical definition such as this
one, the SUFORD project had reified and validated the GOL’s grand
resettlement programme and further alienated a large number of shifting
cultivating communities from their traditional forest land.
Table 8.4, inconspicuous as it might seem, contains enough information to indicate that SUFORD’s plan ultimately was not based on “realities on the ground” but was designed to reshape the cultural, social and
natural fabric of the landscape to fit the Plan. Considering that the PFAs
of the project affected about 150,000 people, the project should qualify as
an example of a large-scale socio-natural engineering endeavour.
Overall, as became clear when I worked for the project, the project rarely
attempted to find out if (and to what extent) PFA-designated forests had
actually been used for shifting cultivation. Shifting cultivation forest is
only mentioned on a select few project tables and maps, but in those instances only minimal percentages of the total PFA land is labelled as such.
Instead, the project had a clear preference for using “neutral” and “technical” forest definitions as those delineated above, definitions which actually
said nothing about the previous usage or non-usage of the forests at hand.
Let us also recall that, as per the project’s stated aims, it was set to manage
only “natural forests”, but, in fact, a large percentage of these (“natural”)
forests appear as “degraded” in the projects tables and maps (cf. Table
8.4).
There was a logic to this apparent paradox: a PFA which had been established on (non-degraded) “natural” forestland could be criticised on
environmental grounds while a PFA established in “cultural” space could
– likewise – be challenged on cultural grounds. The labelling used by the
project had the effect of avoiding both these pitfalls.
Clearly, there was a discrepancy here between, on the one hand, the illusory reality evoked by the technical definitions used by the project and,
140

In Kaleum district (Sekong) there were hardly any DD forests at all.
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on the other, factual reality on the ground – i.e., the way the forest were
actually used by the shifting cultivating communities targeted by the project. This discrepancy suggests the inapplicability of the technical forestry
terminology to the reality of shifting cultivation. In other words, from the
project’s point of view, the local forestry system was illegible – and needed
to be reshaped in conformity with the state policy and international forestry standards.

Problems of forest-land categorisation: a summing up
SUFORDs mapping process, in fact, began long before the first project
personnel even “touched the ground” in the local communities; it began
when the project’s consultants, together with their national counterparts,
began the selection of the new PFA areas based primarily on satellite imagery (OM). Although this preliminary mapping (which included a provisional subdivision into natural forest land and village land) was meant to
be adjusted during subsequent field surveys, the authority of these draft
maps prepared in Vientiane was such that they were never questioned by
the villagers (or the local forestry officers) and, thus, simply “confirmed”
in the field.
To be sure, some of my foreign superiors working for the project insisted that all the land which the villagers considered as either present or
future agricultural land should be classified as such and excluded from the
areas delineated as production forests – i.e., that such “fallow forests”
should not be included within zones designated for timber production (or
timber regeneration) within the PFA. To my knowledge, however, the
local foresters – doubling as SUFORD staff – continued their work as
usual until the project was discontinued in 2012. That is, the foresters on
the ground continued to adhere to the practice of designating the different land categories primarily according to the biophysical characteristics of
the different forest zones (as per above).
This should come as no surprise, however, since the government vision
was effectively enshrined in the project’s steering documents. Although
the FLUZ teams (the zonation teams) were meant to “take into account”
the views and observations contained in my own report to the project (N.
Århem 2010), which are roughly the ones I present here, they probably
did so only to a very small degree. As a matter of fact, to address the issues raised in my report (and in this chapter) would have required a complete redesign of the entire Project Plan – something which, of course,
was out of the question. In short, the problem boiled down to the fact
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that the project and the local communities were actually competing for
the same spaces in the forest – and for the same resources.
Compounding the problem of “participation” was the fact that the
Laotian staff on the project always insisted that the villagers should stop
their shifting cultivation (as required by the government regulations) and,
specifically, that the villagers – on pain of being severely fined – should
not “expand” their agriculture into the “forest”. To the project foresters
(according to villagers), the “forest” was all the area where trees were
“older than 10 years” or where tree trunks were wider than 20 cm. From
the local point of view, however, there was no reason why a fallow could
not be older than 10 years or include trees with trunks somewhat thicker
than 20 cm. Indeed, as we have seen, for shifting cultivation to be efficient and sustainable, fallow periods should preferably be about 10 years
or longer.
Here, then, was a contradiction between government policy and traditional land use, between foresters, on the one hand, and villagers (and the
anthropologist), on the other. But the instructions of the project’s Operations Manual remained unchanged. There was no “policy space” for
changing the anti-shifting cultivation stance. The ambition to be “participatory”, at least in the Western sense of the term, was therefore unrealistic.
In reality, then, the forestry officers on the project simply continued
enforcing the government policies in the target villages; they basically
instructed villagers to “stabilise” their cultivation system and confine it to
areas considered by GOL as adequate, i.e., areas containing trees whose
trunks were “not thicker than a man’s thigh”. A typical rule of thumb was
also that “stabilised” agricultural land should be located in “the correct
place”, i.e., adjacent to the (resettled) village on level and accessible land.
In this manner, the GOL ensured that the land was being used “rationally” – even if this, in practice, implied increasingly unsustainable shortcycle swidden cultivation. According to both GOL and SUFORD, it was
considered more reasonable that agriculture should be carried out in a
continuous stretch of land adjacent to the village settlement (than to continue the field-forest mixture implied by shifting cultivation), and that all
“natural forest” beyond the agricultural land should be left untouched (on
the Western farm model). As will be substantiated in the next chapter,
this cultural “logic” was entirely foreign to that of the local shifting cultivators.
In sum, the zonation process – almost by default – failed to accurately
map the landscape as it was locally perceived. There were several reasons
for this failure: First and foremost was the fact that the local government
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officers that doubled as project staff were already deeply committed to the
official anti-shifting cultivation policy which they were not prepared to
question. But there was also the fact that local communities had long been
aware of the forestry agents’ negative views on shifting cultivation. This
led to shifting cultivation land (both currently used land and fallow forests
for future use) being severely under-reported to the project officers. Thus:
1) Local communities under-reported the areas where they carried
out shifting cultivation since they knew that they were not allowed to carry out shifting cultivation in “natural forest” (as defined by the project staff).
2) The project primarily claimed (moderately) degraded forest for
future timber production, but would also re-categorise much of
the more degraded forests as “zones for regeneration of production forest”.
3) Both SUFORD and the local communities aspired to protect the
old-growth forest, albeit for different reasons (see below).
4) The GOL allocated “degraded” forests to the project since it
wanted SUFORD’s expertise to “restock” forests where timber
had already been extracted. The many large, remote and littleexploited forest areas thus remained largely outside the scope of
the project.
The ironic result of this miscommunication between the villagers and
project staff was that they both used the term “production forest” (“pa
palit”) for the same areas of forestland but meant entirely different things:
for villagers, the term meant land suitable for shifting cultivation while,
for the project staff, it meant land designated for “timber harvesting” –
implying that the land was unavailable for local shifting cultivation. The
officers could not – or did not want to – convey to the villagers the technical meaning of what they meant with “production forest”.
Once the forestland had been mapped and zonated in a preliminary
fashion – as indicated above – there was the additional task of making the
whole enterprise “participatory”. This task effectively consisted in “seeking
agreement with”, or confirmation from, the villagers about categorisations already made by the project staff – i.e., making sure that the villagers
agreed to the plan at hand. It is in this last regard that the project, in my
opinion, most conspicuously fell short of its lofty ambitions.
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The Village Development Component and the politics of
participation
Unlike virtually all other actors operating in the Laotian forestry sector
(private timber companies, infrastructure development companies etc.),
SUFORD actually had a comprehensive plan to mitigate and compensate
for at least a part of its environmental impact through its forest regeneration schemes. It was in this context that some analysts criticized the deal
struck between SUFORD (read WB/FINNIDA) and the GOL which
required SUFORD to sponsor the village development process in the
villages targeted by the project (c.f. Hodgdon 2006; Hodgdon 2007).
Why should SUFORD – among all the far more destructive actors – bear
the cost of village development? The EIA discusses the same problem in
relation to the large percentage of the timber revenue that the project had
to provide for the VDF (Village Development Fund):
The application of the 20% contribution to the VDF from a project that
has natural forest regeneration and biodiversity conservation as main objectives seems illogical. It would be more reasonable to require that those
development projects that result in forest depletion and forest cover loss,
i.e. major access construction, conversions to plantations, agricultural developments and reservoir clearances, should be the main revenue source for
the VDF [Village Development Fund]. Such projects should be assessed a
relatively high VDF surcharge for salvaged commercial timber, with participatory sustainable natural forest management projects being assessed either a minimal surcharge or none at all. (EIA: 33-34).

The issue is actually more critical than it first appears, since, as Hodgdon
(2007) pointed out, it is actually far less lucrative to carry out sustainable
forestry than unsustainable forestry. In my opinion, it is easy to get the
impression that SUFORD was simply being “played” by certain powerful
actors in the Laotian political establishment (who were simply attempting
to get foreign entities to foot bills that needed to be paid anyway).
The VDF was thus a key element in the project’s village development
program, which, in turn, appeared to function as a “lubricant” easing
friction and tension concerning the project’s timber-harvesting operations.
This, however, was not the role the fund was meant to play according to
the designers of the project. According to the Master Plan, the timberharvesting activities were actually meant to be attractive to the villagers in
and of themselves – presumably because timber revenues would be shared
with the local communities.
However, the GOL never agreed with SUFORD about this revenuesharing mechanism (wherefore the reports typically state that the issue is
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“pending” and do not mention specific percentages). As a result, no revenue-sharing scheme was, as far as I know, ever agreed upon between the
project and the local communities, making this the single most controversial issue surrounding the project – a project which claimed itself to be
“participatory”. Hodgdon sums up many of the problems that we have
described:
Villager input into the development of the management plans that SUFORD is writing has been substandard […]. The lack of buy-in from villagers is a direct result of the new philosophy laid out in the PSFM model:
all land belongs to the state. Villagers are given the right to be involved
with forestry, but really only as laborers. They do not have the sort of decision-making power that they were granted under FOMACOP, which was
the main reason many in the government did not like “village forestry.” As
a top-level official stated bluntly at the final meeting of the “Pilot Forest
Certification Project” in October 2004 – jointly supported by WWF and
TFT – “You are trying to certify the old system here, the FOMACOP system. FOMACOP was a pilot. It is finished. It was shown not to work. Villagers can be involved in forestry work, but they should not be involved in
the timber business. In reality, village livelihoods have very little to do with
forestry. Why should they be involved?” This statement sums up succinctly
the government view: villagers can be laborers, but not decision makers.
They can be paid to do the work of inventory and harvesting, but they
can’t make decisions about management or log sales. That is the role solely
of the state. The idea that villagers – in many cases ethnic minorities –
should have decision making power over a valuable resource like timber,
and that they should be given a significant share of the profits, is anathema
to the political culture that dominates in Laos. The new system of PSFM is
closer to what is acceptable to the Lao government than FOMACOP’s
model. PSFM delineates all areas with good standing timber as Production
Forest Areas which belong to the state, not communities. Unsurprisingly,
villagers are increasingly reticent to get involved. Changes in the legislation
– not to mention the way logging actually takes place on the ground – now
mean that their involvement in forestry is “all work and no benefits,” as
one villager in Khammouane put it to the author in 2005 (Hodgdon
2006: 5-6).

The technical construction of participation
During fieldwork, I could observe how the Village Development Fund
(ca USD 4,000) was construed by local and provincial officials as a reward for cooperating with SUFORD. What was controversial about this
was how this contrasted with the fact that the local officials appeared not
to have explained the real purpose of the project to the local communities.
From the local point of view, the project appeared no different from the
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commercial logging companies that had already visited the villages –
companies which had extracted large quantities of local timber without
paying the local communities (as they were only required to share revenues with GOL). It was here that the promised USD 4,000 of the VDF
could play a role in the process of obtaining approval for the project by
the villagers.
I was not the only person to feel that the project was being “sold” to
local communities on false premises – that the local staff working for the
project did not properly explain the full purpose of the project to the villagers. The SIA report from 2008, for example, highlighted this particular
problem and quoted an earlier report:
In some districts visited, the status of SUFORD is not clearly presented to
the targeted communities. During discussions with key informants, we
found evidences that the information handled to communities is fragmented and incomplete. Sometimes it was almost like DAFO staff are trying to sell the project to villagers, avoiding for instance to mention that
SUFORD is supposed to promote participatory sustainable forest management in village areas but only emphasizing forest protection and community development support which of course sounds good to the people.
(Daviau 2006:146)

To be fair, SUFORD’s foreign experts were fully aware of the fact that
without a decent revenue-sharing system in place, the entire “participation” notion would clearly ring hollow. In fact, even SUFORD’s CTA
Esa Pustjärvi appeared to see the revenue sharing mechanism as a failure.
In 2011 he made a presentation in which he claimed that Laos’ forests
were essentially in grave danger because of this lack of revenue sharing
(MoAF [no date/2011]). This, he claimed, had become a stumbling block
when it came to getting the local communities fully involved in the project. Pustjärvi argued that Laos’ forests were too large to be efficiently
managed by its forestry service without involvement from the local communities – and the status quo (i.e., the status quo of the GOL’s “forest
monopoly”) – thus represented a serious threat to the future of Laos’
forests. 141
In the end, villagers were paid only a pittance for working with the
project as labourers, and were not entitled to share the revenue from the
141

In this presentation Mr. Pustjärvi showed that local communities were only being legally
awarded a petty 2% of the sale value of the timber logged from their forests (as compared as
compared to the 70% which went straight to the central government’s coffers). These furthermore, are the quotas indicating what the officials were supposed to pay the local communities, and there is every reason to expect the real percentage to be even lower (MoAF
[no date]).
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timber sold. On top of that, they would have to cede land previously used
for shifting cultivation, now reclassified and claimed by the project as
“regeneration areas” or even as actual timber-production forest (if the
fallows were old). One reason why few complaints were voiced by the
villagers over this issue was the powerful role played by the national forestry officials in the field; they were representatives of the state, powerful
men whose orders had to be obeyed. Even though these very same officers were now doubling as SUFORD representatives, the already longestablished hierarchical relationship between the state foresters and the
local communities was not about to change immediately.
One might think that the project must surely have anticipated this
problem and ensured that a “participatory” mechanism was put in place
which would allow the local communities to voice their concerns. Indeed,
but from the project’s point of view, “participation” was but one of hundreds of tasks which needed to be dealt with, and so its procedure for
establishing such participation (and “verifying” it) was highly “perfunctory”. Furthermore, in the SUFORD plans for each PFA, various
“agreements” had to be reached very quickly in each PFA, in each FMA
and in each Sub-FMA – because it was only after such “agreements” were
secured that the project activities could really begin. And so, naturally,
there was a lot of pressure to get such “agreements” very quickly.
It is instructive here to look at what the Operations Manual says about
the “PSFM planning stage” (the first stage in the four stages of the projects operation). The core issues of participation are all dealt with at this
initial stage, and we can read about them under subheading 2.3 in the
Operations Manual – “Extension and organizing of participating institutions”. It is here explained that the participatory process follows upon the
preparation of all the “preliminary” maps of the PFAs in question (using
satellite imagery and estimates of forest quality etc.). At this stage, then,
the participatory extension work begins. First the PSFM concept needs to
be explained to the district-level foresters:
DFMU [District Forest Management Unit] forest officers should be expected to be still unfamiliar with PSFM, hence the first PSFM training
workshop should provide them with a good grounding (…) the DFMU
forest officers should then introduce the PSFM concept and program of
activities to villagers during the first village work”. (OM: 10)

The manual goes on to explain that all the stages of the planning phase
(including introduction of the “PSFM concept”) should be attained during the first year. The manual also emphasises that a “village forestry organisation” (VFO) needs to be established as part of this planning stage
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and that – once such an organisation has been established (with the political chief of the village also automatically becoming the head of the VFO)
– then:
[...] a PSFM agreement should be entered into as early as possible, preferably as part of the process of establishing a GVFO [Group of Village
Forest Organisations]. After its signing, the PSFM agreement should be
confirmed by DAFO and PAFO. (Ibid. 32)

Perhaps there is no other way to implement an advanced and comprehensive plan such as this without following a tight schedule in which many
implementation stages need to be consecutively ticked off. Unfortunately,
the type of “participation” which was achieved in this manner was a very
hollow one – and one in which villagers did not fully understand the purpose and full implications of the project. Meanwhile, we may infer, the
District Forest Management Unit (DFMU) and provincial forestry officers, were under pressure from their superiors to complete their various
allocated “tasks” (i.e. obtaining agreements) on time.
From what I saw, the haste with which these tasks were implemented
in combination with the authority of those who actually implemented
them, namely government foresters at the provincial and district level, had
precisely the result that villagers did not have a clue about what the project really was about. In one village, the VFO representatives recalled
having been shown a video about forests and having been told “that forests are needed to make furniture and that if the forests were protected
then Laos could sell the oxygen produced by the forests to foreigners and
earn money”. In another village (in Kaleum district), the only thing the
villagers seemed to recall from a similar encounter with the provincial
foresters was that they (the forest officers) had told them that they should
“treat women as equals” (which they agreed with).
All these misunderstandings, whatever their manifold manifestations,
were essentially a consequence of the fact that the project officers did not
explain the palpable implications of the project – i.e., that commercially
valuable trees in the PFA would be cut and sold on the timber market and
that only a negligible compensation would be paid to the villagers for the
timber extracted. This flagrant withholding of information on the purpose
and character of the project on the part of the local project officers was, I
believe, a reflection of their interpretation of their duties vis-à-vis their
superiors at the district and province levels. From the point of view of
district and provincial officials (without longstanding familiarity with the
idea that state forestry needed to be “participatory”), their task was essen-
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tially to “collect” the various agreements required by the project in order
for it to proceed to its next phases.
When I commented on this issue, which struck me as highly problematic, I was told that the project leadership was aware of the problem but
that “it is a problem of communicating the complex PSFM concept to the
villagers”. (It was certainly true that the list of Project goals which were
distributed to local villages were formulated in a language that would have
made little sense to them.) To solve the problem, I was informed, “project
staff in Vientiane are developing more adequate ways to communicate the
project concept to the villagers and so make sure that the villagers would
understand its purpose and benefits”.
Both the international experts and their national counterparts were
working under the supposition that this difficulty of communicating the
complex project goals and procedures to the uneducated villagers was the
heart of the problem – a problem of pedagogy which eventually would be
resolved by finding the right way of formulating the message.
My own view is that the project and its goals could have been explained to the villagers fairly easily – if that had been what the local project officers really wanted. In the end, the real problem for the project was
that there were insufficient incentives for the villagers to join and engage
with the project and that the Laotian foresters working in the villages
knew this very well. How attractive was the PSFM model really to the villagers? What benefits would they really get from identifying, marking,
cutting and hauling timber for the GOL? Given the fact that the project
would effectively remove extensive areas of fallow forest – areas regarded
by the villages as future shifting cultivation fields – from local control
(turning them into “regeneration forest” for timber production), and that
virtually all the revenue from the timber production went directly to the
state, it was perhaps not surprising that many villages expressed little interest in the project.
The district and provincial project officers were, in all likelihood, aware
of this problem – and preferred to beat around the bush. In other words,
the root cause of the dissonance and miscommunication between the
project and the villagers was not only one of diverging cosmologies but
also and fundamentally one of conflicting interests.
What role did the VFOs (village forest organisations) play in the
whole project scheme? Nominally, the only potential influence over project decisions that villagers had was through these VFOs (the villages per
se had no such influence). What “rights” did these VFOs really have, and
to what extent could villagers, through the VFOs, influence the project’s
plans for their areas? Before attempting to answer these questions it is
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worth mentioning that the VFOs had many duties which they were expected to perform vis-à-vis the project (and that these were duties that the
project was supposed to pay for). From the project’s point of view, this
was a mutual relationship in that the project (through a DFMU team)
should:
[…] prepare the forest inventory design, train the village teams, enter into
a work contract with VFOs, assign compartments to be inventoried by
each village team, and provide field equipment and other materials to
VFOs for use by the village teams. Trained village teams should conduct
the forest inventory using equipment, forms, and other materials provided
to them by DFMU. The village forester should manage the fieldwork of
the village team(s) fulfilling the VFO obligations under the work contract.
(OM: 37)

These were some of the tasks to be carried out by the VFOs, and many
villagers actually felt that the project was “all work and no benefits" (as an
informant had stated to Hodgdon (2007). Furthermore, although the
VFOs were expected to govern villagers in all matters regarding the forest
– this in itself being a highly controversial issue because it actually upset
whatever traditional structures would have previously governed the usage
of the forest – very few details are specified as to how the VFOs were
supposed to be able to influence the project. My understanding is that the
only possible influence that the VFOs could have had over the project implementation was by means of providing information – during forest
zonation meetings held together with villages – leading to a correct and
“participatory” zonation of village forests. For the reasons detailed above,
however, VFOs would only rarely come up with such input (i.e., information that ran counter to the propositions formulated by the project foresters). Furthermore, as is explicitly stated in the project’s Implementation
Plan, the district forestry officials were at liberty to redraft, or ignore, any
agreements made at the VFO level.

Concluding remarks
The mapping and zonation of the forest is central to the modern, industrial way of relating to the forest. It is a particularly apt illustration of the
prototypically modern way of making the forest legible – measured, controlled and exploitable by and for the forest industry and the state. As
such, in this broad sense, mapping is part and parcel of the modernist
mode of apprehending and relating to the landscape. On this view, the
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forest becomes a resource to be commercially exploited and an object to
be mapped and closely examined – subdivided into distinct, presumably
objective, categories such as “natural forest”, “degraded natural forest”,
and so on.
But from the point of view of local shifting cultivators, the forest is not
divided into discrete units such as natural or cultural forests, or into primeval or degraded forests and even less so into forests for timber or nontimber use. Forests may be old, perhaps even primeval, but essentially the
forest is seen as a dynamic and fluid whole whose parts and subdivisions
form a graded space-time continuum from cultivated field and recent
fallow to successively older fallows and old-growth forest – eventually
vanishing beyond the horizon of known cultivation history into primeval,
uncultured and truly “natural”, forest… Each of these fluid categories of
forest has its own social and ecological characteristics, and its own significant products and uses. Accordingly, most NFTPs – such as rattan, wild
honey, specific types of bamboo, fungi species, and so forth – are intimately associated with particular segments of the spatial-temporal continuum constituting the local forest landscape. In other words, just as the
absolute distinction between field and forest makes little sense in the local
view, neither does that between cultivation and the gathering of nontimber forest products; accordingly there is no clear-cut distinction between harvesting the swiddens and harvesting the forest.
In my final analysis of the SUFORD project, I cannot reach any other
conclusion than that the project was purposively bent on breaking up and
effectively destroying the local indigenous livelihood forms (i.e. shifting
cultivation). It did so, partially aided by “safeguarding mechanisms” supplied by credible arbitrators such as the FSC and WWF (who – just like
the project – omit the crucial issue of shifting cultivation). The projects
managers, both foreign and national, expressed no concern or regret
about this state of matter, presumably because they assumed that they –
through the project’s Village Development Component – were going to
reconstitute the local livelihoods (from scratch, as it were) and create an
entirely new and vastly superior socio-economic reality for the indigenous
communities supposedly benefitting from the project.
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9. Mapping the Forest Mind: The VillageForest Landscape in Kaleum

In this final ethnographic chapter I continue detailing my work with the
SUFORD project. Chapter 8 described the project, its aim, design and
some of the issues raised by its implementation; this chapter, by contrast,
focusses on the target communities – the perception and reaction of the
indigenous groups targeted and affected by the project. The data for the
chapter come mainly from interviews with villagers conducted while producing a series of “participatory maps” of their village-forest landscapes, a
process I have referred to as a “counter-mapping” exercise (Peluso 1995;
Hodgson and Shroeder 2002). Although I carried out this type of work
in all the provinces which I visited as TEK adviser to the project, the data
in this chapter come primarily from three Nge-Kriang villages of Loy,
Chrehh and Tang Plang in Kaleum district, Sekong province. I visited
seven villages in Sekong in total, but I focus on these three in order to
provide a more detailed account of the villagers’ understanding of the
local landscape.
The data also include observations made while walking through and
visiting important sites in the village-forest landscape of the three selected
villages. The forest walks were directed specifically to areas which the
inhabitants of the three villages referred to as “spirit areas” or “spirit
zones”.
I shall begin by presenting a brief comparison between the “cartographic” and strongly forestry-oriented vision of the landscape espoused
by the SUFORD project and the government of Laos (GOL), on the one
hand, and the emic or local view of the landscape, on the other. As I introduce each of the three selected villages, the reader will be offered a
view on the village-forest landscape as it is visualized by the villagers
themselves and transferred onto the participatory maps mentioned above.
While presenting and discussing the first of these maps, namely that of
Loy village, I also briefly describe the procedure I used to produce them.
After introducing the jointly produced village map in each village, I then
proceed to describe the various spirit areas of each village territory. The
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description of the spirit areas is mainly based on my forest walks, together
with local guides, to those areas in each of the study villages.
The forest walks and particularly the stories told about the hills and
forests that we traversed during the walks describe a landscape imbued
with meaning and perceived as inhabited by a variety of spirit agents. The
walking, looking and listening – the entire sensual and intellectual engagements with the forest landscape during the walks – were, of course,
more genuinely reminiscent of the local mode of interacting with the
environment than were the mapping activities. Both activities, however,
took place on my initiative. Nevertheless, the mapping activity and the
resulting maps provided us with a very useful tool to visualise some of the
ways in which the local communities viewed the landscape. As will become evident, these participatory maps differed considerably from the
“cartographic gaze” encoded in the official maps circulating in government agencies and among the project staff; hence my reference to them as
“counter-maps”.
In the last part of the chapter, I summarise the lessons learnt through
mapping, interviewing and walking in the three study villages and forests
in Kaleum district. The final note of the chapter deals with how the local
communities, insofar as they adhere to their old belief system, have striven
to maintain a particular kind of “organisation” of their local landscape, an
organisation which has now begun to dissolve. From an outside point of
view, it is the human communities who have created and maintained this
“landscape organisation”. However, from the local point of view, the true
masters of the landscape are the hill spirits.

The Loy village-forest landscape
In general, the boundaries around village territories (as shown on the
participatory village maps below) were not necessarily a source of conflict
between the project and its target communities. Although the government
(GOL) retains ultimate control of all forestland, both SUFORD and
GOL take the stance that administrative village boundaries should accord
with the perceptions of villagers as long as they do not lead to conflicts
between different villages or conflict with the interests of the state. In the
last instance, the interests of the state prevail.
Compared with project villages in other provinces and districts, the villages in Kaleum (Sekong) were unusual in many respects: as noted above,
they still relied fundamentally on shifting cultivation, hunting and gathering for their subsistence. In Laos’ mountainous regions – taken as a whole
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– this reliance on traditional means of livelihood is becoming increasingly
exceptional as more and more villages are becoming cash croppers and
wet-rice farmers. But the study villages in Kaleum were also exceptional in
that they were still located on their ancestral land (i.e., within their traditional village boundaries). Most other project communities had been resettled considerable distances away from their ancestral territories.
In Kaleum, then, village boundaries appeared to have been “worked
out” generations ago (perhaps even centuries ago). Where the borders of
one village ended, the territory of the next village began. Our main objective when asking villagers to produce maps of their village territories –
i.e., of their settlements and forestlands (regardless of what the actual legal
status of those forests was) - was to see how they categorised the landscape, and to what extent those categories corresponded with the “official” – technical and administrative – categories. To me, this endeavour
represented a crucial part of the exploration of their indigenous “traditional ecological knowledge”.
When we talked to the villagers, my assistant/interpreter and I typically
used categories such as forest (in a general sense; Lao: “pa”), deep forest/old-growth forest (Lao: “pa dong”), and various types of fallows (e.g.,
young fallows, old fallows etc.) to explain loosely what it was that we
were after. Thus, we would ask them to show us how they “divided” the
landscape, using the different coloured felt pens that we brought with us.
We tried to explain that the categories we gave them (as per above), were
just examples, and that we wanted to know how they categorised the forest landscape. They could, however, also use “our” categories if they
wanted. At a later stage, we would also ask them to indicate certain more
ephemeral “resources” in the forest (such as non-timber forest products,
frequent habitats of specific game animals etc.) using beans, which would
simply be placed on the maps that had been drawn. These beans could
thus represent anything from “bamboo stands”, “gibbons” to “next year’s
agricultural fields”.
Through these exercises it transpired that the local (Katuic) word
krung could be loosely translated as “forest”, but only in the widest sense
of the English word. Thus, krung is used both to describe “a fallow”
(krung aruihh) and old-growth forest (krung chrung). The term krung
does not in itself specify any particular kind of forest cover; specific vegetation types are rather defined by the “suffix” that follows the generic term
(as in krung chrung – old-growth forest).142

142

Cf. Baird 2009 for a related discussion about forest terminology of the bahnaric Brao.
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To the villagers of Loy, the concept of krung included both what they
perceived as their “production forest”, as well as the deep forest areas
which were out of bounds for cultivation, namely the forests they termed
krung chrung (including areas which they believed had spirits; see below).
(In a twist of irony, all the indigenous villages visited in Kaleum used the
Laotian term “pa palit” (i.e. production forest), to describe their shifting
cultivation areas. This understanding of the concept “pa palit”, ran completely counter to the SUFORD project’s definition of the same
term/concept.)
Often, a good way to understand the meaning of a term is to learn
what its “opposites” – its antonyms – are, or simply what things are not
encompassed by the term in question. What areas, then, in the NgeKriang landscape were not krung? Firstly, such non-krung areas include
lands associated with current dry rice cultivation (and various other similar
crops; see below for exceptions). All these cultivation areas had their specific names and were not considered krung (e.g., rice field was öm hare
[öm: field; hare: rice]). Moreover, fields that had very recently been left
fallow were classified as halai, and were not considered krung. After two
or three years, however, such halai land would become a form of krung –
a krung arruih (fallow forest). Interestingly, even “grassy” areas (krung
tang plang) could be referred to as krung, but with the added “suffix”
tang. Likewise, bamboo areas were krung tang lia. The tang-suffix, however, was not used to designate various types of “forest gardens” (including cassava, banana and vegetable gardens in the forest). These latter were
instead referred to as various forms of trohh (or krung trohh).
In the Kaleum landscape, grassy areas were typically only found on
abandoned village sites (vil rohh). That is, whereas abandoned fields rapidly regenerate into forests, the actual village grounds do not – they became small (seemingly permanent) grassy patches surrounded by forests.
(After several decades have passed, however, they may also transform into
rattan-dominated patches.)
One possible interpretation of these various distinctions, i.e. krung
(krung aruihh [+specific type descriptor], krung chrung etc.), krung tang
(krung tang lia etc.), and krung trohh (+specific type descriptor), is that
the last of these terms, together with currently cultivated fields, implied a
much higher degree of human management (and a lesser degree of forest
spirit management).
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The (krung) tang may thus be interpreted as an intermediate between
the man-shaped rice fields143 and the forestland under the direct aegis of
the forest spirits.

Table 9.1: Local classification of forestland (cf. Århem, N. 2010) vs SUFORD
classification of forestland.
Maximum
human
agency

Intermediate
human agency

Minimum human
agency; managed and/or protected to the forest
spirits

Krung (all forms)
Indigenous “pa palit” (“production forest”)

Krung chrrung (cultivation not
allowed; strictly protected by
spirits)

SUFORDs production forest (in theory):
i.e. what SUFORD called “natural forest” (sublabelled: “degraded” or “regeneration”)
Öm
hare
and halai

Trohh

Krung
tang

SUFORD
Prot.
Forest
HCV 1-3

SUF.
Prot.
For.
HCV6

Krung
arruih
(future
human
cultivation
allowed, managed
by spirits)

Loy was the first village in Kaleum where we attempted to make a map
together with the villagers.144 In fact, we made two maps with the Loy
villagers: first, a freehand map (a hand-drawn map on a blank sheet) and
later, a “hybrid” map – a map hand-drawn on top of a pre-printed “scientific” map (on which only the stream systems were printed).

143

Actually, rice fields are associated with the Rice Mother, but this spirit agent is closely
associated with the domestic space of the village.
144
On both occasions I visited Loy I was accompanied by a district officer; the first time
even by a senior provincial forester.
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Picture 9.1: Mapping in Loy village. This map already has pre-printed streams and
some roads marked. This map is thus a “hybrid” and is meant to, hopefully, carry
some small amount of clout in future meetings between the village and the
DAFO/PAFO.

For the second map (see Plate 9.1) we asked the villagers to identify areas
“which had at some point in history been farmed” and areas “which had
never ever been farmed”. The map ended up containing more categories
than anticipated:
Dark Green: Areas that have never been cleared nor used for agriculture” i.e. primary forests
Crosses: Sacred areas
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Pink: Areas destroyed during the war
Yellow: All areas that have been farmed, even as far back as 200 years ago
Pencil lines: migration routes of elephants (see below)
Beans: Gibbon habitats (see below).
Orange: Areas that have never been used for agriculture but where selected
cutting has taken place

The result was Plate 9.1 (see also Plate 9.2 which shows a close up). The
first thing to be noted on this map is that a considerable portion of the
Loy village landscape has never been used for agriculture or for selective
cutting of timber (Green). A rough estimate is that about 25-35% of the
territory was included in this category. This means that the villagers of
Loy had consciously avoided using these areas for agriculture from olden
days until the present.
The largest category, however, comprises the Yellow area (at least
when counted together with the Pink areas, see below). The Yellow represents “areas that have some time been used for agriculture, even as far
back as 200 years ago”. This area also included many areas which SUFORD would label as “natural forest” (whether for production or for
regeneration etc.).
The Loy map does not indicate whether these areas are covered with
grass and shrubs or large trees; all we know is that the Yellow areas, at
some point in time, have been used for agriculture. The map does tell us,
however, that this large section of the landscape has historically been used
for agriculture.
The Pink colour was a great surprise to me. It represents the part of
the village landscape which the Loy villagers perceived as having been
“destroyed by the War”. I had expected this category to be much smaller.
Where the two categories (Pink and Green) intermesh we are to understand that the vegetation, though not degraded by the villagers, does not
consist of old-growth forest because those areas had been degraded by wartime bombs and fires. Some of the Pink areas, however, also represented
former spirit areas which, after being degraded during the War, had become part of the local “production landscape” (i.e. used for agriculture)
[Pink within Yellow]. Other areas, however, retained the spiritual potency
despite wartime degradation [Green areas dotted with Pink].
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The true old-growth forests – the “pristine” forest areas which had not
been degraded at all – are thus the Green areas with few Pink dots.
The places where “selected cutting” had taken place but which had
never been used for agriculture are marked with Orange dots (northeast
of B. Loy). As we can see, this category is fairly restricted to the area surrounding Terrååm Hill (see below). What I had in mind, when proposing
this category, were the areas which the local community customarily used
to extract timber (for houses). The area indicated on the map as Orange
[Plate 7.2], however, turned out to be an area which had been visited by a
logging company (see below). Instead, the village’s timber areas, it was
later explained to me during forest walks, were primarily located in the
fallow forest zone (i.e. Yellow).

Spirit areas
While we were drawing the landscape of Loy village on one of the blank
sheets I had brought to the village meeting, villagers – without much
prompting – indicated three important spirit areas in the landscape, all of
which also represented old-growth forest or “jungle” areas (the Laotian
words “pa dong dip” was used). This prompted further questions and discussion about these spirit areas and also led me to hatch the plan to walk
to all three spirit hills and to ask more questions about them during the
walks. Based on this information, we set out to visit the hills of Pa’ehh,
Terrååm and Dreen. We set aside one day for each hill.
To understand this landscape from the emic point of view, it is evident
that we need to understand its “spirit component”. The names written in
capital letters on Plate 9.1 and 9.2 indicate what the locals claimed to be
major spirit hills/forests in the village-forest landscape. The three spirit
hills – Pa’ehh, Terrååm and Dreen – were evidently considered the most
important. I have put the names of the spirit places on the “hybrid” map
on the basis of the “source” map drawn by the villagers themselves supplemented by information gathered during forest walks and interviews.
What the villagers themselves drew on the freehand source map was, instead, a number of crosses to indicate spirit presence. As can be seen, the
crosses do not appear exclusively around the named spirit hills, but also,
for example, along the ridge to the east of Terrååm.
Most of the Green (old-growth forest) coincides with such “spirit
marked” areas, thus hinting at why these areas have been left “untouched”
to begin with. In the lower (southern) part of the map, to the west of
Dreen hill, the presence of Green but absence of such crosses may be interpreted as areas where spirits were destroyed because of wartime bombs
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and fires. In many places, however, the spirits were able to “survive” the
wartime destruction (areas where crosses persist despite the Pink colour).
Together, the three spirit areas of the Loy territory clearly formed a large
contiguous forest area with considerable tracts of old-growth forest,
stream sources, ponds and saltlicks.
In order to understand why and how local communities such as Loy
village have actually managed their village lands in an apparently sustainable way for centuries, thus preserving large patches of old-growth forest,
one needs to pay particular attention to the stories the villagers tell about
such spirit areas. Apart from being culturally significant to the villagers,
however, such spirit forests were apparently also the most coveted prize of
the timber logging agents who have been entering into the area only in
the last decade. Indeed, the SUFORD project purported to give high
priority to the etic of conservationism but also to specifically protect spirit
forests.

Non-timber forest products vs high conservation value
forests: the case of Loy spirit forests
In the preceding chapter we outlined the so-called High Conservation
Value Forest (HCVF) concept and the important role it played, not only
in SUFORD plans, but also as a key component of the FSC certification
process. The participatory mapping exercise in Loy village illuminated
several discrepancies between the conservationist notion of the HCVF
and the local understanding of the forest.
Let us to briefly recapitulate the notion of High Conservation Value
Forests. As we detailed in the previous chapter, such HCVs could include
HCV1. Forest areas containing globally, regionally or nationally significant concentrations of biodiversity values (e.g. endemism, endangered species, refugia). Wildlife experts have considered that forest areas in Lao
PDR are HCV1 if endangered species included the IUCN, CITES, or Lao
lists have been found there, or if they are part of a protected area. […]
Most PFAs are not expected to have HCV1 because years of production
activities may have already depleted the local flora and fauna to such diversity and levels that cannot be considered as a significant concentration. […]
HCV2. Forest areas containing globally, regionally or nationally significant large landscape level forests, contained within, or containing the management unit, where viable populations of most if not all naturally occurring species exist in natural patterns of distribution and abundance. Contiguous forests with a total area of at least 10,000 ha, which are not fragmented or contain only light fragmentation, can be considered as HCV2.
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HCV3. Forest areas that are within or contain rare, threatened or endangered ecosystems. […]
HCV4. Forest areas that provide basic services of nature in critical situations (e.g. riparian buffers, watershed protection, erosion control, wind or
fire protection). Protection forests when found in a PFA fall in the category of HCV4.
HCV5. Forest areas fundamental to meeting basic needs of local communities (e.g. subsistence, health). Lao forests constitute an important source
of NTFPs which villagers rely upon for basic needs. If villagers decide that
certain forest compartments are their main NTFP collection sites, those
compartments should be considered as HCV5.
HCV6. Forest areas critical to local communities’ traditional cultural identity (areas of cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance identified in cooperation with such local communities). HCV6 inside PFAs include sacred forests and spirit forests. (OM: 15)

SUFORD AFs Operations Manual gives us more details about how to
define some of these categories. As it turned out, many of the HCV categories could actually be subsumed under the local concept of “spirit forests”. We will return to this point shortly. The OMs definitions, based on
the original definition by the FSC, however, carefully separates the different types of HCVs and does not allow the biodiversity based categories
(1-3) to be mixed with the culture based HCV categories (4-6). Interviews in Kaleum, however, quickly revealed that the local inhabitants
gathered important non-timber forest products from all the six different
HCV categories, including from what they themselves labelled as “spirit
hills” or “spirit areas”.145
To compound matters, the indigenous Kaleumians very clearly conflated what a dutiful forester would have labelled as high biodiversity
areas, with the HCV6 category (cultural or religious importance). We
145

Obviously, from the local subsistence point of view, NTFP resources are absolutely vital.
Yet, as explained in the previous chapter, in order to be preserved as such (NTFP areas) by
the project, they would need to be first categorised as HCV5 only. Meanwhile, the project
assumed that areas with a high concentration of biodiversity values (HCV1) would be
excluded from human use. The Loy map, however, and the community maps made in the
Chrehh and Tang Plang villages (see below) both indicated that NTFP areas would always
overlap with either fallow areas or with spirit areas. This ran counter to the way the project
insisted on categorising such HCVs. This is just one of many problematic discrepancies
between the local view and the SUFORD view of the landscape.
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begin here to see the implicit assumptions underlying the HCV classification: some of the HCV categories are evidently based on presumed objective scientific criteria (the forester/forestry perspective) whilst others are
meant to reflect subjective – local, cultural – values and ideas (notably
HCV6). What criteria and which definitions actually carry the most
weight in case of conflicting ideas is also clear – HCVs 1-3 were to be
defined at the national level (as they are “biodiversity-related” [cf. Ch. 8]).
National level decisions certainly take precedence over village decisions in
the People’s Republic of Laos.
Indeed, one of the most interesting discoveries during these mapping
sessions was precisely how close the local concept of spirit forests conformed to the very detailed definitions of HCV1 areas stated in the project documents (cf. OM). As noted, although custom often allowed villages to extract NTFPs (e.g. rattan, bamboo, fruits) from spirit areas,
shifting cultivation was always forbidden in such areas. Evidently, such
NTFP extraction had taken place for generations from many of these
spirit areas without rupturing their “ecological stability”. Just like Western
conservationists, villagers appeared to be protecting the biodiversity values of these areas.
The detailed specifications of what ought to be counted as HCV1 areas
included the following:
HCV1.3: [Areas where there is a] concentration of species of conservation
significance and endemic species. Presence or potential presence of one or
more species included in the IUCN Red List [or where there is a] critical
temporal concentration [of biodiversity]. This can include critical breeding
sites, migration sites, and migration routes or corridors of wildlife.
HCV1.4: [Areas where there is a] concentration of keystone resources.
Keystone resources can include mineral licks, permanent water pools (during the dry season [for wild animals]), and concentration of plant and nonplant food items critical to endangered and critically endangered [animal]
species.” (OM: 92-92)

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will find that the areas designated
by local communities as spirit areas were precisely areas which retained
the features mentioned above, features which the FSC and the WWF
defined as areas with “a significant concentration of biodiversity”. On the
other hand, some of the other HCV categories would obviously tally less
well with the local perspective. For example, some of the categories were
meant to delineate areas “conceived [as] containing globally, regionally or
nationally significant concentrations of biodiversity values [...]” (OM:
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15). Obviously, the local communities could only view their landscape
from a local perspective.
Thus, while there were clearly discrepancies between the Western (universal, “scientific”) HCV concept and the local understanding of the landscape, there were also some astonishing similarities between them. However, from the outset, one virtually insurmountable translation problem
became evident in the fact that villagers did not make the fundamental
distinction, as did the project, between forest conservation values based
on (objective) natural properties (HCV1) and those based on cultural
significance (HCV6). Instead, villagers simply viewed all areas which
(according to scientific notions) were of high biodiversity value as spirit
forests. The “modern” dichotomy between nature and culture encoded in
the HCV classification was thus conspicuously “lacking” in indigenous
perception; according to the local view, an old-growth forest was almost
by definition a spirit forest, and vice versa.
The following section will provide further details about the characteristics of the spirit hills which Loy villagers claimed were the most important
in their surrounding landscape. It transpired that all spirit hills easily fulfilled all the biodiversity-related criteria listed, e.g., under HCV1.3 (as per
above): the spirit areas were areas claimed by the villagers to be important
habitats for gibbons and elephants and also served as refuges for many
constellations of large, old trees. The spirit hills were also said to have
waterfalls, watering holes/perennial ponds (also important for wildlife),
and one of the spirit hills was also claimed to be located near the only salt
lick in the village territory.
By outlining, the HCV1.3 criteria, the project indicates that it values
this type of areas within the PFAs. At the same time, however, in the
larger view, the project regarded the forests of Loy (and other Kaleumian
villages), as thoroughly degraded due to the large areas of fallow forests
which interspersed the old-growth areas here. Let us also reiterate that the
project already assumed, from the outset, that HCV areas would not be
significant within its PFAs (see Chapter 8). Yet, Loy village – despite its
patchy, “degraded” landscape – maintained its own elephant herd and
several gibbon communities (this was also the case with Chrehh and Tang
Plang villages). This was only possible due to the spirit forest areas which
had been preserved by the Loyians. As for the importance of the type of
“local” ecological features which were preserved in these spirit areas, Ghazoul and Sheil (rainforest scientists) write:
There are many small-scale localized forest features that contribute to supporting a variety of suitable sites to find mates, breed, nest, bury eggs,
complete larval stages, and seek dry season food. Animals often travel great
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distances to feed at mineral licks, drink at open pools, or breed at special
sites. Many insects and even some vertebrates require specific types of water bodies […] to complete their life cycles. These may need to be still or
flowing water, oxygen rich or stagnant, shaded or sunlit, rich in prey or
free of competitors.
[…] Some forest features have their own specific ecologies. Many caves
possess an endemic biota, while also harbouring species […] that interact
with the surrounding rain forests.
[…] Forest gaps, caused by tree or branch falls, support many gap specialist plants and animals […]. Less ephemeral are waterfalls, escarpments, or
river banks, where the more open forest provides habitat for forest edge or
gap-loving species. (Ghazoul and Sheil 2010: 145-146)

The project documents list the HCV6 category last; it is also given by far
the least attention in the project documents – presumably because of the
tacit assumption that cultural values are of minor importance compared to
those HCVs which are defined by natural-science criteria. The HCV6
category is defined as:
HCV6.1: Sacred or spirit forest. These areas include sacred forests (including cremation/burial grounds) and spirit forests/trees for offerings to
obtain good luck in various endeavors or forests to be avoided because of
bad luck to visitors (this categorization may change later after several demonstrations that there is no need to fear by working in the area).
HCV6.2: Forests of cultural importance. These areas are used mainly
for festivals and other cultural celebrations. (OM: 94, my italics)

I find the italicized sentence (in parenthesis, above) particularly interesting. Why would SUFORD feel the need to change local peoples’ perceptions in this manner?
By way of summary, the list below indicates some important general features of the Loy landscape as it was described and depicted by villagers in
our village meetings and joint mapping activities. The points in the list
also indicate significant differences in perspective between the villagers
and the project staff – and hence potential stumbling blocks in the course
of implementing the project plan:



The spaces that villagers considered as part of the shifting cultivation
landscape were, in fact, much larger than the project anticipated. The
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local communities, in a strange twist of irony, used the (Laotian) term
"pa palit" (production forest area), to refer to this space. They thus
used exactly the same Laotian term that the project used for its
planned timber-harvest areas (including its timber regeneration areas).
This alone was ample evidence that the locals had not understood (or
had not been told) the true purpose of the project.


A large portion of the rest of the landscape, i.e. the forestland outside
the area that villagers defined as their “production forest” was considered as "spirit forest".



Taken together, then, these two local categories – if respected by the
project – would make the implementation of the PSFM system impossible (at least as it was defined in the existing project plans and
documents).



The way Loy villagers categorized the landscape was not an exception
but, as we shall see, rather the norm for the indigenous communities
in Kaleum district as a whole. It was also, in all likelihood, indicative
of the traditional way of viewing the landscape among all Katuicspeaking communities (in both Laos and Vietnam).

In the remaining part of this section, I will explore in further detail what I
have referred to as “spirit forests” or spirit areas in the Loy village territory. I will place particular emphasis on the apparent correspondences
between local understanding of spirit areas and the way conservationists
define areas of high conservation or biodiversity value – what the project
defined (or should have defined) as HCV1 areas. What follows is therefore a more fine-grained analysis of important spirit areas (hills/forests),
based on the participatory mapping process and forest walks to such
spirit-inhabited or spirit-controlled forest areas. Given the many clear
similarities between the hill spirit lore in Kaleum, on the one hand, and
that of the Katu (in Vietnam), on the other, I take the analysis of this
spirit lore to be generally valid also for the Katu in Vietnam, and, by extrapolation, for all upland Katuic communities in both Laos and Vietnam.

Exploring the spirit hills of Loy: The Pa’ehh area
Pa’ehh was the foremost spirit hill according to the villagers of Loy, and it
was somehow regarded as the Master Spirit of the village itself (see story
below). During the Second Indochina War, it had been used by the
North-Vietnamese army as their local base, and a considerable number of
soldiers had been stationed here (against the wishes of the locals). Despite
some sections of the Pa’ehh area having been bombed during the War, the
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area spirit had remained potent even after the War, as was illustrated by
the story told to me while I was walking towards the hill with two local
guides. Since Pa’ehh was considered the most important landscape spirit,
it was the area to which we decided to walk first.
We set out on this trip during our second visit to Loy. Not long after
leaving the settlement proper we began to see visible traces of the War:
many bomb craters could still be seen from the forest trail we followed.
Some of the area immediately adjacent to the trail was being used for
shifting cultivation. After walking a bit further the shifting-cultivation
clearings began to disappear from view. (We were now about halfway
between the village and the spirit hill area proper.) Yet, despite the lack of
further clearings, the forest still did not have the appearance of an oldgrowth forest.
Our guides told us that we were already at the outskirts of the Pa’ehh
spirit domain. When I asked them why the forests did not seem very old
(as we would have expected in a spirit forest area) the two guides pointed
out that, following the War, during which these forests were partially
destroyed by bombs and ensuing forest fires (it is unclear whether defoliants were used here), one local man had decided to try to clear and burn
this area for agriculture:
Before the War, this area was considered forbidden for farming. But after
the War one man decided to farm here, because the forest had been
bombed. It was a mistake. One day he suddenly saw lots of blood on the
shed he had built in his clearing, but he could not see any dead animal near
the shed. [There was thus no explanation for the appearance of this
blood…]. The villagers all believe that the blood was a sign left by the
Pa’ehh spirit. The man and his entire family later died from illness. (From
a conversation with my two guides during the walk to Pa’ehh hill.)

Since those mysterious deaths, no other villagers had attempted to clear
this area again. Our guides also told us that nobody attempted to hunt
large animals in this area for fear of the spirit. Thus, even though the War
had reduced the forest at the outskirts of the Pa’ehh area to such a state
that it did not retain its old-growth character, prompting a local man to
attempt shifting cultivation there, it turned out that the Pa’ehh spirit had
survived all the ecological damage caused to his domain – and was still
jealously guarding the territory.
As was revealed during my visit to the Pa’ehh area, however, the locals
could still collect many non-timber forest products from the area without
having to fear punishment from the spirit. Indeed, my two guides rather
quickly managed to collect an entire meal (for four people) consisting of
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rattan shoots, small bats (from inside large bamboo stems) and crabs
(from the adjacent little stream). The whole collection process took about
half an hour. Particularly, the edges of the Pa’ehh area appeared to be a
well-known rattan resource area commonly used (if only intermittently)
by villagers.
Closer to the core of the Pa’ehh area, the guides indicated a large liana
species which they claimed thrived in this particular area and which was
vital to the village-forest’s elephant herd. Apparently, Loy had its own
elephant herd, and the Pa’ehh hill was vital for the herd’s survival. Later,
as we visited the other spirit hills in Loy, we were told that those hills too
were seasonally visited by the same elephant herd.

Picture 9.2: A plant claimed to be important to elephants (Pa’ehh Hill).

Elephants are listed on the IUCN red list of threatened animal species. As
such, regardless of what type of forest covered the Pa’ehh area, the hill
should presumably be qualified as an HCV1 forest according to the project’s conservation criteria regarding “[…] critical migration sites, routes
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or corridors of wildlife” and/or areas featuring a “concentration of plant
or non-plant food items critical to endangered and critically endangered
species”. This should also be the case with the two subsequently visited
spirit areas in Loy (described below).
Because the villagers also used Pa’ehh for NTFP collection, it could
also be considered a HCV5 area. And (as I will describe shortly) since it
was one of the most spiritually important areas in the village-forest landscape, it should also be considered a HCV6 area.
At the core of the Pa’ehh area there were also many visible pieces of
scrap metal left behind by the Vietnamese army:
The Vietnamese made their camp here. It was a big camp and they even
had cars and tanks there. We told them that the place was a spirit hill and
it was dangerous but they did not listen. Then, on one occasion, they were
attacked by a huge bear. The bear did not die even when they shot at it
with machine gun. They were very frightened and they came to ask us
about the bear. We told them again that they should be careful because
Pa’ehh was a spirit hill. But they still did not move the base. (From the
forest walk interview with the two guides).

Despite the sacredness of Pa’ehh hill, the villagers pointed out that the hill
and its immediate surroundings did not have as many big trees as did
some of the other areas. (Terrååm was the hill that had the biggest concentration of large, old trees, at least until recently.) Regardless, Pa’ehh
was according to villagers by far the most potent and dangerous hill in the
village territory. It was not until the end of our stay in Loy that I understood why, when one elder mentioned the phrase “all the blood flows to
Pa’ehh”. He explained this cryptic saying by way of another story about
the hill:
During the time of our ancestors, people came here to escape from the Bee
War. Bees were travelling in large swarms, attacking people. A few families
settled in the flat area [about half a km from Pa’ehh hill]. One day, the
[lineage] head of that small community was making [sharpening?] a knife
when he and his family heard noises as if people from another village were
hunting deer nearby [on Pa’ehh hill].
The headman went to investigate but could not see anybody there. The
strange noises moved closer, however, and now seemed to be coming from
the sky above their houses. When people looked up they saw a man who
had a snare around his neck and was being pulled up into the sky. The
strange voices were saying “this deer is very strong”. Then the apparition
disappeared. [Some time] later the headman felt a pain in his neck and
cried for help: “please untie this rope, I can’t breathe”. But, in fact, there
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was no rope around his neck. After a while he stopped breathing and died.
Then, even though the man was already dead, a spirit possessed him and
said: “This deer is very strong, if I don’t get help from the other villagers
I’m going to lose it”. (Told by an old man in Loy village).

Picture 9.3: A metallic object within the Pa’ehh area.
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Picture 9.4: Another relic from the War Period lying in the middle of the Pa’ehh
spirit forest.

The expression “all blood [in Loy village] flows to Pa’ehh”, to my understanding, was expressive of the fact that Pa’ehh was the main tutelary hill
spirit in Loy village (as was Kong Dhư in Arek village). It alluded to the
notion that the blood of all the communal sacrifices carried out in the
village, would “flow” to Pa’ehh hill. We are also to understand from the
story above that the headman who died in the story was “the founding
ancestor of Loy village” and, thus, that his death initiated a sacred bond
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or “contract” between the Loy community and the hill spirit in question.
The same theme, that of a human person being killed by a spirit and then
becoming a link – a “spirit mediator” – between the living people and the
spirit recurs in other, similar stories: the Kong Dhư story, the story about
the two girls who once died on near the A Vương Commune Centre
(Chapter 4) and in the origin story of the female Animal Guardian (Kamorrbarr) among the Katu of Vietnam (cf. Århem, N. 2008).
The story about Pa’ehh hill is also interesting because it highlights –
albeit in a somewhat veiled manner – the perspectivistic cosmology of the
Katuic peoples: the hill spirit apparently perceive humans as prey or game
animals (in this case deer). This is why, in the story, the spirit mistakenly
traps and kills the ancestral founder of Loy village. The man is killed by
suffocation, as if caught in a snare trap – the most common way of trapping and killing game animals among Katuic groups. It seems to suggest
that spirits perceive humans as deer or other game animals.146
The story about Pa’ehh also refers to the “Bee War”. I did not have the
opportunity to find out more about this “war” which allegedly took place
in ancestral times (during the “age of our forefathers”), but it immediately
brought to mind the mythical stories associated with the clan names of
the Katu in Vietnam. Thus, many of the Katu clans in Vietnam are divided into moieties, one associated with Land (Katiec) and the other with
Honey Bees (Göyö). The name of the Göyö moiety, it is said, refers to an
old story about people having to flee their home villages after being attacked by stinging bees that came to nest (“build hives”) in their houses
(Århem, N. 2009: 58; Århem, K. 2010: 54).
The Bee War mentioned by the Nge-Kriang people of Kaleum seemed
to echo those very same mythical accounts from Vietnam. The bee swarm
(or “Bee War”) motif, furthermore, recurs in Katu mythology to designate the arrival of “enemies” (or angry spirits, which comes to much the
same) in one’s midst (as discussed in Århem, N: ibid.). It was also used,
as Le Pichon (1939) recounts, by chief Go of Bolo as a metaphor for
Kinh people exploiting resources belonging to the Katu. But it is perhaps
impossible to ascertain the exact meaning of the bee-war motif, since bees
are also spiritual creatures for many upland Mon-Khmer groups; thus
there is, for example, a common notion that trees occupied by bees are
spirit trees (the bees being the indicator of a spirit presence; see Århem,
N. 2010).
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For a very similar notion among Amazonian Indians, see Viveiros de Castro 1998; Århem, K. 1998.
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Terrååm Hill
Like the spirit of Pa’ehh, the Terrååm spirit was mentioned almost immediately when we started questioning villagers in Loy about spirit areas in
their landscape. As opposed to what was the case with the Pa’ehh spirit,
however, opinions were divided about whether the Terrååm spirit was
still alive and active – or whether it had been destroyed. As we visited
Terrååm area – which had been a site of timber extraction by an external
company – we understood the significance of this apparent ambivalence as
to this spirit’s current status.
Prior to the War, Loy village had been divided into two sections or
hamlets, both of which considered themselves to be part of a single community and as co-owners of the village-forest.147 Both hamlets, however,
had been settled at a safe distance from the Terrååm spirit zone. Indeed,
when the GOL had suggested that both these hamlets should be merged
and relocated to the present location of Loy (near Terrååm) – the suggestion had caused a great deal of concern amongst the elders of the village.
“It is too close to the Terrååm [spirit] area”, certain elders had objected.
“If a village is placed so close to a spirit area,” they had explained, “villagers will inevitably disturb the spirits there”.
As can be seen on Plate 9.2, a large part of the forest of Terrååm is
marked Orange (“selected cutting of timber”) rather than Green (“nevercut forest”). Given that we know that a timber company had cut many
trees in the Terrååm area, this orange colour is probably mainly indicative
of that company’s activity. This was the only place on the entire map
marked with the colour Orange. Furthermore, during the mapping session, a small debate ensued between some villages who claimed that Terrååm was a spirit area, and those who claimed that it was no longer as a
spirit area. This riddle was later explained (see below).
Although villagers claimed to have been reluctant to settle close to Terrååm, some parts of the landscape surrounding Terrååm nonetheless
showed signs of past human activity. Just behind the village grounds,
there was a field that had only recently been burned. Although the forest
that had been cleared and burned appeared relatively old (when cut), it
had certainly been a fallow rather than a primeval forest (Picture 9.5).
Nonetheless, many people in the village had opposed the clearing of this
forest, claiming that it was a “waste of good forest”.
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These two hamlets thus originated from a single earlier Loy village that had split up into
two smaller settlements. At some point these two settlements might perhaps have begun to
regard themselves as distinct villages, but that point had not been reached when, in the late
1970s, the government asked them to reunite and settle in the place which is now Loy
village.
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Picture 9.5

There were also some stories attached to the clearing. In the middle of the
clearing stood a tree about which our guides told a story (Picture 9.6):
In the age of our grandfathers, during the Slave Era [the interlocutor is referring to Marxist theory of history here], Loy’s ancestors had been at war
with another village. During a conflict with the other group, the greatest
hero of ancient Loy had had the misfortune of being killed by enemies (by
a poisoned arrow, shot from a bow). The enemies had cut off his head and
hung it on precisely this tree [a common Katuic practice between enemy
groups in the past; see Luu Hung 2007].
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Picture 9.6

Beyond this clearing, we passed into an area covered with rather dense
forest. Yet, here too, there were signs of past human presence. Not far
into this forest patch, our guides pointed toward a tall and clearly manmade pole which rose about 5-6 meters towards the sky. According to
them, in a bygone era this had been one of legs supporting a giant barn,
built “to withstand elephant attacks” (Picture 9.7).148
The forest nearby, our guides claimed, had once been cultivated, but that
had been “about 200 years ago”. A little bit further into the forest, we
passed an “old burial ground”. From a distance, I could see some large
old jars lying scattered within the burial forest.
148

In fact, it also looks like the type of ritual pole shown in Le Pichon (1938: 395).
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After passing through the old village cemetery and walking a little further, we entered an area with tall trees. At this place, the two guides
stopped and explained that these tall trees marked “the gate” to the Terrååm area. Many of the trees here were still standing, but some of the
trees around “the gate” had been felled. Not all of the Terrååm area, however, was made up of large trees; as we were walking deeper inside the
area, we passed a dense grove of very large bamboos (Picture 9.8).
As concerns the felled timber within Terrååm, the most visible signs
were the numerous stumps near “the gate” area. As the villagers had told
us in a village meeting prior to the forest walk, major timber-felling activities had taken place in Terrååm in the recent past (in 2005 or 2006).
Most of this timber felling appeared to have taken place either along the
side of Terrååm that was edging towards the two newly constructed “poverty-reduction roads” (as they had been described to the local community
by the respective companies constructing them with the GOL’s permission). Both of these two roads ran parallel to each other for some distance
near the western fringe of the spirit area (see the two dark red lines which
pass very close to the edge of the Terrååm zone on Plate 9.2). One wonders why it was necessary to have two roads running parallel to each other
with such little distance between them. One explanation could be that
both companies responsible wanted to take full advantage of their salvage
logging allowances along their respective roads. (Salvage logging here
refers to the practice of allowing road-construction companies to cut timber within a certain distance from the roads they construct. The official
rule was that such timber could be cut within 50 metres of such a road,
but the locals told me that the companies often cut trees located hundreds
of metres away from the roads.)
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Picture 9.7: A large man-made pole (between Loy village and Terrååm Hill).
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Picture 9.8

Overall, however, Terrååm was nevertheless probably the spirit area –
of the three we visited in Loy – which had the greatest number of very
large, old trees (despite the destruction wrought upon it). Many villagers
were of the opinion that, when the timber company (with some help from
the villagers) had started clearing on Terrååm hill, the spirit of Terrååm
had left. Others qualified this statement, however, claiming that:
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There are two ponds on Terrååm hill; one of the two has been destroyed
[dried up?], but the other still remains.

We shall understand this statement, I believe, as saying that originally
each pond had its own spirit but with the drying up of one of them, its
spirit had left for another area (cf. the similar notion in the Upper Mraang
area among the A Vương Katu in Vietnam.
As we shall detail below, the Terrååm forest had a gibbon community.
According to the villagers, the fact that one of the pools had been destroyed and many trees felled had diminished that gibbon community, but
it could still survive as long as the second pool remained intact.
Although it appeared that the recent large-scale timber extraction from
Terrååm could not have taken place without at least one of the two
aforementioned roads, much of the extraction of timber in the Terrååm
area (particularly that which had taken place some distance away from the
roads) had been justified by a third company as payment for a school that
this third company had constructed for the village. Again, this was a deal
literally imposed on the village, since government policies stipulate that
each village must have a school.
This type of arrangement between villages and road and construction
companies was far from uncommon in Laos. I observed this in many
districts across the country. Sometimes the construction companies even
built roads straight into forests (rather than roads connecting to other
places) in a very blatant effort to access the most valuable timber within a
village territory.
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Picture 9.9: View from the waterfall of Terrååm.

There is also the question why Terrååm, of all the hills in Loy, was chosen
by the school construction company. We cannot know for certain if it was
because it was the only “accessible place” (as the company had insisted
when discussing with the villagers) or if the area was, in fact, specifically
chosen because of the type of high-value timber which had been present –
and preserved by the villagers – here. The villagers themselves commented
that some of the largest and most impressive trees of the village-forest
territory had grown on this hill prior to the recent timber extraction. Significantly, of the three “main” spirit areas of Loy, Terrååm was the only
one which had had a gibbon community prior to the company’s on-
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slaught. (It is possible, however, that other forest areas had harboured
gibbons prior to the Second Indochina War.)
The fact that the gibbons were living specifically in Terrååm and not
on the other spirit hills tells us that Terrååm had a type of forest structure
different from that of the other hills.149 Sadly, as we shall soon see, events
had unfolded in almost identical manner in the next village we visited
after Loy – there too, the “gibbon-cum-spirit hill” had been selected by a
company to yield timber for the village school. Similar stories – with small
variations – were also told in several other villages in Kaleum. In one
village a number of families refused to send their children to the school
because it had been constructed using timber from an old cemetery forest
near the village.
In sum, although many villagers had initially been highly critical of the
idea that timber would be taken from the Terrååm area, they had not felt
that they were in a position to counter this decision. Instead, they had
performed a sacrifice near the entrance to the spirit area and implored the
spirit of Terrååm to understand that it was not the village’s wish to carry
out this sacrilege, but that it was being done due to orders from the government. Consequently, they asked the spirit of Terrååm to direct any
punishment towards the government, not towards the villagers. Many
villagers, hoping that the wrath of the spirit would not be directed against
them since they had no choice in this matter, participated as labourers in
the timber-extraction venture.
The timber extraction on Terrååm hill had immediately had a strong
negative impact on the gibbon families living there, as the villagers had
known it would. The villagers believed that it was the combination of the
vegetation structure and biophysical features of the Terrååm forest that
had made this place attractive to the gibbons in the first place. These features included the type of trees which could be found on the hill, and the
two pools, but also a waterfall. The villagers claimed that all these features
were important to the gibbons. As concerned the area’s trees, the prevalence of nyaang trees (“may baak”) was unique in the village territory and
was also considered important to the gibbons. The villagers also claimed
that the gibbons (and other animals) liked to “play” in the area’s waterfall
and two ponds.
Despite the fact that the villagers, although unwillingly, had been made
complicit in the intrusion into the Terrååm spirit area, they had so far not
been punished by the spirit. This fact was, according to some villagers,
149

There was one more spirit area, the Korraam range, that apparently had a gibbon community. We did not visit this area as it was not initially mentioned in our interviews (see
below for more details).
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due partly to the sacrifice they had carried out to the spirit and partly to
the fact that Terrååm - as opposed to Pa’ehh – was regarded as a benevolent spirit. Others, however, explained that there was no retaliation from
the spirit because it had simply been crushed by the government’s great
power and by the ecological destruction that had already taken place. In
any case, one of our guides described the Terrååm spirit as follows:
Terrååm doesn’t like to cause hardship and suffering. It just shows us signs
if it doesn’t want us to do certain things. Terrååm doesn’t kill people.
Sometimes, during sacred days various spirit hills of Loy can be seen talking to each other. We can see some glowing lights on one hill, then, a few
weeks later, from another hill. We think that the spirits sometimes take the
shape of young boys and girls who play with each other.

The villagers, of course, knew why the gibbons needed the old forest and
its trees. Gibbons are almost completely dependent on fruits, and the old
forest is the only place which can provide forest fruits almost the whole
year round. The largest trees in the old-growth forests are thus – at least
from the primate (and bird) point of view – rich fruit gardens. As I had
done in other villages in other districts and provinces, I also asked the
villagers of Loy about the “social life” of gibbons. Khmu and Phong villagers whom I had interviewed earlier (Bolikhamxay Province), believed
that gibbons lived in small families led by a mature matriarchs who surrounded themselves with “male lovers”, sometimes killing (or kicking out)
female offspring (as the matriarch wanted all the attention from the
males). Except for these acts of violence towards female offspring, the
locals claimed, gibbon families were very peaceful. As a consequence of
the matriarch’s jealousy, there were always several males in each family –
but only one mature female. It was because there were so few fertile female gibbons, the Loyians believed, that gibbons bred slowly, more
slowly than other animals.
My informants in Loy shared these beliefs about the social life of gibbons,
with only some small variations. These ideas do not tally entirely with
scientific research on gibbons, but very little is actually known about their
social life in the wild. Conservationists working in Laos, among them
Chris Hallam150, have carried out research into the “gibbon TEK” of local
indigenous groups (Hallam 2011). They routinely ask villagers about
gibbons for a number of reasons. Most of Southeast Asia’s gibbon species
are on IUCN’s red list and are thus of great interest to conservationists.
150

Whom I met briefly in Bolikhamxay in 2009.
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But gibbons are also indicators of rich old-growth forests; as opposed to
many other species, gibbons can only survive in such habitats. (Asking
villagers if there are any gibbons in their village territory is thus one way
to quickly find out if there are any true old-growth forests within the
village territory.)
Hallam’s and other researchers’ work showed that many upland groups
in the Annamites (Hallam’s research was conducted primarily among the
Tay Moi) considered gibbons to be a “species” (or family) surrounded by
a plethora of spirit notions. Although these groups did not necessarily
express that it was taboo to hunt the gibbons, many of the beliefs
amounted to de facto hunting taboos on gibbons. Given this context, I
wondered if the inhabitants of Loy considered it taboo to hunt gibbons.
At first, my informants answered this question in the negative; there was
no rule against hunting “gibbons” per se. However, the villagers explained,
it was very unwise to hunt female gibbons:
To hunt male gibbons is permitted but to hunt female gibbons is bad. And
if you try to shoot the female you will always miss. If you do bother or
hurt a female gibbon, this will bring bad luck and misfortune to your family… There are also mute gibbons in Terrååm Mountain and these it is absolutely forbidden to shoot. To shoot a mute gibbon would be extremely
dangerous.

Among the upland Mon-Khmer there were many spirit animals which, I
had been told, the hunter would “always miss” if he tried to shoot. I believe that this is merely another way to express an actual taboo; once you
know that you would inevitably miss an animal (for example, if you had
identified the gender of the gibbon), then you wouldn’t bother trying to
shoot it. Every miss, as it happens, in Katuic hunting traditions, is an
instance of a potentially cumulative bad luck. A miss, in itself, is a precursor to even worse hunting luck in the future.
As the quote above indicates, however, my informants claimed that
there was – after all – one particular kind of gibbon which it was absolutely forbidden to shoot: Mute gibbons. If a hunter shot such a gibbon
he would almost certainly die. Digging into the literature about gibbons,
however, I found that the singing of gibbons was an integral part of the
social life of all gibbon species. So, understanding what my informants
meant by “mute” gibbons, which they adamantly identified as a separate
kind of gibbon, different from the “normal” (i.e., “singing”) gibbon –
turned out to be a conundrum. Mysteriously, also, the mute gibbons
looked exactly like the normal gibbons… Eventually, biologist Duckworth
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(pers. comm. 2010151) proposed a tentative explanation to this enigma; he
claimed that it had been observed elsewhere that gibbons “who experience
that their habitat is under extreme threat, stop singing and thus, effectively, may come to be regarded as mute by the local indigenous groups”.
As we were leaving the Terrååm spirit area, at the top of the Terrååm
waterfall (close to one of the Terrååm watering holes), we suddenly heard
the noise of approaching elephants. My two guides informed me that
Terrååm was important to the elephant herd as well; in particular the
waterfall and pool area. They also explained that somewhere near the
waterfall and the pool, there was a (magical) cave:
If you are a bad man and walk under this cliff in Terrååm you will not be
able to see that there is a magical door [cave opening] here. [The same
happens] if your wife is pregnant, or if you carry medicine to protect yourself against spirits. But if you are a good person, you might see this door.

Here again, then, we see an example of a “door” in a spirit area belonging
to a powerful landscape deity. (There was also a "spirit door" on one of
the spirit hills in the next village I would visit after Loy.) Such “doors”, as
we saw in Chapter 7, appear to represent some form of communication
“interface” between the spirit domain and the ordinary, visible world.

The sirens of Korraam
Before leaving Terrååm hill and its gibbons, there is one further story
from Loy which needs to be mentioned. There was actually another spirit
area on the high ridge directly opposite to Terrååm hill towards the west.
For unknown reasons, that area had not been mentioned to me as being
among the important spirit hills of Loy during the village meetings and
interviews that I had held prior to our walk to Terrååm. The reason appeared to be that, although its spirit area was potent and dangerous, villagers simply never went to that area. They also did not seem to invoke
that area spirit during village rituals. That area’s name was Korraam. My
local guides explained:
There is a hill range [near Terrååm] called Korraam, but the peak of that
range is called Kuichh Kunng. If anyone passes through that area and
hears the spirits there sing, it means that that one or more people in the
151

J.W. Duckworth is a conservationist working for the IUCN in Laos. His interpretation
of my story was not told to me directly, but via Chris Dickinson, a forester working for
SUFORD, who had asked him for his opinion about my strange story about ”mute gibbons”.
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village will die. This only happens once every few years, but since the place
is so dangerous, people give the place a wide berth. The song sounds like
gibbon song but they sing only two three times. But these singers are not
gibbons, they are spirits. They look like very big and tall humans.

I find it highly interesting that Korraam’s potent and lethal spirits were
claimed to “sing just like gibbons” (even though nobody had seen the
actual spirit creatures in living memory). Even if we assume that these
Korraam spirits were not real entities – merely figments of the local
imagination – we might nonetheless interpret the “gibbon song” (originating from Korraam) as something real. Such an interpretation would in
fact entail that – up until today – there existed an area within the Loy
village territory in which gibbons were left completely undisturbed: Loy’s
villagers gave the Korraam area a wide berth.

Dreen Hill
The last of the three spirit hills I visited in Loy village was Dreen. We
spent a day walking to Dreen and back again. As was the case with the
walk to the other hills, the walk to Dreen entailed crossing through a
patchwork of different forest types, including a grassy area – a tang plang
– and walking for a while along one of the intra-district roads currently
being constructed by a small team of Vietnamese roadworkers. As concerns the grassy area, it was covered by short-to-medium grass varieties.
This area was a vil rohh – the place where a now abandoned settlement
had been located a couple of decades earlier. Such vil rohh often looked
like this; it appeared that it took a very long time for the forest to reclaim
such spaces (in contrast to the fast regeneration of forest on fallow fields).
The short and medium grasses which dominated this area did not mean
that it was useless to the locals: on the contrary, this was a prime collecting place for certain herbs and vegetables – particularly along the banks of
the small stream which passed through the area. It was also a place used
for gathering fruits from the fruit trees which grew interspersed in the
area.
From a non-timber forest product point of view, informants in several
Kaleum villages claimed, fallows were often more important than oldgrowth forest areas. This is also a question of gender: the fallows were
more typically the working area of women (who collected most of the
food-related NTFPs used on a daily basis, whilst men would collect the
more intermittently used NTFPs which were extracted from old-growth
forests).
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After leaving the vil rohh, we passed through a number of areas, some
of which were considered to have been used for agriculture, and some
not. My guides pointed out that the War had degraded many of Loy’s
old-growth spirit forests so that they now looked more like fallows (although they had not been used). As had been the case during the walk to
Pa’ehh, a number of large bomb craters could be pointed out to support
their claims (Plate 9.3).
On Dreen hill itself, the trees appeared to be fairly large, and trunks
were spaced quite far apart. Dreen hill was located at the intersection of
two distinct stream sources. One of the streams ran close by the village’s
only salt lick. Our local guides explained:
Many animals come to this place [the salt lick close to Dreen]. Some of
them are protected by the Dreen spirit. If we were to try to shoot any of
them, we would miss. If a hunter misses an animal here, he will know for
sure that that animal belonged to Dreen.

Although not located inside Dreen hill, the salt lick was connected to one
of the stream originating from the hill and therefore seen as connected to
the Dreen spirit. In my understanding, this meant that hunters need to
restrain themselves while hunting in the vicinity of the salt lick.
Although, in the end, it was not clear to me whether villagers could or
could not shoot animals around the salt lick, it would seem that any
skilled hunter had to be careful about what he shot in this area, and be
very attentive to any signs of its local spirit. He would not try to shoot an
animal he believed was “under spirit protection”, particularly not an animal showing an odd behaviour. I did not hear any particular stories about
“salt lick spirits” in Loy village, but such stories exist among other
groups.152

The Chrehh village-forest landscape
From Loy village we moved to Chrehh village southeast of Loy. Arguably, Chrehh was an even more isolated village than Loy, at least from the
district centre. Like Loy, Chrehh was an Nge-Kriang village. It had
roughly the same population size as Loy (230). I will discuss the Chrehh
village-forest landscape more briefly than that of Loy. Let us again use the
participatory village map as a starting point (Plate 9.4).
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See Chazee 2002 for similar notions among the Hmong.
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One difference from Loy that is not immediately apparent from this
map is that although Chrehh villagers divided the landscape into “spirit
forests”, on the one hand, and “fallows”, on the other, Chrehh’s “production landscape” appeared overall to be significantly younger than that of
Loy; that is, although the proportion of the landscape that was part of the
shifting cultivation system in Chrehh was roughly of the same size as that
of Loy, the fallows appeared to be younger than those of Loy. In other
words, from a forestry point of view, Chrehh’s landscape appeared more
“degraded” than that of Loy.
As mentioned, the populations of the two villages were roughly the same.
When I inquired the Chrehh villagers about the state of the village forest
they simply claimed that it had always been like this, i.e. that Chrehh had
always had less old fallow areas than Loy. It is worth mentioning that not
all Katuic village-forest landscapes look alike, but that Chrehh nonetheless
stood out from the other villages that I visited. Since, the population of
Chrehh was similar to that of the other villages, I would venture the tentative explanation that Chrehh’s landscape had been used for a longer
historical period than Loy’s. In any case, Chrehh’s inhabitants did not
express any concern about the larger proportion of younger fallows. They
did claim, however, that – recently - they had asked the government for
permission to split up their village into two smaller villages (they had
been two smaller villages in the past), but that the government had not
allowed them to do so.
Yet, in other regards, Chrehh’s landscape echoed that of Loy very
closely: In fact, it had an almost identical structure in terms of the distribution of spirit hills spatially across the landscape (Taköö and Kohh
Tuung hills were mentioned as important). The old-growth forests (Dark
Green on Plate 9.4]) were – just like in Loy – also considered to be spirit
forests. On the Chrehh map, however, the spirit areas are marked with
“P” (as in “phi” meaning “spirit” in Laotian) rather than with “x”.
As was the case with Loy, many – but not all – of these spirit areas
were also located towards the edges of the village territory. Notably, one
of these spirit hills (Taköö) had also been visited by a timber/construction
company which had cut down many of its largest trees “to build the village school”. Just as in Loy, that spirit hill turned out to be one of
Chrehh’s primary gibbon habitats. Unlike Loy, however, the gibbon herd
of Taköö hill had been completely obliterated by the timber extraction.
From the little information I had time to gather, it appeared that
Chrehh’s villagers had participated more actively than those of Loy in the
timber extraction on the “gibbon” hill: although the initiative to “open
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up” the gibbon hill had come from a powerful outside agent, the villagers
had used – and were still in the process of using – considerable amounts
of timber from that hill in order to construct new houses for themselves,
even using a mechanized sawmill (apparently rented from the construction company for the purpose) to cut the planks. Thus, the entire village
was now using timber from the wrecked biodiversity “hotspot” to construct large plank houses in a hybrid architectural style (a mixture between
Lao Lum and Nge-Kriang styles).
My always pragmatic Laotian assistant and interpreter (a graduate of
the National Forestry University) felt that it was a good thing that the
villagers were building these timber houses: on several occasions he actually insisted – in conversations with villagers – that they should build
sturdy timber houses “as soon as possible”. When I asked him if he did
not think that this would have a detrimental impact on the forests and
their biodiversity, he answered me, in a quite passionate tone, that "soon
there isn’t going to be any timber left for them, don’t you understand?"
He might have had a point; he was – after all – a graduate of the National
Forestry University.
At the initial village meeting we held in Chrehh, some of the notable village elders were present. They informed us that Chrehh certainly had
several important “spirit areas” and that there were stories attached to
each one of these areas. The four sacred areas which were mentioned during the village meeting and the following participatory mapping session
were Nklaap, Taköö, Kohh Tunng and Pil Kahil. They also told us of a
couple of “spirit ponds” (Tavang Chieng and Tavang Sååt) in the village
territory – but these were mentioned as being something distinct, quite
different from the spirit hills (implying, I believe, that the spirits in these
different kinds of places were regarded as being of a different “species”).
Some of the village elders at the meeting presented themselves as
members of the takonng riahh – the traditional council of elders. They
explained that this council in the past had been more important than it
currently was. During the interview I asked two of the elders how it was
possible to know if a particular hill was a spirit hill or not. They gave me a
rather interesting answer, which diverged somewhat from the “typical”
answer that had been given in previous interviews in other villages. (The
typical answer, of course, was that villagers became aware of spirits when
one of them was punished by a spirit for having transgressed into a spirit
area, the punishment being expressed as illness or misfortune diagnosed as
caused by a particular area spirit).
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The two elders, instead, explained that if particular constellations of tree
species were found together, and particularly if the trees in those constellations were large and old, then that, in itself, would be an indication that
the area was a spirit place. Indeed, they clarified that such trees would not
necessarily be considered “spirit trees” if they had been standing by themselves.
Certain trees, however, were always considered spirit trees. And these
tree species included a surprising number of trees often found on NgeKriang (and Laos Katu also) fallows (including virtually all trees with
edible fruits. But we are talking of two different types of spirits here: tree
spirits on the one hand, and area spirits on the other. The latter were far
more powerful and potentially dangerous. Of course, if death or illness
followed upon a villager transgressing into such an area, then this would
obviously be a confirmation that the hill was indeed a spirit hill. The nuances expressed in the reasoning of the Chrehh informants is significant; it
means that there are multiple ways to suspect that an area is a spirit area
even before one committed some form of transgression there. Indeed, at
this meeting, this notion was repeated several times.
The conversation then moved forward and I asked the assembled
group if there were any “fortune-tellers” (i.e., spirit mediums or shamans)
in the village, who were particularly able to tell villagers which areas (or
which trees) had spirits. After a short hesitation, I was told that there was
no “fortune-teller” in the village, but that – in any case - the role of such
individuals (whom they referred to as pannöa channung) was more diagnostic than preventive. It was everyone’s duty to know which places had
spirits, but that if someone became ill from infracting into such an area,
the shaman/medium could help with the diagnosing and healing process.
An essential part of making the wrong right and, thus, curing the ailment,
was to correctly identify what specific infraction had incurred the wrath of
the spirits.
The takong riyahh (the council of elders) was, we were told, very important in the past in that they “influenced and supervised the villagers’
behaviour”. This council was clearly the Nge-Kriang equivalent to the
takah tahaal among the Katu in Vietnam. Though elders were less influential today than in the past, the villagers claimed that the takonng riyahh’s
opinions still mattered. The “job” of the takonng riyahh, was, among other
things, to act as arbitrators in disputes between families and individuals,
to help maintain harmony in the village, to encourage people to be honest
and not to steal, but also to “inform people not to cut in the old forest
areas and stream source areas [because the streams will dry up]”.
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I wondered whether this last-mentioned informative function of the
takonng riahh was something which they had actually been told by Laotian government foresters and extension workers, but the people at the
meeting answered in the negative; they claimed that although it was true
that government officials had also told them not to cut old-forest trees,
this rule” was a traditional one, and that it had always been one of the
functions of the takonng riahh to uphold this rule and to pass it on to the
younger generations. If someone got seriously ill after working in the
forest, however, it was the job of the shaman/medium – the pannöa channung – to find out which spirit had been angered.
Perhaps referring to the recent extraction of a great number of large
tree trunks from Taköö hill, one of the assembled villagers explained that,
if it was outsiders who cut in the wrong place, there would probably not
be any illness in the village. The headman seemed to become a little wary
at this point. Perhaps the discussion touched too closely on the subject of
the on-going timber cutting for house construction. Just as among the
Katu on the Upper Mraang River in Vietnam (as described in Chapter 6),
the tension between the desire for progress and the lingering respect for
the spirits – and thus for old-growth forests – was always and everywhere
present in the villages in Kaleum.

Taköö spirit hill
One of the spirit hills first mentioned in Chrehh village was Taköö. The
Taköö area – as we realized when we walked there the day after our first
village meeting – was the former “gibbon hill” of Chrehh. Taköö had also
been selected by the school-construction company as the site from which
the timber for the school would be taken. The construction company had
thus “cracked open” one of Chrehh’s spirit forests. Now, the status of
Taköö as a spirit place was being questioned and, as mentioned, many
villagers were using Taköö timber for their new houses.
When visiting the Taköö area together with the headman’s friend we
could see that the area had certainly been heavily “degraded” and that a
large number of massive trunks had been chopped down. Our local guide
told us that about 70 large trunks had been taken out from the hill. A
great many of these had been of valuable hardwood species. (Unsurprisingly, as we learnt upon inspection, the school itself was not constructed
from the valuable hardwood timber. The company had thus apparently
taken the most valuable timber in payment for its services.) Far from all of
the big trees on Taköö had been cut down, however. This may have been
because the company had not constructed a proper timber road to the site
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– which made it more difficult to extract all the valuable timber on the
hill. Our guide told us that the company had only taken the timber that
was readily accessible for cutting and transportation. Nonetheless, the
logging activities had completely collapsed the gibbon community that
had once lived here.

Picture 9.10: Signs of timber extraction on Taköö Hill (Chrehh village).

The map of Chrehh shows that Taköö hill was also considered an important place for NTFP collection (Plate 9.4). Now, of course, the gibbons
were gone from Taköö, but informants from Chrehh said that, previously,
it had not been uncommon for gibbons and humans to go looking for
fruits at the same time of the year on the two spirit hills were gibbons
were present (now, only one).

Kohh Tunng
Kohh Tunng was another spirit hill mentioned at the village meetings in
Chrehh. We did not visit this hill, however. The villagers said that Kohh
Tunng was “similar in most ways” to Taköö hill but that there was one
feature that set it apart:
Kohh Tunng has cliffs. Some people see holes in the cliff “like open doors”
but others cannot see anything.
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Villagers also told us a story about Kohh Tunng, which contained some
details I had never heard before:
In 1961, one family cleared forest at the foot of the hill, and when that family burnt the clearing, the fire spread beyond the clearing into the old forest
on the hill. Two days later the wife of the family head died. You must not
cultivate near that hill. That place has more NTFPs than all the other places
in the village area. There are many kinds of rattan and other useful plants
there. Actually you can do almost everything in that area except slashing and
burning for cultivation. But it is not allowed to say anything bad in that area;
if you do so, you will get lost. You have to do some “samat saman” [“magic”
in Lao]: you must make a small wooden figure in the shape of a human and
stick it into the ground and also stick a [fake] sword in the ground next to it
and [offer them] to the spirit. And then you say “please show us the way
home, please let us remember the way home”. If it doesn’t work the first
time, then you do the same thing again but this time leave a little sticky rice
with the wooden figure and the sword. They are gifts for the spirits: the
sword for the male spirit, the doll figure for the spirit’s wife. [Villagers smile
a little.] If someone in the village is waiting for someone who went to work
in that area and that person doesn’t come back, then he or she will take the
traditional instrument “cui” (mpööm), a kind of flute, and play some music
and also say “let my wife/husband come back”.

Notably, in this account about Kohh Tunng hill, there is mention of the
same kind of mysterious “gate” or ”door” that was spoken of in Loy village (Terrååm spirit hill) and also by the Katu in A’urr village (speaking
about Ralang Radönng/Boho; see Chapter 7). These alleged gates were
sometimes claimed to open “only once per year”, sometimes described as
visible to only certain individuals at certain times.
It is also worth noting that Kohh Tunng hill was considered one of the
most important places for the villagers to collect certain non-timber forest
resources (in this case specific rattan varieties). This again highlights the
fact that the notion of “spirit area” does not exclude important economic
activities such as the collection of valuable NTFPs. Among the rattan
types that could be collected on Kohh Tunng were “vay khom”, “vay phai”,
“vay söy”, “vay tuun” and “vay” talukk (talukk being the Nge-Kriang term,
since the locals did not know the Lao name for this species).
Thus, as long as one conformed to certain standards of behaviour, one
could enter Taköö hill and Kohh Tunng to collect rattan, fruits, honey
and perhaps even to cut timber (if it was done modestly and according to
the ritual decorum) but one could not clear these places for agriculture.
The exact rules as to what one could and could not do, however, varied
from hill to hill (and from spirit to spirit). As elsewhere, the spirits were
said to express their desires and discontent through dreams, possession or
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by influencing the outcome of divinations. The pattern was thus the same
as that which we could see among the Katu in Vietnam. The new lesson
learned in Kaleum was thus more one of emphasis; not only is it possible
for rattan and other NTFPs to be collected on the sacred hills, but the
sacred hills were vital access points for these resources (Plate 9.4.).

Tavanng Sååt: The Python Pond
The villagers of Chrehh also spoke of a couple of sacred places which were
not hills or patches of forests; these were small and marshy ponds which
they called tavaang. One of the ponds mentioned was Tavaang Sååt –
which was later translated as the tavaang of the python (sååt). The story
about the Python Pond went as follows:
This pond lies about one kilometre away from the village. In the past there was
a blind man who was killed there by bandits, but nobody buried him. There
was also a big snake that was killed there and left unburied. That place doesn’t
have any big trees. For many, many years all people who have tried to farm
there have become sick. They became swollen. Some even died.

Although no sacred tavaang had been mentioned to me by the inhabitants in
Loy, this did not mean that there were no such ponds in the Loy territory as
well. The inhabitants of Tang Plang village (see below) mentioned such sacred ponds too, although I am not sure whether they were of exactly the same
type as those mentioned in Kohh Tunng. Such tavaang were also mentioned
in a couple of villages in Lamam district – inhabited by both Nge-Kriang and
Alak (the latter speaking a North Bahnaric rather than Katuic language),
indicating that this is a more widespread uplander (Mon-Khmer) notion. In
all these stories (from Kaleum and Lamam), the origin stories of these ponds
were associated with animals (and humans) that “had died there” but “not
been buried”. The species mentioned in this context were not random; thus,
only a few species were mentioned: python, elephant, dhole and gaur. Significantly, as villagers in both Kaleum and Lamam (both Alak and NgeKriang) had explained to me – all of these animals have a sacred or quasisacred status among these groups. (I remember particularly being a bit surprised when the dhole [wild dog] was pointed out to me as “sacred”.) This,
did not mean that all these species could not be hunted at all – only that there
were very strong reservations about how and when it could be done. The
dhole, however, was not hunted (see also Chamberlain 2003).
The pond mentioned in Chrehh, Tavaang Sååt as they called it, would
seem to be similar to the mysterious pool, the abokk, in A’urr village – the
spirit of which caused several deaths in that village (as described in Chap-
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ter 6). The Python Pond was located in a fairly flat area, and was actually
surrounded by fallow forest, some of which appeared to be very recent.
The area adjacent to the pond, although seemingly consisting merely of
bamboo and underbrush, was claimed not to have been cleared for generations. It was clear, however, that the taboo had been violated some
time in the past since there was a story about this transgression too:
The pond area is about half a hectare big. Since the time of our ancestors
nobody has been allowed to cultivate around the pond. That place is [now]
a bamboo forest (“may lai”/ndaang lee). From the past until the present all
farming and gardening have been prohibited there. Yet, there were people
who tried to cultivate there – even very close to the pond – but then became sick and some even died.

In all honesty, the Python Pond did not strike me as an impressive area by
any standards. It was not particularly large, nor was it surrounded by large
trees – just by small bushes. But I will leave the interpretation of these fragmentary stories and the evaluation of the ecological significance of the ponds
and their marshy surroundings to those who have more expertise in this field
than I have. In any case, as was highlighted by the story about the abokk in
A’urr, these wet/marshy areas seem to represent a critical battle zone in the
struggle between the indigenous belief system, on the one hand, and the
development push by the state, on the other. The governments of Laos and
Vietnam both encouraged local communities to use precisely areas such as
these for growing wet rice and commercially viable vegetables – so as to
eliminate the need to engage in shifting cultivation. The state and the indigenous villagers thus had opposed views as to the use of this well-watered land;
what the state prescribed, local tradition proscribed on metaphysical – and
perhaps environmental – grounds. Again, the taboo on clearing and/or using
this type of land may well have, as I will go on to discuss, an ecological rationale.
Echoing the official stance on this matter, when we stopped to take a look
at the Python Pond of Chrehh village, my interpreter-assistant duly exclaimed
(informed by his training as a forester) “aah, this is perfect for wet rice, why
don’t you grow wet rice here?” Yet, it should also be taken into account that
the hydrological “environmental services” provided by these types of ponds
and marshlands can be considerable, and that the developmentalists in Sekong
province already have already spectacularly failed with many of their ambitious wet rice irrigation projects in Sekong (projects which are often backed
by global donors, see Baird & Shoemaker [2008: 142-157] for a detailed
summary of these failures).
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Pictures 9.11 and 9.12: Metallic objects, and sometimes bombshells could be
found literally everywhere in the Kaleum village landscapes, as could bomb craters. These bombshells and craters were often surrounded by bamboo areas and
severely degraded forests, confirming the many local accounts about the destruction wrought by the War on the local forests. Sometimes the local groups attempted to farm in war-destroyed forests, but not always.
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Tang Plang village spirits revisited
Tang Plang was the last village on my Kaleum district itinerary. Although
not really a very remote village, Tang Plang, as of 2009, could still not be
reached by motorised vehicles (at least not from the district centre, but
evidently there existed other transportation routes used by loggers; see
below). In fact, while we were walking towards Tang Plang from Chrehh
village, we came across a group of pioneer road workers who were measuring distances and marking trees with red paint in advance of the coming
road construction that would begin connecting Tang Plang properly to
the wider world – to the district centre and beyond.
Villages which lacked road connections – in my opinion – often
evinced a markedly different atmosphere compared to better-connected
villages. In many ways, such “disconnected” villages could be far more
pleasant to visit than better-connected places. Of course, the “atmosphere”
of a particular village did not entirely depend on whether it was well connected to the national infrastructure grid or not. Nonetheless, the relative
isolation from markets and urban centres meant that villagers in relatively
remote or inaccessible communities were generally more hospitable to me
and my assistant, less suspicious about the motive for our visit than villagers in more accessible and “developed” communities.
Villages lacking roads are visited much less frequently by government
representatives, teachers and NGO staff. The inhabitants of such villages
also travel less frequently to the district centre (etc.). Typically, a roadless
village will be engaged almost exclusively in subsistence agriculture and
sell very few products to the outside world. These villages, due to the
infrequent visits by outsiders and by the authorities, are also – for good
and for bad – less exposed to the mainstream culture of the nation state
(be it Kinh/Vietnamese or Lao Lum).
To be sure, there are many benefits that “modern society” can provide.
During our visit to Tang Plang, the little son of one of our local interlocutors had fallen and injured his head. Initially, the wound had been rather
insignificant, but it had become infected and would not heal. The cheap
medicines of low quality which the father had managed to obtain did not
work, and for the father to walk to Kaleum district centre (again) was
difficult and expensive. It was sad to know that something which could so
easily be dealt with in the district centre or any Laotian town could potentially end in a domestic tragedy in this remote village. Many hardships in
Tang Plang village could thus have been eased or avoided with better
communication. Unfortunately I did not carry medicines with me; perhaps I should have. I don’t know what eventually happened to the small
boy. (On a side-note: I actually asked whether there were any traditional
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cures that could be used on this occasion but was told that most of the
elders who used to know about such cures had died.)

Mapping the spirit hills of Tang Plang
Our work approach in Tang Plang was similar to that which we had
adopted in the previous villages: we basically interviewed villagers about
their village-forest landscapes and land-use pattern; we made maps together with them; and we asked them about sacred places and spirits in
the landscape. I wanted to understand the local forest use and pass the
information on to the Project staff so that the project would be able to
incorporate the local perspective in the design and implementation of the
project and, thus, less harm would be done when eventually the agents of
the industrial forestry sector would swoop down on the village in full
force (be they government foresters or private contractors). I wanted
villagers to indicate to me their sacred sites in the hope that they could
then – with confidence – tell the same stories to the forestry agents. I had
been assured by the senior staff of the project that “any forests of spiritual
value” to villagers would and could not be touched by the project and
should be protected from encroachment by other agents as well. (However, the road to hell, as we all know, is paved with good intentions.)
In an unforeseen manner, the mapping session in Tang Plang gave
more food for thought than the meetings in other villages. Having already
carried out several successful mapping sessions in the neighbouring villages, I perhaps “moved too quickly” when I broached the topic of Tang
Plang’s spirit landscape at the village meeting. Compared to what was the
case in Loy, which I had visited twice, I did not spend much time in Tang
Plang trying to introduce myself properly to the villagers; I had not allowed the villagers sufficient time to get acquainted with me and my assistant and the purpose of our visit. Who were we really and what did we
really want? (As elsewhere, in the Central Annamites, the Second Indochina War was in fresh memory here; only the year prior to my visit six
villagers had died because they had stumbled on unexploded U.S. ordnance from the War.) Could the locals “trust” a Westerner – a man of the
same ilk as those who had dropped bombs on them a few decades earlier?
And were we ourselves really safe in this village?
After having concluded the first village meeting, which I felt had been
a good one, there was an increasing sense that not everything was alright
in the village. A large group of villagers continued debating loudly with
each other in the communal house. Some elders, who had chosen not to
attend the meeting, now joined in. In the headman’s house, where we
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were resting in the late afternoon, some locals came to sit down and
watch us with troubled expressions. Later in the evening more people
joined, and a kind of informal party ensued (with liquor and local snacks
being served whilst a number of villagers gathered there). But at the very
beginning of this party one of the men asked us:
What will you do with our spirits that we have told you about? Are you
planning to destroy the spirits? We do not want that, we want to keep our
spirits.

We assured them that we only wanted to protect their spirits and make
sure there were no “misunderstandings” between them and the project.
They seemed to be put at ease when they heard this. Still, in the midst of
the party – later that night – my assistant/interpreter suddenly felt deeply
worried that “something might be wrong” and that somehow we could be
in danger. Of course, nothing bad actually happened.
Nonetheless, to go to an entirely new village in a remote area is probably “safer” with provincial or district officials – even though many questions might receive “standardized” answers in their presence. On our first
visit to Loy village, we had been accompanied by locally powerful provincial foresters who inspired the respect of officialdom into the villagers. On
this trip, by contrast, I had consciously avoided bringing such officials
with me, as I felt they had had a strong negative impact on my ability to
work “anthropologically”. The downside of that tactic, however, was that
the villagers could not initially place us within any familiar frame of reference.
The local communities had a clear and longstanding relationship with
the government – despite all the dubious forestry activities that I have
outlined, in which government officials and local forestry departments
were certainly complicit. They did not have such a relationship with random Westerners. In this context, I feel it is relevant to pinpoint what kind
of relationship the indigenous communities had to government and party
officials. I believe we might roughly compare this relationship with the
respectful attitude that peasant farmers in Europe a century or two ago
had towards the parish priest and the Church: even a priest who clearly
exploited the locals would nonetheless be a priest, and would be treated
with respect – simply because he represented an authority that was immensely powerful and beyond questioning. The state and the Communist
Party in Laos (just as in Vietnam) had this kind power over the villages.
In fact, government officials knew that they had this kind of authority and
systematically seemed to demonstrate and use it.
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The previous year, even Tang Plang had been visited by commercial
loggers (with no direct connection to the SUFORD project). The headman and a few other men complained to us openly about this visitation;
they were shocked at the sheer mass of timber that had been taken out
from one of the village’s border forests. One of the comments was that
“with the quantity of timber that they cut, every family in the village
could have had a new house entirely built from timber, but they gave us
nothing”. After complaining to the authorities about the massive scale of
this timber extraction (which, in this case, was not associated to any
school-building endeavours), they were informed, eventually, that the
entire logging operation had actually been a “mistake” (i.e., that the company had not had permission to cut timber in Tang Plang’s territory). The
village later received an apology from the company – but nothing else.
Although I could not see any road leading to Tang Plang village proper,
there must have been one which led to the logging site on the fringe of
the village territory.
The configuration of Tang Plang’s spirit landscape (Plate 9.5) left an
indelible impression on me. On this map, old-growth forest is Blue, old
fallows are dark Green and very young fallows plus current fields are Yellow. The Tang Plang villagers introduced a new category on this map
because they felt that “medium fallow” (i.e. a “young forest”) was not
really a relevant concept in their village. Instead they suggested that the
type of forest which I called “medium-to-old fallows” (5-15 years or so
since last used) were better rendered as “bamboo forests” (indicated in
Pink on the map).
The spirit places of Tang Plang village mentioned during the village
meeting in the communal house seemed at first very peculiar: one of the
“important” spirit places mentioned, for example, was the “washing place”
located just at the village entrance (i.e., an area where a small stream
passed very close to the village and where the village women washed
clothes) (Plate 9.5). Another, important spirit place (which we also visited
shortly after the meeting) was an utterly inconspicuous depression in the
ground located some fifty metres from the new village school (Picture
9.13). Both of these unremarkable places were believed to cause (spiritrelated) illnesses in the village. Furthermore, it also transpired that the
village territory’s only salt lick (Picture 9.14), once visited even by elephants, was located at one corner of the village – only a few metres away
from the village houses.
How could it be that these powerful spirit areas – however inconspicuous
they now appeared – were located right next to the village settlement (or
even inside it)? This fact defied what we had so far learnt about local cus-
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toms, namely that settlements and fields were usually – indeed had to be –
located some distance away from significant spirit places. However, again
it turned out that the current village location had been decided by the
district authorities. We will come back to this issue after reviewing some
of the spirit areas indicated by the villagers.

Picture 9.13: A (dried up) “spirit pond” next to Tang Plang’s village school.
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Picture 9.14: The only salt lick in the Tang Plang area was also located only a few
metres away from the village!
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Picture 9.15: The strangler fig spirit forest of Tang Plang (please turn to view
from the correct angle). This area, too, was only located about 200 m from the
Village and 100 m from the village school.
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Picture 9.16: Villagers pointing at the sacred hill named Tåång.
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The strangler fig forest
Another place was mentioned as an important spirit place by the Tang
Plangians. Again, as can be seen on Map 9.4, this place was located fairly
close to the settlement. On one side, it was edged by the open “plain”
which surrounded Tang Plang (Picture 9.13 above). In another direction
it was bordered by a 10-12-year-old fallow (which our guide told us
would be his field next year). The most remarkable feature of the forest
itself was that it appeared to be dominated by strangler figs to such an
extent that it was difficult to find any trees at all in it that had not been
“attacked” by the fig “trees” (Picture 9.15).
The strangler fig, a name commonly used to refer to a range of different tree species of the genus Ficus (Family: Moraceae), despite its name
and its appearance of climbing and then killing its host tree, does not
actually directly kill its host. In fact, it does not even absorb nutrients from
its host. Instead, the host tree usually dies because the strangler figs takes
over its space in the upper canopy of the forest. That is, the host tree dies
because it loses it access to the sunlight.
Despite this tendency to “kill” other trees, it is widely known that the
strangler fig is enormously important as a keystone species upholding
biodiversity values. Kricher writes:
Fruit trees [my comment: such as those found in the old-growth spirit forests visited in this chapter] form an essential resource in rainforests. In a
study done in an Amazonian rainforest, ecologist John Terborgh learned
that the large mammals and birds depend on a continuous supply of fruits
such as figs, palm nuts, laurels, and a few others. Even though more than
2,000 species of plants were present in the forests, Terborgh suggested
that a mere dozen plant species (including figs) were essential to maintain
the assemblage of fruit-eating animals. Terborgh went so far as to suggest
that without figs, the ecosystem would be at risk of collapsing. Figs and a
few other fruit-bearing plants are keystone species, uniquely important in
the rainforest community. (Kricher 2009 162-163) (Note: Terborgh
[1992: 176] actually refers specifically to strangler figs in his discussion.)

All across Southeast Asia (and India) the strangler fig is almost universally
regarded as a “spirit tree”. Many outside observers have tended to assume
that it is simply the shape of this “tree” and its habit of "killing" its host
that accounts for this sacred status. I propose, instead, that the sacredness
of this tree – from the point of view of the indigenous forest-dwellers in
the Central Annamitic uplands – might well be related to its tremendously
important ecological role in maintaining the biodiversity of the forest.
The Kaleumians were very well aware of what, where and when the primates, birds and other animals in their forests ate.
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Tåång Hill: the Nurse Spirits
Of all stories told to us in the villages of Kaleum the one about Tåång hill
made perhaps the strongest impression on me. The reason was that it
spoke so vividly of a recursive relationship between the villagers and the
(“natural”) landscape. Tåång hill appeared to be the single most important
of all the spirit places mentioned in Tang Plang, due to its well-established
relation with the village (i.e., the human community):
In the past, we were told, the spirits of that hill often used to help the
people of the village. When a villager fell seriously ill, then someone in the
village would dream that the spirits of Tåång hill came to the village – like
“nurses” – to attend and cure the sick person. (The Tåång spirits were
variously spoken of in the plural and in the singular).
But the aid provided by the spirits of Tåång to the village also meant that
the spirits felt doubly betrayed when some of the villagers decided to clear
and burn the hill (after the village’s resettlement to the new location):
[...] after a villager (it was my relative) decided to clear and burn forest on
Tåång hill, in 1991, several people began dying in the village.
When the villagers realised that people were dying because the spirits of
Tåång were displeased, particularly since those spirits had so often helped
villagers in the past, my relative immediately stopped clearing on the hill,
and the whole village decided to perform a special ritual in order to ask
Tåång’s spirits for forgiveness. Thus, in 1994, when we had collected
enough resources for a proper offering to the hill, we organised the ritual.
One group of villagers played the role of the spirits, while another group
played the villagers. The group that acted as the villagers asked for forgiveness for having cleared and burnt a part of the hill and then pledged that
they would never again clear any part of that hill for agriculture (and thus
never burn the hill again). But the villagers said that they would still sometimes go to the hill to cut wood for house construction. The villagers who
acted as spirits then accepted the other group’s apologies and agreed that
the villagers could still use the hill for timber when they needed. Since then
we haven’t had any more problems with the spirits of that hill.

Tang Plang village’s present location had not been a place historically considered appropriate for a village settlement – this much became clear from
our interviews. The sheer number and concentration of spiritually charged
places in the immediate vicinity of the current settlement meant that the
entire settlement area had been considered a powerful spirit node. The
GOL had thus resettled the village right into a spirit zone. What, then, were
the main characteristics of this spirit zone? If we summarise the information
provided above, we find that the village area was a fairly flat and, until re-
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cently, well watered and (in the parts not submerged in water) primarily
grass covered. In other words, the village land was interspersed with
marshes and ponds. The area also had a salt lick visited by a great deal of
wildlife. In its immediate vicinity there was also the notable “strangler-fig
forest”. There were also a small number of huge conifers (unusual in the
Central Annamites) just next to the (formerly) marshy zone.
Wildlife protection has only recently become an overriding consideration
in Laotian village development; in the 1990s and early years of the 2000s
the most burning issue was the resettlement and sedentarisation programme
in the uplands along with the abolishment of shifting cultivation through
the implementation of functional wet-rice farming. This explains why it is
so common to see so many villages across Laos (and Vietnam) that have
been resettled to marshy and well-watered areas, thus causing the almost
complete destruction of these marshes (which were typically converted into
wet-rice paddy fields). I can provide no simple answer to the question why
this policy does not appear to have been criticised by international conservation organisations, but one possible explanation would be that much of the
resettlement program took place prior to the arrival of the more powerful
international conservation organisations – or in the early years of their establishment – in Laos (and Vietnam).
The new location of Tang Plang village had thus seemed suitable for
wet-rice farming, being one of the few flat and well-watered areas in the
village’s traditional territory. Thus, the district government had prompted
the villagers to resettle on that site, in the hope that by engaging in wetrice cultivation the villagers could abandon their shifting cultivation altogether. The villagers did as they were instructed, but although the area
had been marshy for as long as anyone could remember, it now dried out
after being used for only a couple of years for wet-rice cultivation. Now,
the villagers were back to square one in terms of their cultivation, the
problem being, however, that they were stuck in a potentially dangerous
spirit area, without functioning wet-rice cultivation.
The big question mark left in my mind after visiting Tang Plang was
what the ”environmental price” for this failed experiment in wet-rice
farming had been and what it had meant for the non-human communities
of this landscape. Clearly, virtually all the HCV categories pertaining to
either “biodiversity” or “culture” (or both) had been violated in one blow
for the sake of implementing an allegedly more "rational" and productive
usage of the landscape: migratory patterns of animals, access to watering
holes and perennial ponds, salt licks, birdlife – to mention only a few of
the “casualties” involved, had all been sacrificed for the sake of rural development (which, in the end, seemed to have yielded poor results).
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Summing up
The main conclusions from this chapter can be summed up in three
points:
1. Village territories are locally “configured” in a similar way across
the Kaleum district: all the village-forest landscapes examined are
thus emically “categorised” into a “spirit part” (where human activities are regulated by specific taboos or metaphysical restrictions) and a “production forest” (where human subsistence activities are traditionally permitted and provisionally allowed by government agencies). Even the proportions and configurations of
these landscapes appear to be very similar from one village to the
next. And in all villages, the category of “spirit places” would seem
to share similar natural/biological features.
2. Such spirit places, then, include areas dominated by old-growth
forest (large trees, presence of a few specific tree species, particular
constellations of trees), geological/mineral features (e.g., salt licks)
and hydrological features (stream sources, watering holes, perennial ponds, marshy areas). Even the presence of certain animal species, such as gibbons and elephants, appears to play a role in defining a particular area as a “spirit place”.
3. In other words, Katuic groups seem to “sacralise” or “ecospiritualise” certain areas, zones or features in the landscape.
Viewed through a “scientific lens” (which would seem to be pertinent here), such spirit areas represent what influential conservation
organisations and agencies (including WWF, IUCN, FSC; but
also forestry projects such as SUFORD) would label as High Conservation Value Forest, including areas with large concentrations
of keystone species and/or wildlife migration routes – i. e., areas of
high conservation and biodiversity value. Katuic spirit forests,
then, are – or were until recently – the local equivalents to biodiversity reserves or protected forests. It would be a shame if this
age-old indigenous conservation regime would be ignored and
crushed by current forestry regimes, development interventions
and even misplaced conservation projects.
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10. Conclusions

Thinking like a Mountain
We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her
eyes. I realized then, and have known ever since, that there was something
new to me in those eyes - something known only to her and to the mountain. I was young then, and full of trigger-itch; I thought that because
fewer wolves meant more deer, that no wolves would mean hunters’ paradise. But after seeing the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor
the mountain agreed with such a view.…I now suspect that just as a deer
herd lives in mortal fear of its wolves, so does a mountain live in mortal
fear of its deer. And perhaps with better cause, for while a buck pulled
down by wolves can be replaced in two or three years, a range pulled down
by too many deer may fail of replacement in as many decades. So also with
cows. The cowman who cleans his range of wolves does not realize that he
is taking over the wolf’s job of trimming the herd to fit the range. He has
not learned to think like a mountain. Hence we have dustbowls, and rivers
washing the future into the sea. (Leopold 1970: 138-139)
A conservationist is one who is humbly aware that with each stroke [of the
axe] he is writing his signature on the face of the land. (Leopold 1970: 73)

In this thesis I have tried to make two major points. The first is that the
generic cosmology of the upland Katuic peoples of the Central Annamites
in Laos and Vietnam represents a form of animistic ontology in the sense
that the concept is currently used in anthropology. This animist ontology
is, of course, both variable and changing but the concept is nevertheless
useful – as I hope I have shown – to grasp the deep-rooted and implicit
mindframe and reality posit of the forest-dwelling Katuic groups, particularly of those living in the more remote parts of the region.
I have attempted to show that this ontology must also be regarded as a
kind of ecology, a specific way of understanding and relating to the
mountainous forest environment in the study area. I argue, and have tried
to demonstrate, that this ontology can be translated into the terms of
modern scientific ecology. This animist ontology/ecology is the necessary
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backdrop against which we must understand the dramatic changes that
are now taking place in the region
The second point I have tried to make refers precisely to the transformation of the social and natural landscape in the region during recent
decades. I have proposed that James Scott’s notion of “high modernism”
(Scott 1998) – a notion I take to be analogous to what Escobar (and others) call “developmentalism” (Escobar 1995) – is characteristic of the
ideology that underpins the state-induced development- and modernisation push into the Central Annamites in Laos and Vietnam since the early
1990s. What makes the concept of high modernism useful in the context
of this thesis is that it refers to an ideology or “faith” which has all the
features of an ontology. As such, the concept is commensurate with, although opposed to, the animist ontology of the Katuic groups in the
region.
The changes taking place in the Central Annamites can be seen as a development frontier in which state-driven, high-modernist development
schemes are imposed on the indigenous communities and progressively
replacing their autochthonous livelihood culture. The main characteristic
of this unequal encounter is that it takes the form of an “ontological conquest” where the high-modernist state combats the animist ontology and
the indigenous life-ways that go with it. The reason, as Scott (ibid) makes
clear, is that the indigenous livelihood culture, centred on rotational shifting cultivation of upland rice, is illegible and thus unsuitable to serve the
interests of the state.
By way of conclusion, I want to briefly develop these points.

A Spirit-Ruled Landscape
A principal theme of the thesis is the meaning and function of “spirit areas” (mabhuy in Katu language) in the context of the Katuic village-forest
ecosystem and cosmology. I give detailed descriptions of how these spirit
areas (or spirit forests) are locally perceived, but I have also speculated –
using some notions from the science of ecology – as to what their ecological role may have been (and, to a lesser extent, still is), not only in terms
of maintaining the long-term viability of rotational shifting cultivation,
but also in terms of maintaining biodiversity values per se.
I argue that, in the Katuic landscape, the spirits (abhuy in Katu) have –
or have had – functions akin to those of certain conventional conservation
practices. To refer to the local ecological understanding, I use the notion
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“animist ecology” – as far as I know a neologism of my own invention –
as opposed to “conventional” or “scientific” ecology.
This implicit link between animism and ecology which I attempt to
highlight through the notion of animist ecology is partly implied also in
related concepts such as indigenous knowledge, traditional knowledge
(Berkes 2008), local knowledge and practical knowledge or “mētis” (Scott
1998) – but only partly so. As regards Scott’s notion of practical knowledge, it refers specifically to contingent, contextual and experience-based
knowledge present in any society alongside what he calls epistemic or
science-based knowledge. Indeed, practical knowledge is a necessary complement to other forms of knowledge and without which no human being
– whether animist or high-modernist – can exist and go about his or her
life.
Animism, on the other hand, is more than a type of knowledge; as an
ontology it structures not only knowledge but also perception and experience. What is specific about animism is that it posits an animate, subjectified and morally agentive world, a fact that is not sufficiently stressed by
the other terms mentioned above.
Developing an analogy with the fictional reality of the block-buster
movie Avatar (2009), the thesis poses the question whether the overall
“spirit-forest-management-system” is indicative of a “biodiversity awareness” on the part of animistic indigenous peoples such as the Katuic
groups, given that their “spirit forests” have many remarkable similarities
with the type of areas which modern ecology holds to be of particular
ecological importance. Katuic spirit hills and forests, just as the type of
forest areas which the Forest Stewardship Council refers to as “High Conservation Value Forests” (Chapter 8 and 9), often include stream sources,
salt licks, waterfalls, areas with large, old, trees and watering holes frequented by animals (to name a few “natural indicators” of a spirit place
discussed in Chapter 9). Although expressed in the form of an intricate
system of spirit beliefs, the Katuic animist ecology thus accords high
“spirit value” to areas and ecosystems which, from the standpoint of “science”, would be considered of high ecological significance.
To determine the exact “ecological value” of such spirit areas, however,
would require further interdisciplinary studies (preferably in-depth cooperation with biologists and ecologists and other scholars from the naturalscience field). Nonetheless, the spiritualisation of certain parts of the landscape may, in my view, be regarded as an emic expression of advanced
ecological understanding – i.e., the notion that the functionality of the
village-forest landscape might be dependent on the preservation of certain
core areas in the landscape.
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In understanding the Katuic concept of landscape spirits and how it
might be interpreted as an aspect of local ecological knowledge and cosmology, I believe that Sanderson’s (2009) analysis of the extremely complex webs of ecological relationships between different species and, more
importantly, between various types of “natural groups” in the forest may
be pertinent as a source of reference. Sanderson goes beyond the classical
matching of small mutualistic combinations between certain animal species, noting that animal species, plant species and even non-biological
aspects of a landscape/ecosystem are often interconnected in critical
“nodes”. This may be seen as variant of the keystone species discussion,
but a significantly expanded one. The “node”, then, is what is important,
not merely its component species (as in the keystone species discussion).
Maybe the Katuic concept of places particularly charged with spirit agency
– such as spirit hills and spirit forests – is best interpreted as precisely such
“nodes”?
Although “sacred forests” (broadly analogous to Katuic spirit forests)
are well-known to exist among virtually all shifting-cultivating groups
(both Mon-Khmer and non-Mon-Khmer) in Laos and Vietnam – and in
South- and Southeast Asia more generally (cf. Dove 2011) – it seems to
me that the areas covered by the spirit forests of the Katuic groups are
generally larger than those of other groups in adjacent areas of Laos and
Vietnam. Thus, in the course of my fieldwork for the SUFORD project
(Laos, 2009), I visited a number of different ethnic groups in five provinces but it was only among the Katuic groups that the spirit forests covered substantial area of the village-forest landscape (in my estimation
between 15 and 30 % of the total village land). In addition, the Katuic
spirit forests were often important sites for the collection of rattan, bamboo shoots, mushrooms and wild tree fruits.
Most important from an ecological point of view, however, is the fact
that the spirit forests were areas of old-growth forest (since clearing and
burning is invariably prohibited in spirit forests), often containing ponds,
swamps, waterfalls, caves, tall bamboo and/or localised stands of specific
tree species associated with spirits, all making spirit forests repositories of
high biodiversity values. As I describe in Chapter 9, several spirit forests
in remote parts of the Kaleum district (Sekong, Laos) have – or had until
recently – substantial populations of elephants and gibbons. Spirit forests,
it seems, amounts to small, localised biodiversity “hotspots”.
Spirit forests similar to those found among the Katuic groups are also
documented among the Bahnaric Cau Ma studied by Boulbet (1967,
1975) and hinted at by Condominas (1994) in his classic study of the
Mnong Gar (also Bahnaric speakers) in the Central Highlands of Viet-
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nam. Accordingly, my analysis of the spirit forests among the Katuic
groups may also apply to the Bahnaric groups – and possibly to other
indigenous groups in the Greater Annamitic region as well.

Spirit forests as indigenous conservation areas
Each spirit area – hill, forest, depression – is said to be owned, ruled and
“protected” by a spirit who is conceived of as the master and guardian of
the area. The typical spirit forest is a forested hill and adjacent, surrounding forest. I refer to this area as “spirit hill” and/or “hill spirit” – since
Katu interlocutors do not distinguish the hill from it spirits; the hill is the
abode of its spirits but also, as it were, its “body”. The hill is the spirit.
(Spirit, in singular, here refers to the master of the spirit community usually associated with a spirit hill or forest).
The protective governance of the master spirit over its hill- and forest
domain is expressed by a particular set of taboos (dieng): the spirit prohibits various kinds of human interventions in the spirit area. The taboos
invariably involve the prohibition on clearing, burning and cultivating in
the area but may also include restrictions on the extraction of certain animal and plant resources – for example, killing certain animal species during certain times of the year.
The taboos were strict – and are still respected in remote villages. If
disrespected, the master spirit and his spirit helpers would punish a member of the transgressor’s village – usually by causing illness or some other
kind of misfortune. The entire institution of spirit forests and the associated set of taboos thus functions as a sort of indigenous conservation area,
a local nature reserve.
The set of beliefs and practices linked to the spirit forests constitutes an
ethical code, whose detailed specifications vary from one spirit forest to
another, instructing humans how to behave in the forest. There are usually several spirit areas in a single village territory. The inhabited forests of
the Central Annamites are dotted with such spirit-ruled and spiritprotected areas effectively functioning as biodiversity reserves. These reserves, often permitting selective extraction of plants and animals varying
from place to place, are distinguished from areas of fallow forest used for
shifting cultivation by the fact that they are protected from fire (induced
by local swidden farmers) – implying that the forest resources inside these
spirit forests differed from those available in the fallow forests.
Considering the large spaces in the village-forest landscapes that were
– at least traditionally – set aside as “spirit areas”, this spiritually motivated
management system of the landscape should not be ignored as a biodiver-
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sity-maintaining system in its own right, even in terms of modern ecology.

Hierarchical animism
The ensouled and enspirited landscape of the upland Katuic peoples is
diagnostic of an animistic ontology, but one which in certain respects
differs from the current consensus on animism. Hills, patches of forest,
stream sources, strangely shaped stones and other features of the landscape are said to be inhabited by (or incarnating) spirits (abhuy), thus
constituting a kind of non-human subjects and agents with whom humans
continuously communicate and interact. But as different from the predominant view on animism today, human relations to the animate environment is, in Katuic cosmology, not mutualistic or reciprocal.
Katuic relational cosmology is hierarchical; humans place the powerful
landscape spirits (the “outside” spirits) ontologically above themselves.
People submit to the spirits, including the “inside” spirits – the ancestors
(yang) dwelling inside the village and roaming the immediate vicinity of
the village settlement. By contrast, wild and domestic animals and most
plants (except rice) are treated as lesser beings, only partial subjects. Of
the cultivated plants, only rice is conceived of as a kind of “person” – often referred to by the local term for “children”.
This asymmetric matrix of human-environment relations is expressed
in the ritual language of sacrifice. Men sacrifice domestic animals – pigs,
cows, goats and buffaloes – to the ancestors and the powerful landscape
spirits to appease them and ask for protection, prosperity and wellbeing.
However, no blood sacrifices are carried out to the spirits of killed game
animals. Rather, among the Katu in Vietnam, one aspect of the slain animal’s soul is ritually invited to join the “family” of animal souls residing in
the communal house (to dwell there in “communion” with the powerful
village ancestors also residing there). The other aspect of the dead animal’s
soul, meanwhile, is ceremonially returned to its source in the forest – to
the female Guardian Spirit of the game animals, Kamorrbarr. Indeed,
game animals are themselves conceptualised as the “domestic pigs” of the
forest spirits, offered as gifts to the human village hunters.
The fact that the outside spirits, the master spirits of the landscape, are
regarded as powerful superiors, gives the environmental ethic and the
entire moral ecology a binding force and powerful sanctioning quality:
people do not lightly transgress the law of the land and the rule of the
spirits.
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Moreover, the sacrificial relationship to the spirits gives the Katuic variety of animism a pronounced religious character (missing in prototypical
animism); Katuic people are, as it were, “worshippers” of their spiritimbued landscape. Or rather, the complex notion of spirit forests amounts
to something like a “cult of ecosystem spirits” – a ritualised recognition of
the dense interconnectedness of people and forest, and of the importance
of particular ecological “nodes” in the landscape on which human survival
and prosperity ultimately depend.
Katuic cosmology amounts to a moral ecology in the sense that the land
and the landscape, notably hills, respond to human action either with
blessings and protection when treated well or with rage and punishment
in the form of illness and misfortune when treated badly. As I have described at various points in the thesis, each village ideally has a specific,
protective spirit hill guarding and monitoring its human subjects – their
moral behaviour towards one another and their behaviour towards the
enspirited forest environment surrounding the settlement. Katuic people
do not differentiate between moral transgression in human-to-human
relationships and transgressions in human-environment relations. Village
and forest form a single moral community.
The presence of spirits in the landscape thus served to ensure the compliance with the ethical code of the land and to maintain and reproduce
the network of protected spirit forests in the village-forest landscape.

The village-forest landscape
The corner stone of traditional Katuic livelihood culture – before the
America-Vietnam War – was the rotational shifting-cultivating system,
still a predominant subsistence activity among the upland Katuic groups.
A central issue in the thesis is the question how this system is integrated
into the wider socio-cosmological scheme – the animistic ontology and
ecology – and what role shifting cultivation has played in shaping and
managing the forests of the Central Annamites.
I have shown that almost every inch of the pre-war study landscape in
the uplands of Central Vietnam and Southern Laos was a cultural landscape, inhabited and managed by Katuic shifting cultivators. I believe that
this cultural landscape, which I have referred to as an integrated villageforest landscape, covered large parts of the Central Annamites, and I have
argued that the particular way this cultural landscape was organised has
played a decisive role in shaping the Central Annamitic forests and main-
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taining its unique fauna and flora which today makes the region a highpriority conservation landscape of global importance.
The characteristic features of this integrated village-forest landscape –
now increasingly threatened by massive state efforts to redesign both
society and nature along modern lines (see below) – was the mixing and
interspersing of human-use areas (“forests to be eaten”) and pristine,
natural forests (“forests of the spirits”), the former comprising swidden
fields and fallow forest, the latter old-growth spirit forests wholly or partially exempted from human use.
Each village territory was organised according to this “harlequin pattern”, creating a landscape with no sharp or clear boundaries between
human (cultural) zones and natural (that is, spirit) zones. Rather, the
landscape formed a continuum from relatively intensively used forest areas
and active swidden fields to fallow forests to pristine, old-growth forest
excluding agriculture but permitting regulated extraction of forest produce and selective hunting. The village and the forest thus penetrated into
each other in such a way that each space and zone depended on every
other forming an interconnected whole.
The fact that pre-war villages were semi-mobile and swidden fields rotated in cycles made this landscape a dynamic forestscape in which
boundaries between different zones continuously shifted within the limits
of each village territory. The outer limits of the village territories, however, were fixed by tradition and negotiable only with the consent of the
master spirits of the land – who were also the ultimate owners of the territory.

The demise of spirit rule and the erosion of the moral
ecology
The Katu and their upland Katuic relatives in Laos and Vietnam have had
intimate contacts with the majority populations in the two countries – the
Kinh in Vietnam and the Lao Lum in Laos – since well before the Second
Indochina War, starting with the penetration of communist cadres and
resistance fighters during the French colonial administration from the
1940s onwards (described in Chapter 4). In Vietnam, these relatively few
and scattered cadres who mingled with the indigenous population in the
region had a significant influence on local communities and apparently
managed to gain the support and confidence of the indigenous population.
Apart from winning over the communities for the communist and nationalist cause against the French (and later the Americans), the revolu-
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tionary cadres provided a link to the wider society and familiarised the
Katu and other Katuic groups with the culture, language and customs of
the majority populations. They also introduced their own administration
in the villages and established cooperative shops, brought in new tools
and technical equipment to the communities, encouraged wet-rice production and promoted trade relations with the majority population.
The French administration, too, had of course had an impact on life in
the villages, but apart from the relatively few military operations in the
region, their impact seems to have been limited to the conscription of
labourers for road projects and other colonial construction endeavours
and their largely abortive attempts to impose taxation on the indigenous
population.
The great transformation of indigenous life and landscape really began
with the Second Indochina War, a war in which the large majority of the
Katuic population actively sided with the communist forces on both sides
of the Lao-Vietnam border. The War had a tremendous impact on Katuic
society and the whole Central Annamitic landscape. Let me here only
recapitulate a few points relevant for my topic regarding this social and
environmental cataclysm.
From interviews with elderly people and from their narratives about
the War, it is clear that the destruction wrought on the landscape through
bombing, forest fires and the spraying of defoliants not only destroyed
villages and fields but also large swathes of forest, including numerous
sacred sites and spirit forests. Army patrols penetrated into the village
territories, established camps inside the forest and around local settlements, and battles were fought at different sites across the landscape, involving local fighters and affecting all inhabitants in the region.
Obviously the soldiers and officers of the regular armies of both sides
imposed their own rule over people and landscape in the areas where they
operated; they cleared and burned forest where they needed and hunted,
fished and extracted what they needed from the forest – with little regard
to local customs and traditions. This military presence in the village-forest
landscape also profoundly affected local attitudes towards spirit forests
and the cultural precepts associated with them.
Elderly Katu interlocutors I spoke to said that villagers had experienced
this devastation of their lands and villages as a “profanation” of their forests – indeed as a “war” against the spirits of the landscape. As spirit areas
were turned into battle zones – ravaged by bombs, napalm and ensuing
forest fires, caused by the U.S.-RVN forces – villagers assumed that the
local spirits had abandoned such areas and moved elsewhere or, indeed,
even been “hurt” or “killed”. In certain places, the landscape was also
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affected by forest bases established by the northern army (VPA). In the
post-war period, further destruction was inflicted upon the landscape,
now by the Communist Party. Some local people literally interpreted this
as an “overthrow” of the rule of the spirits by the powerful Vietnamese
Government and Communist Party.
With the emergent disappearance of the old spirits, and with the new
powers in place, the traditional ethical code – the moral ecology, the taboo system and the entire animist stance towards the forest – was shaken
in its foundations and began to crumble. This erosion of traditions had, of
course, started in a more modest way – through formal education, party
propaganda and intensified contacts with the majority society – already
during the French administration and the years leading up to the America-Vietnam War. The process of Vietnamisation continued and accelerated in the post-war decades. But it was only with the Doi Moi reform in
the 1990s that the modernisation process really “took off” with massive
investments in infrastructural developments, expansion of basic social
services, cash-crop production and industrial forestry schemes.
The result has been a progressive weakening of the animist stance and
the traditional Katuic livelihood culture. The integrated structure of the
village-forest landscape is breaking down under the pressure from the
massive development push – a modernisation drive which, as the ethnic
minorities are concerned, can effectively be described as a “war” against
shifting cultivation and traditional life ways under the banner of “the war
on poverty”.
With the crumbling of the animist moral ecology, the entire autochthonous institutional system that ensured respect for the spirits of the
landscape and the taboos associated with them, is likely to break down
and, thus, opening up for progressive destruction of the forest ecosystems
through illegal commercial logging and poaching. The process creates a
vicious circle: the erosion of the animist belief system leads to a weakening of the taboo system that underpins it which, in turn, opens the way
for forest degradation and the destruction of biodiversity values. Conversely, as the traditional village-forest matrix breaks down and the spirit
forests are increasingly disrespected and “profaned”, the moral ecology
progressively loses its hold on the younger generations of the indigenous
population.
This, I think, is a significant loss: the animist moral ecology has for
centuries constituted a powerful means of forest-use regulation without
the need for trained forest patrols and technical monitoring mechanisms.
Meanwhile, high-modernist systems of forest management have proven
impotent or faulty. Advanced legal mechanisms, set up to protect the
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forests, have repeatedly turned out to be toothless if and when the relevant forestry actors (corporate or otherwise) want to “cheat” the system.
Swedish forestry- and conservation policies provide disconcerting evidence of this fact (cf. Hammarström 1976; Zaremba 2012). Even our
most advanced forest-protection systems require a moral will to protect
the biodiversity values of the forest – otherwise the systems do not work.

The High-Modernist Conquest
The Katuic moral ecology and subsistence-oriented livelihood culture is
today effectively overrun by a battery of state-sponsored development
policies and programmes executed with support from global development
agencies. I have argued that these policies and programmes have all the
features of high modernism (Scott 1998). This is particularly evident in
the current market-oriented policies to promote cash-crop production and
industrial tree plantations in the region – at the expense of the subsistence-oriented system of shifting cultivation – and the large-scale resettlement and sedentarisation schemes targeting indigenous upland communities in order to bring them under firm administrative control – that is,
making them legible and governable and turning them into modern (and
productive) citizens.
What is taking place in the uplands of the Central Annamites can, from
another angle, be seen as an ontological conquest – the intentional and
explicit imposition of the rationalistic and allegedly science-based worldview of modernity. In practice and in rhetoric, this conquest is rendered
as a “war on poverty” which effectively means a frontal attack on the nonmodern ways of life and thought of the indigenous upland groups who, in
the development language, are rendered as despairingly poor and in need
of development.
Development, on this account, means rational production (for the
market), industrialisation, urbanisation, advanced technology and access
to the entire package of facilities and services of a modern society. Development, then, requires nothing less than a total overhaul and complete
remodelling of indigenous society. High-modernist development (developmentalism) provides the solution, the effective means to create modernity fast and wholesale with little regard for local culture – knowledge,
customs and values. The participatory rhetoric of current development
discourse and practice notwithstanding, vernacular institutions and sensibilities are in the high-modernist perspective (quite rightly) regarded as
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obstacles to progress, as demonstrated in the case of the even relatively
moderate SUFORD forestry project discussed in Chapter 8.
In his discussion of high-modernism and high-modernist schemes for
the improvement of human wellbeing, Scott (1998) introduces the notions of state- and non-state spaces to explicate his argument. Statecontrolled territories and social spaces are set against non-state spaces
where the state has difficulties in establishing its authority. Pre-modern
and early-modern states usually projected an image of themselves as superior civilisations surrounded by primitive, warlike and uncivilised peoples
inhabiting the margins of the state. A fundamental objective of all state
projects – pre-modern and modern – is to expand central state control
into non-state spaces and transform the latter into ordered and civilised
societies under the authority of the state.
Although Scott (as opposed to Escobar 1995) is not explicit on this
point, it seems to me that he implies that “development” is a contemporary expression of this historical state-making project. In development
language, the categorical opposition between state- and non-state spaces
becomes equated with a distinction between poverty- and development
spaces. Development is the modern state’s legitimate mode of bringing
the peoples inhabiting non-state spaces under its administrative and civilising control – making them serve the state.
This dynamic tension between state- and non-state spaces and its mirror image, development- and poverty spaces, is conspicuously manifest in
the relationship between lowland majorities and upland minorities in
Southeast Asia (as developed by Scott 2009). Throughout the region, a
few lowland civilisations have historically dominated the dispersed and
stateless upland societies.
The state-centred and hierarchical imagery persists. Again, Scott does
not pursue the historical parallels, but his analysis is clearly pertinent to
the present situation. Modern Southeast Asian states continue to be controlled by dominant lowland peoples like the Lao Lum, Kinh, Thai and
Han Chinese who tend to see themselves as bearers of a superior civilisation surrounded by marginal and primitive peoples who have to be civilised, modernised and developed – and thereby incorporated into the
state. In the process, the symbolical boundary between civilised and uncivilised – between poverty- and development spaces – is maintained and
reproduced. It is in this context that we should understand the current
developmentalist optic of the state, which casts upland peoples across the
region as “the poorest of the poor”, a prime target for development interventions.
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The modernist reconfiguration of the Katuic landscape
Perhaps the most visible and concrete expression of high-modernist simplifications of society and nature in the study region is the reconfiguration
of the physical landscape. The historical landscape of the Central Annamites was, I suggest, a predominantly cultural (or cultured) landscape,
combining in a complex patch-work pattern human-use (cultural) spaces
and pristine (natural) forests. The cultural spaces included fallow forest
used by indigenous swidden farmers, the natural zones included spirit
forests – owned and protected by the spirits and off-limit for agriculture.
These two intermixed spaces, whose counterparts among the Bahnaric
Cau Ma people were referred to as “forests to be eaten” and “forests for
the spirits” (Boulbet 1967), were both considered essential parts of the
village territory and together formed the integrated whole I have called
the village-forest landscape.
This cultured landscape is today dramatically re-designed on the simplified and modernist pattern of a sharp division between cultural and
natural spaces, ideally forming two separate and continuous zones with
little or no overlap or intermixing. The human space is envisioned as a
development space – a space for agriculture and industrial production, for
permanent and concentrated settlements, preferably along roads and
within easy reach of urban centres and markets. The natural space, by
contrast, is envisioned as emptied of humans, free from villages and farms
and industrial developments (except, perhaps, for modern forestry production) and reserved for forest regeneration, biodiversity conservation
and watershed protection – what the moderns refer to as “wilderness”,
untouched by humans (except for the odd conservation biologist and a
few ecotourists).
This dualist Descartian landscape is deeply rooted in modern aesthetics. It assumes as self-evident the mutual exclusion of the two spaces;
there can be no true wilderness in the human landscape, and there can be
no true human space in the wilderness. Village and forest are, and must
be, separated. On every score, this modernist landscape contrasts with the
pre-war Katuic shifting-cultivating landscape – now increasingly mutilated
by the high-modernist development (and conservation) efforts promoted
by the states and international development actors.
In its latest incarnation, the Descartian landscape seems likely to be increasingly entrenched in the form of a REDD landscape where its former
forest dwellers and swidden farmers are converted into laymen foresters,
resettled outside their ancestral forest lands. And where, instead of farming and “eating” the forest, they will then be paid to patrol and protect it
to serve the state (by ensuring handsome REDD revenues) and save the
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world from global warming – but also earn some money (it is said) for
themselves and their families.
Paradoxically, the modern, “natural” forests in the Central Annamites
are thus, in fact, artificially produced by resettlement policies evacuating
former swidden cultivators from their cultivated and carefully managed
forests – so carefully managed that significant parts of this former villageforest landscape is today protected and showcased as a high-priority conservation landscape and bio-diversity hotspot of global importance. By
contrast, the resettled swidden farmers are today increasingly dependent
on subsidies from the state and international development aid.
The greatest irony, though, is that when these impoverished and forcibly resettled indigenous farmers, deprived of their ancestral livelihoods
and resource base, return to the forest to clear and cultivate a swidden for
subsistence, or when they see themselves obliged to cut and sell some
timber or trap and trade valuable wild forest animals to earn some cash in
the new free-market economy, they are condemned and punished as intruders, encroaching into the pristine, natural forest which is the property
of the state and the natural heritage of the world.
Why, then, do the indigenous population – the upland Katuics and other
ethnic minorities in the region – not raise their voices in protest against
the authoritarian and high-modernist development policies and programmes that so clearly constrain their lives and livelihoods? Why do they
apparently willingly submit or passively resign to these policies? Part of
the answer, I believe, is their historical loyalty to the communist regimes
and their hope that the state will eventually deliver their promises of a
better life in a new and different world. But another and fundamental part
of the explanation lies in the very nature of high-modernist statecraft as
explicated by Scott (1998): high-modernism thrives in authoritarian states
with a prostrate civil society (ibid: 5).
Translated into the present context it means to say: the indigenous upland groups in Laos and Vietnam are generally small, divided and marginalised. The total ethnic minority population is small compared to the majority population, particularly in Vietnam, and the communist regimes
allow no ethnic mobilisation of any kind. Several limited attempts to ethnic protests in Vietnam in the past decade have been severely put down by
the state. The ethnic minorities are politically largely silenced.
And yet, this cannot be the whole answer. It seems to me that highmodernist schemes and policies are found also in exemplary democratic
states such as those in Scandinavia. If only effectively introduced, cloaked
in rationalist political, economic and environmental rhetoric and backed
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by powerful media, and progressively portioned out to a population already converted to the modernist faith, high-modernist policies may take
root and flourish in democratic model societies.
Referring to the longstanding conflict between the state and Saami
reindeer herders over resource rights and cultural self-determination in
northern Scandinavia, Beach (2000) writes:
Goals of “sustainable development” beg the question what is to be sustained and for whom. There are an infinite number of long-term sustainable ecosystems that can be promoted in a given region; which, is a political question. What can be termed “vulgar ecology” tends to cloak the role
of human purpose in conceptions of Nature. It is a perspective readily revealed by the reductionistic, monetary metaphors it employs […] (Beach
2000: 6-7)
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11. Plates
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Plates Chapter 6
Plate 6.1: Forest-status map of A Vương commune. Source: MoNRE
2007.
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Plate 6.2: Bioforest map of A Vương commune and adjacent communes (Ta Lu
commune and Prao township). Source: MARD: Forest Directorate.
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Plate 6.3: Forest land-use zoning in A Vương commune and adjacent communes.
Source: MoNRE.
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Plates Chapter 7
Plate 7.1: Showing the “spheres of influence” of the 2-3 major spirit hills according to interviews. On the northern side of the HCM Highway, Kong Dhư rules,
whilst on the southern side, Legom holds sway. The networks between the core
spirits, and their subsidiary spirits are shown with arrows. The spirits are: 1) K.
Dhu, 2) B. Gagyiir, 3) Pikk Mraang, 4) B. Gervakk, 5) B. Bac, 6) B. Legom, 7)
K. Derruong, 8) Görrheng, 9) B. Vön, 10) Chörrging and 11) Atööp zone.
Source of base map: Google/Cnes/Spot Image/Astrium/DigitalGlobe 2014.
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Plate 7.2: Showing defoliation intensity in the study area. “K” stands for Katu
area and “N” for the Nge-Kriang area. High levels of defoliation are indicated by
the colours yellow, orange and red. Please refer to the source map and article for a
more information. Source: Stellman, J.M. et al 2003: 326.
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Plates Chapter 8
Plate 8.1: Map showing the SUFORD PFAs in Laos. Production Forest Areas are
shown in Green. Conservation Protected Areas, including National Biodiversity
Conservation Areas are shown in Red and Local Conservation protected areas in
Yellow. Source SUFORD PSFM Operations Manual (2008: 2).
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Plates Chapter 9
Plate 9.1: Showing a participatory map of Loy drawn on a “scientific”
baseline map (streams). The map shows the three main spirit areas, plus
the estimated location of the Korraam spirit area.

Plate 9.2

Plate 9.3
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Plate 9.2. Close-up of the Terrååm spirit area.
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Plate 9.3: Close-up image of Plate 9.1 showing the Dreen spirit area (southern
part of Plate 9.1). Note the very complex seasonal movement of Loy’s small elephant herd which has drawn as arrows with pencil on this map.
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Plate 9.4: Participatory map of the Chrehh village area (freehand map). Interesting to note on this map is the fact that both spirit areas (indicated with the letter
“P”), and certain fallow areas (notably abandoned village grounds) have been
designated by the villagers as “the most important fruit collection grounds” of the
village. As on the Loy map, the oldgrowth forests (Darker Green) are also spirit
areas.
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Plate 9.5: Tang Plang village map. Note the many ponds in the landscape
which are indicated as spirit places.
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